
fication thesis.80 Such an account “also has to establish that
there are no reasons against its acceptance which defeat the
reasons for the authority,” namely that the justifiable ways in
which it functions are not accompanied by aspects that defeat
their acceptability. For example, an important reason against
its acceptance would concern “the intrinsic desirability of peo-
ple conducting their lives by their own lights.”81 This recogni-
tion fits the fundamental anarchist idea that our approach to
political institutions needs to start from a prior consideration
of the undesirability of constraints, of the need to consider both
the defects of political institutions and their merits, rather than
focusing only on the latter, which, as I will argue, helps refor-
mulate the debate. The focus on people’s initiative, a strong
motivating reason for such an outlook, expresses the very an-
archist concern with freedom and the importance of creating a
background of appropriate relations among them that enables
people to control their lives meaningfully. In the light of these
considerations, Raz’s justification thesis qualifies as one that
functions properly within the background of justifications of
limited authority as determined by the anarchist ideal. The
whole account of Raz, then, is thoroughly characterized by the
anarchist perspective and the way that perspective determines
our approach to political institutions. Each of the specific el-
ements of this account acquires a clear meaning and position
within the framework established by the anarchist as one set-
tling the tasks of political theory and action.

In order for this account to work properly, however, there
are certain aspects that should be approached with caution.
The considerations shown in the previous paragraphs to be rec-
ognized by Raz can apply to his view, provided that it satisfies
certain conditions. Although the idea that the justification of
political authority lies in its being an efficient vehicle of the

80 Raz, “Authority and Justification,” 132.
81 Raz, “Authority and Justification,” 132–133.
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thus one that binds to the authorities of their societies those
who adopt it.79

Given the preceding analysis, we can now examine how cen-
tral aspects of Raz’s view bear on our argument.

Raz’s normal justification thesis respects the anarchist idea
that authorities, if they are to exist, can exist justifiably only
if they are shown to be for the people and not vice versa. The
service conception already claimed this. The position reflected
in the combination of all his theses, that it is only on the basis
of the independent reasons determining the moral responsibil-
ity of people that relations of authority can be accepted, cor-
responds to the anarchist perspective on justification. In the
debate on political obligation, anarchism establishes a demand
for justification that has been neglected, a demand activating
an ideal of legitimacy as a constant test for any account of con-
straints. This throws new light on Raz’s account. He offers his
account as explaining which institutions are just. Although
anarchism begins with the prior question of legitimacy rather
than justice, as far as institutional evaluation is concerned we
can see Raz’s approach as functioning within the background
of justification established by the anarchist: his theses set the
terms for the moral acceptability of constraints. We can also
read his claim that the dependence thesis articulates a condi-
tion for the legitimate exercise of authority in the language of
the anarchist ideal of legitimacy: only institutions that serve
generally acceptable moral values are justifiable. This correla-
tion will be understood when we will see how the anarchist
ideal of legitimacy arises.

It is also important that Raz recognizes that “a complete jus-
tification of authority has to do more than provide valid rea-
sons for its acceptance,” as is the case with the normal justi-

79 See Raz, The Morality of Freedom, Chapter 13; Raz, The Authority of
Law, 94–99.
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of us, who adds something to it for us to take—it centers on
differential access.75 This notion of authority also presupposes
a kind of inequality, namely personal differences (unequal
capacities) and a hierarchy prior to the authority relationship
on which that relationship is based.76 Given the involvement
of these features in the idea of theoretical authority, its use
within Raz’s account must be approached carefully. I will
explain how in the following paragraphs.

Finally, Raz sees his account as making the surrender of
judgment, characteristic of authority relations, compatible
with keeping one’s moral responsibility.77 He situates his
position in relation to the liberal theorizing on authority,
explaining that the liberals focus on the Rawlsian “duty to sup-
port and uphold just institutions” as a proper way of justifying
limited government, while his own account is offered as an
attempt to answer the prior question of an “understanding of
which institutions are just”—or, to be “setting the question in
a certain way[, o]ne has a duty to uphold and support author-
ities if they meet the conditions of the service conception.”78
Raz’s account also becomes a basis for the attitude of “respect
for law” (it is actually what grounds its application, meaning,
and validity), which he sees as an acceptable expression of the
morally desirable sense of identification with our societies and

75 Friedman, “On the Concept,” 75 and 80–81.
76 Friedman, “On the Concept,” 82–85. A second condition, which how-

ever does not concern us primarily here, is that the knowledge available to
the person of authority should be “in principle available—at least to some
humans,” i.e., that there exists an “ ‘epistemological’ framework,” a “class
of things capable to be known,” this involving the second-order “belief that
the mind of man can have contact with the reality on which [the relevant]
authority speaks” (Friedman, “On the Concept,” 83).

77 Raz, “Authority and Justification,” 139.
78 Raz, “Authority and Justification,” 138.
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authority. To start with, the former is nonexecutive, while the
latter is exactly “the right of A to issue practical directives and
the correlative duty of B to follow them or to obey them.”70
It is crucial to note that Raz relates his account strongly with
the idea of theoretical authority when he focuses on authority
in terms both of “its expertise (or that of policy-making ad-
visers)” and, more importantly, of its “ability to secure social
coordination.”71 This assimilation seems to sit well with his
normal justification thesis and the service conception as well
as with further general ideas that motivate his view, ideas that
I will discuss in my criticism below. It is also consistent with
the anarchist attitude toward authority, a skepticism that does
not reject forms of authority such as parental authority or
the authority of the teacher and that demonstrates a complex
attitude toward theoretical authority.72 But it also brings to
the fore the concept of “an authority” with its special charac-
teristics.73 More precisely, this notion of authority maintains
that deference to someone as authority is based on his special
knowledge and the presupposition that others are debarred
from such knowledge. The idea of authority here puts “the
person prior to the system,” the latter concerning established
procedures for creating authority, which are prior according
to the idea of “in authority.”74 The concept of “an authority”
also focuses on special capacities and the quality of one’s
decisions as what sets one apart from others, irrespective of
whether they accept that person or not, and as what makes
one person an intermediary between the world and the rest

70 See McLaughlin, Anarchism and Authority, 67 (emphasis mine).
71 Raz, “Introduction,” 6.
72 For relevant and very clarifying accounts of theoretical authority and

the anarchist position on it, see Richard T. De George,The Nature and Limits
of Authority (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1985), 33–45; McLaugh-
lin, Anarchism and Authority, 63–67.

73 For the following analysis of this idea, see Friedman, “On the Con-
cept,” 74–85 (emphasis mine).

74 Friedman, “On the Concept,” 77–80 (emphasis mine).
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authoritative reasons should, in order for authorities to be jus-
tified, be dependent on already existing underlying reasons, au-
thorities “should have the right to replace people’s judgments
on the merits of the case.”68

Let me note here that the contractualist approach to author-
ity, which will concern us extensively in this study, adopts the
service conception of Raz and the ideas reflected in the two
theses that compose it. According to this approach, authority
can be justified on the basis of reasons that represent, apply to,
and are the best for the individuals subjected. Yet this approach
departs from Raz’s third thesis. In contractualism the central
idea is that, in the case of practical justifications such as those
concerning political authority, the relevant reasons have to be
explicitly justifiable to those they concern. Thus in the social
world it is important that individuals actually see the reasons
that apply to them. Practical reason differs from theoretical
reason, and in the case of the former individual judgment can
never really be replaced. This is because in theoretical reason
the point is to find the truth as it applies irrespective of in-
dividual opinion (as is the case with axioms in mathematics),
whereas in practical reason the truth is determined on the ba-
sis of individual evaluation and interaction itself. As we will
see in the main part of the study, this position leads the con-
tractualist to a distinctive method of justification that gives a
special role to choice and is of great importance for the debate
on political authority.

In contrast, within the context of his own theory as de-
scribed above, Raz sees “theoretical” authorities, referring to
“authority for believing in certain propositions,” to be more
likely to have the same structure as practical authorities and to
be supported in the same way by his dependence thesis.69 Yet
there is crucial difference between theoretical and practical

68 Raz, “Authority and Justification,” 135.
69 See, for example, Raz, “Authority and Justification.”
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argument required to justify a claim that a certain authority is
legitimate,”61 is the position that for authority to be justified
it should be shown to be the best way for individuals to
conform to reasons that apply to them, reasons to which they
themselves are committed.62 This thesis maintains that

the normal and primary way to establish that a person
should be acknowledged to have authority over another
person involves showing that the alleged subject is likely
better to comply with reasons which apply to him (other than
the alleged authoritative directives) if he accepts the directives
of the alleged authority as authoritatively binding and tries
to follow them, rather than by trying to follow the reasons
which apply to him directly.63

This is the crux of Raz’s defense of authority. Together, the
dependence and the normal justification theses “articulate the
service conception of the function of authorities, that is, the
view that their role and primary normal function is to serve
the governed.”64 This leads to the third normative thesis that
Raz adopts, the preemption thesis, which “concerns the way the
existence of a binding authoritative directive affects the reason-
ing of the subjects of the authority.”65 On this position, such
requirements preempt the reasons they are intended to serve:
when they guide action, they replace their underlying justify-
ing reasons.66 The thesis claims that “[t]he fact that an author-
ity requires performance of an action is a reason for its perfor-
mance which is not to be added to all other relevant reasons
when assessing what to do, but should exclude and take the
place of some of them.”67 The resulting idea is that, because

61 Raz, “Authority and Justification,” 115.
62 Raz, “Authority and Justification,” 129–133.
63 Raz, “Authority and Justification,” 129.
64 Raz, “Authority and Justification,” 131, emphases mine.
65 Raz, “Authority and Justification,” 115.
66 Raz, “Authority and Justification,” 133–137.
67 Raz, “Authority and Justification,” 124.
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Finally it involves an account of the nature of authoritative
instructions as “dependent” and “preemptive” reasons for ac-
tion, namely reasons meant to reflect the balance of reasons
on which they depend, instead of being added to them, and
reasons meant to replace the original reasons on which they
depend, while not having absolute supremacy.57

Accordingly, Raz’s first thesis is the dependence thesis,
concerning “the general character of the considerations
which should guide the actions of authorities,”58 which is the
position that authorities should act on dependent reasons
in order to achieve an ideal exercise of authority.59 That
is, “[a]ll authoritative requirements should be based, in the
main, on reasons which already independently apply to the
subjects of the directives and are relevant to their action in the
circumstances covered by the directive.”60 The second thesis,
the normal justification thesis, which “concerns the type of

for him or her in certain specified areas without any need for persuasion
through further argument whenever a relevant issue arises (Friedman, “On
the Concept,” 63–68). The second distinctive feature of authority, which is
relevant to the present discussion, is the “mark” of authority, namely the
need to provide the sign or credential of authority through “some public
way of identifying the person whose utterances are to be taken as author-
itative,” which regards “the recognition and acceptance of certain criteria
for designating who is to possess this kind of influence” (Friedman, “On the
Concept,” 68–71, emphasis mine). It is also important that we concentrate
on the source of authority, the source of the special sort of reason for action
that authority is meant to denote, rather than its content (Friedman, “On the
Concept,” 60–61), and that we find this on the person and his or her status
(Friedman, “On the Concept,” 65–67). For similar points, especially his refer-
ence to “peremptory reasons,” see Hart, “Commands and Authoritative Legal
Reasons,” 100–101.

57 Raz, “Authority and Justification,” 121.
58 Raz, “Authority and Justification,” 115.
59 Raz, “Authority and Justification,” 122–129.
60 Raz, “Authority and Justification,” 125. Yet, while they reflect rea-

sons that apply to the subjects of authority, authoritative reasons still “make
a difference to what [the] subjects ought to do” (Raz, “Authority and Justifi-
cation,” 126).
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In this study I define and defend critical philosophical an-
archism, showing it to be superior to alternative approaches
to the problem of the justification of political institutions. In
particular, I lay out and examine the critical philosophical anar-
chist approach to the problem of political obligation, contrast-
ing this approach with traditional treatments of the problem.
The anarchist stance within the contemporary debate on politi-
cal obligation has been dismissed too easily. I advance a clearer
statement of the critical philosophical anarchist position than
those currently available and demonstrate the continued value
of adopting an anarchist perspective on the problem of political
authority.

This study has nine chapters. In the Introduction, I set out
my argument and the anarchist position I want to defend. The
first chapter presents the problem of political obligation, the
main aspects of this central problem and themain argument for
the solution that I develop in the following chapters. Chapter
2 provides an analysis and restatement of anarchist arguments
against consent and contract theories of political obligation.
Chapter 3 offers considerations against a natural duty theory
of political obligation. Chapter 4 addresses a reciprocity-based
theory of political obligation, to wit, the principle of fairness
as formulated by Hart and Rawls. The fifth chapter presents
John Horton’s distinctive theory in an effort to demonstrate
its value in the debate. Chapter 6 illustrates in general the dis-
tinctive contribution of critical philosophical anarchism to the
problem of political authority, completing the argument set out
in the Introduction and Chapter 1 and developed in the pre-
ceding critical chapters on the different defenses of political
obligation. In Chapter 7 I connect the perspective of critical
philosophical anarchism on the main tasks and aims of polit-
ical anarchism with a more comprehensive anarchist political
theory and approach to society. In the conclusion I tie together
my argument for critical philosophical anarchism as developed
over the course of the study.
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contemporary political theorists, such as Rawls and Dworkin,
may be seen to work within these boundaries, in fact to work
adequately only within them. Within this framework, Raz’s
reply to the anarchist challenge is that “[t]he basis of legiti-
macy is relative success in getting people to conform to right
reason.”52

To explain: Raz’s defense of “practical authority,” that is, “au-
thority with power to require action,”53 involves three main
normative theses.54 These work within the background of his
general approach to the analysis of authority, which includes
the idea that authority necessarily entails obligations to obey.55
It also involves the claim that the indispensable feature of au-
thority is “surrender of judgment,” which is not taken to mean
that obedience erases personal deliberation, but rather that it
is not conditional on personal examination of the thing pre-
scribed. When individuals follow authoritative prescriptions,
they do so on the understanding that, whatever their opinion
is about the thing prescribed, after they have acknowledged the
authority they are expected to follow its directions as given.56

52 Raz, “Introduction,” 13.
53 Raz, “Authority and Justification,” 115.
54 For the following account, see Raz, “Authority and Justification.”
55 This is because the justified use of forcewould not be authority unless

it included an appeal to compliance, which is meaningful only if there are
things to comply to. In short, legitimate authority is usually exercised by giv-
ing directives and issuing instructions. It is much more than use of coercive
threats; it imposes duties and confers rights and thus involves an obligation
to obey (Raz, “Authority and Justification,” 115–118; see this in contrast with
Ladenson’s view of authority as merely permission to use coercion, all dis-
cussed above, in the section “The problem of political obligation”; see also
McLaughlin, Anarchism and Authority, 54–60).

56 Raz, “Authority and Justification,” 118–122. For this idea, see also
Friedman, “On the Concept”: the first distinctive feature of authority is “sur-
render of private judgment,” which means that with regard both to conduct
and to belief, an individual who accepts authority recognizes that someone
else’s prescription is to be followed simply because it comes from one “ac-
knowledged by him as entitled to rule,” that that person is entitled to decide
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trol over another party.”49 The anarchist worries further about
the fact that domination and hierarchy are definitive aspects of
authority at the expense of freedom and equality, encouraging
other harmful social phenomena such as exploitation and coer-
cion.50 Thus, Raz’s account helps us illustrate how the concern
with the creation of problematic relations between people, as
it appears in subjugation, or domination, lies at the heart of
the anarchist skepticism about authority. This study also aims
to demonstrate that it takes on special significance in the criti-
cism of political obligation.

Given this problem, one should at least concede the idea that
“no unlimited authority can be legitimate” and thus that “[w]e
need a doctrine of limited government, i.e. of the principled
limitations on the possible scope of governmental authority.”51
As we will see later in this chapter, this requirement is not a
demand simply and primarily to limit the scope of authority
as much as possible. Rather, it is a demand to find reasons
and principles that determine the nature and functions of au-
thority in a manner that makes it justifiable to all reasonable,
adult individuals subject to it. The suggestion I will develop,
to apply an ideal of legitimacy to further justifications of con-
straints in view of the results of the debate on political obliga-
tion, sets such a background as a primary condition. Although
the concernwith limited authority is a liberal demand and anar-
chism is defined by a prior concern with whether authority can
ever be morally legitimate, once this concern is properly recog-
nized, further evaluations of constraints can function within
this background. Moreover, the defenses provided by various

49 McLaughlin, Anarchism and Authority, 47.
50 For a useful account of domination and exploitation in relation to

authority and the prior role of domination in this regard, see McLaughlin,
Anarchism and Authority, 47–53. See also Green’s and McLaughlin’s view
that authority is problematic and potent: Green, The Authority of the State,
and McLaughlin, Anarchism and Authority, 37, respectively.

51 Raz, “Introduction,” 12.
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Introduction

According to Anarchism, relations of domination are immoral.
The coercion and exploitation of one individual by another is
unjustified, as is the control of the individual by a collective,
such as the state. The values of freedom and equality are
paramount. A strand of anarchism expresses these positions
within the philosophical debate on political obligation, and this
has a distinct impact on our approach to political institutions.

Anarchism is “scepticism towards authority.”1 Its unifying
position is that not all forms of authority are justified and we
should be skeptical about any acceptance of them prior to their
satisfactory justification. One form of authority that anarchists
consider unjustified is the political authority of the state.2 Op-

1 Paul McLaughlin, Anarchism and Authority: A Philosophical Introduc-
tion to Classical Anarchism (Farnham: Ashgate, 2007), esp. Chapter 2, 29–36.

2 Although “ ‘anti-statism’ does not define anarchism,” because anar-
chists challenge authoritative relations other than, within, and alongside the
state (McLaughlin, Anarchism and Authority, 97), the anarchist challenge in-
volves opposition to the authority of the state, which focuses on the state’s
special characteristics as “a specific form of government,” namely its being
a “sovereign,” “compulsory,” “monopolistic,” and “distinct body” (see David
Miller, Anarchism [London: Dent, 1984], 5). But anarchism’s opposition to
the state reflects its more general opposition to political authority and the in-
stitutionalized coercion that characterizes it (for these, seeMiller, Anarchism,
5, and my characterization of the “political” below), although not necessarily
to a looser sense of political society as a form of social organization. So, in its
core, anarchism objects to the authority of all political phenomena, institu-
tions, and practices that involve institutionalized coercion. In the rest of this
study I will use the term “state” interchangeably with “political institutions”
(or “political constraints”) and “institutionalized coercion” (or “institution-
alized domination”) to designate the object of the anarchist opposition to
political authority. For political authority and the state, see also McLaugh-
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of this impossibility, we insist on the importance of finding ac-
ceptable ways of justifying reasons to the individuals subjected,
making the defense of the state in terms of goodness a recog-
nition of self-government. The idea of basing government on
ethical concerns that we all share arises as the prominent task
of justification for the defenders to pursue.

Raz’s theory as an illustration

Raz’s position helps illustrate the preceding discussion. I will
use it as a representative example to show how we can better
understand and improve the views on the state offered by those
motivated by the anarchist position.

Starting from the central anarchist intuition that there is
some puzzlement with the idea that “one person has the right
to rule another,” i.e., that the right to rule is deeply disturbing
as a notion,45 Joseph Raz sees this puzzlement as rooted in the
fact that authority involves a “dimension of subjugation” that
is distinctive of it, namely it involves duties that are “deliber-
ately imposed by one human being on another with the aim of
subjecting that other to a duty.”46 Hence, he sees the anarchist
complaint to be ultimately about “the problem of subjugation,”
that is, of the subjection of one person to another,47 where un-
equal dependence is the main aim, and this is facilitated by
giving dependence a specific form. In essence this “is a prob-
lem of the relations between one person and another,” which,
as I will illustrate throughout this study, concerns the anarchist
most and remains vivid with regard to political authority.48 Im-
portantly so, it signifies the central role of domination within
political authority, of “the capacity of one party to exercise con-

45 Raz, “Introduction,” 3–4.
46 Raz, “Introduction,” 16–17.
47 Raz, “Introduction,” 16–17.
48 Raz, “Introduction,” 16–17.
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is reflected in the failure of accounts of political obligation that
the anarchist stresses.44

There is, however, a way of correcting the state defenders’
error. By staying clear and insisting on the form that Rousseau
gave to state-defense, wemight come to realize that at one level
it is unachievable for the state. Thenwemay legitimately move
to the other argument—still in the light of the importance of
choice indicated by the argument that we cannot achieve in a
direct form—which gives an alternative view of legitimacy in
terms of autonomy, although clearly not choice-based. We can
then pay attention to its specific implications for the state.

If, with Raz, we try to determine what we can tell about how
the state works and focus on its protecting our capacity for au-
tonomy through its service of good reasons, we need to see
what direction such a defense takes. It cannot prove political
obligation, nor can it justify the state once and for all. Rather
it can concede the continual instability of the state and concen-
trate, as most important, on the attempt to justify the reasons
why they are subjected to individuals themselves, not through
actual choice, but through reasonable testing and evaluation
in the light of the lack of such a choice. (This is facilitated, for
example, by the enforcement of law through transparent and
accountable mechanisms, which, at some level, is an expres-
sion of continuing choice.) This is a demanding approach, yet
one that is consistent as a recognition of the value of choice,
not departing from the initial argument about choice in a de-
structive way. The two arguments come together through a
fair compromise: we assert the value of choice, while realizing
that we cannot base the state directly on choice; in the light

44 And it is telling of something the anarchist observes and indicates
with worry: that, by nature, the state involves subjugation in the disagree-
able sense of some ruling others with the intention to subject them, which
creates inappropriate relations among individuals and is concomitant to
domination. See the discussion of Raz in the section “Raz’s theory as an
illustration” below.
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position to the state’s right to rule, although a non-definitive
anarchist concern, is common to all forms of anarchism and
its proponents, despite the variety and division among them.
The rejection of the state’s right to rule relates to the stronger
anarchist challenge to its right to exist. This challenge is the
upshot of political anarchism, which maintains that the state
must be resisted as an evil and a new social form must emerge
that succeeds the state and constitutes an improvement on soci-
eties organized around the state. Thus, in order to pave theway
for a complete evaluation of anarchism, including the project
of political anarchism, it is helpful to examine first the prin-
cipled rejection of political authority that philosophical anar-
chism proposes and to detail the positive views, if any, that it
expresses. My strategy throughout this study will be to exam-
ine this challenge as formulated within the debate on political
obligation.

In this introduction, I briefly describe four basic forms of
anarchism byway of a preface in order to clarify the theoretical
perspective of critical philosophical anarchism that I defend,
placing it in the context of the current debate on anarchism.
Then I discuss the main parts of my argument and a number of
underlying ideas that help us assess the general contribution of
philosophical anarchism to the problem of political authority.

lin, Anarchism and Authority, 74–80. For discussion of the state in relation to
its “specific organs” (such as the police, bureaucracy, the law, and the army)
and especially of the five factors of governmental action in modern states
(giant-sized central administration, coordination of big business, technologi-
cal dominance, eroded bureaucracy, and war), see April Carter, The Political
Theory of Anarchism (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1971), Chapter 2;
the section “Anarchist approaches to concrete dilemmas” of Chapter 7 and
Conclusion of this book. See also a relevant discussion of “enforcement” by
Uri Gordon, Anarchy Alive: Anti-Authoritarian Politics from Practice to The-
ory (London: Pluto Press, 2008), 67–69: the features of enforcement that
make it an objectionable form of coercion are also features of the institution-
alized coercion of the state. On these lines, capitalism is a central form of
domination that anarchists object to.
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The variety of anarchisms: Defining
critical philosophical anarchism within
the current debate on anarchism

I begin with the discussion of different forms of anarchism.
There are many lines of anarchism, which divide the tradition
in different ways. One division is that between gradualist
and revolutionary anarchism, which refers to the path toward
change that anarchists advocate. Another division is between
pacifist and terrorist anarchism, drawn according to the
revolutionary methods that anarchists adopt (whether they
use peaceful means, like social reconstruction, or violence,
like some forms of propaganda by deed, respectively). These
divisions refer mostly to political anarchism, however, and the
main logic of any such division remains the same: it concerns
primarily the revolutionary methods and the form of economic
organization that each school proposes.3 Generally, there is
a huge debate around the forms of anarchism and some con-
clude in favor of an “anarchism without adjectives.” My focus
is on the position that each form of anarchism adopts with
regard to the two fundamental problems concerning the state:
its right to exist and its right to rule. For the purposes of my
argument, I want to distinguish between political anarchism
and philosophical anarchism. While the second one refers to
a very specific debate in philosophy, which I examine here,
the first one refers to practically everything else. The first one
can be further divided into individualist and communal (or
social) anarchism and the second one into positive (a priori)
and negative (a posteriori) anarchism. As a result, we have
four main forms of anarchism. These categorizations serve
mostly as clarifications of the main tendencies involved in

3 For these, see George Woodcock, Anarchism: A History of Libertar-
ian Ideas and Movements (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1975), 19; McLaughlin,
Anarchism and Authority, 2.
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be free: “[W]hoever refuses to obey the general will shall be
compelled to do so by the whole body. This means nothing
less than that he will be forced to be free.”42 “Coercion is le-
gitimate on grounds of freedom because the agent has chosen
to be coerced.”43 The idea defended here is that having others
decide for us and serve us with regard to some matters is not
a denial of freedom or choice, if the nature of their decisions
and the content of their choices represent our own choice: we
are the legislators, thus the creators of the ways we are to be
constrained, thus self-constrained, and thus free. In order for
the defenders of political institutions to preserve this argument,
however, they need to attend to it properly as the only way of
defending the state in terms of self-government. They need to
attend to the proof and preservation of this kind of choice.

As established in the previous section, there is a difference
between seeing something as justified because it is rightly dis-
covered to causally promote our autonomy and seeing it as jus-
tified because it constitutes a consequence of our autonomy.
The anarchist insists on the need for the latter, which captures
Rousseau’s idea of self-government, to make the argument for
the state a defense based on the idea of freedom through self-
constraint. But the defenders of the state do not stay consis-
tent in their use of this argument. By focusing on benefits of
the state that make it good for us, they gradually change the
initial argument from choice into an argument for the protec-
tion of choice through benefits. They are right to see the fact
that the state provides safety as a strong reason to support it,
but in the end they also believe that this makes the state a good
in itself. Thus their defenses end up saying that we are ruled
by others in order to be self-ruled. That their view allows the
defense of the state to be rendered paradoxical is an indication
of the mistake the defenders make in the process. The problem

42 Rousseau, “On Social Contract,” Chapter 7 (emphasis mine).
43 Ripstein, “The General Will,” 231.
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and so the state is offered as a way of our becoming self-ruled
that involves being ruled by others.

Dissolving the paradox: Rousseau as a paradigm of
state justification

There is a way throughwhich the seeming paradox is dissolved,
and it lies in Rousseau’s intuition that the state is justified only
as a way of our being governed by ourselves. As Rousseau
states in his The Social Contract: “The problem [of political jus-
tification] is to find a form of association which will defend and
protect with the whole common force the person and goods of
each associate, and in which each, while uniting himself with
all, may still obey himself alone, and remain as free as before.”39
To create such a civil society, individuals must unite under an
agreement the conditions of which are unanimously accepted
and with the intention to hold each other to those conditions.
As Arthur Ripstein puts it, “Rousseau’s claim is that a commu-
nity consists in a group of people in agreement both about the
conditions of their interaction and their intention to hold and
be held by each other to that agreement.”40 By becoming a
member of a community created by such an agreement, each
individual identifies with the general will, which is the united
will of all self-legislated citizens expressing the choice applied
within political society. Thus in order to be free, the citizen
always needs to hold to the general will, “to will impartially
with all the others.”41 So if he disobeys this will, others have
the right, based on their mutual agreement, to coerce him to

39 Jean-Jacques Rousseau, “On Social Contract or Principles of Political
Right,” in The Social Contract: Bound with, Discourses, ed. George Douglas
Howard Cole, John Henry Brumfitt, and John C. Hall (London: Everyman,
1973), book 1, Chapter 6 (emphasis mine).

40 Arthur Ripstein, “The General Will,” in The Social Contract Theorists:
Critical Essays on Hobbes, Locke and Rousseau, ed. Christopher W. Morris
(Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 1999), 224.

41 Ripstein, “The General Will,” 231.
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the anarchist approach to the fundamental issue of political
authority. The taxonomy is not exhaustive and the overlaps
are important. Political anarchists can be philosophical and
vice versa and, in the end, outside the specific debate over po-
litical obligation, the distinguishing characteristic of political
anarchism is that it is also practical. The discussion below
consists of a brief description of each form of anarchism in
order to arrive at a basic account of the anarchist position that
I discuss throughout this study.
Political Anarchism is primarily devoted to the task of demol-

ishing the state. It sees this task as an immediate implication of
the rejection of political authority. But this form of anarchism
also views the state as a very bad form of social organization,
a reason for opposition in addition to its belief that the state’s
existence and authority remain unjustified. Correspondingly,
this critique of the state is premised on a vision of social life
without political institutions. Philosophical Anarchism, on the
other hand, concentrates on the critique of political authority
and does not necessarily require the abolition of the state. This
latter characteristic is reflected in the fact that negative philo-
sophical anarchism is compatible with “a wide range of alter-
native political outlooks,”4 as will become clear below. Many
anarchists are both philosophical and political, but a philosoph-
ical anarchist may remain nonpolitical.
Political Individualist Anarchism is marked by its emphasis

on a central aspect of anarchism: the commitment to individ-
ual autonomy, or freedom,5 as a primary value. It promotes the

4 John Horton, Political Obligation (London: Macmillan, 1992, revised
2nd edition in 2010), 132.

5 In the sense that each individual has a capacity and right to be “self-
legislating” (Robert Paul Wolff, In Defense of Anarchism [London and New
York: Harper and Row, 1970], 14), to make and act on his/her own decisions—
as long as these do “not violate the similar rights of others” (Horton, Polit-
ical Obligation, 115) and “avoid causing dramatic social harm” (Alan John
Simmons, On the Edge of Anarchy [Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1993], 267). At a basic level, freedom can be conceived as the ability to make
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idea that each individual has an “inviolable sphere of action”
with absolute sovereignty.6 It views social relationships as in-
teractions among independent beings, able to lead their lives
abstracted from their social environment and its impacts.7 This
leads individualist anarchists to indicate the importance of vol-
untariness in any relation to, and interaction with, others and
to attack political obligation on the grounds that states are not
based on voluntary relations. They thus see them as coercive,
exploitative, and evil.
Political Communal (or Social)8 Anarchism has roots in

socialism, but it nonetheless differs from other socialist ide-
ologies, especially in their devotion to politically centralized
forms of organization and control (if not always as ends,

choices on various issues of one’s life under circumstances of the lack of
coercion of any kind, adequate knowledge, and unimpaired capacity for ra-
tional deliberation. Anarchists construe freedom in striking opposition to
domination and coercion. In individualist anarchism, absence of coercion is
seen primarily as the lack of interference in a private sphere of individual
life. For a unique individualist anarchist view of freedom and its replace-
ment with what is meant by “ownness,” see Max Stirner,The Ego and Its Own,
ed. David Leopold (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 145–146
and 154. See also Crispin Sartwell, Against the State: An Introduction to An-
archist Political Theory (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2008),
esp. Chapter 5, for a certain sort of individualist anarchism. More generally,
anarchism is committed to the ideal of self-determination understood best
as self-development under conditions of proper social relationships, where
subordination of some to others is replaced with mutual respect, equal active
participation, and common flourishing. Here the absence of subordination
and coercion becomes amatter of the denial of domination that engages with
aspects more comprehensive than the negative demands of individualist an-
archism.

6 Miller, Anarchism, 30.
7 “Self-made” and “self-sufficient”; see Horton, Political Obligation,

116–117.
8 Throughout this study, I will use the terms “communal anarchism”

and “social anarchism” interchangeably.
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turns to choice in a way different from that of the second ap-
proach discussed above and with a criterion that becomes less
problematic: it reminds us that it is important that through
the state we remain free, rather than become free. What is the
importance of such an insistence on choice?

At the beginning of this section it was pointed out that in
many areas of our lives we caremost about being self-governed
and about preserving this capacity and right for ourselves, be-
cause it is the only secure way we can survive and flourish.
We do not want our lives to depend on others. The defenders
of the state follow this natural way of thinking when they be-
gin to show that the state is at our service. The idea then is
generated that the state can be justified because it is created
for the sake of, and on the basis of, our very capacity to be
self-ruled. Yet now a paradox also seems to be generated: we
create a condition in which we are ruled by others in order to
remain self-ruled. That is, we do exactly what we do not want
to do in order to secure what we want the most. As indicated
above, the paradox is not really a paradox, but its seemingly
paradoxical nature helps reveal the confusion in the defenders’
argument. It is not a paradox because, in order to be self-ruled
in some ways, we need both ourselves and others to be con-
strained in some other ways. Most importantly, however, it
is not a paradox because it is a consistent and reasonable idea
that, in order to be self-ruled, we need to be self-constrained: it
is possible and sensible that self-imposed constraints constitute
appropriate conditions for individuals to enhance their capac-
ity for choice. When, for example, one decides to quit smoking
because it is better for one’s health, one puts a constraint on
oneself not to smoke again. This constraint enhances one’s
freedom by helping one to apply the decision with which one
chooses to rule one’s life in this respect. If the state is a way
for us to be self-constrained, then it can serve as a way for us
to be self-ruled. The impression of a paradox arises from the
fact that it is in the nature of the state that some rule others,
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state is justified because it allows us to be self-governed and en-
hances this capacity, the argument holds that the state can be
justified only if it is a way through which we govern ourselves.
The difference between the two approaches is that, while the
defender sees autonomy to be respected because it is protected
and served through a good government, whether or not we
choose that government, the anarchist claims that autonomy is
respected only if we choose the state such that it becomes pos-
itively a way through which we govern ourselves: the state
is good because we choose it and because it becomes a way
through which we choose.

This difference is important, because each view has a dif-
ferent criterion of justification. For the one view, the respect
for autonomy that government is expected to show consists in
finding and serving what is right; freedom is realized through
the realization of good reasons. For the other view, autonomy
is shown to be respected by government only if government be-
comes itself a way through which we exercise autonomy, and
maybe the best way. This distinction is crucial also because it
points out a confusion that needs to be avoided in evaluations
of the state. The romanticized view of the state exhibits this
confusion: it emerges from an illegitimate move from unjus-
tified identification and vacillates between one criterion and
the other. It sees the service of good reasons on the part of
the state as a way in which the state makes us autonomous,
instead of just allowing us to be autonomous at best. It iden-
tifies rightness, or merit, with individual authorization. It is
this assumption that leads defenders to see the state as an in-
dependent good in itself, as inherently connected with and as
expressing the value of persons and of the interaction among
them.

As a new alternative, the critical philosophical anarchist ac-
cepts the approach that focuses on good reasons with regard
to some justifications of the state, and yet insists on the value
of choice for the purpose of political relations. Anarchism re-
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at least as means toward an ideal society).9 Communal
anarchism stresses “the social character of human life”: the
value of community, mutuality, free cooperation, and, in the
general case, social arrangements of a reciprocal character.10
Its proponents have devoted themselves to developing visions
of society that involve a series of cooperative enterprises in
every aspect of social life (economic, cultural, educational,
etc.)11 and that are offered as alternatives to views of society
that include the state as an essential element. These visions
are accompanied by the (anarchist) rejection of coercive
schemes and are based on reasonably optimistic views of
human nature12 and accounts of morality.

9 See, for example, the split between Marx and Bakunin: James Joll,
The Anarchists (London: Methuen, 1964), Chapter 4; McLaughlin, Anarchism
and Authority, 158.

10 For these notions, see Miller, Anarchism, chapters 4 and 12; Horton,
Political Obligation, 119–120.

11 For example, Petr Alekseevich Kropotkin, The Conquest of Bread and
Other Writings, ed. Shatz Marshall (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1995 [reprint of 1913 revised edition]); Petr Alekseevich Kropotkin, Fields,
Factories andWorkshops Tomorrow (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1974);
Petr Alekseevich Kropotkin, Mutual Aid: A Factor of Evolution (Boston: Ex-
tending Horizons Books, 1955); Murray Bookchin, Toward an Ecological So-
ciety (Montreal: Black Rose Books, 1980); Murray Bookchin, “Libertarian
Municipalism,” in The Murray Bookchin Reader, ed. Janet Biehl (London and
Washington: Cassell, 1997), 172–196.

12 For an approach to the notion of human nature, its use in the anar-
chist tradition, and its role in the anarchist theory, see Peter Marshall, “Hu-
man Nature and Anarchism,” in For Anarchism: History, Theory, and Prac-
tice, ed. David Goodway (London and New York: Routledge, 1989), 127–149.
His proposal of abandoning the idea of human nature as a “fixed essence”
(Marshall, “Human Nature and Anarchism,” 138) and of viewing the human
species in an evolutionary way, taking into account the continual interaction
of many aspects in it and their capacity for “self-regulation” within open pos-
sibilities (Marshall, “Human Nature and Anarchism,” 139–144), expresses a
view of human nature that is compatible with the position of this study. On
similar lines, but even more compatible with our position and more radical,
is the view of the self as a “kernel of nothingness” serving as a canvas for
constant recreation, developed in the theory of the idiosyncratic classical an-
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Moving to Philosophical Anarchism, I begin with some termi-
nological points in order to arrive at the view I want to defend.
Horton distinguishes between positive and negative philosoph-
ical anarchism.13 Positive anarchism is the stronger, since it
provides an explanation for the moral impossibility of the state
and thus of political obligation. Negative anarchism is weaker,
for it relies merely on “justification by default”: the failure of
all attempts to provide supportive accounts of political obliga-
tion is taken to be reason enough for denying the existence
of such an obligation, even though no “positive” analysis of
why such attempts are bound to fail is provided.14 These terms
correspond to a certain extent to Simmons’s notions of “a pri-
ori” and “a posteriori” anarchism. A priori anarchism states
that the impossibility of legitimacy is inherent in the nature
of the state, that some essential feature of the state makes it
impossible for it to be legitimate. For Robert Paul Wolff, for ex-
ample, state authority is necessarily incompatible with individ-
ual autonomy. In general, a priori philosophical anarchists are
motivated by prior commitments—e.g., to voluntarism, to egal-
itarianism, or to communalism—that, on their view, the state
contradicts fundamentally.15 In contrast, the claim of a posteri-

archist Max Stirner and adopted and expanded by poststructuralist thinkers
such as Michel Foucault and the anarchist Saul Newman; see StirnerThe Ego
and Its Own; Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of Prison, trans.
Alan Sheridan (London: Penguin, 1991); Michel Foucault, “The Ethics of the
Concern of the Self as a Practice of Freedom,” in idem, The Essential Works
of Foucault 1954–1984, Volume 1: Ethics. Subjectivity and Truth, ed. Paul Ra-
binow, trans. Robert Harley (London: Penguin, 2002); Saul Newman, The
Politics of Postanarchism (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2011). I
will discuss this view later in the study.

13 Horton, Political Obligation, 124.
14 Horton, Political Obligation, 124.
15 Wolff, In Defense of Anarchism; Alan John Simmons, “Philosophical

Anarchism,” in For and Against the State: New Philosophical Readings, ed.
John T. Sanders and Jan Naveson (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield,
1996), 20–21. For more on R. P. Wolf’s conceptual argument against the
state, see Rex Martin, “Anarchism and Scepticism,” in Anarchism, ed. James
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the argument goes, for this the state need not be autonomously
chosen.37 People make mistakes in their choices, and the right
kind of choice cannot be derived from the universal consent
of actual individuals. Rather there are concerns that are pri-
mary for us, good reasons that apply to us, whether or not we
are able to see them. When the agents of the state are sensi-
ble enough to find and serve these reasons, then we are better
off if we let them do so. We should make sure that a state
serves good reasons that apply to us, whether or not we can
actually choose them. In this way we have our capacity to be
autonomous protected and enhanced, through a good govern-
ment built on such reasons. So a good government is justified
because it protects autonomy, but it is not the case that we
choose it autonomously.

This is a good starting point for approaching our relation-
ship to the state. It asserts the value of autonomy without fac-
ing the difficulties arising when we try to defend it through
individual consent.38 It also clarifies why the protection of im-
portant benefits is essential for our self-government, even if we
do not actually choose them.

The anarchist will eventually concede that this argument can
be a basis for defending the state. In order for the defender to
make proper use of this perspective, however, he needs first to
see the point of the insistence on choice that the critical philo-
sophical anarchist maintains. The anarchist claims that for the
state to be legitimate, it needs to be shown to have been cho-
sen. He finds a point in a perspective that argues that a good
government is good because we choose it; it is our choice that
makes it so that it protects us. This idea implies that we are
self-governed through the state: rather than claiming that the

37 See Raz,TheAuthority of Law; Raz, “Authority and Justification”; Raz,
“Introduction.” This argument constitutes Raz’s theory of the state, which is
explored in the works just cited and is analyzed below in this chapter (in the
section “Raz’s theory as an illustration”).

38 For these difficulties, see Chapter 2.
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themselves to a correct starting point when they attempted
to defend the state on the basis of self-government. But
this involves a continual assertion of choice. Instead, they
provided reasons for seeing institutions as desirable and thus
deserving of acceptance, reasons that could motivate choice,
but that are not themselves choice. They also thought that
such reasons can be given once and for all, which ignores the
continual need for the expression of choice. An argument
for the benefits of political institutions could defend their
existence, but not their authority. Nor could it defend their
existence once and for all. Nevertheless, the defenders of the
state thought that their argument did exactly this. The result
is that, in addition to showing that the state is necessary for
providing order and safety, they started out facing the state as
a good in itself and as an entity over and above individuals,
with independent existence. This might be described as a
romanticized view of the state. This view may be what lies
at the bottom of our unreflective acceptance of the state as
an inevitable reality and what makes us forget its defects and
our initial dislike of constraints. It has not yet been proven
that constraints are beneficial for us as constraints we choose
ourselves to impose on ourselves and on one another. Showing
constraints to be self-imposed is the only way to demonstrate
that the state exists for the sake of those it constrains and not
at their expense.

The philosophical anarchist presses this point within the de-
bate on political authority. In order to explain this position
better, I want to illustrate the above argument about the seem-
ing paradox. An effective argument for the state is based on
the point that autonomy is extremely important and that, for
the state to be justified, it needs to be shown to protect it. But,

or individual. So, the argument presented here and developed in the rest of
the study concerns the accounts that I discuss in the following chapters and
addresses whoever might adopt them as views on justified authority, rather
than a specific and complete list of theorists.
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ori anarchism that “all existing states are illegitimate” is based
mainly on empirical observations of actual states, rather than
on an argument that there is some inconsistency, or incoher-
ence, in the possibility of a legitimate state, although this form
of anarchism is pessimistic about this possibility.16 This is a
central reason why a posteriori anarchism does not necessar-
ily lead to political anarchism, why its project is presented as
mainly one of theoretical criticism and of enlightenment, and
why it leaves room, in many cases, for obedience to particular
laws and for the justification of particular obligations on the
part of different individuals.

In this study I focus on the negative side of philosophical
anarchism, intending to evaluate its contribution to the debate
on political authority. For this, I adopt an alternative termi-
nology, using it to structure the debate. I focus on what I call
“critical philosophical anarchism,”17 defining it through a combi-
nation of the features of the definitions just explained (those of
Horton and Simmons above) that I find the most characteristic
of the anarchist position that is to be assessed. From negative
philosophical anarchism I keep the characteristic that it is a the-
oretical view, grounded in criticisms of the failures of accounts
of political obligation. Yet I do not deny that this view’s crit-
icisms are determined by a prior analysis of what is involved
in an adequate justification. From a posteriori philosophical
anarchism, I take this: Simmons argues that a posteriori anar-

Roland Pennock and John William Chapman (New York: New York Univer-
sity Press, 1978), 116–117, 121, 126–127.

16 Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 21. For this and other distinc-
tions applying to philosophical anarchism, see “Philosophical Anarchism,”
19–39. See also Chapter 1.

17 Gans coins this term for the anarchist position that he explains as
“the denial of the duty to obey the law which is based on a rejection of its
grounds” (Chaim Gans, Philosophical Anarchism and Political Disobedience
[Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992], 2). But the sense in which
I use it in this study is different from his—more comprehensive, technical,
and specific. I give my own definition in the next paragraph.
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chism is not based merely on justification by default, but that it
is rooted “either in an ideal of legitimacy (which existing states
can be shown not to exemplify) or in some account of what an
acceptably complete positive attempt [to justify political obli-
gation] would look like.”18 This feature works as a normative
horizon for evaluating theoretical defenses of political obliga-
tion: a prior standard in reference to which a posteriori an-
archism derives its negative conclusions about political obliga-
tion and political institutions. These conclusions stem from the
failures of the defenses of political obligation and from what
these failures reflect about reality.

Given the above two features, I define “critical philosophi-
cal anarchism” as the view that examines the best candidates
for moral theories of political obligation and derives from their
failure, as a constructive conclusion of its own, the result that
there is no general political obligation and that in this respect
political institutions remain unjustified. Operative in this ap-
proach is a prior standard of theoretical criticism merged with
some idea of what an ideal legitimate society should be like. The
main input of this standard is to stress what political societies
must not be like in order to be considered legitimate. Critical
philosophical anarchism considers all existing states to be ille-
gitimate insofar as they fail to meet this ideal, especially the
demand for non-domination. In this it is in line with political
anarchism. In the end, the position of critical philosophical
anarchism is a mix of philosophical and political anarchism.

My aim is to examine this anarchist position closely as it
figures within the debate on political obligation, in order to
demonstrate that it offers something valuable to the perspec-
tive we have toward political institutions and our relation to
them, and to determine this contribution. I stress both its criti-
cal perspective and its ideal of legitimacy, because I see them as
defining features of this position, incorporating the elements

18 Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 36, n. 9.
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suggests an answer, but we need to determine whether this is
what actually happens. Indeed, as we will see, the paradox in
fact is not a paradox.

Nevertheless, its seemingly paradoxical character helps re-
veal an error in the defenses of political institutions. The prob-
lem lies in that showing the state to be good for us does not
amount to showing that we accept it voluntarily. The state’s
being good can be a reason for our voluntary acceptance, but
the two are not identical. Unless it is our own actual appre-
ciation of the beneficial character of the state that leads us to
accept the state, the state cannot be seen to be the result of self-
government, namely the result of the participation, decision,
and control of those who want to survive and live together
freely. One could say that “being in our benefit” makes it a rea-
son for us to want the state, and that a reason for us is our own
reason and thus our own choice. But we still need to prove that
the state is beneficial on the basis of reasons that actually are
for us and thus that it can be, or is, our choice. The error of the
state defenders lies in the fact that, in demonstrating the merits
of the state, they also thought that they had demonstrated its
legitimate authority. But something that is potentially a ben-
efit for a number of individuals is not so, unless it is based on
their informed choice. In addition, something that was a ben-
efit for some in the past is not necessarily a benefit for those
concerned at present. For the latter to be the case, it needs to
be actually a benefit at present and to be seen as such by those
whom it concerns.

The defenders of the state (those who adopted the theories
that will be examined in the following chapters, for example,
social contract theories of political obligation)36 committed

36 When I refer to “defenders of the state,” I mean all those theorists who
defended accounts of political obligation that reflect the approach I criticize
in this study from the perspective of anarchism. Such theorists range from
traditional political philosophers, such asHobbes, to contemporary theorists,
such as George Klosko. But their approach might be adopted by any theorist
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the consequence of state formation, being “the integrative role
of the emerging central power” that led to this formation.34

This explanation of how the state arose is, however, more im-
portant for what it says about why the state was created. This
opens the way to addressing our central concern with why it
seems justifiable. The answer lies in the integrative role of the
emerging central power, because this entails that the leader-
ship was beneficial to the people, good at providing them with
services, and thus voluntarily accepted by them.35 This is a
good reason for wanting the state: it is justified as long as it is
at the service of those who are ruled, as long as, that is, the state
serves as an instrument for the individuals who make up the
societies it governs. Having been created for their own good,
it can be seen, for this reason, as their choice, which means that
political power is compatible with the capacity of, and desire
for, self-government. Even better, it is a good way for individu-
als to preserve and enhance this capacity. Traditional, state-of-
nature based defenses of political authority make exactly this
argument, and their case for the existence of the state seems
strong. Paradoxically, however, this entails that we decided to
be ruled because we do not want to be ruled.

The appearance of this paradox is the starting point in this
study for examining the anarchist position and its approach to
the problem of authority. The paradox reflects the idea that the
best way to justify rule to individuals who can be, and have the
right to be, self-ruled, and who thus find constraints undesir-
able, is to show that this rule is their own decision, that govern-
ment is the result of self-government in the sense that we put
constraints on ourselves. A decision to be constrained seems to
be the most promising and comprehensive account of political
constraints. What is required is to demonstrate how this can
happen. The preceding explanation of the origins of the state

34 Taylor, Community, Anarchy and Liberty, 133.
35 Taylor, Community, Anarchy and Liberty, 133–134.
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that are of essential value in the arguments of philosophical
anarchism against political obligation.

These parameters are envisaged as compatible with certain
valuable features of social anarchism. In fact, this compatibil-
ity is not limited to social, or communal, anarchism. It is, to
my mind, necessary in any anarchist vision that displays two
features of communal anarchism, namely, on the one hand,
its recognition of the social dimension of human beings and,
on the other, its idea of free social relationships and decentral-
ized, cooperative forms of social order along with attention to
matters of economic equality and distribution. Such perspec-
tives are found in contemporary writings of anarchist convic-
tion, such as Murray Bookchin’s “Libertarian Municipalism,”
Alan Carter’s “Towards a Green Political Theory,”19 Samuel
Clark’s Living Without Domination: The Possibility of an An-
archist Utopia,20 Benjamin Franks’s Rebel Alliances: The Means
and Ends of Contemporary British Anarchisms,21 Uri Gordon’s
Anarchy Alive, and Peter Marshall’s “Human Nature and An-
archism.” The essentially social character of human life is re-
flected both in anarchist proposals for free social relationships
and in the claims regarding the defects of relations of domi-
nation. These claims have important implications for defenses
of the state in light of its coercive character and its underly-
ing corruption.22 Communal anarchism contains a positive
project, namely the establishment of human cooperative rela-
tions free of both domination and exploitation. But its relation

19 InThe Politics of Nature, ed. Andrew Dobson and Paul Lucardie (Lon-
don and New York: Routledge, 1993), 39–62.

20 Aldershot: Ashgate, 2007.
21 Edinburgh: AK Press, 2006.
22 For issues that highlight the independence of “state actors,” see Alan

Carter, “Outline of an Anarchist Theory of History,” in For Anarchism. His-
tory, Theory, and Practice, ed. David Goodway (London and New York: Rout-
ledge, 1989); Carter, “Towards a Green Political Theory,” esp. 51, n. 12; Alan
Carter, “The Nation-State and Underdevelopment,” Third WorldQuarterly 16
(1995): 595–618.
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to coercion appears unclear and problematic, because it seems
to re-introduce coercive structures, tactics, and attitudes in its
visions of social reconstruction.23 Themost demanding project
of anarchist theory would consist of a combination of the com-
munal anarchist ideal with the attack on coercion reflected in
the exacting perspective and standard of legitimacy that criti-
cal philosophical anarchism defines. This study will therefore
attempt to prepare the way for this combination. In particu-
lar, I will aim at understanding what the implied perspective
of philosophical anarchism is and at indicating how it might be
applied to the positive horizon of political social anarchism.24

The anarchist enters the debate on political obligation with
a concern about freedom, which is immediately related to its
attack on domination and dominative authority. He concen-
trates on the importance for individuals to be self-governed,
to be able to have a say on and determine the main aspects of
their own lives. But how can this be compatible with exter-
nal constraints? The respect for self-government and the re-
jection of constraints are characteristic anarchist tenets, each
of which might take, and at times has taken, priority over the
other within the anarchist tradition. Still, an anarchist can in-
sist on the priority of freedom and criticize political institutions
without any prior rejection of constraints in general. The anar-
chist is sensitive to the fact that most political constraints cre-
ate problems for self-determination. It is with this realization
that the critical philosophical anarchist criticizes the way tra-
ditional defenses of political institutions work. What he wants
to point out is that, if these defenses start with a different per-
spective on political institutions, one that involves centrally
the task of requiring and showing a positive relation between
institutions and self-determination, they will address more suc-
cessfully the difficulties that they face in their efforts to justify

23 Horton, Political Obligation, 122–123.
24 For a development of these points, see Chapters 6 and 7.
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More specifically, state formation has two bases, the first being
the emergence of leadership in acephalous33 primitive societies.
Leadership was enhanced by the provision of services to the
members of the community through the arbitration of a sys-
tem of redistribution. The existence of threatening conditions,
such as ecological pressures and external enemies, facilitated
this development by leading to the need for the concentration
of power that made the arbitration of redistribution of goods
possible. The second basis for the formation of states was the
need to inhibit fission, that is, to prevent the continual divi-
sion of large groups into small, self-sustaining ones. This hap-
pened due to the threatening circumstances mentioned above,
which, by their nature, tended to promote the coherence of a
group. This coherence led in turn to the weakening of commu-
nity, since fission helped people to live in the decentralized and
self-sufficient way that community requires. In other words,
state formation is explained as follows: when there is surplus
of goods, redistribution creates efficiency and the leader’s ca-
pacity to discharge it makes his authority acceptable. Also,
geographical circumscription and the threat of enemies make
people leave small communities and concentrate under the pro-
tection of a beneficial, and thus already accepted, leadership
within an enriched, growing community. This in turn leads to
the concentration of force and to political specialization. The
latter is the hallmark of the state and involves the inequality
of power, or political inequality. In addition, the specialization
and exchange of goods, which effective production and redistri-
bution under a centralized leadership involve, lead to economic
inequality, which functions in favor of the rulers and is thus
maintained by them. So inequality is both the concomitant and

33 “Acephalous,” or “acephalos” in Greek, means “without a head” (<a-
(without) + “cephali” (head)). Here it means without a formal leader.
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These grounds are strong, but neither absolute nor exhaustive.
This issue is also (b) political in the sense that membership in
a polity is characterized by the special features of the political
as defined by the theses on the political and as reflected in the
conditions of political obligation. The arguments to be exam-
ined in the main part of the study are approached on the basis
of accepting the debate over political obligation in these terms.

The paradox of authority

We live in a world dominated by political institutions. We find
our lives ruled and controlled by them. We mostly take this sit-
uation for granted. How did we arrive at such a state of affairs?
And is this how things should be? In many other areas of our
lives we feel that things should be under our own control. We
think that it is important to be able to decide and make choices
for ourselves. We consider it important that we be free to act
within a background of various options and free to pursue the
best options for ourselves in life. We do not want other people
to tell us what to do and to take control over what concerns
us. So why in the case of the state do we take rule for granted?
Even within the state, the desire for self-government survives
in the form of dissatisfaction, when there comes a point that
political interference feels unbearable. Why, then, do we so
readily accept political power? Should we do so?

We can attempt to answer the philosophical question of the
justification of authority by answering first the question of its
genesis: why did centralized power arise? And how? And
why does it continue to exist now? A good explanation for how
this happened is the hybrid approach defended byMichael Tay-
lor.32 This view focuses on the development of gross inequal-
ity and the weakening of community, asserting that these are
both the concomitants and the consequences of state formation.

32 For the analysis of the origins of the state that follows, see Taylor,
Community, Anarchy and Liberty, section 3.3.
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political reality. The debate, andwith it our relation to the state,
can then develop in a different light, which will provide more
fruitful ways of assessing political institutions. These are the
significant features of the position of critical philosophical an-
archism, features that it is the task of this study to explain and
defend.

Before moving on to present the argument and the under-
lying ideas of this work, I would like to refer briefly to cer-
tain categories of anarchist thought that continue to form the
debate within the anarchist arena today and to which critical
philosophical anarchism might be related in some significant
way. This will help situate this latter form of anarchism within
the current debate on anarchism, preparing the way for the
more general current anarchist concerns that will be discussed
in Chapter 7 and in the conclusion of the book.

The first category is New Anarchism, as it is rooted in Errico
Malatesta’s thought25 and appears today in the work of Noam
Chomsky.26 Based on Bakuninian ideas and Kropotkinian
orthodoxy, Malatesta’s critique of mainstream anarchism
marked the transition from classical to new anarchism. Al-
though greatly influenced by those major anarchist thinkers,
Malatesta moved from their preoccupation with big ideas,
their intellectual reverence for Marx, and their excessive
revolutionary optimism (and the dogmatism related to it)

25 See ErricoMalatesta,Anarchy, trans. Vernon Richards (London: Free-
dom Press, 1984), and Errico Malatesta, Errico Malatesta: His Life and Ideas,
ed. Vernon Richards (London: Freedom Press, 1965).

26 Noam Chomsky, For Reasons of State (London: Fontana, 1973); Noam
Chomsky and Edward S. Herman,Manufacturing Consent: The Political Econ-
omy of the Mass Media (New York: Pantheon Books, 1988); Robert F. Barsky,
Noam Chomsky: A Life of Dissent (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1997); Peter
Wilkin, Noam Chomsky: On Power, Knowledge and Human Nature (New
York: Saint Martin’s Press, 1997); Noam Chomsky,The New Military Human-
ism: Lessons from Kosovo (London: Pluto Press, 1999); James McGilvray, ed.,
The Cambridge Companion to Chomsky (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2005).
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to a more practical outlook that was pragmatically engaged
with the realization of a just society.27 Despite criticisms
that this activism encouraged intellectual incoherence and
simplicity, new anarchists made theoretical advances and
their thought prefigured the New Left and its reorientation
toward social analysis and cultural critique. Emma Goldman’s
anarcho-feminism is a characteristic example.28 At present,
Noam Chomsky is the most representative contemporary new
anarchist. He has not developed a general theory of anar-
chism and he sees anarchism more as a historically developed
trend, sharing Malatesta’s suspicion of the creation of big
theoretical systems. Yet he has contributed to anarchism a
sharp social and political criticism, with his analysis of the
role of propaganda in determining the opinion of people
regarding economic issues, international relations, and war
affairs. Above all, Chomsky has developed a profound critique
of the propaganda of the media as a method of social control
in “open” societies, which indicates the influence of power
and wealth on the wayWestern media handle information and
specifies the various relevant determining factors.29

Chomsky offers a parallel at the practical level to the thor-
ough criticism that, as argued here, critical philosophical an-
archism offers at the theoretical level. The latter can be com-
patible also with the concerns of genuine forms of individualist
anarchism, such as that of Marx Stirner30 and of our contempo-
rary Herbert Read,31 who refers to the priority of the aesthetic
development of the individual, of a creative individuality free

27 McLaughlin, Anarchism and Authority, 160–161.
28 Emma Goldman, Anarchism and Other Essays (New York: Dover,

1969).
29 Characteristically so: see the “Propaganda Problem,” in Chomsky and

Herman, Manufacturing Consent.
30 Stirner, The Ego and Its Own.
31 Herbert Read, The Philosophy of Anarchism (London: Freedom Press,

1940); Herbert Read,Anarchy and Order: Essays in Politics (London: Souvenir
Press, 1974).
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ready excluding certain considerations; this is what the law is.
Only by understanding that political obligation is the obliga-
tion to obey the law because it is the law can we avoid losing
sight of the demand that any suggested justification should be
a ground for exactly this kind of requirement. Given this under-
standing of political obligation, it is possible to recognize that
what anarchists deny is a general obligation to obey political in-
stitutions as they require to be obeyed.29 These considerations
are represented in the following chapters by the terms “content-
independence” and “bindingness,” which designate the last two
conditions of political obligation.30

The upshot of the above discussion is that it makes obvi-
ous that the four conditions of political obligation already pro-
vide defining features of the political nature of such obligations,
which is a central aspect of the debate.31

In sum, the problem of political obligation concerns funda-
mentally (a) an ethical relationship between people and the po-
litical community of which they are members, that is, one in-
volving moral grounds for a special relationship to our polities.

29 Green, The Authority of the State, 225–226.
30 The recognition of these features as characteristic of political obliga-

tion is not incompatible with the claim that political obligations are not “all
things considered” reasons for action (Simmons, Moral Principles and Polit-
ical Obligations, 7–11). They are also reflected in the special nature of the
“political” as defined in the four theses presented above. Similar consider-
ations about the character of political obligation are echoed in Friedman’s
analysis of the notion of authority (Richard B. Friedman, “On the Concept
of Authority in Political Philosophy,” in Authority, ed. John Raz [Oxford:
Basil Blackwell, 1990], 56–91). See also Herbert Lionel Adolphus Hart, “Com-
mands and Authoritative Legal Reasons,” in Authority, ed. John Raz (Oxford:
Basil Blackwell, 1990), 92–114.

31 Another way of rejecting universality and singularity of ground as
conditions of political obligation is observing that neither of the two has a
direct and relevant connection with the features that make the requirements
of political institutions political. That is, neither of them is necessary for the
permanent, authoritative, monopolistic, and coercive character of political
institutions.
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The other two conditions that work as proper formal con-
straints on accounts of political obligation become very explicit
in the last facet of the problem to which I want to draw atten-
tion, namely our understanding of the character of the notion
of political obligation. A good example is Raz’s proposal. Po-
litical obligation “is a general obligation applying to … all the
laws on all occasions to which they apply.”25 It is not an “in-
cidental reason.”26 It is a reason to obey the law because it is
the law, that is, “to obey the law as it requires to be obeyed.”27 It
involves the acceptance of the directives of the law not only for
their content, but also for the conditions or criteria by which
theymay be overridden. The law is not absolute, but the consid-
erations under which it is defeated should be recognized by the
law itself. Such considerations might be strong moral reasons
that override the obligation to obey the law, but one’s acting
according to them irrespective of any recognition of their appli-
cation by the law itself constitutes a violation of the law. Thus,
although the application of the law does not imply that reasons
other than those recognized by the law are less important, the
law is “exclusionary” and “its rules and rulings are authorita-
tive.”28 It is in the very nature of the law and it is its raison
d’être that it functions as a conclusion of practical reason, al-

25 Raz, The Morality of Freedom, 234.
26 Raz, The Morality of Freedom, 234.
27 Raz, The Morality of Freedom, 236. I agree with Simmons that politi-

cal obligation is not only the obligation to obey the law but involves much
more, such as the duties of citizenship, which involve supporting political
institutions in other ways, for example, by participating in the defense of
one’s country (Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 5). This
point is suggested also by the analysis of correlativity at the beginning of this
chapter. For a similar position, see also John Horton, “PeterWinch and Polit-
ical Authority,” Philosophical Investigations 28 (2005): 235–252; John Horton,
“In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,” Political Studies
55 (2007): 15. Yet in the present paragraph I use Raz’s discussion to make
a different point about the character of political obligation and I adopt his
terminology only as part of that discussion.

28 Raz, The Morality of Freedom, 236–237.
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of all forms of social oppression. Furthermore, critical philo-
sophical anarchism can be inspired by postmodern anarchism,
as it appears in the work of Todd May and Saul Newman, in its
focus on social critique and change rather than just political or
economic.32

In my opinion, however, critical philosophical anarchism’s
compatibility with social anarchism and its concerns with the
social and political implications of its criticism of obligation
can better be seen in its connection with another category
of contemporary anarchist thought: the neo-classical eco-
anarchism as it appears in the work of Murray Bookchin and
of Alan Carter. Critical philosophical anarchists can develop
their own micropolitics of power. It is nevertheless important
to examine the relation of this kind of anarchism to the
most promising contemporary implementations of anarchist
visions and practices rooted in the concern with free and equal
social relationships found in social anarchism, to carry its
principles even further to meet present demands and correct
past prejudices. Bookchin’s theory is promising to this end. I
will examine a significant part of it in Chapter 7 and relate it
to David Pepper’s discussion of anarchist practices. Since this
theory also has its shortcomings, however, and because in this
study the focus is on the contribution of critical philosophical
anarchism, I will evaluate it with reference to this anarchist
perspective. I will apply the critical philosophical anarchist
test of legitimacy to Bookchin’s account. I will complete
my discussion with an examination of certain ideas found
in the contemporary work on existing anarchist structures,
tactics, and practices advanced by Samuel Clark,33 Benjamin

32 See Todd May, The Political Philosophy of Poststructuralist Anarchism
(Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1994), andNewman,The
Politics of Postanarchism, respectively. There is discussion of their ideas later
in this book.

33 Clark, Living Without Domination.
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Franks,34 and Uri Gordon,35 which renders a wider picture of
contemporary anarchist utopianism.

Themain parts and underlying ideas of
my argument

In the rest of this introduction, I present the main parts of my
argument and the considerations that underlie my program.

My aim is to provide a theoretical defense of critical philo-
sophical anarchism. My argument is that the main perspective
and ideas of critical philosophical anarchism can be appealing to
anybody, whether they are anarchists or not. I myself am not a
self-proclaimed anarchist. Nevertheless, my opinion is that the
critical philosophical anarchist position on political obligation
is correct and that the virtues of this viewmake an examination
and acknowledgment of its contribution worthwhile.

Critical philosophical anarchism has been criticized as mere
skepticism: as a purely negative view, it works as a denial of
positive defenses of political institutions without offering an
alternative positive proposition of its own.36 Without denying
its theoretical function (which I retain and stress in my def-
inition of critical philosophical anarchism), one of my main
concerns is to argue that this view involves something more
positive than it first appears to do: I aim to show that the argu-
ments of critical philosophical anarchism express a prior per-
spective. This perspective is characteristically anarchist in its
motivating concerns and its proposals, one that is also indis-
pensable for theorists of political obligation and necessary for

34 Franks, Rebel Alliances.
35 Gordon, Anarchy Alive.
36 For example, JonathanWolff, “Anarchism and Skepticism,” in For and

Against the State, ed. John T. Sanders and Jan Narveson (Lanham, MD: Row-
man and Littlefield, 1996), 99–118. This criticism is anticipated by the usual
understanding of critical anarchism as a view relying merely on justification
by default (see the presentation of negative anarchism above).
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adopt these two conditions as appropriate constraints on ac-
counts of political obligation.

Nevertheless, what should be drawn from the above con-
siderations is the recognition that, in order to justify political
obligation, a sufficient amount of generality is necessary. This
is not because of the worry that is claimed to have generated
the demand for the universal application of political obligation,
namely, that without political obligations certain people will
become a threat to those who obey.22 Beyond this worry, I
insist on generality and on the other three conditions of politi-
cal obligation proposed by philosophical anarchists23 because
they provide an appropriate (and perhaps the most suitable)
way of ascribing to the traditional understanding of the prob-
lem of political obligation the significance that, I argue in this
project, it has. Generality also corresponds to the centralized
and monopolistic character of political institutions. Finally, it
captures a central characteristic of the anarchist approach to
accounts of political obligation, namely that we should be in-
terested “in describing all moral requirements which bind citi-
zens to their political communities.”24 Klosko (1987) and other
defenders of the state recognize the necessity of generality, and
it is in fact this aspect that has created the most difficulties for
them. As I will argue, all accounts of political obligation pro-
posed so far fail to justify political obligation for most of the
people. Thus, the justification of a general political obligation
has not yet been given.

22 For an expression of this worry, see Wolff, “Pluralistic Models of Po-
litical Obligation,” 27.

23 Namely, “particularity” as reflected in the particularity thesis above,
“bindingness” and “content-independence” (for these two, see the next para-
graph).

24 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 37. For his sup-
port of generality, see Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations,
55–56.
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The particularity thesis, which defines a central part of the
nature of the political, itself provides a first condition on how
to attempt to assign moral weight to the bond of political obli-
gation, namely that we show the moral significance of citizens
being bound to their own states. Being coherently in the na-
ture of political institutions to address their requirements to a
specific constituency, particularity is a natural and inevitable
condition within the debate. Two other general assumptions
of a justification of political obligation involve the demand of
“universality,” namely that moral justification applies to all sub-
jects with regard to all laws, and the demand of “singularity in
ground,” namely that all obligations are based on one and the
same moral reason.18 Both of these assumptions have been
questioned:19 the first because of the possibility and appropri-
ateness of excluding some people from having political obli-
gations; the second because of the possibility and appropriate-
ness of appealing to more than one reason to explain different
individuals’ obligations to obey the same law and to explain
the same individual’s obligation to different laws. Several the-
orists are content with seeing reasons for political obligation
as prima facie reasons, with appealing to a plurality of grounds,
and with establishing political obligation for many of the cit-
izens but not for all.20 Even philosophical anarchists such as
Simmons recognize that universality and singularity are not
necessarily features of political obligation.21 Thus, I do not

18 JonathanWolff, “PluralisticModels of Political Obligation,” Philosoph-
ica 56 (1995): 10.

19 For this, see Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 35–
37. Particularly for arguments against “universality,” see Green, The Author-
ity of the State, 240–247.

20 Gans, Philosophical Anarchism; Wolff, “Pluralistic Models of Political
Obligation.”

21 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 35–37. And yet
Simmons and other anarchists have been criticized for posing “particularly
rigorous and demanding standards of moral justification” of the state (Hor-
ton, Political Obligation, 134).
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the evaluation of institutions more generally. A closer analysis
of anarchist arguments against defenses of political obligation
is the first step toward my objective. The four conditions for
theories of political obligation that the anarchist employs in
his arguments, which I will present in the next chapter (the
section “The conditions of political obligation”), play a central
role within this analysis for understanding the anarchist per-
spective. These formal requirements define characteristic fea-
tures of the political nature of the obligations to be examined.
In fact, taken together these conditions express this political na-
ture itself, that is, the particularistic, coercive, centralist, per-
manent, and exclusive character of the institutions to which
these obligations relate. This nature is defined by “the theses
on the political,” which will also be presented in Chapter 1 (the
section “The two main aspects of the problem of political obli-
gation”). In my effort to explain the anarchist perspective, I use
this point to make explicit how “the conditions of political obli-
gation,” being difficult to dispense with, become useful vehicles
for very valuable yet neglected elements of the anarchist posi-
tion, that their formality nevertheless leads to wide-ranging
moral conclusions. In part, the examination of anarchist crit-
icisms of political obligation serves to establish (the role of)
these conditions as definitive of the link between the politi-
cal and the moral feature of the problem of political obligation
(which will also be analyzed in the section “The two main as-
pects of the problem of political obligation” of Chapter 1). I
employ this point to demonstrate the value of the philosophi-
cal anarchist perspective. The crux of my argument is that the
anarchist perspective involves an insight that everyone needs
to share. It indicates that the lack of a special relationship that
characterizes political institutions (which exists when the con-
ditions of political obligation are satisfied) raises a fundamental
question as to whether they can exist and function at all.

The anarchist ideal of legitimacy, as part of the definition
of critical philosophical anarchism (see the section “The vari-
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ety of anarchisms. Defining critical philosophical anarchism
within the current debate on anarchism” above), is another as-
pect of this anarchist view that I attempt to evaluate, which
will play a central role in my argument for its positive contri-
bution. Philosophical anarchists defend voluntarist, communi-
tarian, egalitarian, and ecological visions of the ideal society.37
Because these visions are not dominating models of society,
they serve as indications of the proper relations that institu-
tions must have in order to be legitimate and justified in the
eyes of human beings. Characteristically, these ideals are also
in constant interaction with the social visions of political anar-
chism. The fact that such ideals underlie the arguments of criti-
cal philosophical anarchism provides another factor explaining
the positive character of this form of anarchism. Both the anar-
chist social visions and the anarchist attacks on the state aspire
to a better understanding of human nature and society and to
an assessment of human actions, relations, and achievements
that is compatible with the most commonly shared moral val-
ues. I endorse the claim that anarchists are concerned with
“the quality of relations between people,” namely with defending
and realizing within society direct and many-sided relations,
characterized by reciprocity and equal authority and partici-
pation.38 This is a ground that can be shared by many anti-
authoritarian and nonauthoritarian theorists,39 with or with-
out anarchist convictions. Furthermore, the arguments that

37 On such ideals, see Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 19–21;
Alan John Simmons, “Justification and Legitimacy,” Ethics 109 (1999): 769–
770.

38 Michael Taylor, Community, Anarchy and Liberty (Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1982), 3 (emphasis mine). See also Joseph Raz, “In-
troduction,” in Authority, ed. Joseph Raz (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1990),
16–17.

39 McLaughlin is right to stress that anarchism is nonauthoritarianism
rather than an anti-authoritarian view, since it does not reject authority and
every form of it as such: McLaughlin, Anarchism and Authority, 28–29 and
33–36.
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of institutional qualities (or of generic evaluation) is directed
primarily at the existence of the state, anarchism challenges po-
litical institutions with regard to both existence and obligation.
This study concentrates on its position with regard to the par-
ticular relationship of political obligation. Nevertheless, one
of my main objectives is to show how the critical philosophi-
cal anarchist perspective makes the problem of political obli-
gation central for a broader evaluation of political institutions,
thus ultimately a challenge to their very existence.

The conditions of political obligation

The four theses that define the political nature of obligation
and the demand for a moral ground are accompanied by cer-
tain formal conditions that have traditionally been used to de-
termine theories of political obligation and that are pressed by
anarchists. In the next few pages I will clarify which of these
conditions remain operative and introduce their rolewithin the
debate on political obligation.

Theories of political obligation, which attempt to justify
morally a specially political kind of requirement, are con-
strained by four formal conditions: particularity, generality,
bindingness, and content-independence. I call them “the con-
ditions of political obligation.” These conditions appear as
merely formal requirements, which a theorist of political
obligation might find reasons to dispense with, against the
anarchist standpoint. But one task of this study is to make
explicit how their role is indispensable in the debate on
political obligation and how these conditions characterize the
anarchist perspective, ultimately helping decide the anarchist
contribution within this debate. This study is aimed at con-
firming that they are justifiably offered as determinants of the
link required between the political nature of obligation and its
second aspect, that of moral justification.
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Some of the theories of political obligation employ them more
centrally, as grounds of that question. But the general moral
relationship based on the nature of a state overall differs from
the particular moral relationship that is the focus of the prob-
lem of political obligation. It will be part of the argument of
this study to see whether the one can ground the other and, in
general, to assess the role of institutional qualities in justifying
political obligation. This study follows a classical perspective
in seeing the problem of political obligation as concerned with
grounding a special bond between individual and government
through understanding “the relationship or transaction which
could create” such a bond.16 This study also stresses the fact
that political obligation is a special bond between a particular
government and each particular citizen. Having such a par-
ticularized character, political obligation seems more likely to
derive from very specific relationships, characterized by the ac-
tual and particular features of direct transaction, and it is doubt-
ful that these can be captured by more generally described
connections between states and subjects.17 Thus, political obli-
gation appears more relevant to the category of transactional
evaluation, which Simmons considers to be the proper one for
assessing the question of political obligation.

These are some preliminary points that will play an impor-
tant role for themain argument of this study andwill be further
clarified in the course of its development. Whether or not jus-
tification and legitimacy are separate dimensions of the evalu-
ation of institutions and whether or not justification in terms

obligation (Simmons, “Justification and Legitimacy”). The basic idea here is
that we cannot morally bind ourselves to immoral institutions.

16 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 4 (emphasis
mine).

17 In relation to these points, see on the “particularity requirement”
(Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 31–35) and the discus-
sion of “the political” above. The arguments of the following chapters will
help decide the force of these considerations.
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bring the defenders of the state and anarchists into conflict re-
fer to issues of an explicitly social character.40 The positive
horizon defined by political communal (or social) anarchism
provides a suitable background for addressing these concerns.
I want to argue, however, that this horizon is compatible with
and in fact already incorporated within the challenge of critical
philosophical anarchism. Political social anarchists oppose the
state not only because of its illegitimacy, but also because of
its essentially dominative, coercive, corruptive, and therefore
evil character. But this characterization of the state as evil is
not an essential element of philosophical anarchism, although
it may play a part in certain philosophical anarchist views. It is
necessary to combine a diagnostic of what goes wrong in dom-
ination and coercion, as expressed in philosophical anarchist
views, with an explicit prescriptive horizon of harmonious so-
cial relations. The required link might be found in a theoretical
account that includes a properly articulated ideal of legitimacy
that will set a standard, elements of which must be met by any
vision of society. I want to argue that we would all, on reflec-
tion, probably agree with the anarchist on the question of the
values needed to defend obligation and institutions. In exam-
ining different theories of political obligation in their dialogue
with the anarchist perspective, I will approach them with re-
spect to different instances of the anarchist ideal of legitimacy.
A related central aim is to carry the role of the ideal of legiti-
macy further: I will examine how, more generally, it can make

40 A good example is provided by the argument from public goods. This
argument focuses on the importance of coordinating activities in order to se-
cure the production and distribution of goods vital for a decent life, and it re-
veals conflicting intuitions—those of anarchists, on the one hand, and those
of their opponents, on the other. For this issue, see, e.g., Mancur Olson,
The Logic of Collective Action: Public Goods and the Theory of Groups (Cam-
bridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1965); John T. Sanders, “The State of
Statelessness,” in For and Against the State: New Philosophical Readings, ed.
John T. Sanders and Jan Narveson (Maryland: Rowman and Littlefield, 1996),
266–271, Chapter 4 here.
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the task of the justification of political institutions harder. I
will consider how the debate as defined by the anarchist and
its results for political obligation might affect further defenses
of constraints even within a background presupposing that we
need, and remain with, political institutions. The extension
of the role of the anarchist ideal of legitimacy in this study is
an analysis of the anarchist perspective’s effect on any justi-
fication of constraints. More precisely, the ideal standards, in
the light of the failure to justify political obligation, help fur-
ther evaluations of institutions by imposing the relevant moral
criteria as principled conditions on existing and newly arising
forms of domination. It will be proved that voluntariness, jus-
tice, fairness, and association cannot ground political obliga-
tion, but they can determine the value of political institutions
more generally. Thus the anarchist contribution to the political
debate will be estimated both with regard to what it offers to
the debate on political obligation itself and with respect to the
implications of the results of this debate for more general eval-
uations of political institutions. In these functions, the ideal
of legitimacy and the anarchist criticisms become two expres-
sions of one comprehensive view.

This view states primarily that legitimacy is exigent because
it is difficult to see how political institutions can meet the re-
quirements of the moral forms of the standard of legitimacy.
The conditions of political obligation become themselves reflec-
tions of the relation between the two expressions of the anar-
chist view, the criticism that it advances and the ideal of legiti-
macy that it offers. As I claimed above, these conditions reflect
the political nature of obligation and help in determining the
positive character of the anarchist conclusions against political
obligation. This is parallel to the function of the ideal of legit-
imacy as a standard for moral relations that institutions, with
their political character, fail to meet. This standard is merged
with a theoretical account of what an acceptably complete de-
fense of political obligation must include, which may be identi-
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tion: the appeal to a moral reason as a ground of the political
qua political. To appeal occasionally (or even frequently) to
moral reasons as justifications for compliance with particular
laws does not constitute a moral recognition of the authority
of the law.13

Quality-based and interaction-based evaluations of
political institutions

Two central elements of the evaluation of states that are found
in discussions of political obligation are quality and specific in-
teraction. The former involves general positive qualities or ac-
complishments of institutions (such as justice and the supply of
important goods), and it is a commonplace in moral arguments
for their existence. The latter refers to “morally significant fea-
tures of the specific histories of interaction between individual
persons and their polities” (components such as actually giving
one’s consent).14 Judgments about the nature of political insti-
tutions, the qualities that might make themmorally acceptable,
provide a basic condition that institutions must satisfy, and in
this respect they affect judgments about political obligation.15

13 For the meaning of such a recognition, in comparison with other
kinds of reliance on moral reasons, see Miller, Anarchism, 16–18, and Raz’s
view discussed below.

14 Simmons, “Justification and Legitimacy,” 764. These elements ground
Simmons’s distinction between “generic” and “transactional evaluations”
(Simmons, “Justification and Legitimacy”). In this study I also apply, in rela-
tion to the first kind of evaluation, the term “institutional morality,” which
is drawn from an analogous distinction between “theories of institutional
morality” and “theories of emergence” (Meckled-Garcia, Membership, Obli-
gation and Legitimacy, Chapter 2). Schmidtz makes a distinction similar
to Simmons’s, between “teleological” and “emergent” justifications (David
Schmidtz, “Justifying the State,” in For and Against the State: New Philosophi-
cal Readings, ed. John T. Sanders and Jan Narveson (Lanham, MD: Rowman
and Littlefield, 1996), 81–97; Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism”). But I
find his account less satisfactory.

15 Quality is the factor that Simmons ties to the question of justification
as he understands it, which is considered to precede arguments for political
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cause it demands that institutions need to be sufficiently moti-
vated in doing so: there have to be convincing reasons in favor
of their interference. A moral ground provides the strongest
basis for normative requirements, creating a distance from our
institutions that is beneficial to a critical assessment of their
function and quality. These points express the second impor-
tant aspect of the issue of political obligation as traditionally
understood: a justification of political obligation must involve
the provision of moral grounds for supporting political institu-
tions, if political obligation is to be acceptable.

Together (a) and (b) say that an adequate justification of
political obligation involves the recognition of the legitimacy
of political authority qua political, on the basis of moral rea-
sons. Following philosophical anarchists, I see as inevitable
the need to defend the existence of special obligations in the
political domain with moral principles and arguments. This
is so mainly because of the direct and dominant role that po-
litical institutions, with their requirements and present prac-
tices, play in our social lives and because they claim the right
to do so. The demands of political institutions affect primarily
individual self-determination and social equality, which gives
rise to a constant requirement to put limits on these institu-
tions and conditions on how they do so, rooted in individual
life and morality. As the anarchist reminds us, domination
and coercion can never be desirable in themselves, without
proper motivation. They are always a defect, needing to be
counterbalanced by merits that are sufficiently strong to qual-
ify the agencies that incorporate them. The very fact that obli-
gations are requirements, which involve a “pressure to per-
form,” makes explicit the tie between obligation, domination,
and coercion, thus pressing the demand for proper justifica-
tion.12 These points relate to the other central feature in the
traditional understanding of the debate over political obliga-

12 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 7.
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fied as a successful combination of the four formal conditions
with the different moral bases of political obligation.41 Thus
one could say that the elements of the debate on political obli-
gation as provided by anarchism and its ideal of legitimacy be-
come alternative expressions of a unique outlook. If the an-
archist conclusions about political obligation are correct, both
the four conditions that constrain accounts of political obliga-
tion and the ideals reflecting proper social relations that states
fail to meet indicate something about the political that every
theorist must attend to—and they provide the way for doing so.
The defenders of political institutions assume what they should
seek to prove: they focus on the merits of political institutions
and attempt to derive political obligation from them. Instead,
they should address the prior question about what institutions
demand of us and whether these demands are justified. Politi-
cal institutions cease to be viewed as lovable, and they need to
be tested continually on the basis of the problems they create.

The category of transactional evaluations of institutions,
which will be introduced in the section “Quality-based and
interaction-based evaluations of political institutions” of

41 This anarchist understanding of “an acceptably complete positive at-
tempt” to defend political obligation involves also two narrow criteria of
success: that the accounts are “accurate,” namely that they offer plausible
principles of obligation in “their most defensible form and appl[y] them cor-
rectly,” and that they are “complete,” namely that they “identify as bound
all and only those who are so bound” (Alan John Simmons, Moral Princi-
ples and Political Obligations [Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1979],
55–56). In his criticism of accounts of political obligation, the anarchist first
recommends the most plausible ones, then tries to render them accurate, and
then asks whether they are complete in meeting the four conditions of po-
litical obligation (Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations). Thus
the anarchist participates in the development of defensible theories of po-
litical obligation and the anarchist conclusions against political obligation
are derived on the basis of distinctive criteria of success when applied to
defensible theories. This already shows the approach of critical philosophi-
cal anarchism to be much more than a justification by default (see Simmons,
“Philosophical Anarchism,” 36, n. 9).
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Chapter 1, is also relevant to the combinations presently
suggested. In the following chapters, it will become clear that
the anarchist ideals of legitimacy reflect the relations that
would be involved in a society that met transactional evalu-
ations. Moreover, the anarchist’s prior idea of an acceptably
complete positive attempt to justify political obligation would
successfully combine the four formal conditions with a moral
principle, a combination that is no more than a theoretical
reflection, defining the anarchist criticisms, of the application
of proper social relations. In terms of the traditional defenses
of the state, the different versions of the ideal preserve the
demand that any defense of that kind should make clear
that the four conditions of political obligation are satisfied.
Thus transactional evaluations, the ideal of legitimacy, and
an account of a comprehensive theory of political obligation
may be seen as three different expressions of a perspective
already underlying the anarchist challenge. Together these
features comprise the anarchist position that I aim to explain
and defend.

Critical philosophical anarchism is mainly engaged in what
Miller calls the “subversive campaign” of philosophical anar-
chism.42 As Simmons highlights, it encourages a substantial
revision of our conception of ordinary political life.43 More
specifically, it questions a common-sense conception of the re-
lationship between governments and their citizens in terms of
political obligation. While philosophical anarchists accept the
traditional understanding of political obligation as a special re-
lationship with our own governments, they deny its existence.
This entails the rejection of a general moral attitude toward
the state and the adoption of a critical stance from which the

42 Miller, Anarchism, 18 (emphasis mine).
43 For example, in Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations,

200; Alan John Simmons, “The Anarchist Position: A Reply to Klosko and
Senor,” Philosophy and Public Affairs 16 (1987): 279; Simmons, On the Edge
of Anarchy, 263; Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 29.
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pendent nature of the “political” (as this nature is reflected in
the elements of the three previous theses), and it is by appeal to
this essentially political nature of institutions that political obli-
gation should be justified. That is, the special commitment that
such an obligation is supposed to express needs to be shown
to be necessarily connected to its political nature. I will be re-
ferring to these four premises as “the theses on the political.”

(b)The commands of political authorities are directed at the be-
havior of individuals in the public domain. Thismeans that such
commands have a direct effect not only on the beliefs of indi-
viduals, but also on their actions (such directives guide their
practical reasoning and behavior). In this way they are rea-
sons for action—normative requirements, those with the power
to direct action—in the same way as moral or prudential rea-
sons. More importantly, for those who accept and discuss the
problem of political obligation, political obligations are under-
stood to bemoral in character.11 They are the defining terms of
a special moral relationship between citizens and their polity, a
concomitant of the latter’s status as a normative power, that is,
of its claim to a moral right to impose directives on its citizens.
Yet the most convincing reason for requiring a moral ground
is that it provides the most appropriate way of filtering polit-
ical requirements in order to decide which of them can prop-
erly be attributed the status of obligations. Thus it works as a
criterion for distinguishing requirements that can be accepted
as valid laws from requirements that are unacceptable. When,
for example, individuals are presented with laws against bodily
harm and laws discriminating against a specific group of peo-
ple (such as immigrants), they need to be able to assert the ac-
ceptability of the former and exclude the latter by reference to
a stable testing ground. Since institutions have a considerable
effect on our lives, such filtering is necessary and valuable, be-

11 See, e.g., Raz, The Authority of Law, 244; Horton, Political Obligation,
13–15.
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Political obligation has traditionally been regarded as that
notion through which we must understand a special relation-
ship between individuals and the political institutions of their
country of residence. There are twomain features of the nature
of the problem of political obligation:

(a)The state, the law, and political institutions in general have
a special character and status. This is described by four the-
ses.9 The sources thesis: political institutions take their own
validity from within the political/legal structure, from legally
defined criteria and standards. The particularity thesis: citizens
are taken to have a special relationship with their own gov-
ernment as it itself determines the conditions of membership
within its territory. This means that political institutions have
a particular constituency to which they apply and any justifi-
cation of political obligation should provide a basis for obey-
ing one’s own particular government with its own criteria for
membership.10 The coercion thesis: institutional requirements
may be backed by coercion. The state is sovereign and monop-
olistic in the sense that it determines the rights and duties of
its citizens in an authoritarian, permanent, and exclusionary
way. With respect to this function, legal sanction, or coercion,
is its primary means. The independence premise: an account of
political obligation should include criteria that show the inde-

Legitimacy,” 758–769). He himself conceives the justification of the state as
the question concerning which institutions, if any, have the right to exist and
takes it to be separate from the question of state legitimacy as one about jus-
tification of the right to rule (Simmons, “Justification and Legitimacy,” 739–
751). For other senses of legitimacy, see Simmons, Moral Principles and Po-
litical Obligations, 40–44 and 197. For nonnormative accounts of political
legitimacy, see Max Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic Organization
(London: William Hodge, 1947); Rodney Barker, Political Legitimacy and the
State (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1990).

9 For these theses, see Saladin Meckled-Garcia, Membership, Obliga-
tion and Legitimacy: An Expressivist Account (Unpublished PhD dissertation,
University College London, 1998), 14–18.

10 “The particularity requirement”: Simmons, Moral Principles and Po-
litical Obligations, 31–35; Green, The Authority of the State, 227–228.
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propriety of obedience to the law is assessed on a case-by-case
basis.44 Raz, who also denies the existence of general political
obligation, proposes another possible attitude, namely “respect
for law,” which can apply in the absence of such an obligation,
and he supports a possible special relationship between insti-
tutions and those who adopt that attitude.45 For philosophical
anarchists, such as Simmons, however, even the anarchist de-
nial of a special political relationship and an insistence on a
critical stance will not result in widespread disobedience. In-
deed, Simmons claims that our political lives will not change
radically at the practical level.46 Horton makes a crucial point
with regard to the last claim. He argues that change in our or-
dinary thinking about “political relations,” i.e., that which con-
strues such relations in terms of political obligations, will have
“radical” effects on the way we usually talk about our relation
to our governments as ours and, through this, on our “political
relationships” and lives.47 Thus, he conceives the challenge of
philosophical anarchism as a dangerously radical one: it is “the
subversion of political relationships through undermining the
shared understandings which are constitutive of such relation-
ships.”48 That is why Horton wants to undermine philosophi-
cal anarchism. I disagree with Horton’s attempt and, following
Simmons, I also reject the claim that a shift in our conception of
our political relationships will entail widespread disobedience
and chaos. The reason for this is that we have to work with
existing institutions and build the new in the shell of the old.
Yet I agree with Horton that such a shift can affect radically

44 For example, Simmons,On the Edge of Anarchy, 269; Simmons, “Philo-
sophical Anarchism,” 31.

45 Joseph Raz, The Authority of Law (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1979), 94–99 and 104–105; Joseph Raz, The Morality of Freedom (Oxford: Ox-
ford University Press, 1986), Chapter 13.

46 Simmons, “The Anarchist Position,” 275–279; Simmons, On the Edge
of Anarchy, 261–269; Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 31–32.

47 Horton, Political Obligation, 135–136.
48 Horton, Political Obligation, 135.
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our political relationships and lives. In my opinion, philosoph-
ical anarchism both requires drastic revision in our thinking
about political relations and entails radical change in our politi-
cal lives. However, I see this as a positive effect of the anarchist
perspective.

This claim leads to a final point. The anarchist criticisms
and ideal of legitimacy explain the link between philosophical
and political anarchism: they remind us that the enduring defi-
ciency of the state is a position that is initially shared by both
forms of anarchism, and the moral criteria of philosophical an-
archism are intended to be inherent in the society that polit-
ical anarchism seeks to create. A demonstration of the com-
patibility of political anarchist social visions with the perspec-
tive and ideals of legitimacy of critical philosophical anarchism
establishes a continuity within the anarchist ideology. Such
a demonstration is necessary as a test on both sides of anar-
chism. It would provide the required combination of a diagnos-
tic of what goes wrong with coercion with an explicit positive
horizon of non-dominative harmonious social relations. I will
make an attempt at this combination in the final chapters of
this study.

I proceed, then, as follows: in Chapter 1 I present the over-
all aim and structure of my argument in this book. More pre-
cisely, the role of the first chapter is to present in more detail
the problem of political obligation and themain arguments that
will be developed in the following chapters. Then, in Chapters
2–5, I provide an examination of the arguments for political
obligation as scrutinized from the perspective of critical philo-
sophical anarchism. This task must be completed in order to
understand the anarchist criticism. In Chapter 2 I will exam-
ine the anarchist criticisms of voluntarist theories of political
obligation. In Chapter 3 the object of criticism will be a justice-
based theory. Chapter 4 will look at the anarchist dialogue
with a reciprocity-based theory, to wit, the principle of fairness
as formulated by Hart and by Rawls. Chapter 5 will present
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eral “has been taken to be the kernel of the philosophical prob-
lem of political obligation.”6 It is with regard to the question
“why should we obey political authority?” that I evaluate the
anarchist position. The traditional philosophical discussion of
political authority concerns attempts to account for de jure po-
litical authority, that is, authority that has the right to rule—or
is exercised in accordance with a certain set of principles or
rules—rather than for de facto political authority, namely one
that claims to have this right and has this claim acknowledged
by its subjects.7 Because no state has the right to rule, the an-
archist demands the moral justification or, in other words, the
legitimacy of de facto authority. This problem has also been
identified as that of state legitimacy morally understood. I use
“state legitimacy” interchangeably with “state authority” and
“political obligation.”8

6 Horton, Political Obligation, 12–13.
7 For this distinction, see, e.g., Wolff, In Defense of Anarchism, 2; Sim-

mons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 41–42, 196, and 206; Sim-
mons, “Justification and Legitimacy,” 746–751; Raz, The Morality of Freedom,
18–19; Raz, “Introduction,” 3; McLaughlin, Anarchism and Authority, 59. In
relation to these points, see the discussion of the moral feature of the nature
of the problem of political obligation below.

8 But this use of legitimacy should not be confused with other, proper
yet different, uses of the notion. For state legitimacy and an insistence on
the clarification of the different uses of the notion, see Simmons, “Justifi-
cation and Legitimacy,” 746–751. For example, within contemporary con-
tractualism the focus is on deciding the content of legitimacy (or of justice),
on examining what demands political institutions should satisfy in order to
be legitimate (or, otherwise, on formulating legitimate principles for institu-
tions), a question different from an explicit defense of their right to exist and
their right to rule (e.g., John Rawls, ATheory of Justice [Oxford: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1971]; Thomas Michael Scanlon, “Contractualism and Utilitar-
ianism,” in Utilitarianism and Beyond, ed. Amartya Sen and Bernard Arthur
Owen Williams [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982]), 103–128.
Simmons sees the contractualist approach as a special conception of “justifi-
cation” of the state and opposes its being drawn together with the question
of “state legitimacy,” which corresponds to the problem of political obliga-
tion, namely of legitimacy as the right to rule (Simmons, “Justification and
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derstood as a complex right to exclusively and coercively make
regulations, impose duties, and demand compliance (i.e., com-
mand and be obeyed, or, more inclusively, issue directives4 and
have them followed), then it is properly taken as correlative to
a complex set of obligations constituting a general obligation
to comply, i.e., political obligation.5 In this study I take this
correlativity as one central sense of legitimacy, whether in its
logical or in its normative form. Since normative correlativity
already involves substantive considerations about the nature
of political authority and our relation to it, however, it is suffi-
cient to focus on the normative form of correlativity for us to
keep in mind that it is in the nature of the state’s claim-right
to rule to generate obligations to it.

The two main aspects of the problem of political
obligation

Thus the problem of political obligation is primarily the prob-
lem of finding a special justification for the various obligations
imposed on citizens by their political institutions, which are
correlative to a complex right of those institutions to rule those
citizens. Theorists likeHorton seem to be correct that this prob-
lem in fact involves a range of questions and that, in addition
to the question of justification, the issues of the author and of
the scope of political obligations are also central. This study
concentrates on the question of justification, which, as Horton
rightly points out, is presupposed by the other two and in gen-

Political Legitimacy,” in Philosophy and Public Affairs 25 [1996]: 211–237).
For a useful discussion of objections to logical and to normative correlativ-
ity, see Green, The Authority of the State, 234–240.

4 “Directives” is a wider term, more suitable than “command” to cover
all cases of authoritative utterance (for this, see McLaughlin, Anarchism and
Authority, 54).

5 This description is closer to the Lockean account of the right to rule.
But it is meant to capture the elements of conceptions such as those pre-
sented in note 3 above to be given by defenders of correlativity.
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Horton’s theory of associative obligations, mainly as a valu-
able view within the debate rather than as a complete theory
of political obligation. The main strategy in these chapters is
to extract from anarchist arguments valid claims that will form
the basis of my analysis of the anarchist contribution. The fo-
cus of this strategy will be the perspective and ideal as well
as the arguments about self-government, proper relations, and
political constraints that characterize critical philosophical an-
archism. I will thenmove in Chapter 6 to a direct defense of the
distinctive contribution of critical philosophical anarchism as
derived from the debate on political obligation. I will analyze
the character and claims of the special perspective involved in
the anarchist position, examining the role of this perspective
and of the ideal of legitimacy in improving accounts of the jus-
tification of constraints more generally. In Chapter 7, I will
examine the tasks of political anarchism in the light of the con-
tribution of critical philosophical anarchism. In the conclusion
I will provide an overview of the anarchist contribution as de-
fended in this study.
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1. What the problem is

In this chapter I set out the central problem and argument de-
veloped in this study. For this I focus on three theorists, each
of whom relates in a significant way to the position of critical
philosophical anarchism. I discuss Rousseau as a traditional
theorist whose view is a basic inspiration for the anarchist ap-
proach to political institutions. Joseph Raz’s theory is analyzed
as a view largely compatible with critical philosophical anar-
chism. I use it to illustrate how accounts of state authority
motivated by the anarchist perspective can be understood and
improved. Finally, I discuss Simmons as a representative criti-
cal philosophical anarchist, from whose approach, however, I
depart, criticizing it on central points in my defense of critical
philosophical anarchism.

The problem of political obligation

The correlativity thesis

The problem of the existence and justification of political obli-
gation is usually taken to be identical to the problem of the
justification of political authority, which involves the estab-
lishment of the state’s (claim to the) right to rule. This right
is most often seen as the logical correlate of an obligation to
obey: when we assert the state’s right to rule, we automatically
recognize that citizens have a political obligation to the state.1

1 The “doctrine of ‘logical correlativity’ ”: Simmons, Moral Principles
and Political Obligations, 58 and 195–197; Simmons, “Philosophical Anar-
chism,” 21 and 36, n.11.
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Alternatively, this correlativity of right and obligation can be
conceived as a normative doctrine: if we have one, we should
have the other. On this view, political obligation is understood
as either a normative condition for or a normative consequence
of political authority, although not identical to it.2 Theorists
are divided concerning whether to accept correlativity in any
of the above senses.3 To the extent that political authority is un-

2 This means that either authority or obligation is already indepen-
dently justified and becomes the ground of the other, and that it reflects
“a substantive … thesis about the state, namely that it is properly the instru-
ment of its citizens’ aims” (Leslie Green, The Authority of the State [Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1988], 236).

3 Defenders of political obligation and philosophical anarchists usually
adopt correlativity; for example, Simmons,Moral Principles and Political Obli-
gations; Simmons, “Justification and Legitimacy”; Green,TheAuthority of the
State; Raz, The Authority of Law; Raz, “Introduction”; Joseph Raz, “Author-
ity and Justification,” in Authority, ed. Joseph Raz (Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
1990), 115–141; Gertrude Elizabeth Margaret Anscombe, “On the Source of
the Authority of the State,” in Authority, ed. Joseph Raz (Oxford: Basil Black-
well, 1990), 142–173; Horton, Political Obligation; McLaughlin, Anarchism
and Authority. This perspective might be explained to a significant extent by
the fact that these theorists conceive political authority, or the right to rule,
as something more than mere permission to coerce. For example, “What
we really have in mind is a right to make laws and regulations, to judge
and to punish for failing to conform to certain standards, or to order some
redress for the victims of such violations, as well as a right to command”
(Raz, “Introduction,” 2); and “Political authority has coercive powers, but its
authority extends beyond its use of those powers. It appeals to people’s
recognition of their moral and civic duties, while being ready, in many or
even most cases, to use coercion if the appeal fails” (Raz, “Introduction,” 15);
also, “Authority on the part of those who give orders and make regulations
is: a right to be obeyed. We may say, more amply: authority is a regular
right to be obeyed in a domain of decision” (Anscombe, “On the Source of
the Authority,” 144). Characteristically, defenders of non-correlativity con-
ceive authority as mere liability or permission to coerce, which is justifiably
distinct from, and does not necessarily entail, a duty to obey, that is, polit-
ical obligation (see David Daiches Raphael, Problems of Political Philosophy
[London: Macmillan, 1976]; Robert Ladenson, “In Defense of a Hobbesian
Conception of Law,” in Authority, ed. John Raz [Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
1990], 32–55); Christopher Heath Wellman, “Liberalism, Samaritanism and
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ment.”61 Their moral input can be shown by means other than
a contract. They can be construed in a theory either as moral
directives to which we might be committed unconditionally in
a Kantian manner,62 or as commitments not necessarily moral
in nature but still important to our personal identity and in-
tegrity.63 So construed, they can play the role of reasons for

61 Christine Marion Korsgaard, “The Authority of Reflection,” in The
Sources of Normativity, ed. idem. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1996), 107–108.

62 Kant’s formalism establishes the authority of morality by disconnect-
ing it from the contingencies relevant to human nature, e.g., from the prob-
lem of social conflict, and by making its laws universally prescriptive im-
peratives. See Immanuel Kant, Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals,
ed. Mary Gregor (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998); Immanuel
Kant, Critique of Practical Reason, ed. Mary Gregor (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1999); Immanuel Kant,TheMetaphysics of Morals, ed. Mary
Gregor (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001).

63 Theaffirmation of non-moral commitmentsmight deprive the strictly
moral from the superiority usually attached to it, as concerning demands
that represent impartiality and that override commitments attached to par-
ticular persons, perspectives, and lifestyles. Also, such commitments are
rooted in human nature and the social effects on it. In this way, they might
seem to create again the problem of instability, since human nature and soci-
ety facilitate a change of will that undermines the “law-like” status thatwould
make them binding requirements (Cohen, “Reason, Humanity and the Moral
Law,” 174–177). Still, the centrality of non-moral commitments in an indi-
vidual’s life and sense of identity can give them the role of valid and overrid-
ing requirements for this individual. Bernard Williams is characteristically
devoted, as a philosopher, to a defense of such commitments and of the cen-
trality of personal integrity in our lives and concerns about the ethical (see,
for example “A Critique of Utilitarianism,” in Utilitarianism: For and Against,
ed. Sir Bernard Arthur Owen Williams and John Jamieson Carswell Smart,
[Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1973, 75–150], esp. Chapter 5,
108–118). And yet, there is a very natural though more subtle connection
between normativity, morality, and non-moral reasons for action, involved
in the present use of the hypothetical contract, as explained below in the
text, and emphasized in the work of contemporary contractualists (Scanlon,
“Contractualism and Utilitarianism”; Scanlon, What We Owe to Each Other).
This connection is based on the idea that individuals express their autonomy
in a moral capacity. They have to be motivated by a willingness to justify
their reasons (of whatever kind) to others, to try and modify them accord-
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reasons of individuals as moral agents is intuitive, its real force
within political reality lies in making sure that authority is ac-
tually and continually proven to be such a vehicle. We need
methods for applying the ideals of legitimacy that ensure that
people understand their reasons, that they see how those rea-
sons apply to them, understand authorities to serve them prop-
erly, and also feel capable of overthrowing them the moment
they cease to do so. The view that authority may do well in
helping us satisfy reasons that apply to us is valuable when
used in the critical spirit that the anarchist encourages with
regard to political obligation, and which extends to every eval-
uation of constraints, rather than in a spirit of confidence that
leaves authority unquestioned in these respects. In the end, the
relation of the anarchist position to accounts of limited author-
ity is a natural consequence of the central anarchist tenet that
it is extremely difficult to legitimize political institutions.

Against this background, the idea of “an authority” is not
helpful. The critical outlook that we need to adopt and apply
with regard to political institutions contrasts with this concep-
tion. The concern with proper relations between individuals
and with a sincere exercise of moral responsibility and control
over their affairs, which makes active participation indispens-
able, opposes a view of expertise based on exclusion and dif-
ferentiation. Rejecting the idea cultivated throughout history
that there are areas of exclusion and groups of agents who can
entirely and constantly decide for the rest, with its resulting
differentiation among people and the subordination of some
to others, is what motivates the anarchist challenge in the first
place. The notion of “an authority” encourages that idea and
raises expertise to the level of an exceptional capacity and a
higher goal. Its connotations with differential access obscure
the crucial understanding of social life as a practice that con-
cerns us all equally and for which we are all qualified. When
we accept that the anarchist challenge expresses a legitimate
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and valuable concern, we cannot attempt to meet it by apply-
ing such elements that it itself falsifies.

Raz’s view constitutes a representative way of how to ac-
count for claims of authority within the framework of justi-
fication defended by the anarchist, but his understanding of
authority must not contain the connotations indicated above.
To avoid this it is important not to identify practical authority
with theoretical authority. In practical reason it is not enough
to find and follow the right answer. Rather it is crucial that we
participate in formulating and applying such answers to our-
selves. Individuals must be able to see as justifiable to them the
reasons that authorities served. This is the impulse involved
in the contractualist rejection of Raz’s preemption thesis and
in the anarchist insistence on the role of choice. Ultimately,
Raz’s theory facilitates and should be interpreted to account
for the idea that political institutions can be an authority be-
cause they are based on an authority that we all constitute. The
anarchist forces on us the task of ensuring in every case and
at every level that authorities qualify as ways of discharging
our social responsibilities and goals. This makes justification a
hard process. We should remember that in fact the anarchist
critical impulse rejects the surrender of private judgment and
endeavors to confine it to the largest possible extent when it
is inevitable that we live with authorities, of which this aspect
is a central characteristic. Making this feature as compatible
as possible with the basic inalienable capacity of freedom and
with the kind of social relations that it requires characterizes
the demand for justification established by the anarchist. This
makes it a central concern of this demand that the surrender of
judgment, whenever it occurs, genuinely reflects an aspect of
our authority. Thus the idea of expertise, if used at all, must be
seen as a difficult exercise rather than a prior ideal—something
for political institutions to be actually and continually proven
to qualify as and to become, by approximating to the ideals of
legitimacy in the way the task of justification demands. It it-
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tory moral explanation of the form that the change of will must
take. Such an explanation is necessary if the will of the indi-
vidual is to play, in a stable manner, the role that voluntarism
attributes to it with regard to the problem of political obliga-
tion.

In this context, perhaps the most suitable manifestation of
the crux of voluntarism as expressed in contractualism—i.e.,
that “you lend your power but you still retain it”—is provided
by a purely hypothetical contract, or a device that is no con-
tract at all. This is perhaps the most promising route toward a
solution to the problem of instability created for voluntarism
by the lack of literal agreement. The hypothetical contract, or
consent, seems to provide the most representative form of vol-
untarism. As explained earlier (in the section “Hypothetical
consent”), it is a theoretical device used to direct our reasoning
to the conclusions it would lead us to whenever unimpaired,
that is, to the conclusions we would reach when impartially de-
liberating on the basis of acceptable moral convictions. These
are convictions such as those represented in Rawls’s “original
position,” which constitute our considered judgments about
fair conditions on agreement and proper restrictions on rea-
sons for principles.60 These elements of the contractualist de-
vice make it special as a way of combining morality with ratio-
nality that provides the bindingness of our will—or so I argue
below.

The conclusions derived are good in themselves. They are
good either in virtue of their content, or “in virtue of [their]
internal structure,” their “form,” or their “functional arrange-

60 See Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 146–147 and Section 24; John Rawls,
“Justice as Fairness: Political not Metaphysical,” in John Rawls: Collected Pa-
pers, ed. Samuel Richard Freedman (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press: 1999), 399–403; John Rawls, Justice as Fairness: A Restatement, ed.
Erin Kelly (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2001), 14–18 and 80–134.
For this hypothetical-contract device and its main features, such as those
mentioned here, see my Chapter 3.
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role of individual power, that is, of the freedom every individ-
ual has to make the decisions concerning his life on his own.
This centrality is very much the focus of voluntarism.

According to this argument, the crux of contractualism is
that you lend your individual power, but you still retain it. Yet
it is this idea that creates continual instability in the theory,
since the problem arises whether we can keep our power while
lending it in such a way as to be bound by it. This problem is re-
flected, here, in the contradiction between the argument about
the citizen and the “argument about the sovereign,”58 which
Hobbes also adopts. According to this argument, the sovereign
is never bound by the law, strikingly, for the same reason for
which the citizen is bound, namely because he is the author
of the law. This argument expresses the idea that, if it is the
autonomous will of the individual that makes the law binding,
then his decision to make it can be changed at will. And the
significance of this claim does not lie in Hobbes’s supposition
that we are never bound to what we can change. Rather, it lies
in the thought that, even if we are bound by a law as long as we
do not change it, “the very fact that [we] can change it dimin-
ishes the significance of the fact that [we] are bound by it.”59
The possibility of change undermines the bindingness that the
creation of authority by contract is meant to guarantee.

This worry is given precise expression in the problem of
agreement, which haunts contractualism. Its solution requires
establishing the argument about the citizen while devaluing
the argument about the sovereign, at the same time without
undermining their common appeal to autonomy. It requires
the establishment of the former in a way that the bindingness
derived from the power of the will of the individual does not
deprive him of this power. Thus, the problem of instability,
or agreement, that contractualism faces necessitates a satisfac-

58 Cohen, “Reason, Humanity and the Moral Law,” 170.
59 Cohen, “Reason, Humanity and the Moral Law.”
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self becomes an issue of constant evaluation that concerns all
of us.

In the end, the above remarks redirect us to the real issue
of political legitimacy, which is the moral justification of practi-
cal authority, of the authority to issue practical directives and
have them obeyed. The form of authority that anarchists find
morally suspect and is discussed here is a dominative social
power that is binding and content-independent, necessarily in-
volving recognition and submission by its subjects, which uses
coercion even if it is not defined by it.82

The argument for critical philosophical
anarchism

In the rest of this chapter, I outline the main argument de-
veloped in this study in defense of critical philosophical anar-
chism. This argument takes two directions. On the one hand, it
examines how critical philosophical anarchism helps improve
our perspective on the state by presenting an alternative to
the dominant positions concerning it (the section “An alter-
native to prominent positions on the state”). On the other, it
focuses on a way of understanding critical philosophical anar-
chism that departs from, and improves on, the perspective of its
theoretical defenders (the section “Improving the way critical
philosophical anarchists see their position. Simmons’s theory
as an illustration”).

An alternative to prominent positions on the state

The aim of this study is to demonstrate the positive charac-
ter and contribution of critical philosophical anarchism, an an-
archist view that argues that there is no adequate defense of

82 For a comprehensive account of all these features of authority, see
McLaughlin, Anarchism and Authority, 54–60, 74–80.
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political obligation and concludes that in this sense the state
is illegitimate. This position helps us understand that the rea-
sons on the basis of which we set out initially to justify the
state are correct. Indeed, they are exactly those motivating the
anarchist in the first place. But the method the defenders of
political institutions seek for satisfying these reasons is wrong.
The anarchist reminds us of and focuses on what it leaves be-
hind. In fact, anarchism involves a perspective that we can
all share. Anarchism is the only perspective that holds con-
sistently the view that we want to be self-governed and that
the only way to be so within the state is to prove it to be a
self-imposed constraint. An analysis of the dialogue between
the philosophical anarchist and the defender within the debate
on political obligation is critical for this purpose and will be
the central part of this study. Its result will be that we have
no political obligations. The anarchist, I will argue, can treat
this as a demonstration that we do not have a comprehensive
argument for such a special relationship to the state, and as
a good reason explaining why we cannot have such an argu-
ment. This, in turn, will open the way toward seeing a higher
challenge to the enterprise of justification as a whole: maybe
we chose the wrong argument altogether. Does this lead to the
conclusion that there is no way to ground the legitimacy of the
state? In terms of political obligation, there is probably no way.
The state offers no additional ethical concern over and above
the ones that we can share with one another. Self-government
and equality cannot be expressed by consent within the state.

Yet there is a way of looking at the state that may be help-
ful. We can bracket the question of political obligation—take
into account its results, but leave aside any effort to change
them—and concentrate on something else: ethical reasons that
we share are expressive of equal, autonomous, and active par-
ticipation, and we should try to prove the state to be based
on these. It can be legitimate in terms of not violating such
ethical concerns and of being compatible with them. We can
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tive examples of the strength of the anarchists’ strategy, which
is to show that the free commitment of individuals, which vol-
untarism considers to be its strongest weapon, actually leads to
its downfall, due to the inability of voluntarists to realize this
requirement and give true expression to its demands.

A defense of hypothetical contractualism

There is, however, a better and stronger claim in favor of the
idea that hypothetical contractualismmight provide legitimate
support for a voluntarist theory of political obligation. On this
basis, hypothetical consent, precisely because it is a theory of
good reasons, can be consistently incorporated within volun-
tarism and can perhaps facilitate a solution to the central prob-
lem of the theory.

This claim makes use of a further argument for political obli-
gation, found in Hobbes, that was not mentioned above. Ac-
cording to this argument, the citizen is bound by the law ex-
actly because he is the author of this law.55 He makes the law
and he is, therefore, contradicting his ownwill if he later denies
its authority over him. By consenting to authorize a ruler, the
individual never alienates his will, but he still lends his will’s
authority to him for the purpose of being bound by his direc-
tives.56 This “argument about the citizen”57 aspires to provide
a moral route toward an understanding of what can be a sub-
ject of agreement in a way that stresses the centrality of the

55 On this, see Hobbes, Leviathan, 221, 265. My discussion here has
profited from the analysis of this and the following argument of Hobbes’s
found in Cohen, “Reason, Humanity and the Moral Law.”

56 For a powerful argument in defense of the claim that, even in
Hobbes’s insistence on absolute authority, what is implied cannot, in the
end, be alienation, but only lending to “an agency,” see Hampton, Hobbes;
Hampton, Political Philosophy, 49–52.

57 For this terminology, along with “the argument about the sovereign,”
see Cohen, “Reason, Humanity and the Moral Law,” 169.
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ful, and connecting coercion to grounds for further justifica-
tion without adequately defending it in the first place.

Even if the state-of-nature argument for the state established
a need for institutions, such a justification would require con-
stant reinforcement. The contractualist depiction of institu-
tional merits might provide a first motive for creating politi-
cal institutions. But this does not exclude alternative possibili-
ties and it does not preempt the argument that autonomy and
equality might be prior to certain merits and difficult to sacri-
fice. For this reason, the state-of-nature argument cannot be
final and does not in itself lead to the justification of political
obligation. The contractualist failure to prove consent-based
agreement reflects a discontinuity between quality-based ar-
guments for the existence of the state and arguments for the
actual creation of political obligation through morally relevant
interaction.54 Through contractualism we can understand that,
although we might have reasons to consider the state a good
thing to exist—for example, due to its ability to protect us—this
does not establish a special relation of rights and obligations
between political institutions and ourselves as the individuals
who live in the territories where these institutions exist. There
is a big difference between considering the state to be good
and having an actual moral relation of duty to it, and neither
of these aspects can be derived from the other. This point is
also central for deciding the role of quality in the debate on
political obligation.

The above discussion of contractualism reveals the strength
of the anarchist attack on voluntarism. The considerations ad-
umbrated show that the problem of agreement remains insol-
uble. Its resolution by appeal to the services of the state is an
illegitimate move, one that survives only outside the bound-
aries of voluntarism and has further defects of its own as an
argument for political authority. In this, they are representa-

54 For such a discontinuity, see Simmons, “Justification and Legitimacy.”
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see the state as an association that we create for goods that,
we find, ordinary associations do not provide. We are social
beings. Yet our societies are the result of our collection and
interaction. The state is not something mysterious, an entity
over and above us that raises special demands. Once we say, as
the traditional defenders have, that the state frees us, we adopt
a romanticizing view. Instead, we need to remember that the
state is not a good in itself, that it does not have an indepen-
dent existence and value of its own. We need to see that the
dominant defenses of the state have gone too far in attempting
to identify beneficial order as a source of choice. Constraints
are always constraints, and their being good for us does not
change that. The real challenge is to see whether the political
world in which we find ourselves living and which we might
not want to abandon is one that deserves to continue to exist,
on the basis of reasons that apply to us. This sense of legiti-
macy is our aim.

Political anarchism says the state is an evil. Naturally, on
this basis, it rejects any effort to justify authoritative and coer-
cive institutions, their existence and legitimacy, and our obliga-
tion to them. Critical philosophical anarchism does not reject
the state in such an absolute way. (Note that strong philosoph-
ical anarchism such as the view of Robert PaulWolff is more di-
rectly connected to the strong demands of political anarchists,
but this is not the view I examine.) What critical philosophical
anarchism does is reject the legitimacy of existing political in-
stitutions, by proving that there is no adequate moral defense
of political obligation, given its idea of what a legitimate state
would be like. It also stresses the distinction between differ-
ent kinds of evaluations of political institutions. In the face
of these characteristics, critical philosophical anarchism has
been criticized as a purely negative view, one that is skepti-
cal of any positive effort of justification without providing its
own alternative solutions to social problems. I disagree with
this criticism. Although much of the argument of this study
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is an attempt to show dissatisfaction with the defenders of the
state, I do so by addressing positively the fundamental question
about the very existence of political institutions, which these
defenders neglect.

There are two prominent, opposing positions on the state
that are defended, and they seem to be the main options avail-
able. On the one hand, the defenders of the state focus on the
fact that it can provide necessary peace and order. From this
they move further to declare the state an end in itself, having
an independent ethical status of its own and, for some, being
over and above individuals. We are urged to believe that we
should have the state as a matter of moral necessity. On the
other hand, the second position starts from the idea that we
are rational adults who do not need the state to tell us what to
do. Its advocates are motivated by an opposition to extended
state interference, even for reasons of welfare. They even aim
at rolling the state back, creating as minimal a state as possi-
ble, one that employs just the army and the police to protect
individual property. The first, which was mentioned earlier in
this chapter, is the romanticizing approach to the state, a kind
of idealism. This approach obscures the fact that the state is
created by individuals and is a collection of people who come
together in a particular way for their own good. The second
is the (Right) libertarian position, which focuses on undermin-
ing the state and limiting its role to practices that can elicit
individual consent. It nonetheless sees autonomy only as the
independent interest of self-contained individuals and under-
stands human relations only in terms of negative rights and
duties, neglecting thus the sociability and interdependence of
human beings and tending to endorse great inequalities. But
are these the only defensible options we have? Should we ei-
ther consider the state as an imperative moral ideal or try to
reduce it as much as possible?

The argument of this study is that there is a third option that
has been neglected by these two perspectives: the position of-
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the success of this argument.52 The theoretical basis of the
latter ceases to be voluntarist. The link with the self-assumed
commitment taken by voluntarists to establish a special
relationship between individuals and their governments
disappears, and the whole discussion is transformed into a
debate concerning the accomplishments and desirability of
institutions.

A central problem underlying the above issues is that the
plausibility of the contractualists’ conception of circumstances
that make dominant and coercive (and even absolute) interfer-
ence desirable is based on the presumption of the necessity of
domination and coercion. In turn, this is rooted in our experi-
ence of the societies in which we find ourselves. As I indicated
in the previous chapters and in dealing with Hume’s argument
earlier in the discussion of tacit consent, domination and co-
ercion are not desirable in themselves: they cannot be presup-
posed as inescapable, nor established without proper justifica-
tion. More crucially, insistence on the role of coercion as a
motivation for compliance seeks to found the authority of gov-
ernments on the wrong ground. As I claimed in the previous
chapters, coercion is, indeed, a feature of the political. It is not
its only feature, however, nor its most definitive, and it cannot
on its own create binding requirements.53 As many critics in-
sist, laws might be obeyed on the basis of prudential fear of
legal sanctions. However, this does not reveal recognition of
the law’s authority, that is, of political obligation. There is a
difference between explaining the role of coercion in social in-
teraction where institutions are already established, for which
the above arguments from the social contract might be help-

52 Although agreement as used on the basis of the rationale of hypo-
thetical consent still has an important role to play. See the discussion of
hypothetical contract in the next section.

53 On these, see Green,The Authority of the State, 151–152; McLaughlin,
Anarchism and Authority, Chapter 2.
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this that anarchists and defenders of the state disagree. Most
importantly, there is something further to be said against
the argument that the state is unnecessary if morality exists.
Even if individuals are moral, the state might still be needed
for settling quite important problems: for judging what the
demands of morality are and how to coordinate. For this, a
hypothetical contract might be an indispensable device. It
may be used as a route for finding out what the specific way
of addressing interaction is. If, according to Raz’s position,
agreement can be valuable in reinforcing independently
existing reasons for obedience, then its role in a hypothetical
form in explaining what it is that we have reason to do and
how we might get to know it is very valuable. This seems to be
the strongest point of social contract theory, and I will develop
it as part of an improved understanding of the social contract
that I will attempt in the section “A defense of hypothetical
contractualism” below. However, having such a role, the
social contract device provides a very useful explanation for
how we might understand our duties to others, but not a
basis of the enforcement of these duties. In other words, it
might provide a good diagnostic of the reasons we have for
explaining the state, but not a proof of our support of it.

The second issue that arises for contract theorists in the
present discussion is that concentration on the advantages to
be achieved by the creation of the state reveals misdirected
concern. The contractualist argument is transformed from one
concerning the actual possibility of agreement into one about
the merits of the state. The story about the social contract
becomes a strategy used to confirm the merits of certain
forms of government. In the case of Hobbes, it becomes an
argument in favor of the state as an independent factor that
would or could (or even, can) gain our agreement on the basis
of its qualities. Agreement, possible or not, has no bearing on
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fered by the critical philosophical anarchist. This anarchism
agrees with the libertarian that we are self-ruled and we do
not need the state to decide for us. From this, it points out the
mistake of romanticizing the state. The anarchist criticism of
political obligation reinforces the claim that the state should
be seen as a means for our ends as morally developed (adult)
agents, that it exists to serve us and has no ethical value over
and above us. But seeing this, the solution is not to create a
minimal state or eliminate the state altogether. Philosophical
anarchism offers a perspective from which we can be entirely
distrustful of the state while at the same time accepting a full
welfare state. This means that the existence of the state does
not replace our critical assessment of it, but, at the same time,
when it exists, it is better that it cover more areas of social need
rather than fewer. Otherwise its functions are characterized
by self-generated and unjustified domination, exploitation, and
coercion. In this light, the anarchist ideal of legitimacy stresses
that our focus should be on quality, rather than quantity: on
the legitimacy of the character that state authority takes when
exercised. This is the most reasonable position for us to adopt
while living in the state. As a result of this position, the anar-
chist stands with the friend of the state in that we should help
out and offer our positive participation while living in it.

Improving the way critical philosophical
anarchists see their position: Simmons’s theory as
an illustration

According to the preceding argument, prominent positions on
the state are unsatisfactory. But the view that philosophical
anarchists themselves have about their position is also unsatis-
factory. This part of my argument is necessary for a demonstra-
tion of any positive contribution on the part of critical philo-
sophical anarchism. Although a discussion of Simmons is not
the aim of this study, I will examine his position as representa-
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tive of the literature on philosophical anarchism that I find in-
complete. Simmons misses nothing of the main characteristics
of critical philosophical anarchism defined in the introduction
and analyzed so far. Indeed, these are the features on which
I base my account. My aim is to detect and defend something
about them that has been neglected.
Simmons’s theory
Critical philosophical anarchism is involved in a “subversive

campaign.”83 That campaign aims to demonstrate, through crit-
icism of the state, that the nonexistence of a general political
obligation affects broadly our thinking and acting in the public
domain. By leading us to the conclusion that there is no gen-
eral political obligation, the anarchist criticism “removes any
presumption in favor of obedience,” and with this it “force[s]
us to view the position of man in political society in a different
way.”84 It forces us to cease to think and act on the assumption
that there is a morally binding special political relationship and
to approach cases of obedience and disobedience on the basis of
independent moral grounds. It invites us to distinguish moral
reasons for action from grounds related to a distinctively po-
litical status and their political formalization, calling on us to
accommodate ourselves to a careful weighing of the various
moral considerations that are at issue in social situations. We
need then to cultivate within the political structure the way we
think about political institutions. We should begin to consider
instances of illegality under a different light. In everyday life,
we ought to appeal to particular laws as long as they overlap

83 Miller, Anarchism, 18. See last pages of the Introduction of this book.
For representative bibliography, applying to the rest of this paragraph, see
Wolff, In Defense of Anarchism, 11 and 18–19; M.B.E. Smith, “IsThere a Prima
Facie Obligation to Obey the Law?” Yale Law Journal 82 (1973): 969–973;
Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, Chapter 8; Simmons,
“The Anarchist Position,” 275–279, and Simmons, On the Edge of Anarchy,
263–269; Green, The Authority of the State, 254–255.

84 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 200.
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became the only enforcer and guarantor of contract, in the case
of Hobbes, an absolute sovereign not itself bound by any con-
tract.49 Yet this does not solve the paradox, since it creates an
infinite regress starting from a guarantor of the very accom-
plishment by the state itself of the role ascribed to it by the
contract. But then that guarantor needs a guarantor, and so
on.50 Again, one could say, following Raz, that in the absence
of morality there is no guarantee of and no validity in the en-
forcement of any agent.

The preceding considerations suggest that, for contractual-
ists, the paradox of agreement is inescapable. They support
Antony de Jasay’s claim that the contractualist argument “is ei-
ther self-contradictory (contract can remedy the impossibility
of contract) or circular (cooperation requires contract which
requires cooperation).”51

In fairness to social contract theory, however, I believe we
can see ways out of this dilemma. As far as the (second above)
argument about the impossibility of the state is concerned,
Hobbes himself does not believe in absolute egoism: his indi-
viduals care for self-preservation, but this does not exclude
their ability for limited altruism, which leaves room for some
sympathy for others and for compassion. These features might
still be a basis for a basic agreement to create and preserve
a common guarantor, even if not for keeping agreements
without him. What remains to be proved is whether we would
agree to such a guarantor. Also, in his defense of the state,
Hobbes sees in the sovereign the universality that can guide
individuals out of their egoistic tendencies, although it is on

49 In addition, in this authority ascribed to it by the contract made be-
tween the citizens, the sovereign is free to change the law atwill. For this, see
Gerald Allan Cohen, “Reason, Humanity and the Moral Law,” in The Sources
of Normativity, ed. ChristineMarion Korsgaard (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 1996), 167–170, based on Hobbes, Leviathan, 313, 367.

50 See De Jasay, “Self-Contradictory Contractarianism,” 146.
51 De Jasay, “Self-Contradictory Contractarianism,” 158.
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ing these tasks,46 the theme is interesting because of the two
issues that underlie it. These issues highlight the failure of vol-
untarism to ground political obligation on actual free agree-
ment.

First, the paradox of agreement remains insoluble. On the
one hand, the state seems to presuppose morality, since individ-
uals unable to keep their promises would not be able to keep
the contract to create government. On the other, the state is
created because without it agreement is impossible. In the first
case, the state becomes unnecessary, since agreement can be
enforced by morality. In Raz’s words, if we obey due to inde-
pendent moral reasons, agreement as a further reason for obey-
ing becomes derivative and is rather a part of and confirmation
of primary reasons for obligation than its basis itself. In the
second case, the crucial question is created for contractualism
of how to prove the possibility of consent to the government
itself by individuals who are unable to keep their agreements.
Given that only the government can play the role of “an enforc-
ing agent” in the first place, there seems to be no satisfactory
response to this question.47 Both Hobbes and Locke saw the
contract to hold only between individuals; they did not extend
it to hold between individuals and the state.48 The state, thus,

46 The anarchists’ arguments concerning this dispute are part of more
positive proposals for alternative social orders and are a valuable extension of
the direct anarchist contribution to the debate on political obligation. These
arguments make use of the Prisoner’s Dilemma and of discussions of public
goods. See, for example, Olson,TheLogic of Collective Action; Robert Axelrod,
The Emergence of Cooperation (New York: Basic Books, 1984); Michael Tay-
lor, Anarchy and Cooperation (London: John Wiley and Son, 1976); Taylor,
Community Anarchy and Liberty; Michael Taylor, The Possibility of Cooper-
ation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987); Green, The Authority
of the State, 138–144; Sanders, “The State of Statelessness,” 261–271. See also
Chapters 4 and 7 of this study.

47 See De Jasay, “Self-Contradictory Contractarianism,” 146.
48 It is important, however, to stress that Hobbes claims that the

sovereign is finally and independently authorized by each individual in par-
ticular, but not through a contract. See Hobbes, Leviathan, 87, 221, 265.
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with morality and to recognize that many of them are arbitrary
(for example, policies interfering with private conduct that is
harmless to others, like the criminalization of drugs). In this
way, we may gradually get used to depending less on author-
ity in most of the practices and interactions of our social life.

The critical outlook that the anarchist project forces upon
us involves a more difficult way of discharging our social re-
sponsibilities. It suggests “that we be more thoughtful about
andmore sensitive to the particular moral issues in our lives.”85
We are reminded that we owe it both to ourselves and to others
qua persons to take a responsibility for our social lives that goes
beyond blind obedience, that the latter would be unacceptable
even if we had political obligation, and that “citizenship does
not free a man from the burdens of moral reasoning.”86 Be-
cause in practice we are used to acting as if the directives of
political authorities are beyond question, despite the fact that
we now recognize that all relationships of authority need jus-
tification, “[i]t is this widespread habit of compliance that the
philosophical anarchist is trying to subvert.”87

Correspondingly, the anarchist perspective and its accompa-
nying ideals of legitimacy insist on the evaluative role of a set
of generally acceptable moral standards, thus functioning as a
principled reflection on the seriousness and the implications of
an attempt to justify political authority. In this, the anarchist
position becomes a suitable standpoint for the political theo-
rist and for the wider population to adopt in order to conceive
and apply adequately political ideals in an attempt to construct
proper forms of social organization. It thus constitutes a strong
basis for a deeper understanding and improved conception of
our social relationships and lives. On the whole, as philosophi-
cal anarchists themselves claim, the anarchist skepticism chal-

85 Simmons, On the Edge of Anarchy, 269.
86 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 200.
87 Miller, Anarchism, 18.
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lenges social order “from within,” it forces us to reassess the
moral status and significance of social order, and it “makes a
difference to the nature of social relations.”88

Nevertheless, critical philosophical anarchists also claim
that the widespread adoption of such an attitude does not
challenge the existence of political institutions or lead neces-
sarily to a significant change in our existing social reality at
the practical level. These positions relate to a list of arguments
that these anarchists employ against the accusation that their
position leads to an extreme and invariable radicalism and
entails disorder.89 As Simmons claims, the view that there
is no political obligation does “not entail that disorder or
revolution is justified.”90 He advances his claim mainly on
the basis of three lines of argument: first, that to be a correct
position, critical philosophical anarchism should also be
“weak” and adopt a “balance-of-reasons” approach concerning
the weight of “judgments of state illegitimacy.”91 Second, that
there are various classes of moral reasons that individuals
may have for complying with the law, even in the absence of
political obligations.92 Third, that political obligation is only
one aspect of the justification of political institutions, and the
kind of evaluation properly involved in it does not replace the

88 Green, The Authority of the State, 254–255.
89 For such accusations, seeThomas D. Senor, “What IfThere Are No Po-

litical Obligations? A Reply to A. J. Simmons,” Philosophy and Public Affairs
16 (1987): 260–268; Horton, Political Obligation, 135–136; George Klosko,
“Political Obligation and the Natural Duties of Justice,” Philosophy and Pub-
lic Affairs 23 (1994): 269–270.

90 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 200.
91 Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 23–27.
92 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, Chapter 8; Sim-

mons, “The Anarchist Position,” 275–279; Simmons, On the Edge of Anarchy,
261–269; Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 28–32.
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each to choose whether to betray one another and make a
deal with the authorities in circumstances where they do not
know what the other party will do. If the one betrays and
the other does not, the former will suffer a smaller sentence
and the latter a bigger one. If they both betray, they will
both get a bigger punishment. If the two cooperate by not
betraying each other, they will both get the initial deal with
the authorities, which is a better deal collectively, but not as
good as each would get individually if the other did not betray.
No prisoner knows what the other will choose; and the deal
resulting from cooperation is the best collectively, but not the
best individually. The Prisoner’s Dilemma, however, differs
from problems of pure coordination (in its most ordinary
sense) in that it is primarily a problem of the impossibility of
cooperation (due to an unwillingness based on the individ-
uals’ rationality of self-interest, since it is in their personal
interest to behave badly). It is not one of practical obstacles to
achieving the best application of cooperation, which ordinary
coordination is about. (This is based not so much on rational
unwillingness, but on the lack of knowledge of their situation
on the part of the individuals involved or on their doubts about
the knowledge of the rest of the participants and thus about
the possibility of the morally best outcome).45 In using this
game, the point for contractualists is to show that the state is a
preferable solution to a situation where self-interested rational
individuals are led to continual deception, due to uncertainty
about the other individuals’ behavior, which deprives them
all of the advantages of cooperation. The state is seen as the
guarantor of agreement and advocated as the most effective
provider of essential goods.

Irrespective of the related dispute between anarchists and
defenders of the state about the best social order for achiev-

45 For this difference between the two, see, e.g., Raz, “Introduction,” 6–
11.
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still renders the theory vulnerable to the problem of agreement
that, as shown in the preceding discussion, such a form of con-
sent generates for political obligation.

The way the problem of agreement shows up in Hobbes’s
theory is characteristic.42 In Hobbes, the impossibility of
agreement takes the form of a paradox: the very impossibility
of agreement constitutes a central reason for requiring agree-
ment.43 The combination of this paradox with the Hobbesian
instrumental notion of rationality—namely, of the reasoning
of individuals as one based on rational self-interest, on the pro-
tection and promotion of their private situation—has brought
Hobbes’s theory to the fore of social choice and rational choice
theory. These theories are mainly concerned with rendering
individual choices compatible with collective ones and with
the connected problems of cooperation and the coordina-
tion of decisions and actions in the social sphere. Hobbes’s
description of, and contractualist solution to, the “state of
nature” has acquired a dominant transformation through these
theories. The problem of agreement has been depicted as the
game-theoretical situation called the “Prisoner’s Dilemma.”44
This is the story of (any) two (or more) prisoners who have

42 I concentrate here on Leviathan (Hobbes, Leviathan).
43 See, e.g., De Jasay, “Self-Contradictory Contractarianism,” 142. The

same paradox holds for Locke: see Jean Hampton, Political Philosophy (Boul-
der: Westview Press, 1997), 64.

44 The name was given by Albert W. Tucker in the 1950s. The game
was invented by Merrill Flood and Melvin Dresher. For representative liter-
ature, see, e.g., Merrill Meeks Flood, “Some Experimental Games,” Manage-
ment Science 5 (1958): 5–26; David Gauthier, Morals by Agreement (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1986); Hampton, Hobbes, chapters 2 and 3, and Hampton,
Political Philosophy, 41–49; Sanders, “The State of Statelessness,” 261–265;
Harriott, “Games, Anarchy, and the Nonnecessity of the State,” esp. 121–
125. Against the dominant tradition, one might not read Hobbes through
the Prisoner’s Dilemma. The Hobbesian contract might be seen as a con-
tract for self-preservation, not self-interest. But my argument concentrates
on the dominant reading of Hobbes’s theory. It suffices to say that the results
of the anarchist criticism remain the same under either reading.
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kinds of evaluation involved in other justifications of them.93
These arguments interact with each other.

According to the first argument, philosophical anarchism
should be seen as giving to its conclusion against state legit-
imacy a “minimum content,” namely that “the subjects of ille-
gitimate states have no political obligations.”94 This conclusion
does not extend to a claim that either these subjects or people
generally have an obligation to oppose and eliminate the state,
although defenders of weak anarchism may hold such a view
on independent grounds. Thus the anarchist conclusion of the
debate on political obligation “does not translate into any im-
mediate requirement of opposition to illegitimate states.”95 In
addition, the judgment that there is no political obligation is
not held to provide final reasons for action, which outweigh all
other moral considerations, but rather to present the relevant
rights and obligations within a “balance-of-reasons” approach,
to be examined in view of other good reasons.96 On balance
there may be good moral reasons for not opposing the state,
even if it is illegitimate.

Accordingly, as Simmons’s second argument goes, there
are three classes of such reasons. One such class includes
moral duties to others as persons, such as duties not to harm
others, which cover acts that are malum in se, and “wrongs
of coordination.”97 The latter are not wrong in themselves,
but they become morally forbidden within contexts that make
them harmful (e.g., when we endanger others by driving on
the left in a society where the common practice is to drive on

93 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, Chapter 8; Sim-
mons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 26–27; Simmons, “Justification and Legit-
imacy.”

94 Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 22.
95 Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 23. This feature is also usually

seen to be what differentiates philosophical anarchism from political anar-
chism.

96 Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 23–25.
97 Simmons, “The Anarchist Position,” 276.
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the right).98 In cases where political institutions prohibit these
kinds of wrongs, their laws overlap with morality and thus
citizens are morally required to obey them. Also, if persons
have a natural right to enforce these duties on others, then
governments themselves (as “sets of persons”) must have the
same natural right, even if the absence of political obligation
deprives them of a civil right. In this case coercion arises as
part of a nonpolitical context and is not seen to be an exclusive
function of government as such.99 Furthermore, we have a
“natural duty of justice” to support institutions that exhibit
certain qualities, such as benevolence or the promotion of
happiness.100 Such merits relate to “dimensions of ‘justice’”
that might counterbalance a government’s “coercion without
right,” thus constituting grounds that provide governmental
action with justification even where it functions without
right.101 Finally, there are weighty moral reasons for acting
that do not have the status of duties but play a role in determin-
ing our judgments about action, for example when we would
inconvenience others or disturb their plans when disobeying
just because we are entitled to disobey.102 Thus, Simmons
concludes, the lack of political obligation does not entail
that the state’s right to command and be obeyed disappears
in every particular case, nor that illegitimate states always

98 Simmons, “The Anarchist Position,” 276, Simmons, On the Edge of
Anarchy, 262.

99 Simmons, “The Anarchist Position,” 276. On the whole, the argu-
ments of this paragraph can be understood better within the context of Lock-
ean political philosophy and its account of natural rights and duties, towhich
Simmons adheres (Simmons, “The Anarchist Position,” 276, Simmons, On the
Edge of Anarchy, esp. Section 8.4). The present argument in particular de-
rives from Locke’s doctrine of the natural right to punish (John Locke, Two
Treatises of Government, ed. Peter Laslett [Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1988], Second Treatise, Section 13).

100 Simmons, “The Anarchist Position,” 277.
101 Simmons, “The Anarchist Position,” 277–278.
102 Simmons, “The Anarchist Position,” 278.
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Also, in Hobbes the two stages toward the establishment of
authority are simultaneous: at the same time that the parties
agree to create a political society, they directly give authority
to the Sovereign through an individual, noncontractual trans-
ference of their rights to it. With Locke’s theory, on the other
hand, it becomes clear that the move from the creation of civil
society to the recognition of authority is a distinct one, and
it is this move that involves the (actual) consent from which
political obligations arise and which is of great importance for
contractualism. The creation of civil society itself is the first
necessary and important act and the legitimate escape from
the state of nature for Locke, and it is the result only of an
actual and unanimous original contract between all those in-
dividuals who wish to create it. The transference of political
authority from civil society to government (through majority
rule) is legitimate only on the basis of an initially created mem-
bership of this kind, involving a trust based on actual, individ-
ual consent.41 Locke’s theory is a paradigm of an actual con-
tract account of political obligation. It thus insists on the im-
portance of actual consent as a way of declaring the value of
choice. Nevertheless, without losing its value, actual consent

could see the state-of-nature arguments of contractualists as separate justi-
fications of the existence of the state rather than as arguments for political
obligation, whether or not they tried to derive the one from the other (see
Simmons, “Justification and Legitimacy”: his distinction between justifica-
tion and legitimacy; see my Chapter 1, the section “The two main aspects of
the problem of political obligation,” n. 8).

41 Locke, Two Treatises of Government, book II, 96, 99, 171, 243. Fur-
thermore, those individuals who want to join a civil society after its first
creation may do so by consenting to the terms of the original contract and
thus explicitly giving their own trust to government (Locke, Two Treatises
of Government, 89). For useful discussions of the two-stage creation of au-
thority and the role of individuals’ actual consent in this in Locke, see Lloyd
Thomas, Locke, 11–56; Simmons, “Locke’s State of Nature”; Alan John Sim-
mons, “Political Consent,” in The Social Contract Theorists: Critical Essays on
Hobbes, Locke and Rousseau, ed. Christopher W. Morris (New York and Ox-
ford: Rowman and Littlefield, 1999), 121–141.
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for contemporary contractualists as well, even though it is
misleadingly circumvented by the appeal to hypothetical
contract.38 The use of tacit consent and of the hypothetical
contract created, for the most part, either a fictional actu-
ality of agreement or the mistaken impression that from
the detection of desirable characteristics of the state we can
assume, without further proof, the possibility and existence of
agreement.

The above considerations simply restate that for contractual-
ists the problem remains vivid.39 Both Hobbes and Locke used
the social contract to describe an initial undesirable pre-social
order and to explain the constitution of civil society through a
contractual agreement of individuals as a rational escape from
that order. In Hobbes, however, the state of nature involves a
social characterization (life without security), while in Locke it
is primarily a moral characterization: it represents the moral
condition of individuals who have no political obligations.40

38 This is the case only with regard to contractualist theories of polit-
ical obligation. Those contractualists who offer their theories as accounts
of principles for already existing institutions do not offer direct replies to
the debate on political obligation and their arguments should be examined
in a different light. Characteristic examples are the theories of Rawls and
Scanlon. I return to this difference within contractualism throughout the
study.

39 As De Jasay puts it, for social contract theories “the problem of
keeping promises is crucial and indispensable” (Anthony De Jasay, “Self-
Contradictory Contractarianism,” in For and Against the State: New Philo-
sophical Readings, ed. John T. Sanders and Jan Narveson [Lanham, MD: Row-
man and Littlefield, 1996], 140).

40 Alan John Simmons, “Locke’s State of Nature,” in The Social Contract
Theorists: Critical Essays on Hobbes, Locke and Rousseau, ed. Christopher W.
Morris (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 1999), 97–120. This differ-
ence supports the idea that Locke’s theory of political obligation remains
more clearly one of actual consent: that instead of deriving political obliga-
tion from a state-of-nature hypothetical-consent argument, as Hobbes does,
he rather uses the latter as a way of depicting the merits of political institu-
tions as well as the moral condition of nonpolitical individuals, but without
deriving an alteration of that moral condition from those merits. Also one
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act without justification in particular instances, nor further
that we have a conclusive right to disrupt their functioning
and oppose their laws.103 All the reasons just discussed limit
instances of disobedience and encourage support, even though
the proof of no general political obligation shows that there
are areas where the state is not entitled to require our support.
Governmental action for preventing harmless private conduct,
laws enforcing conduct that serves the protection of the
state, and those imposing payments that finance government
operations constitute examples of the latter.104

These considerations bring us to Simmons’s third argu-
ment.105 Simmons claims (a) that political obligation concerns
only one area of justification of political institutions, namely
their right to rule and its correlative obligations, and (b)
that this needs to be assessed in terms of a particular re-
lationship created on the basis of significant elements of
specific interaction between governments and each of their
citizens. My study attempts to bring to light the importance
of such transactional evaluations for the problem of political
obligation and the anarchist position. For one thing, they help
avoid the derivation of political obligation from evaluations
of political institutions that might cover for different claims
about justification. For Simmons, the distinction between
different areas of justification itself is of great importance.
As he argues, the state may be defended for having a right
to exist, which refers to a kind of justification other than
state legitimacy (qua obligation) and which can be used to
support the state independently of and despite the conclusions
concerning its legitimacy. In this context, considerations
about the general virtues of institutions play a primary role,
generating the ones referred to as generic evaluations. I will

103 Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 24–25.
104 Simmons, On the Edge of Anarchy, 264–268.
105 For the following presentation of this argument, see Simmons, “Jus-

tification and Legitimacy.”
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argue that such evaluations can be seen to play a role within
the problem of political obligation, but not to be primary
and sufficient to generate this special political relationship.
Given the implications of the problem of political obligation
for further justifications of institutions that the anarchist
criticism stresses, I will also show how these evaluations can
be reintroduced in the political debate and be useful.

At this point, considerations about the general qualities and
accomplishments of institutions can be seen as the elements
that justify the general moral duties to comply with political in-
stitutions discussed in the preceding paragraphs. In the hands
of the anarchist theorist, and against Horton’s claim, they be-
come reasons for showing that the anarchist perspective does
not dictate widespread disobedience, retaining its critical value
within a context that carefully separates various moral assess-
ments and allows evaluation to take multiple directions and
create various avenues of support. Significantly, critical philo-
sophical anarchists can use these reasons to distinguish good
from bad governments, contrary to the accusation that their
view implies that all illegitimate states are morally equal and
should be treated in the same way.106 Another “dimension[..]
of evaluation” that is distinguished in this context is that states
may sometimes “act with justification,” i.e., have some of their
particular actions or policies justified on moral grounds, even
when they lack the justification to exist and the legitimacy to
rule: for example, a thoroughly inegalitarian government is
justified in prohibiting murder even though it neither is virtu-
ous to merit support nor has a right to issue directions and use
coercion to back them up.107 The separation of at least three
dimensions of evaluation of political institutions corresponds
to the different classes of moral reasons for complying with

106 See Simmons,Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 196–199; Sim-
mons, On the Edge of Anarchy, 260–269; Simmons, “Philosophical Anar-
chism,” 26–27.

107 Simmons, “Justification and Legitimacy,” 770 (emphasis mine).
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us for the forthcoming examination (later in this chapter and
in the following two chapters) of attempts to derive a general
political obligation from (hypothetical) consent as a theory of
good reasons and of the limitations of these attempts.37 The
discussion of the social contract below will confirm these con-
clusions.

Social contract theories

Appealing to The Social Contract is the most popular way of
developing a consent-based theory. Thus, it is vulnerable to
all the preceding criticisms, regardless of its precise formula-
tion. Therefore, the role of the following discussion on contrac-
tualism is merely to provide some additional considerations
that throw more light on the anarchist attack on voluntarism.
The objective is to confirm that, when subjected to anarchist
scrutiny, the centrality of free individual undertakings within
the voluntarist account of political obligation either commits
the theory to an ongoing attempt to solve the problem of agree-
ment or is transformed in a way that compromises the theory’s
primary appeal to such undertakings.

The classical contract theorists Hobbes and Locke were
haunted by the problem of the possibility of agreement, since
its resolution was the decisive move for establishing their
theories. This problem remains crucial and perhaps insoluble

37 Raz’s discussion refers mainly to actual consent. It is developed
within the context of his own theory of political authority, which is based on
the idea that state authority is justified only when it is proven to be the best
way for individuals to realize the independent reasons that apply to them.
As explained in the section “Raz’s theory as an illustration” in Chapter 1,
his theory consists in a combination of three theses that express this idea,
namely the “normal-justification,” the “preemptive,” and the “dependence
thesis” (e.g., Raz, “Authority and Justification”). Yet, the role of consent in
such a theory applies also to the relation of hypothetical consent to good
reasons examined here, even though the rationale of the latter differs from
that of actual consent.
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Its plausibility and success are thus independent of the present
discussion.

Raz on consent

At this point, I turn to consider Raz’s views on the validity of
consent, as set out in his book The Morality of Freedom (1986).
My discussion of Raz forms a natural bridge between the pre-
ceding examination of consent and the following criticism of
contractualism.

Raz examines instrumental and noninstrumental justifica-
tions of consent as a ground of authority and considers the
extent of its validity in each case. The conclusion he derives
from his reference to instrumental justifications is that,

on instrumental grounds [namely, considerations regarding
the benefits either of consent itself or of being able to consent],
consent can only be held binding if it is so qualified that its
effect is almost entirely confined to reinforcing independently ex-
isting obligations to obey …But it cannot be used as a way of en-
dowing anyone with authority where that person had none.35

This assertion is founded on the recognition that, while con-
sent might be used to facilitate the establishment of authority
where there are independent good reasons for so doing, its un-
qualified and unlimited use is more likely to lead to bad and
undesirable consequences,36 which defeat its initially valuable
role. Raz’s remarks are on par with the preceding arguments,
which show that consent does not constitute a generally ap-
plied actual basis for political obligation and that, in its failure
to represent choice on this matter, it needs to be established in
other ways in order to ground political authority. They prepare

35 Raz, The Morality of Freedom, 90 (emphasis mine).
36 Such bad consequences may be the unjustified serving of personal

interests; such undesirable ones may be unpredictable misfortunes as effects
of the shortcomings of human knowledge.
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them, functioning according to the rationale of “weak” anar-
chism and of a “balance-of-reasons” approach. The combina-
tion of these aspects allows for great flexibility in the political
debate. Thus certain critical philosophical anarchists think this
combination characterizes the anarchist perspective, offering
it in defense of their claim that their view does not have dra-
matically counterintuitive implications.

However, I think that we need to examine the resulting an-
archist position more carefully. Simmons is right to claim that
the anarchist conclusion about political obligation provides
reasons for action that can be overridden in light of other
serious moral considerations. I also concede that the lack of
political obligation does not directly challenge the existence
of institutions, given the independent function of generic
evaluations of them and the indispensable moral force of
such evaluations. Moreover, I find the idea that philosophical
anarchism does not entail widespread disobedience and chaos
a legitimate conclusion of these arguments, compatible with
my support of the positive contribution of critical philosoph-
ical anarchism. The title of Simmons’s book On the Edge of
Anarchy has the positive meaning that this is exactly where
we should be, that anarchism is not something we have to
escape, that the edge of anarchy is not the verge of chaos—and
it is on this idea that his work concludes. Nevertheless, I find
this conclusion compatible with a radicalism that is central to
the contribution of philosophical anarchism, a radicalism that
Simmons’s line of argument seems to neglect. The distinctive
role of the anarchist is not to distinguish good from bad
governments, nor to merely put limits on political institutions.
Its edge lies somewhere else, and this is what I argue below.

To support my view, I begin with an estimation of specific
claims made by Simmons in relation to the preceding account.
Then I will follow this estimation with an account of my
broader departure from his position.
Specific arguments against Simmons
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Simmons closes his book On the Edge of Anarchy with
an account of the wrongs done to us by illegitimate yet
benevolent states, given the nonexistence of any special po-
litical obligation, deriving his Lockean anarchist conclusions
about the position individuals should take with regard to this
phenomenon.108 At one point he confirms that “most of us
in the ‘free world’ are in Lockean terms just persons in the
state of nature (simpliciter), subjected by our governments to a
variety of (usually) relatively minor, but frighteningly regular,
wrongful acts and policies.”109 This explains why “[g]ood
governments might merit our support, but they are not entitled
to require it (without our free consent).”110 Later he suggests
that certain

moral facts [that oblige us independently of any special le-
gal requirement to obey, facts as those discussed above], plus
considerations of simple prudence (i.e., our interest in avoid-
ing legal punishment), seem to dictate that moderately good
governments, which violate our rights only in ways such govern-
ments typically do, ought not to be resisted in ways that threaten
to destroy them or to replace them with distinctly inferior alter-
natives.111

He then concludes that, “[i]n the world of illegitimate states
that will continue, moral persons must cast off their childhood
lessons in good citizenship, and proceed by selectively support-
ing or opposing their governments’ actions and policies solely
according to the particular moral standing of each governmental
move.”112 Simmons offers these points as representative of
the critical philosophical anarchist position, which comes out
of the debate on political obligation with the message that
we should adopt a more skeptical attitude toward existing

108 Simmons, On the Edge of Anarchy, 264–269.
109 Simmons, On the Edge of Anarchy, 266 (emphasis mine).
110 Simmons, On the Edge of Anarchy, 265 (emphasis mine).
111 Simmons, On the Edge of Anarchy, 268 (emphasis mine).
112 Simmons, On the Edge of Anarchy, 269 (emphasis mine).
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phenomenology of howwemight feel about our duties through
reasonable reflection—which is important for explaining and
affecting choice, but does not actually prove its existence and
application.

One important point to derive from these considerations is
that hypothetical consent—which is not, as explained, of an ac-
tual voluntary nature—might have its ultimate source either in
“teleological” or in “deontological” accounts of “good reasons”
for political obligation.34 Teleological accounts are those focus-
ing on final ends as the criteria of the morality of actions and
institutions. Deontological accounts are those focusing on the
quality of actions and institutions themselves—the intentions
and the procedures onwhich they are based—as themorally rel-
evant criteria. Its success thus depends on the success of either
of these theories, although, as I will proceed to argue in Chap-
ters 3 and 4, neither is, in fact, successful. My discussion of an
improved understanding of contractualism below anticipates
these difficulties: it generates doubts as to whether hypotheti-
cal consent should be used to ground political obligation in the
first place.

The conclusion of the examination of hypothetical consent
in the light of the anarchist criticism is indicative of the contin-
ued failure of voluntarism to establish the possibility of agree-
ment. The first application of hypothetical consent remains
bound to the failures of its individualist roots. It faces all the
problems present in actual consent accounts of political obli-
gation, among which is the problem that it cannot keep volun-
tarism in line with the concern about the quality of institutions.
The second and most accurate application of it, on the other
hand, provides a route toward a promising account of political
obligation, accommodating concerns about the quality of in-
stitutions, but, in doing so, it departs from direct voluntarism.

34 Horton, Political Obligation, 88.
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first form, to combine voluntarism with the rationale of hy-
pothetical consent, so as to justify political obligation on this
basis, is problematic. For this reason, a different form of hy-
pothetical consent is usually involved in accounts of political
obligation.

This second form of consent provides the most representa-
tive implementation of the essence of hypothetical consent as
described at the beginning of our discussion. It is this form that
constitutes a device used to clarify the demands of Reason. It
concentrates exclusively on what a rational, reasonable, and
unbiased person is in the position to recognize as indisputably
reasonable and fair; that is, it provides a theory of good reasons.
In this way, consent becomes irrelevant. Voluntarism as repre-
sented in forms of actual consent is absent in this hypothetical
account. On the other hand, if the fundamental intuition of vol-
untarism is modified via the rationale of hypothetical consent,
such a rationalistic voluntarism seems to be invoked within
a theoretical background where it plays no role. Hypothetical
consent cannot be located within the voluntarist effort to prove
the actuality of agreement. One could of course argue that, if
a question such as “can I will that …” reveals moral aspects that
were not visible, then surely voluntarism has played a funda-
mental role in deciding the possibility of agreement. Although
I agreewith this, my claim is that it has no role to play for actual
obligation. Whether or not it is accepted as a proper expression
of the essence of voluntarism, the rationalism of hypothetical
consent is still distinct from the concern with actuality invoked
in straight voluntarist accounts.33

The theorist then has to choose between an approach that
commits him to a proof of actual, valid choice—which so far
has been shown to be unsuccessful—and one that provides a

33 Being such, it remains a question whether it can ever be a direct ba-
sis of political obligation. For more clarifications, see my discussion of a
stronger claim in favor of contractualism and hypothetical consent in the
section “A defense of hypothetical contractualism.”
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governments—an attitude, however, that does not involve
rejecting them altogether, but focuses rather on the quality of
their particular functions.

Yet Simmons is missing something. First, his account of our
moral obligations is determined by his advocacy of Locke’s phi-
losophy, which is not a view that someone, including an anar-
chist, has to be committed to. Even if his idea of moral respon-
sibilities is an acceptable one, however, the problem with his
approach still remains. With his first claim cited above, he dis-
misses as minor wrongs done to us by governments that are,
nevertheless, frighteningly regular. He then supplements this
claim with his further suggestion that good governments that
violate our rights in ways that such governments typically do
should not be dangerously resisted. But these statements con-
stitute a very incomplete representation of the anarchist crit-
icism that preceded them and its results. Indeed, this is obvi-
ous in the very form they take: how can a politically informed
and active person, or just a reasonable one, let alone an anar-
chist, consider as minor violations acts and policies that are
at the expense of the individuals concerned in a frighteningly
regular manner? What is the habit of compliance if not such
an untroubled acceptance of continual violations? How can a
critical approach to political institutions accept their violations
as those typically committed by such institutions? Is this not
an unquestioning concession to the existing status quo rather
than a challenge to it, as misguided as the romanticizing view
of the state? Simmons’s relevant appeal to prudence and to
the dangers of possible destruction of good illegitimate gov-
ernments and their replacement by inferior alternatives is a
concession concealed by an air of political realism, rather than
a reasonable pragmatic realization. Furthermore, these claims
contradict the concluding demand for a critical and selective
approach to governments, based on the quality of their partic-
ular policies. This attitude involves much more reflection and
scrutiny, as well as abstraction from existing determinations,
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than a tendency from the very beginning to make concessions
to them involves.

On the whole, in dismissing the importance of certain facts
about governments that the anarchist view brings to the fore,
Simmons commits philosophical anarchism to a view much
less radical than really entailed by the anarchist perspective.
To be sure, to believe that for specific instances minor viola-
tions of rights are better than major ones, and also that it is
not bad to accept minor violations of rights, is reasonable. But
when these views are used as indications of an approach to the
very problem with authority, they render an account that is
incomplete and misguiding. The problem is that from such a
perspective they seem to suggest that it is fine if our relations
to the state are declining a bit and that the whole issue is to
establish a minimal state. Simmons’s statements lead him to
this approach.
A more general departure from Simmons’s approach
My following arguments for the significance of the question

of obligation, for a departure of the anarchist view from sup-
porting theminimal state, and for the role of the anarchist ideal
of legitimacy are meant to demonstrate where my approach
differs fundamentally from Simmons’s and where I find his ap-
proach to be more generally inadequate.
The Significance of theQuestion of Political Obligation. When

the anarchist says that we cannot ground the state on volun-
tariness, justice, reciprocity, and association, he reveals a gap
in the justifications of the state. This is his message derived
from the debate on political obligation: we do not participate
in creating and managing the state and there are no ethical
concerns that arise distinctively from it as such. This makes
the state illegitimate in terms of political obligation, although
it is not a positive proof of its illegitimacy in general: we have
no special ethical relationship to the state, although for it to be
illegitimate, or wholly unjustified, we need to show that it does
something wrong. Thus, Simmons thinks that this conclusion
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tarism. It involves an understanding of hypothetical consent
that aspires to actuality. According to this form of consent,
although we may be unwilling to agree to something under
the present circumstances, we would in many cases have con-
sented to it under circumstances of unbiased reasoning. Such
circumstances obtain when we are ready to adopt the course
of action that is derived from rational and reasonable delib-
eration, not influenced by our knowledge of information con-
cerning what is beneficial to our personal interests or by our
feelings about the persons involved in the relevant case. In
this way hypothetical consent claims to retain the character of
voluntarism, since it shows that reason leads us to the conclu-
sion that we would in fact consent, and thus to the realization
that we do consent, in many cases. Even though our reason-
ing does most of the job here, the last court of appeal lies in
the existence of a disposition in us to personally consent. Un-
fortunately, this form of consent falls prey, even if in a coun-
terfactual way, to problems similar to those that affect the no-
tion of personal consent and its function within voluntarism,
which were discussed in the section “Actual consent.” Most
pressingly in this case, the validity of our disposition to con-
sent depends largely on the circumstances within which such
a consent works. Its existence and function do not generate
obligations unless the circumstances are such that the condi-
tions of the validity of consent survive the relevant thought-
experiment, i.e., that the disposition for actual choice applies
naturally under them. Thus, with regard tomost of us, it is very
difficult to prove what we really think in each case about the
relevant functions of the political institutions of our country of
residence and to demonstrate that our conclusions represent a
valid choice. Once again, the required satisfaction of both the
generality and the particularity conditions of political obliga-
tion is not achieved.

It follows that the possibility of agreement collapses once
more. These considerations show that the attempt, under this
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ing actual choice that is also reasonable would likely provide
the required link. As explained above, however, these theories
fail to provide such an instance of voluntary commitment, and
the link with quality remains a related unsolved problem. This
fact eliminates the possibility of success for voluntarism on
the basis of the most promising route. Thus, the attention of
its defenders has been reoriented toward hypothetical consent.
In this context, there is an initial concern with institutional
quality: the demand that the arrangements to which people
consent should be to an acceptable extent reasonable and
fair gives rise to the idea that this could be achieved “by
characterising the circumstances of voluntary agreement
in such a way that indisputably irrational, unreasonable,
or unfair agreements [would] not meet the conditions for
voluntary consent.”31 A representative example of an attempt
at such a characterization is given by the description of the
“state of nature” provided by traditional contractualists.32 The
discussion below shows how the endeavor fails to combine
voluntarism with a hypothetical-consent view of political
obligation.

The point of hypothetical consent is to show what it would
be fair, reasonable, and rational for people to agree to within
appropriately characterized circumstances. This signifies a
departure from direct voluntarism, since it makes the actual
consent of individuals irrelevant: the question here is not
whether they have actually consented, but whether they ought
to consent. The hypothetical consent becomes a theoretical
device used to represent the conclusions that reason would
yield, whenever unimpaired and consistently exercised.

The first form of hypothetical consent that I want to dis-
cuss, however, both utilizes this device and might allow volun-

31 Horton, Political Obligation, 82.
32 Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, ed. Crawford Brough MacPherson (Har-

mondsworth: Penguin, 1968); Locke, Two Treatises of Government, and
Rousseau, “On Social Contract.”
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is perfectly compatible with keeping the state. It encourages a
critical outlook toward it and an independent approach to our
obligations to others, perspectives that nevertheless continue
to be expressed within a framework widely determined by the
state: the state can have the right to impose specific duties, it
should be supported when it serves ethical duties, and it can
very well continue to exist in a justified manner (when it is a
good rather than a bad government). This view stresses the im-
portance of differences between various ways to evaluate po-
litical institutions: in terms of their existence, in terms of their
legitimacy qua obligation, and in terms of specific obligations
that these institutions might be justified to impose even when
they are neither justified nor obligatory. It also asserts that po-
litical obligation is just one criterion of evaluation. It is the lat-
ter claim that I challenge in my approach to critical philosoph-
ical anarchism. This study accepts that the difference between
kinds of evaluation of the state matters, and so, in this light, the
state can exist even when there is no political obligation. Yet
although the separation between different kinds of evaluation
is central to the anarchist perspective, its value does not lie in
permitting different kinds of justification to proceed indepen-
dently of one another. It rather lies in helping us see the force
of the considerations provided for and against political institu-
tions in each case by drawing attention to the elements that
characterize primarily each of these considerations, according
to the issue we want to examine. For example, it reminds us to
look for morally significant features of specific interaction as
the elements relevant for generating the particular relationship
characteristic of the problem of political obligation, instead of
trying to derive argumentative force from general qualities of
institutions, which play a secondary role in creating such a re-
lationship. This does not mean that the different avenues for
the justification of political institutions do not affect each other
considerably.
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The result of the anarchist criticism is not that political obli-
gation is just one evaluation among others with no distinctive
effect on the justification of the state. I argue instead that, by
showing the state to provide no distinctive ethical concerns, to
be based on no special relationship of political obligation, the
anarchist uncovers a very serious gap: lacking political obliga-
tion is a defect in the very nature of the state. How can po-
litical institutions relate to their subjects if they lack political
obligation? And how can they function and be distinguished
from their alternatives if they lack such a relationship? That
is, how can they be (considered as) permanent and exclusive
if they have no right to command and be obeyed? These ques-
tions lead to more general doubts about political institutions.
They make us examine their very nature and discover defects
that have been neglected. The coercion that makes political
institutions efficient is also a problem, and this needs to be ad-
dressed. It is at this point that the romanticized view of state-
order starts to look out of place. In this way, the challenge to
political obligation is not just a restricted and harmless criti-
cism of the state, but a viewpoint from which the state is seen
as a defect (even if not as totally evil) and something difficult to
justify.

Political obligation cannot be derived simply from argu-
ments for the existence of political institutions, for the latter
might survive the debate on political obligation. Nevertheless,
as I will also explain, the character of institutions is a relevant
and important condition for finally validating the right to
rule,113 while the considerations and results of the debate on
political obligation crucially affect further defenses of political
constraints. The particular and actual relationships required
for political obligation to exist are not indispensable elements

113 It is not likely that morally unacceptable (e.g., extremely bad) govern-
ments would allow their right to rule to be valid even if the required specific
transactions could apply to them. As will be shown throughout this study,
quality is still relevant in the debate on political obligation.
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grounds political obligation. On the first understanding, which
falls more clearly under voluntarism, consent is offered as a
device of reasoning that helps us understand our actual dis-
position toward the authority of political institutions. On the
second understanding, hypothetical consent becomes a moral
route representing the conclusions of unimpaired and impar-
tial reasoning. I will show that the first way of understanding
hypothetical consent is the more problematic of the two, and
that the second, which is the one usually involved in theories
of political obligation, is irrelevant to direct voluntarism.

It is important for voluntarist accounts to preserve a link
between the ground of political obligation they provide and
the quality of the institutions to which it is owed. Even if
some form of actual consent were successfully given, it would
have to be given to institutions that exhibit some morally rele-
vant merits in order to be valid.30 I suggested in the section
“Quality-based and interaction-based evaluations of political
institutions” in Chapter 1 that both quality and specific interac-
tion are relevant aspects of institutional evaluation within the
debate on political obligation. In the discussion of consent so
far, given that my focus is on actual consent, I have developed
elements of transactional evaluation (i.e., features of specific
interaction). At this point of the discussion, I reintroduce the
idea that quality, or institutional morality, is relevant to any
account of political obligation and thus should be examined
in relation to the accounts analyzed here, namely voluntarism.
The discussion of hypothetical consent will provide the first
steps for understanding and deciding the proper role of quality-
based considerations in the debate.

In the context of the discussion of actual consent, an effec-
tive solution to the problem would be for the theories under
scrutiny to incorporate institutional morality in an exhibition
of a suitable instance of voluntary undertaking: an act involv-

30 Simmons, “Justification and Legitimacy,” n. 18.
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considerable attention from contemporary theorists,28 and an
influential improvement of its Kantian roots is found in Rawls’s
A Theory of Justice (1971). However, it has taken a form that
departs from voluntarism. As explained at the beginning of the
section “An anarchist criticism of voluntarist theories of politi-
cal obligation,” in the context of the present discussion on polit-
ical obligation, voluntarism is understood in its most literal and
direct form, namely as theories appealing to the unimpaired,
actual decisions, choices, and actions of individuals. The dis-
cussion on hypothetical consent introduces another dimension
to voluntarism. It will also clarify the extent to which this form
of consent belongs to voluntarism as understood so far, or if it
properly extends voluntarism to purely incorporate a different
sense, and whether this is useful for the debate on political obli-
gation.29

We can see this if we bear in mind an important distinc-
tion between two forms of hypothetical consent and the roles
of their different rationales. I will argue that there are two
ways of understanding hypothetical consent, neither of which

28 For example: Hanna Pitkin, “Obligation and Consent,” in Philosophy,
Politics and Society, Forth Series, ed. Peter Laslett, Walter Garrison Runciman,
and Quentin Skinner (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1972); Ronald M. Dworkin,
“The Original Position,” in Reading Rawls: Critical Studies on Rawls, ed. Nor-
manDaniels (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1975), 16–52; David Zimmerman, “The
Force of Hypothetical Commitment,” Ethics 93 (1983): 467–483; Jean Hamp-
ton, Hobbes and the Social Contract Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 1986); Thomas J. Lewis, “On Using the Concept of Hypothet-
ical Consent,” Canadian Journal of Political Science 22 (1989): 793–808. For
an influential contemporary theory of the hypothetical contract outside the
debate on political obligation, see Scanlon, “Contractualism and Utilitarian-
ism”;ThomasMichael Scanlon,WhatWe Owe to Each Other (Cambridge, MA
and London: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1998).

29 For a relevant distinction between the two different trends claiming
to be proper identifications of voluntarism, namely the voluntaristic and the
rationalistic, see JeremyWaldron, Liberal Rights: Collected Papers, 1981–1991
(Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 51–57; Sim-
mons, “Justification and Legitimacy,” 760–769.
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for deciding the moral value of institutions more generally,
but the absence of such an obligation constitutes a serious
gap in their status. The different view of our position in
society that the anarchist subversive campaign creates with
the removal of the presumption in favor of political obligation
constitutes a serious change for social life in the presence of
political institutions. But further, the absence of this central
relationship that characterizes their status as political raises
doubts about the very plausibility of their validity, function,
and viability. Even more importantly, the difficulty with
proving political obligation that the anarchist criticism reveals
redirects the debate to the deeper concerns that need to
determine our approach to political institutions. I argue that
the anarchist position on the problem of political obligation
brings back a more fundamental question that underlies every
approach to political institutions. The perspective that every
theorist needs to adopt is one characterized by the question
whether political institutions should exist at all. The anarchist
indication that political obligation cannot be established by
appeal to the general merits of institutions, the basis required
for it making it a matter of continual justification, leads to a
wider consideration about whether appeal to general virtues is
enough to motivate constraints and whether it motivates them
once and for all. The argument of this study stresses that for
such evaluations to be effective they need to apply within the
background set by the fundamental question that the anarchist
brings to the fore and that such a question makes the demand
for justification constant. This clarifies the complexity of
avenues toward a defense of political institutions, indicating
what the proper way of using their merits to support them is
and how difficult this may be. Subsequently, in the light of
the debate on political obligation and its results as effected
by the anarchist criticism, every attempt at justification is
reformulated and the task of justification becomes harder.
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This way, we can claim that indirectly the justification of po-
litical obligation has a significant effect on other dimensions
of the justification of political institutions and thus on their
overall justification. Ultimately, the outlook of every theorist
and every person is determined by the demand that, rather
than considering the merits of political institutions on the ba-
sis of an assumption that we need them and desire them, we
start to ask whether we should need them at all, appealing to
their merits in the light of this question. This is the anarchist
perspective. Moreover, the way it is activated within the de-
bate on political obligation makes that problem, if not decisive
for the content of other kinds of defense, still totally decisive
for their structure and force—decisive in the way it leads to a
proper reformulation of the considerations applying to them
and a correspondingly different estimation of their input. The
skeptical approach and a careful weighing of the independent
moral grounds that bear on action in different political circum-
stances that the philosophical anarchist recommends should be
seen in this light.

On thewhole, we can see a parallel between the position that
the anarchist establishes within the debate on political obliga-
tion and the one advanced more generally with regard to po-
litical institutions. The removal of a presumption in favor of
obedience involved in the subversive campaign of philosoph-
ical anarchism corresponds to a removal, through the funda-
mental question that the anarchist perspective raises, of a pre-
sumption in favor of the existence of political institutions. The
fundamental concern becomes the very possibility of political
obligation, or the very possibility of political institutions. The
subversive campaign of philosophical anarchismwithin the de-
bate on political obligation also necessitates a different outlook
on our position in political society, which corresponds to a dif-
ferent outlookwith regard to the status and stability of political
institutions. Again, through the fundamental question that the
anarchist criticism brings to the fore and the demand for justi-
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life and their complexities. We have to attend to their special
nature and find a proper way of assessing them in view of that
nature. If we insist on the language of consent, in the case of
residence, for example, it can justifiably be asked: Where are
the alternatives given to each individual? Why do individu-
als have to live with the constraints imposed on them without
ever having given their free consent? How can they escape
them without losing too much that is important?

This is to a large extent the essence of the anarchist perspec-
tive. Anarchists remind us that the political nature of institu-
tions and of the obligations attached to them demands a special
kind of justification. The moral reasons provided in their sup-
port might account for the acceptability of certain aspects of
them. But they need first and foremost to apply as a recogni-
tion that the coercive and inescapable nature of political insti-
tutions puts particular constraints on what is going to count
as legitimate justification. We might be advised to support po-
litical institutions, but why is this an overriding obligation the
violation of which should be punished? How is it that a dom-
inant, permanent, and coercion-based determination of social
relations is ever justifiable? For Hume, consent theories can-
not give the answer. For the anarchist, this need for a proper
assessment of the nature of the political draws attention to the
significance of choice, the character and role of which must
be shown to be much stronger than that of the acts involved
in tacit consent. For this, hypothetical consent seems a more
promising approach.

Hypothetical consent

Thus, the next candidate for grounding political obligation in
voluntarist terms is hypothetical consent. This has received
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All these points show additionally how voting defeats the par-
ticularity condition of political obligation. On the whole, vot-
ing takes place within already existing institutions, when the
existence of the state is taken as a given. It cannot thus be
taken as the basis of an obligation to the state.

Given these arguments, it should be clear now that appeal
to tacit consent is not as promising as it appears to be initially.
Silence needs careful detection and interpretation, and a legiti-
mate inference rarely obtains. Tacit consent fails to exemplify
the kind of act that could be seen as the voluntary undertaking
of political obligations at a sufficient level of generality. This
is the fundamental complaint that anarchists raise against vol-
untarists.

Here is where we can return to the important, additional
insight that Hume provides in his discussion of the social con-
tract.27 Hume explains the distance between philosophical ap-
peals to an original contract as the basis of political author-
ity and the actual relation between individuals and the gov-
ernments of their societies. He stresses the effects on the ac-
quiescence on the part of individuals of force, necessity, and
habit, and his criticism of residence examined above is an as-
pect of this demonstration. But the crux of his argument is that
the constraints of political authority have a special nature. We
can escape constraints of a different nature, but political con-
straints are inescapable. This distinctiveness of political norms
requires a distinctive perspective on them and a distinctiveway
to think about whether they are constraining. We cannot de-
rive the best political norms through abstraction. The motiva-
tions for allegiance to existing societies are too complicated for
an ideal appeal to consent to provide a proper explanation and
basis for it. We have to provide a justificatory basis for political
norms that accounts for and at the same time overcomes the
actual inclinations of individuals and the conditions of social

27 Hume, “Of the Original Contract.”
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fication that this raises, their existence is not taken for granted,
their desirability becoming a matter of constant justification.

So although the anarchist position does not privilege one
specific avenue of justification to the detriment of all other
avenues, it nevertheless reintroduces an approach that consti-
tutes a unified challenge to every avenue at the deepest level.
Even if not obvious to its advocates, the perspective of criti-
cal philosophical anarchism carries with it and remains faith-
ful to the classical position of anarchism that there is nothing
lovable about external constraints and that the state remains a
problem. It is in this respect that philosophical anarchism re-
mains thoroughly radical. The claims that it challenges social
order from within114 and that it helps us press for the respect
of self-government and equality within social life115 should be
seen in this new light. Correspondingly, by making the de-
mand for justification harder,116 the anarchist position does
not render the various expressions of the critical approach it
recommends117 vehicles of an immediate and radical change.

114 Green, The Authority of the State, 254–255.
115 In the criticism of Raz above, I stressed the importance of voluntary

choice in securing freedom and equalitywithin political society. In the hands
of anarchism, the force of consent is expressed in a negative form: we could
not possibly agree on having a state; if we were given the possibility to agree
on it, we would not (for more on anarchism and consent, see Chapter 2). But
I agree with Raz that it is wrong to believe that political societies can become
voluntary associations. Simmons is wrong to believe this (see Simmons, On
the Edge of Anarchy, 268). It is because they cannot become such associations
that the anarchist opposes them and sees them as destructive to proper re-
lations. In light of this problem, we need to find another way of asserting
self-government, equality, and legitimacy within political societies. The an-
archist perspective and ideal of legitimacy work in this direction.

116 See Chapter 6, especially my explanation for the way the anarchist
perspective makes the demand for justification continual and of the role of
the anarchist ideal of legitimacy in further justifications of constraints.

117 For example,
Even if we find that we can seldom justify or forbear the conse-

quences of disobedience or substantial opposition, we can at least lobby for
the elimination of those laws that interfere with harmless choices, impose
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It surely renders them, though, more obviously representative
of a serious challenge to actual societies and more effective as
indications of active citizenship. More precisely, the demand
to show in every instance that the existing political constraints
respect the values they are held to help secure creates a central
role in the political debate for the task assigned to individuals:
to think carefully about the relevant moral reasons for support
or rejection. In this sense, critical philosophical anarchism has
a much stronger link with the political anarchist criticism of
the state as an evil than first thought. Horton is right to claim
that the challenge to political obligation can change much in
our political lives, since a central part of our view of the polit-
ical world is shown to be a myth. In the end we have moral
reasons to be more independent in our reasoning about social
behavior and also to develop nonpolitical forms of solutions to
social problems, or, at least, to understand their intuitiveness.
Yet this view does not adopt the political anarchist demand for
the removal of the state, not as the initial and primary anarchist
goal anyway. But then, what does it help change?

The anarchist does not provide a broad criticism concern-
ing different variables, which would have no strong overall im-
pact. Rather, the anarchist criticism reflects a unified demand
for justification that affects our perspective on political institu-
tions. And it is not the case, as some philosophical anarchists
claim, that the anarchist position within the debate on politi-
cal obligation and the attitude it recommends will not change
much in practical terms. On the contrary, this position and
attitude reflect a significant implication of the anarchist out-
look with regard to real institutions and our lives in relation
to them: a gradual but stable effort to make substantial, actual
changes. By rendering a principled support of the nature of

needless regimentation of behavior and lifestyle, limit personal liberty with-
out securing important social benefits … . [We can ask] questions about
the moral merits or defects of the individual laws, actions, or policies of our
governments. (Simmons, On the Edge of Anarchy, 269)
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equal level. Third, and in the face of the second criticism just
made, there are (at least) two points that suggest the failure to
meet the generality condition of political obligation as under-
stood and applied in the debate.

Point one is that voting is not always an accurate gauge
of freely expressed preferences. There are people who vote
in response to continual moral intimidation by social leaders
in different social areas (such as schools, the church, and the
media).24 Can their consent be regarded as real? Many peo-
ple even abstain from voting or cast invalid votes, while the
choices of many others are defeated in the elections. Can these
persons be regarded as voluntary supporters of the elected gov-
ernment? The former surely are not, and the latter are only if
they themselves confirm the result as their second-best prefer-
ence. This also shows that a possible appeal to the consent of
the majority as binding for all invokes a form of consent that
is redundant to personal consent and thus open to all the prob-
lems that the latter has been shown to involve.25

The second and most important point I want to make is that,
even if voting were sufficiently general, it would not necessar-
ily imply recognition of the authority of the state. It could
express a choice of good over bad governments, consistently
made even by an anarchist, and other instances of decisions
concerned with who shall rule, but not bearing on questions
of the justification of authority.26 Given the alternatives avail-
able, any individual can vote on specific aspects of a constitu-
tion without at the same time expressing his or her opinion
on the general question of its foundation. On the other hand,
even if through voting citizens legitimated government, this
would still not authorize every one of its significant acts and
thus would not establish a permanent actual obligation to it.

24 For this point, see McLaughlin, Anarchism and Authority, 90.
25 For this, see also Horton, Political Obligation, 39–40.
26 For this point, see also Horton, Political Obligation, 38.
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Plamenatz22 and others appeal to democratic elections as
a proper indication of consent to the authority of the state.
Nevertheless, reliance on voting involves at least three difficul-
ties. First, the background conditions for qualifying elections
as free seem to be properly met only in direct participatory
democracies, namely, where there is direct, equal, and exten-
sive participation in political decision-making. Even in such
polities, mixed motivations in voting complicate the issue of
consent, i.e., the presence of both self-interest and a concern for
the common good as functional motivating bases of decision-
making. For example, on which of these two grounds does
consent count? And how do we understand which motivation
operates each time? However, the point here is that, even if
direct democracy offered the most suitable background for le-
gitimate consent, it is not the kind of constitution found within
any current democratic society.23 Second, the contemporary
expression of liberal ideals by representative democracies is de-
fective. Voting for representatives is the kind of authorization
that was referred to in the above discussion on explicit consent
as a questionable paradigm of self-assumed obligation. It is in
fact a promise to obey the directives of the representatives, an
attitude reflecting more conformity to, rather than willing and
active approval of, those directives. Pragmatically speaking,
moreover, the social differences (class and gender) and circum-
stances present in contemporary democracies do not allow for
an informed and deliberate choice of rulers at a general and

22 John Petrov Plamenatz, Consent, Freedom and Political Obligation (Ox-
ford: Oxford University Press, 1968), 170. Although, in fairness to Plamenatz,
we can take his theory on the whole to be an attempt to account for as-
pects that should create more or less conditions of political obligation rather
than arguing that voting expresses consent. More precisely, his claim can be
taken to be that a society that allows voting is more legitimate than one that
does not. Nevertheless, my following points on the relation between voting
and consent still hold.

23 For this observation, see, e.g., Horton, Political Obligation, 37, and
Wolff, Political Philosophy, 45.
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state authority problematic, the anarchist position invigorates
the debate on political obligation; it presses for the exercise of
our critical powers; it allows the construction of improved ac-
counts of the authority of the state and of more satisfactory
political arrangements, imposing more demanding criteria on
wider evaluations of constraints; it also paints a picture of the
political that stimulates an innovative conception of our politi-
cal relationships and that inspires more informed views about
the role of public institutions. These aspects suggest substan-
tial changes to our conception of the political and to our po-
litical lives, which might neither be based on an instant recon-
struction through revolution nor be a desperate expression of
our dissatisfaction with authority and the present character of
public life.

Anarchism becomes a reminder that we should now recog-
nize and apply what we are more qualified and seem in fact to
recognize, to wit, that all relations of authority are in need of
justification and that the proper approach to political authority
is one that regards its scope as limited on the basis of consid-
erations of quality. This is the way the anarchist critique helps
remove the habit of compliance. More importantly, the anar-
chist position remains consistent. Its fundamental concern is
still not to establish limits on political domination. It rather re-
mains the claim that domination is always problematic. All this
involves a proposal that is as radical as it is valuable: it testi-
fies that anarchism suggests and remains the continual source
of a move toward a fundamental reconstruction of our social re-
lationships and lives. The possibility of such a reconstruction is
still to be proven and its realization is necessarily gradual. Yet
it remains a desirable end and an alternative worthy of taking
its place in our moral and political history.
Departing from the Minimal State. But, how does the anar-

chist perspective and its accompanying ideal of legitimacy dif-
fer from already existing views for and against political insti-
tutions?
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The anarchist message is that we do not have a comprehen-
sive argument for political obligation and that there are good
reasons why we cannot have such an argument. This is a way
of understanding the gap in justification instead of trying to fill
it: it prepares a perspective for, rather than a ground for, obli-
gation. Beginning from the gap created from the absence of
political obligation, critical philosophical anarchism suggests
that we leave aside the attempt to answer the question of obli-
gation, that political obligation concerns an everlasting effort
of justification that is not susceptible to a final resolution. In-
deed, the anarchist skepticism is not about providing such a
justification for the state. Rather it is about bracketing the ques-
tion of obligation and concentrates on something else, which
is nevertheless motivated by the difficulty of this question. In-
stead of attacking the existence of the state and trying to roll it
back, the critical philosophical anarchist claims that, whether
we love it or not, when we have it, the state is not a matter
of magnitude, or quantity, but rather of quality. To be critical
toward the state in the way that the philosophical anarchist
suggests means to see whether it matches ethical concerns that
we need, whether, that is, as it exists, it is acceptable in view of
justifiable claims we have toward one another. I call this “the
quality thesis” on the state.

Such an approach departs both from romanticizing accounts
of the state and from those against the welfare state. With re-
gard to the latter, it is important to see how the anarchist ap-
proach differs from defenses of the minimal state. In contrast
with what Simmons’s account suggests, for the critical philo-
sophical anarchist there is no way of filling the gap that the
lack of voluntary participation creates by diminishing the tasks
of the state to the minimal. A state that does not support ed-
ucation and healthcare and does not provide distribution and
general protection, but merely polices property, is more unjus-
tifiable than a full state. Such a state is even further from a con-
dition of liberty without inequality that all forms of anarchism
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“non-rival” in nature. Non-excludable goods are those that,
once produced, cannot be enjoyed by some members of a so-
ciety without being enjoyed by all the others. Goods are non-
rival if the extent and the way they are enjoyed by an individ-
ual do not affect the utility enjoyed by others.20 Acceptance of
such benefits does not constitute a clear sign of consent, how-
ever, but at best a “consent-implying” act, namely, an act that
commits morally to the same performance that would be re-
quired on the basis of consent, but that would not normally be
taken as an attempt to consent—nor would its agent normally
be taken to have intended to consent.21 It is an act better de-
scribed and justified on the basis of the principle of fairness,
which will be discussed in Chapter 4. Although, as I will argue
in that chapter, an adequate interpretation of that principle has
to be voluntarist, its nature is still different from consent. The
acceptance of benefits is deprived of a directly consensual char-
acter. It is also vulnerable to the objections to the principle of
fairness as a ground of political obligation.

The third candidate is voting. Voting can be taken as explicit
(or express), rather than tacit consent, given that it is an act
expressing commitment to specified aspects of a constitution.
But here it is understood as the authorization of specific gov-
ernments that might be taken as a sign of consent to political
authority, and in this respect its function is of a less overt kind.

20 For a definition of public goods similar to the one I give here, see
Howard H. Harriott, “Games, Anarchy, and the Nonnecessity of the State,”
in For and Against the State: New Philosophical Readings, ed. John T. Sanders
and Jan Narveson (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 1996), 120. For a
more extended discussion of, and bibliography on, public goods, see Chapter
4.

21 This point has been argued decisively in Simmons, Moral Principles
and Political Obligations, 88–95.
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available under residence is the acceptance of the authority of
the state.19 But survival within a state does not necessarily
require acknowledgment of its authority. Indeed, these obser-
vations might free residence from being a kind of invalidating
duress. The salient point here, however, is that they confirm
rather than oppose its inappropriateness as a sign of consent
to authority. Whether bearable or not, residence still cannot
necessarily be assumed as evidence of such consent. And, in
the end, the real force of Hume’s argument can be seen to lie
in its revealing this point: even if valid intentional consent re-
mains possible under residence, we cannot infer that residence
is a voluntary decision, nor can we infer simply from residence
a voluntary decision to acknowledge the state. Still, we may
have underestimated Hume’s position if we link it too closely
to residence. For he is making a more general point that is cru-
cial for discussions of political authority. I will return to this
view in the end of my discussion of tacit consent.

At this point, we can see that consent theory is deprived of
an element that would guarantee a high level of generality in a
properly particularized way. Generality and particularity are
two of the main conditions that theories of political obligation
have to satisfy together. Tacit consent in the form of residence
would, if it were shown to be a valid sort of authorization, com-
mit a large part of the population to their own particular gov-
ernment and thus provide a satisfactory moral justification of
the obligations suitable to its political nature. But residence is
far from a validating acquiescence to political authority.

The second kind of action construed as a sign of consent is
the acceptance of benefits provided by the government of one’s
own country. This appeal is found in Locke’s Second Treatise
of Government. Such benefits usually have the status of public
goods, namely goods that may be reasonably regarded as valu-
able to (almost) everyone and that are “non-excludable” and

19 Green, The Authority of the State, 175.
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desire: instead of being an establishment that protects individ-
uals without undermining their equal right to self-government
and participation, it gives liberty to the few, whose interests it
protects and perpetuates, at the expense of the many, who re-
main unsatisfied and unequal. It cultivates division and conflict
by supporting a society where competition and social discrimi-
nation thrive. Thus, in fact it is very far from what is supposed
to be the primary function of the state, for which it is claimed
to deserve justification in the first place, namely to serve its
citizens.
The Anarchist Ideal of Legitimacy. This guides the perspec-

tive on the state that the anarchist adopts. In its different forms,
this ideal represents what a society characterized by appropri-
ate relations between persons would be like. And because the
state is not such a society, i.e., it is not the ideal, as the anarchist
criticism of political obligation shows, what it can do instead
is approximate it—to prove in every instance that its functions
are compatible with the moral criteria of the ideal. This does
not mean that it proves to have political obligation, but rather
that, in the absence of it, this is the only way of ensuring active
participation, not in the making of the state, but in the process
of evaluating its functions and in being able to restrict it to
what it can justifiably demand from us.

This is what results from the evaluation in terms of politi-
cal obligation and what makes that evaluation more important
than Simmons thinks, not merely one among other evaluations
that is moderate and limited, but rather the basis for a substan-
tive transformation of our view of the state. It shows that the
state has gone too far and is taking too much from us, that it
offends self-government, equality, and proper relations in the
name of a good that it is not. But instead of either overthrow-
ing it or trying to fill the (unbridgeable) gap of justification that
its defenders have attempted, we can become those who deter-
mine in a justifiable way where and how it should stop: when
its functions are of a character that is justifiable to us and not at
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our expense, when by protecting through coercion it does not
overdo the latter at the expense of the former. The perspec-
tive that the philosophical anarchist offers shows us a way of
being entirely distrustful of the state while at the same time ac-
cepting the welfare state. This view does not depart from my
claim that critical philosophical anarchism is still linked with
political anarchism: at every instance there is the possibility
of becoming dissatisfied with the state in terms of the ideal
of legitimacy, and this endangers its existence. In light of the
results of the debate on political obligation that the anarchist
brings to the fore, the undesirability of illegitimate constraints
becomes categorical. And the ideal of legitimacy becomes a
constant guardian against abuses of the state, not by providing
a form of consent, but by testing continually the quality of state
functions. The anarchist thus reminds us that the dissatisfac-
tion and lack of patience that we feel toward the state in times
of crisis should be the characteristic attitude and the starting
point for us to view our social responsibilities. This is the way
for the state to be an instrument at our service, compatible with
individual self-government and equal positive participation.

Conclusion

We therefore have to be committed neither to an inevitable ac-
ceptance of the state nor to a complete rejection of it. The an-
archist approach offers an option that has been neglected and
that is themost reasonable one: we can staywithin the state and
participate in advancing the social aims it ismeant to serve, and
yet always keep an eye on the way its dominative tendencies
and its coercion might overstep its initial task.

But having adopted this view, the philosophical anarchist
has further to answer the question of how we fulfill our obli-
gations to others without the state within a background where
the state exists. How do we do without the state apparatus in
a situation where we do not have perfect abundance? That is,
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defiance of the normative demands and obligate persons in ab-
sence of their own permission.16

The failure of consent theorists to provide proper instances
of tacit consent and to establish their validity, in order then to
show their general application in existing polities, is demon-
strated by the following discussion of three kinds of acts tradi-
tionally construed as signs of consent.

The first is residence. Appealing to residence creates per-
haps the clearest ground for doubts. Hume criticizes this effec-
tively in his famous argument from “Of the Original Contract.”
There he compares remaining in one’s own country with the
situation of “a man … remaining in a vessel … [within which]
he was carried on board while asleep, and must leap into the
ocean, and perish, the moment he leaves her.”17 This compar-
ison describes residence when emigration as the correspond-
ing alternative is both extremely difficult and painful (think of
conditions in contemporary nation-states, let alone the vary-
ing financial and other material as well as psychological cir-
cumstances of different citizens). Thus, it shows that residence
alone cannot be counted as consent, since it does not present it-
self against a real alternative that wouldmake it a free choice.18
This should not be taken to mean that the impossibility of dis-
sent makes it impossible to consent, but rather that intentional
consent through residence cannot be assumed.

In response, it has been objected that emigration is not an
unacceptable choice forced upon us, unless the only attitude

16 For such a criticism, see Pateman, The Problem of Political Obligation,
16.

17 David Hume, “Of the Original Contract,” in Hume: Political Essays,
ed. Knud Haakonssen (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 193.

18 Green, The Authority of the State, 174. For similar points on tacit
consent and residence in Locke and on the status of tacit consent in general,
see David A. Lloyd Thomas, Locke on Government (London and New York:
Routledge, 1995), 38–40. Also see Horton, Political Obligation, 34; Jonathan
Wolff, Political Philosophy: An Introduction (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1996), 46–48; McLaughlin, Anarchism and Authority, 90.
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of dissent not be too severe (for example, that no complicated
physical acts are required to express consent and that no dis-
mal punishment threatens potential dissenters). These latter
conditions are extremely important for the validity of consent,
since complicated procedures and alternative choices with un-
desirable effects limit or even cancel the availability of options,
which is what makes consent free.14

Only passive attitudes meeting these conditions form
instances of tacit consent. Relying on these conditions,
however, provides no more than a basis for a case-by-case
estimation. Such a procedure qualifies only for settlements at
an empirical level, depends largely on contingencies, and is
sometimes very complex and impractical. Thus, it complicates
the establishment of a valid act of authorization, because it
does not represent a general normative guide of a theory of
tacit consent in the political sphere.

In the case of legitimate inference, appeal to which is the
most usual method of defending tacit consent, the need is for
the specification of certain acts correctly regarded as implying
consent. There is disagreement over the extent to which we
should decide which acts qualify as signs of consent on the ba-
sis of “conventional criteria,” namely conventional means for
members of a society to commonly invoke as determinative of
whether certain words or gestures are signs of consent (for ex-
ample, whether a nod in a marriage ceremony is a way of say-
ing “I do”).15 But the main issue here is normative. It affects
whether the kinds of acts usually invoked do entail consent.
Indeed, it is these very acts that, as the anarchists point out,
do not seem to satisfy the conditions of validity given above—
especially the basic normative conditions of knowledge, inten-
tionality, and choice. They are interpreted by the theorist in

14 For five conditions such as the ones discussed in this paragraph, see
Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 80–83.

15 See, e.g., Green, The Authority of the State, 166–173.
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how do we manage independently of the state to coordinate
and cooperate toward an effective and fair satisfaction of our
needs in a world where goods are not abundantly available?
This is a legitimate question to ask the anarchist who does not
insist on removing the state and yet finds its defects in terms of
illegitimacy to be a good reason for independence from it. He
has to answer this question in order to prove that he remains
an anarchist and can convince others of the merits of his po-
sition. I will deal with this issue in the seventh chapter of the
study.

In the remainder of the book, I elaborate on the arguments
presented in this chapter: I examine in detail how the anar-
chist raises the problem about political institutions and how
the distinctive contribution of critical philosophical anarchism
works. In the following four chapters I examine the anarchist
position within the debate on political obligation in order to
demonstrate that it is correct. In the final two chapters and
conclusion, and in view of the implications of the debate on po-
litical obligation, I demonstrate the value of critical philosoph-
ical anarchism pertaining to the problem of political authority
as it arises from that debate.
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2. The limits of voluntarism

Social Contract and Consent theories are the most familiar and,
perhaps, attractive accounts of political obligation. Such ac-
counts center on a voluntarist interpretation of political obliga-
tion, which places a premium on the free decisions and choices
of individuals. For this reason, they are discussed here under
the title “Voluntarism.” However, as will be seen in this chapter,
these theories differ in the degree to which they deserve this
characterization in virtue of the kinds of decisions and choices
that they require of individuals in order to justify political obli-
gation.

Voluntarism, or the belief in the normative significance of
the choices, decisions, or agreement of individuals, is highly
valued by both anarchists and many defenders of political in-
stitutions. Even oppressive rulers take care to claim that their
rule is compatible with the will of their subjects. Contractual-
ists have placed consent at the center of their defense of polit-
ical authority. What is appealing about consent? Why does
agreement matter?

Consider the following example: a woman tells her partner
that some time ago she made a big decision about their rela-
tionship, which involves certain new conditions and which she
thought would be the best for both of them. She did not say
anything to her partner, because she thought that if they con-
tinued to live as they did and she carried out this decision for
both of themwithout him knowing, he could continue his plans
and would have the matter sorted out for him without being
frustrated. Thus, her behavior has been overall good for him.
The man gets very upset. His main complaint is that, however
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of political obligation. But it fails to remain so to a sufficiently
general extent, as the generality condition requires.

Tacit consent

The aforementioned difficulties with explicit consent con-
tribute to the considerable appeal to voluntarists of the notion
of tacit consent. Given the way it is used by the theories in
question, my suggestion is that tacit consent is a hypothesized
form of commitment meant to acquire, through an appropriate
interpretation, the actual substance required to make it rele-
vant to, and effective within, a voluntarist theory of political
obligation.

The importance of tacit consent lies in the fact that a proper
instance of tacit consent is not significantly different from ex-
plicit consent. The former differs from the latter in “the spe-
cial mode of its expression”: it is either “silent and inactive” or
legitimately inferred from certain actions construed as “signs
of consent.”13 The problem then becomes one of discovering
and establishing the proper instances of tacit consent, by prov-
ing the possibility and actuality of the legitimate modes of its
expression, either in terms of silence or in terms of legitimate
inference.

In the case of silence, there are certain conditions to be met
in addition to the ones placed on explicit consent (for the lat-
ter, see the section “Actual consent”). These further conditions
include the demand for a precise definition of the time during
which one can decide whether to consent or not and of the reac-
tions that may be taken as indications of consent (for example,
remaining present during the time of decision-making). These
clarify the terms in which the communication desired can be
achieved. There is also the demand that reasonable means be
used for the indication of consent and that the consequences

13 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 80.
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the social difficulties just stated.10 This is observed by vari-
ous theorists, whether they are anarchists or not. An addi-
tional observation is that there are many people—anarchists
and others—who do not want to consent to the authority of
their governments, and thus would never give their personal
consent even where possible. Finally, the content of agreement
itself becomes questionable, since appeal to explicit personal
consent involves the absurd demand that we consent to laws
that we do not know and to those that will be made in the fu-
ture.11 All these obstacles become more difficult in the light of
an aspiration to understand personal consent to involve the ap-
propriate form of self-assumed obligation distinguished in the
previous paragraph, namely as the free creation and determi-
nation of a new relationship.

The above considerations represent prominent philosophical
anarchist criticisms of the voluntarists’ appeal to explicit con-
sent. They can all be summarized in the following assertion of
Simmons: “[E]xpress consent is not a suitably general ground
for political obligation. The paucity of express consentors is
painfully apparent. Most of us have never been faced with
a situation where express consent to a government’s author-
ity was even appropriate, let alone actually performed such an
act.”12 This assertion reflects a failure to combine generality
with particularity within a voluntarist account of political obli-
gation. The element that voluntarism offers is, in its proper
form, a very suitable instance of what would explain a relation-
ship with our own government in terms of its own criteria, thus
meeting (where it is actually given) the particularity condition

10 For more on the relationships involved in voluntary associations, see
Chapter 4.

11 For this, see William Godwin, An Enquiry Concerning Political Jus-
tice and Its Influence on General Virtue and Happiness (London: G.G.J and
Robinson, 1793), 1: 146–147.

12 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 79.
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beneficial her attitude may have been for him, he still wanted
to know about something so important that affected him and to
be able to have a say on it, to participate in the solution of the
problem, to think, decide, and agree by himself. The complaint
of the man seems justified. What is appealing about it? There
is a basic form of freedom that we cherish the most. We care a
lot about living our own life, about being able to make our own
decisions concerning who to be, how to live, and what to value
and achieve. We feel that there is a big difference between let-
ting others impose constraints on us and deciding about the
matter ourselves. That we can and do decide to put constraints
on ourselves changes significantly their status and application.
Although it is believed that there are ways other than consent
through which freedom can be realized, the aim of this chapter
is to show how consent remains a primary route to this end,
despite its failure to ground political obligation. For this, an
understanding of the basic freedom at issue is necessary, and I
will attempt to provide it in this chapter.

This chapter is constructed on the basis of two underlying
leading considerations:

(a) The questions to be addressed differ in character. Ques-
tions such as “What are the proper signs of consent?” or “Is
consent possible?” are factual in character, although with sig-
nificant normative implications. They concern primarily the
realization and proper applications of consent. Questions such
as “What are the conditions for regarding consent valid?” or “Is
consent valid even when given?” are directly normative ones.
They are asked in an attempt to establish the normative rele-
vance and significance of consent in order for it to be used as a
basis for social relations and practices. It will become obvious
that different contractualist arguments address different ques-
tions or sets of questions—some addressing all of them, others
only some of them. This will affect the role each contractualist
view plays in the present endeavor.
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(b) There are distinct kinds of consent. The main distinc-
tion is between actual (explicit or tacit) and hypothetical con-
sent. Further, hypothetical consent itself takes different forms.
All these forms of consent appear already in the work of tra-
ditional contractualists such as Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, and
Kant and are almost commonplace among contemporary polit-
ical theorists. Some forms of consent more naturally give rise
to coherent voluntarist theories.

Versions of contractualism also differ from one another. For
example, while in Locke’s theory of the social contract we find
versions of actual consent (both explicit and tacit)1, others are
closer to hypothetical-consent views. Thus, as I will argue
later in this chapter, Hobbes’s contractualism is based on a
hypothetical-consent argument. My arguments with respect
to Rawls, in Chapter 3, show that his appeal both to concerns
of rationality (of a Hobbesian character) and to concerns of
fairness (of a Rousseauian-Kantian character) is reflected in his
adoption of a hypothetical-contract view. Most importantly, it
will become obvious that the rationale of actual consent differs
from the rationale of hypothetical consent.

Thus there are different types of contractualist reasoning:
the voluntarist accounts to be examined here differ in nature
and the distinctions between them reflect the different difficul-
ties that these theories face with respect to the same general
problem, that is, the problem of proving the possibility of agree-
ment or of some other morally acceptable way of reflecting
voluntary engagement, as an expression of an ample charac-
terization of why and how agreement matters. Therefore, my
criticisms will not be directed toward the theory of any partic-

1 In his appeal to “tacit consent,” Locke aspires to promote it to actu-
ality. As we will see in the discussion of this notion of consent below, he
considers the acts that he calls “signs of consent” to be legitimate inferences
of consent, having the status of genuine consent. More generally, and as we
will see in the relevant subsection, tacit consent is in fact a form of actual
consent, only of a subtler nature.
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self becomes problematic. On the whole, historical consent has
more of a rhetorical function. All consent and its value are
based rather on personal consent.

In the case of personal consent, the impossibility of its gen-
eral realization, which is in fact determinative of the difficulty
of establishing historical consent, is more obvious. Almost
none of us has ever given such consent, and we rarely have
the opportunity today to give it to the governments of the soci-
eties we inhabit. The conditions of living of the populations of
democratic governments, the size of modern cities, and other
external circumstances make it impossible for their citizens to
commit themselves individually. Ethnic, class, and gender dif-
ferences and the discriminations accompanying them, along
with the controversial status of voting as a proper implementa-
tion of personal consent on a large scale,8 are also substantial
obstacles to this possibility, especially because they affect the
very validity of personal consent. Moreover, the way even the
most familiar sorts of democratic governments are organized
makes it difficult to compare them to voluntary associations,
the nature of which would render practices similar to promis-
ing possible.9 Importantly so, such schemes have little rele-
vance to the structure and characteristics that make our soci-
eties political. The large-scaled, centralized, hierarchical, mo-
nopolistic, and coercive character of the political societies does
not provide a background where close and directly informed
relationships can flourish, and this character in fact generates

8 The place of voting and of “majority consent” in the theories in ques-
tion will be considered in the discussion of tacit consent below. Voting is
otherwise characterized as a form of express consent (see Paul McLaughlin,
Anarchism and Authority: A Philosophical Introduction to Classical Anarchism.
Farnham: Ashgate, 2007, 89–90). Here, following Simmons, I use the notion
of express consent interchangeably with that of explicit consent.

9 For such schemes, see the section “Fairness, political obligation, and
the idea of societies as ‘Schemes of Social Cooperation’ ” in Chapter 4.
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required commitment; second, the question whether the form
of self-assumed duty constituted by such a commitment can
be accepted as the right form of voluntary undertaking. Politi-
cal consent provides only one understanding of “self-assumed
obligation”—namely, as the “authorization” of someone else’s
acting on one’s own behalf, as the acceptance of “an already ex-
isting relationship of obligation”—and probably not the most
appropriate one for capturing this notion.6 This understand-
ing defines a passive acceptance of a relationship determined
and characterized by someone else and hence of whatever he
or she authorizes. And it differs from the conception of self-
assumed obligation as “the free creation of a [new] relation-
ship.”7 This latter conception involves a relationship initiated
by individuals themselves and determined in content by their
own autonomous judgments. It is the conception exemplified
in the practice of promising and, in fact, it is the model of what
would make the case for voluntarism in the political sphere.
The political correlate of this notion is the objective of a con-
sistent voluntarism, and it is this that voluntarism cannot pro-
vide. When the voluntarist character of the notion of consent is
thus questioned, its implementation by further generations be-
comes even more controversial: apart from the difficulty with
acquiring their agreement, the character of this agreement it-

6 See Pateman, The Problem of Political Obligation, 21. It could be con-
tested that this understanding is better described under the notion of “con-
sensus” rather than “consent.” For example, Green is in agreement with P.
H. Partridge when he refers to the latter’s refusal to join other theorists in
an uncritical consideration of a “permission given deliberately in advance,
with or without subsequent approval of the permitted action,” and various
other examples of “political and social conforming behaviour,” as original
examples of consent (Green, The Authority of the State, 159). However, what
matters here is that the “permission” of future generations to which contrac-
tualists appeal is properly represented only by the contested understanding
of self-assumed obligation; and we can submit without contradiction to the
idea that this is better captured by the notion of consensus.

7 Pateman, The Problem of Political Obligation, 21.
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ular philosopher, but rather will be developed in light of these
variations. These criticisms are the first step toward a defense
of the critical philosophical anarchist position within the de-
bate on political obligation.

An anarchist criticism of voluntarist
theories of political obligation

The historical roots2 of voluntarism and its characteristic indi-
vidualist account of persons as free and equal rational beings
explain the centrality within voluntarism of the notion of “obli-
gation” and its source in the voluntary undertakings of individ-
uals. The focus of the present study is this centrality itself. That
is to say, it is the insistence on the importance of developing a
voluntarist account of political obligation consistent with the
active dimension of obligations—in contrast to the passivity of
obedience—that I will examine.

As explained in Chapter 1, all theories of political obligation
should provide a moral ground for a special kind of obligation,
namely the political. For this, their moral ground should meet
the conditions of political obligation, that is, “generality,” “par-
ticularity,” “bindingness,” and “content-independence.” Gener-
ality requires political obligation to apply to most of the in-
dividuals in a society governed by the state. Particularity re-
quires individuals to be obligated to the particular government
of their own country of residence. Bindingness and content-

2 There is an extensive literature concerning the prominence of vol-
untarist theories of the state during the seventeenth century and its connec-
tionwith the ideological and economic consequences of the Reformation and
the rise of Capitalism. See, for example, Quentin Skinner, The Foundations
of Modern Political Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978).
Also, these are the theories that helped define the Liberal Democratic form of
society (for example, see Carole Pateman,The Problem of Political Obligation:
A Critique of Liberal Theory, 2nd edition [Oxford: Polity Press 1985], Chapter
1).
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independence mean that the law is authoritative as such and
is to be obeyed in the way it requires to be obeyed. Together
these four conditions express the distinctive nature of “the po-
litical.” Voluntarist theories attempt to meet these conditions
by appeal to the voluntary undertakings of individuals. They
should thus show that this type of act is both possible and of
a sort that is appropriate to their demands. This kind of en-
deavor has created the most fundamental difficulties for these
theories: both contract and consent theories are criticized for
their failure to provide, in a suitably generalized form, an ac-
tual and effective analogue in the political sphere of the type of
commitment they take to be a necessary and sufficient ground
of the obligations in question.

The arguments to follow show that the possibility of agree-
ment is ungrounded: either consent is not given or it is given in
a way that perverts its voluntarist and intentional nature. This
constitutes the central problem for voluntarism. For its core
element fails if it is not shown to be extensively realizable and
in a way that preserves the core intuition of the theory—that
is, the desirability of meaningful individual authorization. The
problem of agreement involves both factual questions, concern-
ing the existence of consent, and normative ones, regarding its
validity and bindingness—each kind affecting voluntarism in a
particular way.

Actual consent

I begin with theories based on actual consent. These include
views based on the notion of “explicit” consent and those based
on the notion of “tacit” consent. In what follows each view is
discussed in turn.

The existence of actual consent would directly reflect the re-
quired act of commitment in the political world. It finds its
most promising definition in terms of explicit consent. Volun-
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tarist theories of political obligation would establish their suc-
cess if they could demonstrate conclusively the possibility of a
widespread form of explicit consent. I take such a consent to
be either “historical,” namely the original consent of the first
members of a political organization, or “personal,” namely the
consent given by each citizen individually.3 Explicit consent,
so defined, would satisfy the basic conditions of free choice
and commitment. These conditions are as follows: that there
is an intentional and voluntary decision and choice over the
content (and, hence, implications) of the commitment in ques-
tion, under circumstances of unimpaired knowledge and ratio-
nality; that all this is also communicated as an object of public
assessment.4 The following considerations display the difficul-
ties with establishing the possibility of explicit consent, first,
in a historical and, second, in a personal form.

The obvious problem with any account that may appeal to
an “original” consent is that it has hardly been a historical
reality: the historical evidence in support is rare, and there
is no convincing reason to accept its possibility around the
world. It is also doubtful whether primitive, pre-social indi-
viduals would be able or willing to create this consent. Still,
even if consent had once existed, it would later constantly re-
quire the consent of future generations. This requirement gen-
erates two worries: first, the problem of agreement,5 reflected
in the risk of refusal of the next generations to undertake the

3 This is a distinction used by Simmons, Moral Principles and Political
Obligations, 60–61 and 71–74.

4 For these conditions, see Rousseau, “On Social Contract”; Simmons,
Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 77; Pateman, The Problem of Polit-
ical Obligation, 13; Horton, Political Obligation, 28. The central idea is, in
Raz’s words, that “the core notion of voluntary obligations is the knowing
undertaking of an obligation” (Raz, The Authority of Law, 95).

5 This problem is realized by traditional contractualists, not only in
their recognition of the difficulty of establishing the original contract, but
also in their appeal to future consent as a necessary stage following the initial
contract, since it would be a proper form of authorization.
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his criticism of the principle of fairness, Smith claims that
only the infliction of harm upon the community and/or the
deprivation of another individual of benefits proportional (or,
according to Smith, “roughly equal”) to those we acquire due
to his cooperative efforts generates obligations of fairness.24
However, as Simmons rightly argues, even when the effects
of his behavior are not negative on someone else’s benefits, it
is the fact that the free-rider takes advantage of others, who
do their part, that makes his attitude objectionable in terms
of fairness.25 As explained in the discussion of the central
features of fairness above, the principle defines obligations as
part of nonhierarchical relations among cooperative members.
This aspect focuses on the quality of the interaction between
individuals who are seen as fellow-citizens standing in hori-
zontal relations to each other, thus on whether the behavior
of some reciprocates the sacrifices of those others who stand
in such relations to them or whether it exploits them. I believe
that this point is reflected to an extent in Smith’s qualification
that the benefits of the affected parties should be proportional.
But even if my assumption is mistaken, the main point I make
here still stands. While not completely irrelevant, references
to the utility of cooperation alone do not capture elements
internal to the rationale of the principle of fairness. Thus,
success is not an essential condition on this principle.

(iii) Justice. The last, and most important, element I want
to discuss here is justice. Rawls indicates that the schemes of
cooperation where the principle of fairness applies should be
just.26 The justice of an institution, however, does not directly
determine considerations of fair play. The obligations of fair-
ness concern the reciprocal relationships between the partic-
ipants of a cooperative scheme. Their bindingness is not de-

24 Smith, “Is There a Prima Facie Obligation?,” 956–957.
25 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 106–107.
26 Rawls, “Legal Obligation,” 9.
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action (i.e., good reasons). Their moral validity is by itself im-
portant for creating the stability that helps contractualism. But
the irrationality of breaking these requirements, necessary in
order to marry bindingness with autonomy as required within
voluntarism, can be shown only by the hypothetical contract.
This device shows that a deeper aspect of the authority of such
reasons lies in that they are the commands of our reflective will:
“It is not the bare fact that it would be a good idea to perform a
certain action that obligates us to perform it. It is the fact that
[though reflection] we command ourselves to do what we find it
would be a good idea to do.”64 Our most considered judgments
are the stipulations of our reasonable point of view. Having
been extracted from our impartial and most considered judg-
ments, these reasons can be seen as the directives of the will of
a rational being that, at the same time, bind that being.

In other words, our most considered judgments are reflected
in the premises that guide individuals in the course of their
choice and that represent their reasonableness. Individuals
face a common (social) problem and they have to take into
consideration, and deliberate on the basis of, the responses
of others. Through the hypothetical contract, they reason

ing to what a “reasonable” person would accept, and to reach agreement
(the “reasonable” is a central idea of contractualism: Rawls, A Theory of Jus-
tice; John Rawls, Political Liberalism [New York: Columbia University Press,
1993]; John Rawls, “Justice as Fairness,” in John Rawls: Collected Papers, ed.
Samuel Richard Freedman, [Cambridge, MA, London: Harvard University
Press, 1999, 47–72]; John Rawls, “Kantian Constructivism in Moral Theory,”
in John Rawls: Collected Papers, ed. Samuel Richard Freedman, [Cambridge,
MA, London: Harvard University Press, 1999, 303–358]; Rawls, “Justice as
Fairness: Political not Metaphysical,” 388–414; Rawls, Justice as Fairness;
Scanlon, What We Owe to Each Other ; Simmons, “Justification and Legiti-
macy,” 764–767). This is where morality and its binding force lies, which is
central to the present discussion (this rationale is basically Rousseauian, but
it also involves and carries further the idea of the autonomous motivation
accorded to individuals by Kant). For more on this central idea of contractu-
alism, see below in the main text.

64 Korsgaard, The Sources of Normativity, 104–105.
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from the same premises and reach the same solution to that
problem. The acceptable solution is the one they all agree to,
because the guiding idea is that there is no breaking point
in the procedure: agreement is the only way forward. The
results of these judgments are the binding directives of the
will of rational beings, because, as Korsgaard explains, they
pass the test of “reflective endorsement.”65 Good reasons
are thus the principles expressive of “the conceptions of
ourselves that are the most important to us,” the violation
of which would mean that we contradict our best reason,
lose our “practical identity.”66 It can now be legitimately
claimed, in support of the argument from the citizen, that the
authority of such reasons is “beyond question” because it is
“the authority of [our] own mind and will” as a legislator.67
Another explanation lies in Rousseau’s words: “[T]here is a
difference between incurring an obligation to yourself and
incurring one to a whole of which you form a part.”68 The
reasonableness of our considered judgments, reflected in the
reasons (moral principles) we share, constitutes an “entity,”
or will, that is a whole of which we are a part, and as such it
is binding on us in a way that we would not be bound if we
placed obligations on ourselves irrespective of this reflective
capacity. We thus follow the directives of a will that cannot be
changed according to personal inclinations (and cannot thus
be destabilized by them). Also, it remains an important aspect
of the contractualist framework that, in endeavors to assert
the validity of either side, moral principles and considered
judgments stand in mutual support.69

65 Korsgaard, The Sources of Normativity, 104–105, lecture 3.
66 Korsgaard, The Sources of Normativity, 100–102.
67 Korsgaard, The Sources of Normativity, 104.
68 Rousseau, “On Social Contract,” book 1, Chapter 7.
69 See on “reflective equilibrium,” e.g., Rawls, ATheory of Justice, 19–21,

46–53, and 578–586; Rawls, Justice as Fairness, 29–31, 66–72, 134, and 136.
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its demand of a fair share in the benefits and burdens of a
cooperative scheme, its application can be properly evaluated
only with respect to goods that are important enough to
individuals to support this application. That said, the triviality
condition remains external to the moral core of the principle
of fairness. As “[t]he kind of unfairness condemned by the
principle is taking advantage of or exploiting” “the good-faith
sacrifices of others,” the basis of obligation is an individual’s
free enjoyment of a good and not the value or importance of
goods.21 The relevance of the latter lies only in its being more
likely to invite the kind of attitude central to the principle and
generally to effect its application.

(ii) Success. The second element to be considered is success
(or, otherwise, the perfection of cooperation within a joint
enterprise). Rawls’s formulation of the principle of fairness
makes precise, as a condition on its application, “that the ad-
vantages [a cooperative scheme] yields can only be obtained
if everyone, or nearly everyone, cooperates.”22 Following
Simmons,23 I take it that while a need for substantial coop-
eration in a joint enterprise may render free-riding more
objectionable, e.g., for reasons of efficiency, such a condition
does not elicit the central requirement of the principle of
fairness; it is not part of its reciprocal logic. Participants do
have an obligation to cooperate, even under circumstances
where many others could fail to do so (that is, when their
lack of cooperation does not make the provision of the de-
sirable goods impossible). Although the obligations of the
beneficiaries are defined relevant to the benefits and burdens
allocated to other participants in the scheme, it is not the
necessity of compliance that characterizes these obligations.
This point is made clearer by an additional observation. In

21 Simmons, Justification and Legitimacy, 29–36.
22 Rawls, “Legal Obligation,” 9–10.
23 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 106.
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(i) Triviality. The first element is related to the criticism
of the principle of fairness that Robert Nozick provides in
his book Anarchy, State and Utopia.16 This criticism consists
mainly of a series of examples used to support his claim that
the principle is not morally valid and that it fails to create
political obligations within social schemes characterized by
the main features described above. The main elements of his
argument will be considered in the discussion of the most
important criticisms of fairness in the section “The anarchist
criticism of the principle of fairness.” At this point, I focus only
on one element, that concerning triviality. It has been pointed
out17 that all of Nozick’s examples involve benefits that are of
trivial value, benefits such as the broadcasting of entertaining
programs,18 and that this aspect affects substantially the force
of his attack on the principle of fairness. These are valid
claims. One important condition that should be incorporated
within accounts of fairness is that the benefits with regard to
which obligations of fairness are created should be worthy of
the individuals’ costs in their efforts to provide them.19 As
we will see later, this condition occupies a central position
within Klosko’s defense of the principle, and other discussions
give it considerable attention as well.20 The point indicated
here is that, while the core of the principle of fairness lies in

16 Robert Nozick, Anarchy, State and Utopia (Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
1974), 90–95.

17 Simmons,Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 119; Klosko, “Pre-
sumptive Benefit,” 246.

18 This benefit appears in Nozick’s “public address system” example
(Nozick, Anarchy, State and Utopia, 93). I will discuss this example in the
following section.

19 This point is allowed by a suggestion of Nozick himself (Nozick, An-
archy, State and Utopia, 94), and it has been stressed by Simmons (Simmons,
Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 119).

20 For example, Arneson, “The Principle of Fairness,” 617 and 621–
623; Wolff, “Political Obligation, Fairness and Independence,” 94–96; Dagger,
“Membership.”
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Used in this way, as a method of making transparent to us
the demands of reason, the hypothetical contract offers an ex-
pression of a moral route of conception of what can be, or ought
to be, a subject of agreement, as the essence of contractualism.
This is the crux of the rationalistic tradition of Voluntarism,
which is largely inspired by Rousseau’s idea of the “general
will” in The Social Contract (1762) and newly developed by
contemporary contractualists.70 The element of voluntarism
in this outlook lies in a focus on reasonableness (through
an insistence on understanding and agreement) and in indi-
vidualism: principles are legitimate only when accepted by
individuals, i.e., as results of their capacity for self-governance
(as expressed morally). The central idea is that individuals
have the willingness to modify their reasons on the basis of
a shared moral ground, one that others would not reasonably
reject. This perspective gives a new direction to the role of the
social contract in relation to political institutions. According
to this understanding, the idea of reasonable agreement as
the subject-matter of contractualism functions as a heuristic
device for the formulation of legitimate moral principles that
might then be applied to existing political institutions and
determine their acceptability. The aim is neither to establish
the existence of political institutions nor to prove a general
political obligation. It is rather to find and justify legitimate
principles.71

In this manner, contractualism becomes a primary expres-
sion of self-governance. The hypothetical contract represents
a process through which individuals can see their reason work,

70 Especially: Rawls, A Theory of Justice; Rawls, “Justice as Fairness”;
Rawls, “Justice as Fairness: Political not Metaphysical”; Rawls, Justice as
Fairness; Scanlon, “Contractualism and Utilitarianism”; Scanlon, What We
Owe to Each Other.

71 Or, as McLaughlin rightly explains (and criticizes), their focus is the
content of justice and not the fundamental question of the possibility of legit-
imate political authority: see McLaughlin, Anarchism and Authority, 95–96.
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forming the conditions that govern their lives by substantial
reference to themselves. They come to understand their
responsibilities and duties in the light of this framework. They
get involved in a kind of reasoning that helps them see how
they can be guided by impositions they themselves decide,
which are suitable to determine their life and which represent
their will and sense of their conditions. It is a process that
improves their self-understanding and at the same time com-
bines it with a comprehension of the moral terms that should
characterize their personal and social relations. They thus
evolve as moral agents, who realize themselves by putting
constraints on themselves. Hypothetical consent provides a
phenomenology of how individuals can be ruled by themselves,
representing a route through which they come to identify
with important aspects of their life and social world, even
when they do not actually give their consent.

However, this approach does not remove the problem of
agreement being the focus of the present criticism of volun-
tarism with regard to political obligation. It only preserves a
hope for proving political obligation from a different direction
through the rationale of the hypothetical contract. As argued
above, such a contract is irrelevant to voluntarist attempts to
explain political obligation in terms of actual agreement and
to establish the plausibility of voluntarism as applied to this
obligation on that basis. It rather anticipates a theory of good
reasons for political obligation. It offers a route toward un-
derstanding what the proper basis of our duties and relations
might be, rather than a direct basis for duties and relationships
themselves. The stability of individual will that rationalistic
voluntarism offers is the main indication of the value of a
phenomenology of how we might feel obligated, which the
theory provides. As such it is morally important, but only
theoretical. In departing from actual voluntarism, it does not
secure the kind of actual interaction that the relationship of
political obligation, I argue, requires, an actuality demanded
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benefits provided by a cooperative scheme, one’s (voluntary)
acceptance of them is enough to bind one to the scheme.14 It
thus gives a clear sign of involvement, which tacit consent fails
to provide, without necessarily meaning that it is consent. This
seems to increase the possibility of the principle’s meeting the
generality condition of political obligation, namely the condi-
tion that it should apply to most members of a society. At the
same time, acceptance preserves the character of a specific and
self-assumed act, which is the most obvious application of an
actual transactional basis of the relationship of political obliga-
tion.15 In this manner, acceptance also makes the principle of
fairness compatible with the particularity condition of political
obligation, namely the requirement that the ground of such an
obligation should provide a reason for individuals being obli-
gated particularly to their own government. More importantly,
through acceptance, the core voluntarist aspect thatmakes con-
sent a significant expression of self-governance is preserved in
the principle.

“Triviality,” “success,” and “justice”

Before embarking on the criticism of the principle of fairness,
I want to examine some other elements involved in the dis-
cussion of the principle. I discuss them separately because, al-
though they create important conditions for the acceptability
of the principle, there is controversy among theorists about
their centrality. The three elements that I consider in what fol-
lows fall under the following labels: “triviality,” “success,” and
“justice.” I discuss each in turn.

14 Simmons,Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 116–117; Horton,
Political Obligation, 96.

15 For the importance of such a basis, see Simmons,Moral Principles and
Political Obligations; Simmons, “Justification and Legitimacy”; my previous
chapters.
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cality of their being provided to some members while exclud-
ing others from their consumption; and third, the need for the
cooperation of large numbers (a public) for their provision.12

There is one more feature of the principle of fairness, which
is explicit in Rawls’s formulation, though not apparent in
Hart’s, and is closely related to those analyzed above. This
is the voluntary acceptance of the benefits of cooperation.13
Although not all theorists of the principle of fairness agree
on its importance, this feature exemplifies, in my view, a
significant aspect of its rationale: that an important precon-
dition for the operation of the principle is the involvement
of some voluntary act on the part of individuals when they
receive public benefits. Such an act would qualify the indi-
viduals as participants in the cooperative scheme where the
requirements of fairness, as stated by the principle, apply.

This feature is contrasted withmere receipt, which, however,
some theorists of the principle of fairness advocate as part of
its proper interpretation. Note that a choice between the two
interpretations affects significantly the evaluation of the prin-
ciple as an account of political obligation. It also creates the
most serious difficulties involved in such an evaluation. Yet
the notion of acceptance, conceived in its more direct and un-
qualified sense, clarifies something important with regard to
the rationale of the principle. It demonstrates how the princi-
ple departs from consent theories of political obligation in an
advantageous way while preserving its required moral charac-
ter: it does not require an act of deliberate undertaking that
one performs with the knowledge that one becomes obligated
by it. It rather makes the weaker demand that, in the face of

12 For the explanation of public goods that I follow here, see Rawls, A
Theory of Justice, 266–270; Arneson, “The Principle of Fairness,” 618–619;
Taylor, Community, Anarchy and Liberty, 40–55, 60–65, and 117–120; Klosko,
“Presumptive Benefit,” 242–243; Harriott, “Games, Anarchy, and the Non-
necessity of the State,” 120.

13 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 107–108.
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by the very nature of this relationship as reflected in the four
conditions of political obligation applied in the debate.72

As I explained above, while analyzing the crux of the ratio-
nalistic tradition of voluntarism, the hypothetical reasonable
contract is a form of reasoning to be applied when we exam-
ine the legitimacy of the activities of political institutions from
within and apart from an establishment of their bindingness. It
concerns the content of legitimacy (or of justice), the provision
of sound principles of legitimacy in the light of which institu-
tions, as an unavoidable reality, must be assessed. In the hands
of theorists such as Scanlon, this form of contractualism does
not see its role as arguing for actual obligations. Actual obliga-
tion could result only in the (improbable) case of the absolute
coincidence between actual institutions and ideal principles,
that is, if existing institutions were a perfect application of the
principles of legitimacy, so that individuals could affirm those
principles by obeying the institutions constantly. These points
prepare the way for reevaluating the attempt of those contrac-
tualists who use the hypothetical contract to ground political
obligation: their very approach within the debate is misguided.
This lies mostly in the discontinuity between quality and actual
obligation indicated in the preceding discussion of contractual-
ism (see the section “Social contract theories”). And it remains
to be examined in the following chapters whether any theory
of good reasons could ground actual obligation.

Dismissing the conceptual argument for
political obligation

At this point, let me preface the general conclusions of this
chapter with some brief comments on a different approach to
the problem of political obligation. This approachmight at first

72 For these, see especially my Chapters 1 and 6.
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seem to provide an alternative solution to this problem and to
eliminate the difficulties examined so far. However, a closer
inspection reveals that it is not part of this debate. My aim
here is to dismiss it as an obstacle to a proper speculation of
the issues in question.73

This alternative approach is known as “the conceptual ar-
gument.”74 It adopts an internal viewpoint with regard to the
problem of political obligation, in order to deny its very exis-
tence and meaning. It advocates an internal, logical relation-
ship between the state, or political authority, and political obli-
gation, on the basis of which it attributes the requirement for a
general justification of political obligation to a conceptual con-
fusion: the very concept of authority is claimed to be insepa-
rable from political obligation and thus to preempt any need
for the independent justification of the latter.75 This is not the
correlativity thesis explained in Chapter 1, which concerns un-
derstanding the notion of political obligation. The conceptual
argument represents a normative outlook on the problem of po-
litical obligation as a whole, a position about the very point of
asking the question of such an obligation, which has normative
implications. In addition, the conceptual argument considers
political obligation as playing a constitutive role in our under-
standing of ourselves as members of a polity.76 In this way, it
dispenses with the problem of finding a moral filter for separat-
ing unacceptable from acceptable political requirements. They
are already moralized by our membership in a particular polity.

Admittedly, such an approach could undermine the whole
debate over political obligation, since it entails that the moral

73 This is not only with regard to voluntarism, but also as far as the
other theories criticized in this study are concerned.

74 See Pateman, The Problem of Political Obligation, esp. 104–105 and
132; Horton, Political Obligation, 137–145 and 170.

75 See Horton, Political Obligation, 138.
76 Thomas McPherson, Political Obligation (London: Routledge and Ke-

gal Paul, 1967), 64.
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In its main function, the principle, as formulated byHart and
Rawls, applies within certain contexts characterized by special
circumstances. It works within schemes of social cooperation, it
involves a restriction of the liberty of the parties involved in the
enterprise, and it concerns the production and preservation of
benefits that are free in nature.

Rawls’s notion of “schemes of social cooperation” (or “joint
enterprises,” in Hart’s formulation) provides a conception of
our political communities as “cooperative enterprises on a very
large scale,”8 the members of which share a horizontal relation-
ship of fellow-citizenship and work together for the achieve-
ment of common ends. Thus, they owe their political duties,
not to the government, but to one another. The “restriction of
liberty” condition involves members accepting certain burdens
(such as political obligations) corresponding to the benefits dis-
tributed by the cooperative scheme in a fair manner.9 These
benefits are “free” in the sense that they have the features of
public goods, so they can be enjoyed by any single individual
without his or her cooperation, as long as a sufficient number
of others contribute.10 There are three features of public goods,
or “open” benefits,11 that permit this situation: first, indivisibil-
ity, namely their equal availability to and consumption by all
members (their utility for one person does not affect their util-
ity for others); second, non-excludability, namely the impracti-

8 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 116.
9 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 105.

10 On this, see Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 106;
Arneson, “The Principle of Fairness,” 621–622; George Klosko, “Presumptive
Benefit, Fairness and Political Obligation,” Philosophy and Public Affairs 16
(1987): 244–245.

11 By “open” benefits I follow Simmons in meaning those usually re-
ferred to as public goods. They thus demonstrate all the characteristics of
public goods described here, especially their non-excludability, on the basis
of which it becomes impossible or very inconvenient to avoid them (Sim-
mons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 130). From now on I will
use this term interchangeably with the term “public goods.”
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More precisely, the principle requires reciprocity in the dis-
tribution of benefits and burdens; it imposes “a duty not to
free-ride on the efforts of others.”5 Thus, it is connected with
the problem of social coordination.6 More evidently, it is con-
nected with the role played in society by public goods and
with the problem of restricting people who demonstrate the
exploitative motivations of a free-rider with regard to the con-
tribution of others for the provision of such goods.7

5 Jonathan Wolff, “Political Obligation, Fairness and Independence,”
Ratio 8 (1995): 92.

6 For a useful introduction to the problem of social coordination, see
Raz, “Introduction,” 6–11. For Raz coordination, which is a central issue
in justifications of political authority, is taken in its ordinary sense, as the
problem of

getting people to act in ways which are sensitive to the way others
are guided, or are likely to act, so that benefits can be expected which are
less likely if they act without coordinating their efforts, i.e. without basing
their own actions on a view as to how others should or are likely to act. Co-
ordination presupposes that people are not trying to foil each other. Rather
they are trying to secure goals which are agreed to by all, or perhaps just
goals that all should have. But coordination does not presuppose that every
participant will improve his position by coordinating. (“Introduction,” 7)

In this ordinary sense coordination does not involve subjectivism
(and the related exploitative motivations) as it preoccupies game theory, e.g.,
in the analysis of the Prisoner’s Dilemma, and which is applied in traditional
approaches to the problem of providing public goods (and, in general, to
game-theoretical analyses of coordination; “Introduction,” 6–11). Still, it in-
volves the basic features that relate the principle of fairness with the problem
of public goods, a problem that is in the focus of this chapter. And the prob-
lem of public goods is a kind of coordination problem. For more precision,
the problem of public goods is one that can arise as a problem of securing
social coordination in its ordinary sense, but also one that usually arises in
relation to the free-rider problem of game theory (“Introduction,” 8). In this
chapter I focus on the latter.

7 For an analysis of this connection and the relevant problems gener-
ated, see Richard J. Arneson, “The Principle of Fairness and Free-Rider Prob-
lems,” Ethics 92 (1982): 618–623, and Alan John Simmons, Justification and
Legitimacy: Essays on Rights and Obligations (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 2001), 29–36.
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aspect of the problem of this obligation, and all the criticism of
the state deriving from it, has no meaning.77 But, in my opin-
ion, accepting this approach has two negative effects. First, it
sacrifices the connection of the notion of obligation with the
self-assumed undertakings expressive of individual autonomy.
Second, and, more importantly, it circumvents, instead of ad-
dressing, the motivations that give rise to worries about the
problem.

The first worry reflects the following significant point: even
though moral obligations are not necessarily and exclusively
connected with voluntariness—for example, duties to aid
and parental obligations are not self-assumed78—the concept
of “obligation” itself involves the active role of individuals
conceived as free and equal persons able to make substantial
judgments and decisions, not only in the private, but also in
the public domain.79 It reflects the effective initiation of action
that the voluntarist insistence on the importance of individual
will requires.80 This perspective is characteristic of liberal
political theory. Nevertheless, it can be adopted by any view of
social relationships that rejects theories of “divine authority”
and of “natural subordination,” namely those claiming that
authority is founded on divine right and granted by God
and those maintaining that it is a result and reflection of the
natural inequality between human beings.81 In other words, it
can be adopted by any view that, in general, dismisses theories
involving a hierarchical and inegalitarian understanding of
the positions of and relations between individuals within

77 For this aspect, see the section “The two main aspects of the problem
of political obligation” in Chapter 1.

78 See Horton, Political Obligation, 43 and 144.
79 See Pateman, The Problem of Political Obligation, 13–14.
80 See also the beginning of my discussion of arguments regarding the-

ories of consent in the section “An anarchist criticism of voluntarist theories
of political obligation.”

81 For a paradigmatic examination of such theories, see Hampton, Polit-
ical Philosophy, chapters 2 and 3.
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society. That obligation embodies this perspective is what
brings it into conflict with obedience or mere subordination.

The second worry derives from a more significant point, a
central one from the perspective of the current inquiry. With
this point I close my discussion of the conceptual account, sat-
isfied that its failure has been established. I mentioned in the
section “The two main aspects of the problem of political obli-
gation” in Chapter 1 that the use of morality as a way of fil-
tering political requirements serves the very motivations that
relate to the worries that give rise to the problem of political
obligation. These motivations are basically found in a concern
to avoid the unlimited and unqualified imposition upon us of
political requirements and the hardships of not obeying them,
and in the resulting doubts about the very idea of being sub-
jected in this way. If we accept the conceptual argument, we
disregard these motivations and we are deprived of any repre-
sentation of the reflective dispositions that enable us to create,
from time to time, an autonomous critical distance from the
political world we inhabit. The problem that the conceptual ar-
gument denies illuminates an aspect of ourselves as reflective
social beings. Thus, by rejecting this argument, and, in doing
so, accepting the problem of political obligation, we continue
to assert the expression of ourselves as autonomous, reflective
beings and to react against a blind subordination to existing
authorities.82

82 Hypothetical contractualism, in being a route of reflective delibera-
tion, asserts this aspect of ourselves and, in this way, it has at least a negative
impact with regard to political obligation: if we can show that we would not
possibly have agreed to some conditions, probably we should not.
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obey the rules in such circumstances is due to the cooperating
members of the society, and they have the correlative moral
right to obedience.3

As for Rawls, his central formulation runs as follows:
Suppose there is a mutually beneficial and just scheme of so-

cial cooperation, and that the advantages it yields can only be
obtained if everyone, or nearly everyone, cooperates. Suppose
further that cooperation requires a certain sacrifice from each
person, or at least involves a certain restriction of his liberty.
Suppose finally that the benefits produced by cooperation are,
up to a certain point, free: that is, the scheme of cooperation is
unstable in the sense that if any one person knows that all (or
nearly all) of the others will continue to do their part, he will
still be able to share a gain from the scheme even if he does not
do his part. Under these conditions a person who has accepted
the benefits of the scheme is bound by a duty of fair play to do
his part and not to take advantage of the free benefits by not
cooperating.4

Comments on these two statements are commonplace
within the literature on fairness (of which the bibliography
used in this chapter is a representative part). Below I note
the aspects of the principle that are most widely regarded as
its main features under the two formulations. This will help
clarify the formulations themselves. My examination of the
arguments for and against the principle of fairness, in the next
section, will focus on two central interpretations of it derived
from these statements.

The rationale of the principle of fairness is shown by the
moral requirement of fair share imposed upon individuals who
benefit from the burdensome efforts of their fellow citizens.

3 Herbert Lionel Adolphus Hart, “Are There Any Natural Rights?,”
Philosophical Review 64 (1955): 185.

4 John Rawls, “Legal Obligation and the Duty of Fair Play,” in Law and
Philosophy, ed. Sidney Hook (New York: New York University Press, 1964),
9–10.
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constitutes a further deontological, good reason for political
authority, which is, however, different from that involved in
the natural duty of justice examined in Chapter 3. It returns
to the active aspect of obligation, from which duty-based
theories depart. Significantly, it brings us back to the value
of voluntariness, which was defended in Chapter 2. The main
argument of this chapter is that the element of voluntary
acceptance involved in the principle of fairness is of crucial
importance to our understanding of political relations, and
it is the interpretation of the principle that focuses on this
feature that I want to emphasize. I also conclude that the
fairness account examined below has a limited application:
it can determine the character of the procedures that might
apply within political institutions—that is, it can function as
the condition that the rules of these procedures are fair—but it
cannot justify political obligation.

I begin with a presentation of the main features of the prin-
ciple of fairness as formulated by H. L. A. Hart and John Rawls.
I then go on to discuss certain elements that appear to be heav-
ily involved in the conception of the principle, but that do not
seem to me to be integral to its rationale. This will allow for
the clarification of their role with regard to the main anarchist
arguments against the principle. Finally, I examine those argu-
ments and their implications.

The principle of fairness

Hart explains the principle of fairness in this way:
When a number of persons conduct any joint enterprise ac-

cording to rules and thus restrict their liberty, those who have
submitted to these restrictions when required have a right to
a similar submission from those who have benefited by their
submission. The rules may provide that officials should have
authority to enforce obedience … but the moral obligation to
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The implications of the anarchist criticism
of consent

The general conclusion derived from this chapter is that it is
the very centrality of the voluntary undertakings within con-
tract and consent theories that leads to their failure as accounts
of political obligation. The essential feature of these theories
cannot be combined with the basic conditions involved in a
proper justification of political obligation—more precisely, it
cannot meet the generality condition in conjunction with the
other three, namely particularity, bindingness, and content-
independence—and so it cannot found a satisfactory account
of that notion.

This, to be sure, has already been recognized in the rele-
vant literature as the upshot of the anarchist criticism of vol-
untarism. My aim in this chapter has only been to provide a
careful elaboration of the anarchist criticism, in order to make
clearer the roots and the development of its conclusion and
to establish its soundness. However, my aim in doing so is not
limited to providing such a clarification. It also lies in establish-
ing the implications of the success of the anarchist criticism. It
is these implications that will concern me in this section.

The lesson that should be learned from the anarchist criti-
cism of voluntarism is that neither the value of voluntariness
nor the conditions of a valid justification of authority should
be dispensed with. The failure of voluntarism indicates the de-
fective character of the state and connects this to its involun-
tary establishment. The very term “institutionalized coercion”
designates the function of political institutions as distinct bod-
ies that concentrate and monopolize the determination of the
rights and obligations of individuals, using force in order to
back up this determination. The absence of voluntariness for
political obligation indicates the dominant and coercive char-
acter of the state. That this absence reflects a failure to meet
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the four conditions of political obligation indicates that it is the
“political” character of obligation (or of the state)—namely, its
permanent, coercive, binding, and exclusive (i.e., its dominant)
nature—that cannot be combined with voluntariness to create
a proper instance of a suitably particularized and sufficiently
general moral relationship.83

It follows that voluntarism provides a significant element to
be used as a test for forms of social order. Even if not unan-
imously accepted as the primary or necessary condition for
them, the free commitment of individuals constitutes a desir-
able feature for such forms to incorporate. An insistence on
the centrality of voluntary undertaking would guarantee, and
enrich our view of, the value of any social organization to the
extent that such an organization is compatible with it. A strong
reason for this is the compatibility of this feature with, and ex-
pression within social life of, the value of freedom, or auton-
omy. This claim holds under any of the three ways in which
autonomy might be construed: (1) as a property of persons
conceived as “ideal moral legislators” capable of an impartial
ascription and review of moral principles; (2) as a right each of
us possesses to arrive at decisions about certain aspects of our
life without interference from others; (3) as “self-governance,”
involving the conscious understanding of the components of
whatever problem should arise, as well as moral integrity.84

Taylor’s analysis of “pure negative freedom” and of “auton-
omy” provides a further clarification of these dimensions of
freedom: according to the former, a person “is unfree if, and

83 For a useful account of the basic features of “the state,” see Miller,
Anarchism, 5. As explained in note 2 of the introduction, I use the state
interchangeably with “institutionalized coercion.” For a basic definition of
the notion of coercion and a useful analysis of other instances of the notion
of “power,” see Taylor, Community, Anarchy and Liberty, 13–25; for these as
well as the crucial notion of “domination,” see McLaughlin, Anarchism and
Authority, chapters 2 and 3.

84 For these three senses of autonomy, see Thomas E. Hill, Autonomy
and Self-respect (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 43–51.
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4. The failure of the principle
of fairness as an account of
political obligation1

In this chapter, I advance an anarchist criticism of fair-play
defenses of political obligation. The fair-play, or fairness,
approach constitutes perhaps the most prominent of the
reciprocity-based theories of political obligation. From the
perspective of this study, it is important that the fairness
principle exemplifies a condition that makes it a characteristic
reciprocal theory, namely “the idea of proportionality.”2 This
interprets political obligation as a contribution, or burden,
proportional to an individual’s received benefits. My aim is
to examine the limitations of the principle as an account of
our relationship to the state but, at the same time, to explain
the value of its role in the debate. The principle of fairness

1 An early version of this chapter was published in the Review Journal
of Political Philosophy, vol. 1, University of Sheffield, 2003.

2 Wolff, “Pluralistic Models of Political Obligation,” 8–9. Yet, with re-
spect to this idea the principle of fairness is distinguished from other reci-
procity based theories such as gratitude in the way they define duties: the
former defines the necessary return required from the recipient (as doing his
fair share in producing the benefits), while in the latter the recipient decides
for himself how to reciprocate (Klosko and Klein, “Political Obligations,” 10).
And, more generally, fairness involves more complex relationships between
the beneficiaries, determined by the idea that they are active participants
in a cooperative structure (Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obliga-
tions, 172–175; see also Richard Dagger, “Membership, Fair Play and Politi-
cal Obligation,” Political Studies 48 [2000]: 112–117). I analyze these features
of fairness below.
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of realizing self-government, and this to the extent that it is
equally realized for other individuals and on the same equal
basis as is required for the enjoyment of other advantages. In
its absence, it is important that the constraints imposed on us
are of a kind that still relates on equal terms to our capacity
for critical reflection and decision-making, that they are rooted
in our decision to be ruled. The unconditional acceptance of
political constraints on the basis of their general virtues does
not preserve this connection. The failure of quality-based ac-
counts to ground political obligation indicates this problem. It
also indicates that such accounts should work as a basis for
the regular and regularly re-evaluated assessment of political
institutions, which is necessary for ensuring the legitimacy of
their functions in light of the instability created by the absence
of political obligation. Principles such as justice can be used
for assessing the merits of institutions and tracing their legiti-
mate power, in light of their defects and the harm they cause
to particular persons. So, in the absence of consent and other
features of morally important specific interaction, we need to
work very hard to assure that constraints are compatible with
self-governance and with proper social relations of equal ac-
tive participation, that they respect equal-liberty. Proclaiming
political obligation is not the right way to go about justifica-
tion.

The results of the debate on political obligation so far show
that it is very difficult for institutions to become legitimate.
This cries out for a more demanding approach. The problem
of justification goes beyond applying limitations to institutions.
It is rather about how difficult it is for any state to be legitimized
and about highlighting these difficulties. This perspective is dis-
tinctive of the anarchist position.
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only if, his doing of any action is rendered impossible by the
action of another individual,” while the latter involves that

the individual must have the capacities and inclination for
subjecting his values and beliefs, norms and principles to criti-
cal scrutiny, he must be able to make out of this critical process
a coherent set of values, beliefs, etc., and he must be able to
choose or to create (with the cooperation of others) an appro-
priate role or character with which he identifies.85

These conceptions of freedom, especially that of auton-
omy, are compatible with the critical philosophical anarchist
approach. In its most complete expressions, this approach
involves an understanding of freedom that is even more in-
clusive and captures better the picture rendered by the above
conceptions. Such an understanding can be expressed amply
by the idea of “free individuality,” which can be identified
as the sort of scrutinized and rounded life conduct reflected
in a combination of self-legislation with self-realization and
the kind of self-expression and self-development involved in
it.86 I take this ideal to be effectively captured by Karl Marx’s
notion of “human emancipation” as the liberation of our
humanity from all material obstacles and all the suppressing
dualities that curtail the free development of human capacities,
experiences, and activity in the world, a liberation effected
within social activity and interaction and transcending mere
“political emancipation.”87

Yet a basic understanding of freedom might suffice to moti-
vate the central concern with it that characterizes anarchism

85 See Taylor, Community, Anarchy and Liberty, 142 and 160, respec-
tively.

86 For a relevant analysis, see Jürgen Habermas, “Human Rights and
Popular Sovereignty: The Liberal and Republican Versions,” Ratio Juris 7
(1994): Section I.

87 Karl Marx, “On the JewishQuestion,” in Karl Marx: Selected Writings,
ed. David McLellan (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977), 57; Karl Marx,
“Economic and Political Manuscripts,” in Karl Marx: Selected Writings, ed.
David McLellan (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977), 92.
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and the inevitability of such a concern for all human beings.
Such an understanding can be found in Rousseau’s theory. Ac-
cording to Rousseau, freedom involves an immediate sense of
responsibility and the capacity to control our own decisions,
and it is something that we care about as much as we care
about our self-preservation. It is that basic capacity through
which we can protect the fundamental elements of our being.88
On the whole, it constitutes part of ourselves, and renouncing
it would be to be deprived of any guarantee of the protection of
anything essential to us and thus to renounce our own nature.
More importantly, this understanding stresses the compatibil-
ity of autonomy with equality as well as the indispensability of
the latter and its necessity for both freedom and society on the
whole. Together these two values open the way for revealing
and satisfying the underlying fundamental anarchist demand
for proper relations between people. I discuss the importance of
this connection in the following paragraphs, and I attempt to
render a complete account of it throughout this study.

The above-mentioned compatibility of freedom with equal-
ity leads us to stress a principle that constitutes a main guide-
line of this book and goes beyond the arguments of Chapters
1 and 2, which neighbor the concept of liberal freedom. It is
the principle of equal-liberty proposed by the poststructuralist
anarchist thinker Saul Newman.89 This is “the idea that lib-
erty and equality are inextricably linked, that one cannot be
had without the other.”90 They both belong to the category of
emancipation, they mutually resonate, and they are situated
in a collective context. Equality does not come secondary to
liberty, as usually happens under the liberal reading; the de-
mand for it goes beyond the formal equality of rights and there
is no tension between the two, no separation and conflict be-

88 See, e.g., Rousseau, “On Social Contract,” book 1, Chapter 6.
89 See Newman,The Politics of Postanarchism, 6, 17, 20–24, 32–34, 39–40,

46, 69, 144, 179–181.
90 Newman, The Politics of Postanarchism, 20.
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position. We might still have serious reasons for wanting
our decisions to be determined by others—a strong need for
peace and safety, as well as the demands of important moral
duties. But in the case of political constraints, such reasons do
not suffice to justify unconditional allegiance to them. Their
coercive character takes a permanent, centralist, and exclusive
form that undermines not only the opportunity for equal
self-government, but also the capacity for self-government
itself and all that it mirrors about individuals qua persons,
who as such need and deserve peace and security. Political
domination affects the quality of relations between individuals
in a manner and to an extent that it undermines the very basis
of equal standing and free participation. It violates the very
reasons for which institutions are meant to exist in the first
place. In the end, there are no strong arguments for having
a duty to the state, unlike in the case of other moral duties.
This has significant implications for political institutions
themselves.

These points relate to the importance of liberty and equality
and to the value of consent, which the preceding anarchist crit-
icisms underline. Self-government matters as the fundamental
exercise of our capacity to recreate ourselves as we choose and
to control and lead our own lives, without being subjected to
arbitrary limitations. As such it preserves and requires rela-
tions of a free and equal character, which reflect a respect for
human beings. Self-government does involve being ruled. It
involves constraints as much as equality does. But it also in-
volves the expression of a desire and demand not to be con-
strained. This might seem inconsistent. Yet different ways of
attending to liberty and equality make a difference, which ex-
plains the compatibility of the two demands. Consent has not
proven to be an adequate basis of political obligation, but it still
points to an obvious way of expressing and exercising personal
authority and achieving equal participation. Actual consent is
compatible with equal-liberty. It provides an immediate way
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political obligation should satisfy the conditions of generality,
particularity, bindingness, and content-independence in a way
that reflects a recognition of the value of voluntariness, or
autonomous choice. This corresponds to the prior anarchist
idea of a society that actually involves voluntarist transactions,
as a paradigm of legitimacy. The new element to be added as
a result of the discussion of this chapter is this: justice is a
necessary virtue of political institutions. In order to establish
their legitimacy, however, this quality must be proven to be
compatible with the main conditions of political obligation,
and especially with particularity. At the same time, while
justice cannot be secured without at least a minimal level
of efficiency, its wholesale sacrifice to the latter deprives an
institution of most of its moral character. These considera-
tions reflect another prior vision that determines the anarchist
perspective. That is, that a society that would involve the
actual distribution of equal rights, opportunities, and other
benefits—the actual implementation of just treatment—would
be legitimately one where there exists the special relationship
between the centralized coercive structures that realize these
functions and the citizens who consider them their own.

Thus, the ideal of legitimacy appears in the form of anarchist
proposals that vindicate visions of society that represent prior
considerations as to what the aim of the debate on political obli-
gation is. It is significant that they stress the importance (and
difficulty) of insisting on quality, still in a way reminding us
that, for political obligation, this insistence can be meaningful
only in relation to actual, particular interaction. The anarchist
criticisms bring once more the anarchist perspective and ide-
als of legitimacy together, thus opening the way to achieve a
unified and comprehensive view.

These considerations advance the argument about the
problematic character of constraints that distinguishes the
anarchist perspective. The demand for a complete absence of
constraints might seem an impossible and even undesirable
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tween individuals as passive recipients within society. Liberty
is collective, as is its realization, being shared instead of dimin-
ished and being “only imaginable in the context of the liberty
of all,” and accompanied also by social and economic equal-
ity.91 The principle of equal-liberty is an “open-ended horizon
that allows for endless permutations and elaborations.”92 More-
over, it is closer to anarchist political ethics: transcending the
socialist as well as the liberal tradition, it entails that liberty
and equality cannot be implemented within the state, and it
interrogates all forms of domination and hierarchy. This per-
spective relates to a certain conception of the self inspired by
the anarchist philosopher Max Stirner and by Michel Foucault
as well as by the latter’s understanding of power. For Stirner,
the ego is “a kernel of nothingness out of which different ex-
pressions of the self can arise.”93 The humanist notion of the
essence, on which classical anarchism relied, and along with
it the ideas of rationality and morality, are alienating because
they are abstract illusions to which individuals are required to
conform.94 Essence bears no meaningful relation to the human
subject and no effective ground for political action. The indi-
vidual can act freely only under this realization, and in the end
freedom is the possibility and ability to recreate ourselves aswe
choose.95 This parallels Stirner’s view that society is based on a
world of contingency, a void, rather than an essence reflecting
rational scientific objectivity.96 Similarly, for Foucault, the “es-

91 Newman, The Politics of Postanarchism, 22.
92 Newman, The Politics of Postanarchism, 23.
93 Newman, The Politics of Postanarchism, 146, 60. See Stirner, The Ego

and its Own.
94 Stirner, The Ego and its Own, 43.
95 Stirner, The Ego and its Own, 150.
96 Stirner, The Ego and its Own, 40. For this view against the tendency

of classical anarchists, rooted in the essentialism and the scientific rational-
ism of the Enlightenment, to explain human nature and society in terms of
natural law and rational order, see Newman, The Politics of Postanarchism,
149–151.
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sential self” of the liberal individual is an effect of relations of
power.97 Personal liberation is a matter far more complicated,
which demands the awareness of and resistance to far greater
subjections, a questioning of the power that knowledge itself
and with it many other discourses and identities bear. Power
exists in all social relationships, and the interaction between
the state and society is much closer than imagined by the clas-
sical anarchist critique. Power relations are extremely complex
and pervasive. Yet we can try to establish those that are more
flexible and less dominating, to avoid the forms of power that
involve domination.98 In the end, freedom and resistance to
power are a matter of micropolitics, of activity that starts with
transforming power at an everyday micro-level and from there
expands at every level. Foucault proposes the “ethics of the
care of the self,” which constitute ethical strategies constructed
by the subject him- or herself as ways of relating to and recreat-
ing ourselves that also affect our relations with others, an ongo-
ing ethical practice and interrogation, a series of “practices of
freedom.”99 At the political level, this striving for freedom and
struggle against domination becomes, for Foucault, “a hyper-
and pessimistic activism,” a continual questioning of practices
and institutions, a constant awareness and exposing of the dan-
gers of the multiple dominations and exclusions involved in
current social arrangements.100 In the words of Stirner, it be-

97 Foucault, Discipline and Punish.
98 Foucault, “The Ethics of the Concern of the Self as a Practice of Free-

dom,” idem; “The Subject and Power,” in idem,The Essential Works of Foucault
1954–1984, Volume 3: Power, ed. James Faubion, trans. Robert Harley (Lon-
don: Penguin, 2002), 280–290.

99 Foucault, “The Ethics of the Concern of the Self as a Practice of Free-
dom,” 282–283.

100 Foucault,“On the Genealogy of Ethics: An Overview of Work in
Progress,” in idem, The Essential Works of Foucault 1954–1984, Volume 1:
Ethics. Subjectivity and Truth. Edited by Paul Rabinow. Translated by Robert
Harley. London: Penguin, 2002.
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institutions and individuals, as something that substantially
and continually characterizes social reality. At the same time,
while justice cannot provide a ground for obeying government,
the possibility of attempts to undermine it is restricted by the
central role of this idea in morality. This is not to deny that
considerations of feasibility and efficiency might require com-
promise on the part of considerations of justice, to a greater
or lesser extent. Justice is not an absolute value, but, just as
every other important moral quality of institutions, it remains
a strong criterion for their assessment and, as the primary po-
litical virtue, perhaps the strongest.

At this point, the role of institutional morality, or quality,
within the debate on political obligation becomes clearer. In-
stitutional morality is an indispensable aspect of the evalua-
tion of political constraints, since the latter cannot be taken for
granted and as desirable in themselves. In the present case, the
justice of institutions plays a central role formorally evaluating
our social reality and for imposing principled demands on po-
litical structures and practices. Yet for the specific relationship
that needs to apply in order for there to be political obligation,
this general quality—and any such quality—is insufficient. In-
stead, it is how such qualities apply to the interaction between
existing institutions and each of their citizens and to the rela-
tions among those citizens themselves that matters in creating
this special political relationship. The failure of defenses of po-
litical obligation to combine themoral with the political feature
through the four conditions that determine the debate on po-
litical authority is indicative of the difficulty of achieving this
aim. It is this point that the anarchist criticisms express and
that characterizes primarily the perspective involved in the an-
archist challenge.

The anarchist proposal itself of an ideal of political legiti-
macy is guided by these considerations, as the conclusions
of this and the preceding chapter declare. According to the
conclusions of Chapter 2, a successful attempt to justify
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and possible candidates of political legitimacy. However,
it does not qualify as a ground of political obligation. It
fails, despite its moral significance, to be a general basis for
obligation that comes to terms with the political character of
institutions. Thus, the natural duty of justice is guaranteed a
privileged position from the perspective of the general debate
on morality and on the desirability of constraints, but not as
part of a successful defense of political obligation.

Failure to satisfy the particularity condition does not nec-
essarily condemn Rawls’s account of natural duty, since his
theory as a whole serves aims quite different from the aim to
defend political obligation and since, when accommodated to
the latter concern, contrary to first impressions, that account
is, at least in principle, compatible with the requirement. But
this compatibility does not establish the theory as an account of
political obligation. The discussion of Rawls’s theory is helpful
in that it highlights the significance of the particularity condi-
tion as an indispensable part of a theory of political obligation,
thus justifying the anarchist insistence upon it. The discussion
of particularity confirms the anarchist’s demand that we need
to focus, as the last court of appeal, on the actual and particular
conditions that may generate and characterize the relationship
of political obligation. With this demand, our concern with val-
ues when assessing political institutions is transformed into a
direct and substantive assessment of our social world.

In sum: particularity proves to be a hard test for any ac-
count that focuses on the moral qualities of political institu-
tions. Such accounts provide elaborated bases for evaluating
political institutions, for understanding the reasons of their ex-
istence and the criteria on the basis of which we can explain
our relation to them. But they do not provide the ground for
an overall justification of political impositions and for their pri-
mary determination of the actions of individuals. This can be
established only on the basis of the presence of morally im-
portant features of the specific interaction between political
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comes a matter of insurrection as a way “to arrange ourselves”
against both external and internalized domination.101

Returning to the subject matter of this chapter, and given the
reasons just stated about the importance of choice, the problem
is that our societies do not facilitate the exercise in the political
sphere of a practice analogous to promising as exercised at a
more private level. To a large extent, however, this has been
encouraged by the prevailing view of the political as a central-
ized and coercive form of social order. Perhaps it would help
to consider more pluralistic representations of it, having the
form of free social relationships of a cooperative character, as
constructed on a small scale. We can find such an orientation
among the main anarchist proposals,102 and it is compatible
with the normative core of voluntarism. It also facilitates a rec-
onciliation of our private and public lives and a barrier against
any radical separation of these two domains.103

Nevertheless, the crux of the present insistence on volun-
tariness lies in the following point: freedom may be respected
in ways much less strict than explicit voluntary commitment,
and alternative views of the political might properly accom-
modate a looser sense of self-assumed choice. The aim of the
present discussion is not to insist exclusively on contractual-

101 Stirner, The Ego and its Own, 279–280.
102 See, e.g., pieces from the original work of the classical anarchists

Proudhon, Bakunin, and Kropotkin, such as Pierre-Joseph Proudhon, Gen-
eral Idea of the Revolution in the Nineteenth Century, trans. John Beverly
Robinson (London: Freedom Press, 1923); Mikhail Aleksandrovich Bakunin,
“Power Corrupts the Best,” in idem, Marxism, Freedom, and the State, ed.
Kenneth Joseph Kenafick (London: Freedom Press, 1950); Mikhail Aleksan-
drovich Bakunin, Statism and Anarchy, ed. Shatz S. Marshall (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2005); Petr Alekseevich Kropotkin, Kropotkin’s
Revolutionary Pamphlets, ed. Roger Nash Baldwin (New York: Dover, 1970);
Kropotkin, Mutual Aid. See also Joll, The Anarchists.

103 For a criticism of this separation, see Pateman,TheProblem of Political
Obligation, e.g., 129–133.
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ist instances of voluntary commitment.104 It is rather to intro-
duce the element that makes voluntariness, either in a strict
or in a looser sense,105 important and that will prove central
to the rest of this study for the problem that I examine: that
is, the idea that individuals’ self-determination and equal, ac-
tive, effective participation should be preserved as the central
characteristics of social relationships. This element remains
the constant concern of the anarchist challenge. It reflects the
anarchist claim that certain authoritarian attitudes undermine
the status of persons as free and equal and the kinds of inter-
action that are suitable to them.

As argued in the preceding discussion of hypothetical
consent, it is important for human beings to see fundamental
aspects of their lives as being under their control, “up to them.”

104 Although, due to its very nature, for a justification of the political as
we know it, it is more likely that this element will be necessary. For more
clarification, see my Chapter 4, the section “Fairness, political obligation,
and the idea of societies as ‘Schemes of Social Cooperation,’ ” on the relation
between existing polities and the idea of schemes of social cooperation.

105 For a looser but equally worthy and demanding sense of voluntari-
ness, Graham’s explanation of the way traditional anarchists understood it
is characteristic:

Implicit in the idea of free agreement is some notion of self-
assumed obligation, but it is a concept of obligationwhich is not connected to
any concept of equivalent exchange. Through the process of free agreement
individuals publicly commit themselves to future courses of conduct volun-
tarily chosen by them. The underlying model of obligation then is no longer
contract, but promising … . Kropotkin could argue that the free agreements
in an anarchist communist society would not have to be enforced because
these agreements would not be contracts of equivalent exchange. Rather,
they would be the public expression of free choice between persons whose re-
lationships are characterized by co-operation and mutual aid instead of the
manoeuvring for competitive advantage found in capitalist society

(Robert Graham, “The Role of Contract in Anarchist Ideology,” in
For Anarchism. History, Theory, and Practice, ed. David Goodway [London
and New York: Routledge, 1989], 165; emphasis mine). This idea of volun-
tariness is centrally supported by the main lessons of this study. Chapter
4 provides another instance of a weaker implementation of voluntariness,
which also preserves its core.
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vidual freedom and social equality unless it is done in light of
the defects of political institutions. The results of the debate on
political obligation so far show that the exclusive and authori-
tative nature of political institutions makes them incapable of
certain relations and possibilities—such as the kind of interac-
tions that would justify a relationship of political obligation—
and this gives us reason to reconsider the way we accept them
and let them govern our lives. It indicates the instability of ar-
guments for their necessity. The nature of political institutions
is such that within them there is always a point at which self-
determination is governed by aspects external to itself. When
political obligation is claimed to be defended as a special rela-
tionship that gives governments the right to decide the condi-
tions of social life without being challenged in terms of content
and degree, and to use coercion to back up this function, then
the possibility of re-evaluating those conditions is limited. That
is why the basic acts of self-assumed commitment and kinds of
social cooperation that involve decentralized, reciprocal, and
equal relations do not sit well with such a duty. In order to se-
cure respect for self-governance and equality, the realization of
equal-liberty, general moral values can be used as general re-
quirements for institutions that apply constantly and in view
of their defects. This goes beyond their use for assessing the
acceptability of political institutions and for limiting excesses
of institutionalized power.

The implications of the anarchist criticism
of natural duty

The implications of the preceding elaboration of the anarchist
criticism of the Rawlsian natural duty of justice are as follows.

In many cases, the just character of political institutions
is a considerable reason for supporting aspects of them that
express this character. It also renders them more suitable
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But the principled support provided for natural duty within
such a framework renders no proof of the actual application
in terms of natural duty of the moral relationship between cit-
izens and government that is required for political obligation.
The particularity condition for political obligation is not satis-
fied.

Self-governance, equality, and the role of
general moral principles

The above considerations are crucial for the main argument
of this study. They shed light on the following observations,
with which I end this section. These observations are about a
significant connection between the role of general moral prin-
ciples such as justice in defending political institutions and the
affirmation of the importance of self-governance and equality.
As argued in Chapter 2, hypothetical consent provides a phe-
nomenology of how individuals can be ruled by themselves,
representing a route through which they come to identify with
important aspects of their social world even when they do not
actually consent. This nevertheless does not itself ground so-
cial relations and duties. The preceding discussion of Rawls
confirms these points, now as applied with regard to the de-
mands of justice. Furthermore, with respect to the relation of
justice to the political aspect of institutions discussed in this
chapter, this moral value constitutes a criterion for the accept-
ability of political institutions and can be used alongwith other
values for moral evaluations of such institutions, values that
do not depend on their political nature. In the absence of di-
rect expressions of voluntary submission and a transactional
application of the demands of justice, political institutions can
be assessed in terms of general values in order for us to rec-
ognize aspects of their existence as appropriate. But this does
not generate political obligation. And it does not secure indi-
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Self-governance seems indispensable, at least when under-
stood as the capacity to rule one’s own self and life. This can
be characterized as the ability to understand, decide, and de-
termine the elements concerning the most important aspects
of one’s personality and life and to understand the features of
situations that affect it significantly in order to control them.
Fundamentally it is a basic capacity to continually secure
and determine one’s own survival and moral world, which is
freedom in its most basic form.106 Human beings cannot live
without it. It secures survival through the exercise of reason
as it distinctively characterizes human beings. This does
involve constraints, but they are constraints that one puts on
oneself. What is required is not being ruled by another, which
might concern both not being subjected to others’ interests
and will and, most importantly, not standing in an unequal
relation (of power) to others that generates the possibility
of dependence and subjection and undermines one’s status.
Domination in any of these forms stands against freedom, as
it stands against equality. Thus self-governance and equal
status and participation, which pertain to the preservation of
proper relations between people, stand together as the most
valuable features of the kind of social life suitable to human
beings. Voluntarism remains a valuable expression of this idea.
We will see in Chapter 4 a different way of stressing it.

At the same time, the conditions of generality, particular-
ity, content-independence, and bindingness can hardly be dis-
missed as inappropriate or demanding. Far from being con-
fined to an anarchist conception of legitimacy, they are reflec-
tions of the political nature of the obligations examined in this
study and they are accepted by many theorists, with different
and even opposing convictions, as a reasonable and suitable

106 See Rousseau’s view as introduced and adopted above in the text,
which explains also why freedom is not alienable. See also Stirner’s view of
the self and its relation to the principle of equal-liberty as discussed above.
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test. Their formality does not undermine the strength of the
normative implications that these conditions create in combi-
nation with the moral ground of political obligation discussed
in the present chapter.

These considerations lead to a final thought. In the previ-
ous chapters I referred to an ideal of legitimacy, which is part
of critical philosophical anarchism as a complete philosophical
position. Some of the critical force of this form of anarchism
has been demonstrated by the preceding arguments. In the
same manner, the ideal of legitimacy that will be provided as a
positive contribution of critical philosophical anarchism finds
its initial elements in the considerations incorporated in the
present chapter. The proposal is that the central feature of vol-
untarism, while being the cause of the failure of this theory as
a defense of the authority of the state, nevertheless qualifies as
a feature that could characterize centrally the interpersonal rela-
tions of a society that constituted an ideal of legitimacy. That is,
attempts to ground political authority on voluntariness have
failed, yet the value of choice remains and a pattern of volun-
tarist social relations provides a guiding model of a legitimate
society. Present polities aspire to, but fail to exemplify, such
an ideal.

Some critical, philosophical anarchists begin from such a
voluntarist picture of societies in developing their arguments
against the state.107 The anarchist arguments examined in this
chapter, along with the insistence on the conditions of politi-
cal obligation that they involve, become an indication of the
prior anarchist consideration that the voluntarist kind of spe-
cific interaction that existing institutions fail to involve is a
valuable feature of a morally acceptable social life. Thus, volun-
tariness is at the same time a desirable element for the construc-
tion of what would be an acceptably complete theoretical attempt

107 See, e.g., Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations; Sim-
mons, “Philosophical Anarchism”; Simmons, “Justification and Legitimacy.”
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exist. It does not serve the purpose of establishing a particular
society and its authority.

Rawls himself clearly concedes this:
[I]n contrast to the various conceptions of the social con-

tract, the several parties do not establish any particular society
or practice; they do not covenant to obey a particular sovereign
body or to accept a given constitution. Nor do they, as in game
theory (in certain respects a marvelously sophisticated devel-
opment of this tradition), decide on individual strategies ad-
justed to their respective circumstances in the game. What the
parties do is jointly acknowledge certain principles of appraisal
relating to their common practices either as already established
or merely proposed. They accede to standards of judgement,
not to a given practice; they do not make any specific agree-
ment, or bargain, or adopt a particular strategy. The subject
of their acknowledgement is, therefore, very general indeed; it
is simply the acknowledgement of certain principles of judge-
ment, fulfilling certain general conditions, to be used in criti-
cising the arrangement of their common affairs. The relations
of mutual self-respect between the parties who are similarly
circumstanced mirror the conditions under which questions
of justice arise, and the procedure by which the principles of
judgement are proposed and acknowledged reflects the con-
straints of having a morality. Each aspect, then, of the [Rawl-
sian] hypothetical account serves the purpose of bringing out
a feature of the notion of justice.60

Therefore it is concluded that the relation of a Rawlsian the-
ory of political obligation to particularity is this: in principle,
Rawls’s account of natural duty does not violate the particular-
ity condition. Moreover, when an attempt to base political obli-
gation on the Rawlsian conception of natural duty reflects the
centrality and connection of Rawls’s original position to the
issue, then the attempt preserves the prospect of particularity.

60 Rawls, “Justice as Fairness,” 57.
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that culture.58 A special political relationship can only be
created when the reasonableness of accepting a natural duty
to our just institutions is asserted in the specific tasks they
serve for each and every member of their society and in the
corresponding recognition by these members. The general
justice of institutions may justify their existence and/or desir-
ability, but not prove that they are actually and continually
performing their tasks and are accepted.59 We will have to
examine the specific relations between particular democratic
societies and their citizens as governed by the principles of
justice in order to see whether in their particular case Rawls’s
theory can establish special allegiance. As it stands, Rawls’s
account provides general normative constraints of justice for
evaluating political institutions in general and as they already

58 For this point, see Klosko and Klein, “Political Obligations,” Section I.
To the sets of considered judgments and moral principles that stand in mu-
tual support according to Rawls’s method of “reflective equilibrium” (Rawls,
A Theory of Justice, 19–21, 46–53, and 578–586; Rawls, Justice as Fairness,
29–32), Klosko adds “the beliefs of ordinary citizens” and calls his own a
“broad reflective equilibrium” (Klosko and Klein, “Political Obligations,” 5).
This is a further development from Daniels’s “wide reflective equilibrium”
(Daniels, “Wide Reflective Equilibrium”), which itself extends the logic of
Rawls’s account by involving also appeal to “a set of relevant background
theories,” which underlie and serve the evaluation of competing moral prin-
ciples (Daniels, “Wide Reflective Equilibrium,” 258). Maybe Klosko’s appeal
to ordinary beliefs should be seen as an “argument from common opinion,”
one resting on the authority of common belief, rather than as one “from co-
herence,” of the kind that Rawls’s method is (for this point, see Leslie Green,
“Who Believes in Political Obligation?,” in For and Against the State: New
Philosophical Readings, ed. John T. Sanders and Jan Narveson [Lanham, MD:
Rowman and Littlefield, 1996], 2–5). But in the present case, the focus is
on the relevance of public opinion for creating particularity, whatever its
proper role in a theory might be. To what extent Klosko’s and any empirical
investigation can deliver true public opinion on complex, normative matters
such as political obligation is another issue, which I discuss in Chapter 4 (on
this, see Green, “Who Believes in Political Obligation?”).

59 For this point, see also Simmons, “Justification and Legitimacy,” 754–
755.
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to justify political obligation and a central characteristic of what
would be a legitimate society. To reiterate, the combination of
the four conditions of political obligation with this moral cri-
terion becomes a first instance of what a positive account of
political obligation would be like. This combination also re-
flects at the theoretical level what at the social level would be
the basis of proper social relationships, namely the application
of a morally significant feature of specific interaction as the
central characteristic of the relationship of government—in the
present case, the actual consent or choice of each individual.
Without dismissing quality, this picture of what would be a
successful voluntarism incorporates “transactional evaluation”
as the appropriate test of political obligation.108

I will therefore regard voluntariness as a useful criterion to
be taken into account, along with the traditional conditions of
validity, in a theory of political obligation, and I will argue in
Chapter 6 how it can be important for further evaluations of
institutionalized domination.

To conclude, the criticisms analyzed in the present chapter
have confirmed the importance of voluntariness as a condition
to be respected and reflected in an ideal of political legitimacy.
This condition, when used for the purposes of theories of gen-
eral political obligation (or of the authority of the state), leads
to their failure and, in this, motivates a different outlook to
social relations and to what is to be regarded as a legitimate
form of political organization. Its role as involved in the an-
archist criticisms becomes a first indication of a positive and
comprehensive outlook reflected in the anarchist perspective.
Most importantly, it expresses the skeptical, nonauthoritarian
impulse that anarchism contains, the idea that there is always
a legitimate complaint against the sacrifice of individual self-

108 See: Simmons, “Justification and Legitimacy”; my Chapter 1, section
“Quality-based and interaction-based evaluations of political institutions.”
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determination and of equal status and the relations of equal
participation that determine the quality of human interaction.
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ter should have, and it can determine their social relation to the
institutions that satisfy this viewpoint. In principle, the strong
sense of application is satisfied.

Because this happens only in principle, however, theories
focusing on institutional qualities are problematic as accounts
of political obligation, even when such theories are based on
hypothetical consent with its significant representation of
self-governance. The normative force of the original position
affects first and foremost the acceptability of principles that
can then determine the character of political institutions,
not the acceptability of the institutions themselves. Further-
more, such acceptability refers to the character of political
institutions rather than the features of a particular relation
of authority. Finally, a definition of what counts as the
reasonable viewpoint of democratic citizens differs from an
identification of their actual viewpoints. The former consti-
tutes a normative standard for assessing their viewpoint, a
representation of the idea of political autonomy, but it does
not establish any actual authority unless it characterizes their
real viewpoint as it actually applies to specific institutions.
Rawls’s theory might be representative of the general attitude
of reasonable democratic citizens of some societies, but this
does not prove any application of the specific interaction
among individuals and between them and political institutions
that is required to establish actual political obligations. Also,
in representing what Rawls deems the characteristic reason-
able attitude of the democratic citizen in liberal societies, his
theory does not examine the considered beliefs of ordinary
people who actually live in these societies. So it is not certain
that his intuitions reflect accurately those of the public to
whom he refers. This observation does not challenge the
appropriateness of his abstraction. Rather it suggests that, to
be a faithful application of the reasonable that is particular to
the culture it addresses, it may be necessary for the abstraction
to be more securely connected with the actual reasonable of
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about social justice involved in the original position56 include
ideas that Rawls believes to be central for citizens who live
in societies with a liberal democratic tradition. The original
position represents the considered judgments of the citizens
of such societies. It is for these societies that Rawls proposes
his theory of justice. The construction of the original position
amounts to a deontological version of the hypothetical contract
as a theory explaining what would be considered good reasons
by reasonable democratic citizens.57 The natural duty of jus-
tice, along with the idea that we need political institutions for
a successful implementation of the requirements of social jus-
tice, is claimed by Rawls to deserve reasonable acceptance by
individuals in his imaginative position. In this way, Rawls’s
theory seems to satisfy the particularity condition, at least in
principle. Through the hypothetical thought-experiment each
individual of a democratic society can assert the considerations
that reflect his/her reasonable viewpoint as such a citizen, and
the principles affirmed on this basis are the result of the best
reasons with which he/she identifies. Thus, individuals can be
seen to have a particular normative relation to the principles
chosen for their societies and to be able to extend this relation
to the institutions that embody these principles in these soci-
eties. The natural duty of justice is based on the reasonable
viewpoint that the citizens of societies with a specific charac-

56 See Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 146–147. For “formal conditions on
principles,” see Section 23. For the “veil of ignorance,” see Section 24. See
also Rawls, Political Liberalism, 22–28; Rawls, Justice as Fairness, 14–18 and
80–134.

57 To be reasonable is to take the interests of others into consideration,
to be willing to justify or modify your own reasons according to a basis
that they can share with you as long as they are similarly motivated. This
is reflected in Rawls’s and Scanlon’s formulation of the motivation of the
contractors, by which they attribute to them “a sense of justice” and a de-
sire to justify their claims to others (e.g., Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 46, 312,
505; Scanlon, “Contractualism and Utilitarianism”; Scanlon, What We Owe
to Each Other).
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3. An anarchist critique of
the Rawlsian idea of a
natural duty of justice1

In this chapter I focus on the anarchist criticism of a deonto-
logical theory of good reasons for political obligation. More
precisely, I criticize attempts to ground political obligation on
a Rawlsian conception of natural duty. This criticism is not
aimed at Rawls’s theory, but rather at the appeal to his natu-
ral duty of justice as a basis for a general obligation to obey the

1 The discussion in this and the two following chapters concerns only
the most effective deontological accounts of political obligation. In general,
I do not discuss antiquated, commonsense, pragmatic, or other more easily
dismissed arguments (for these, see McLaughlin, Anarchism and Authority,
Chapter 4). Also, I do not criticize utilitarianism, although it is a popular
theory of good reasons and has serious problems when taken as an account
of political obligation. For these problems, mainly the difficulty for utilitari-
anism to satisfy the particularity and bindingness conditions of political obli-
gation and to be compatible with the demands of morality and justice, see
Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 45–54; Horton, Political
Obligation, 54–70; Wolff, Political Philosophy, 53–60; McLaughlin, Anarchism
and Authority, 91–92. This limitation does not affect the main argument of
the study, since the criticism of natural duty in this chapter renders conclu-
sions about the importance of particularity and justice for theories of po-
litical obligation similar to those derived from a criticism of utilitarianism.
They are conclusions that centrally affect theories of good reasons, to which
utilitarianism belongs, and it is on this matter that I focus this discussion
as part of an examination of a different perspective on the problem of the
justification of political institutions. Therefore, the present discussion is not
affected by the fact that the nature of its argumentation places utilitarianism
in the category of instrumental (or teleological), rather than deontological,
arguments.
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state. The reason for concentrating on this form of natural duty
is that the dominance of Rawls’s Theory of Justice in political
philosophy has placed his notion of the “natural duty of justice”
at the focus of the debate on political obligation. Nevertheless,
while for Rawls this idea and other “principles that apply to
individuals”2 are an essential part of his theory, the establish-
ment of a general political obligation on its basis is not central
to this theory, nor does it directly determine its success. Thus,
in this chapter, I address the following criticism only to who-
ever might want to adopt the Rawlsian notion of natural duty
as the foundation of an, allegedly, adequate theory of political
obligation; I do not claim that Rawls himself is committed to
such an endeavor.3

There are, however, connections between the basic elements
of Rawls’s theory as a whole and his notion of natural duty.
These links preclude the development of a theory of political
obligation in terms of the latter in complete abstraction from
the former. This becomes clear, for example, in the argument
from particularity which is analyzed in the sections “The argu-
ment arising from particularity” and “Rawls and particularity.”
In this argument, reference to a central part of Rawls’s theory
is necessary if one is to clarify the force of the criticism of nat-
ural duty suggested by the particularity condition. Thus, in the
following section, I provide a brief presentation of the basic el-
ements of Rawls’s theory as they relate to his formulation of
natural duty.

2 For these principles, see Rawls, A Theory of Justice, Chapter 6.
3 Although Rawls’s normative claim in A Theory of Justice could be a

basis for attributing such an attempt to him. He writes: “[T]here are several
ways in which one may be bound to political institutions. For the most part
the natural duty of justice is the more fundamental, since it binds citizens
generally and requires no voluntary acts in order to apply” (Rawls, ATheory
of Justice, 116). And he does include an account of political obligation in his
work (in Chapter 6), the one I discuss here. Yet, he makes clear statements
that he does not provide a general theory of political obligation in it (e.g.,
Rawls, “Justice as Fairness,” 71, n.22), which is not his main concern anyhow.
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answers to these questions with its kind of evaluation of po-
litical constraints in a way that establishes particularity. The
moral importance of justice does not itself make constraints
range-limited, and the representation of its demands through
hypothetical consent does not provide a salience that generates
a special and actual relation binding each individual to his or
her own government. Particularity is still not satisfied.

Rawls and particularity

Nevertheless, there are considerations coming from a closer
estimation of the relation of Rawls’s account of natural duty
to particularity that can deal better with the anarchist criti-
cism. In this context Rawls’s original position becomes cru-
cially relevant. In the discussion of this framework (in the sec-
tion “Rawls’s theory and the natural duty of justice”), I stressed
that Rawls’s contractualist methodology is a device used to
model what we regard as fair conditions on agreement and ac-
ceptable restrictions on reasons for principles of social justice.
I also emphasized that his theory of natural duty is more pre-
cisely a hypothetical-contract theory of natural duty, since the
natural duty of justice to be imposed on individuals is among
those principles that would be acknowledged by individuals in
his original position.55 This shows that an appeal to the Rawl-
sian natural duty of justice as an account of political obliga-
tion cannot disregard the role of Rawls’s original position and
its connection to the issue. Given these features of the the-
ory, we can begin to understand its relation to particularity.
According to Rawls, both his two principles of justice and his
methodology are designed for a specific form of society: the
“formal conditions on principles,” the considerations hidden by
“the veil of ignorance,” and other elements relevant to concerns

55 As Rawls himself claims in A Theory of Justice, 115.
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Still, he argues that the satisfaction of his idea of legitimacy is
enough as a basis for accounts of obligation, that it establishes
the bindingness of institutions. What I argue here, however, is
that his ideal of legitimacy generates a demand for the constant
evaluation of institutions in terms of justice, rather than a ba-
sis for ultimate allegiance to them, which constitutes political
obligation.

With regard to Rawls, Waldron himself accepts that his hy-
pothetical consent is “a model-theoretic device for establishing
what justice actually amounts to; it has no political or insti-
tutional significance, either with regard to obligation or with
regard to legitimacy (in the sense [Waldron is] discussing).”54
Indeed, in Rawls’s case it is more obvious how hypothetical
consent works as a way of justifying principles for institutions,
for discovering the political principles that are supported by
the best reasons, rather than as a theory of political obligation.
It might still be possible for there to be a connection between
his theory of natural duty and particularity on the basis of this
understanding of the theory. I will examine this possibility in
the following section. The point I argue here is that the con-
nection is not provided byWaldron’s account. Still, we can see
Waldron’s defense of natural duty as a departure from Rawls.
Despite his claim on institutional significance, however, the
lesson we learn from that defense is that justice matters for
legitimacy, and that legitimacy can be understood as a mat-
ter of the acceptability of political institutions: of a proof that
they can embody and apply justice to a specific society, and
of the need to be assessed constantly on this basis. This does
not prove that they are the only ones that can do so, nor that
their range-limited application derives from their political na-
ture. The questions still remain open whether conflict is the ba-
sis for political society and whether a single political authority
is justified. Hypothetical consent cannot combine affirmative

54 Waldron, “Special Ties and Natural Duties,” 26, n. 46.
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Rawls’s theory and the natural duty of
justice

Rawls’s Theory of Justice is a paradigm of contemporary con-
tractualism. It makes use of an individualist account of ratio-
nality similarly at work in Hobbes’s contract theory of politi-
cal obligation. More centrally, it aspires to capture considera-
tions of fairness, as a theory “which generalizes and carries to
a higher level of abstraction the familiar theory of the social
contract as found … in Locke, Rousseau, and Kant.”4 That is to
say, Rawls advances a theory that draws on the social contract
tradition in order to clarify the concept of justice as fairness,
where contract takes the form of hypothetical agreement the
object of which is the first principles of justice.5

In its formulation, Rawls’s theory draws significantly on
Kant’s contractualism. Rawls himself claims affiliation with
Kant in certain fundamental structural features and elements
of his theory, such as the distinction between the Reasonable
and the Rational, the priority of right, the role of the concep-
tion of the person as free and equal, and its accordance with
Kant’s notion of autonomy.6 These aspects of Rawls’s theory
are indicative of its character as an example of a contemporary
development of the social contract. In such a development the
idea of conceiving the hypothetical contract as a moral route

4 Rawls, ATheory of Justice, 11. For Hobbes’s, Locke’s, Rousseau’s, and
Kant’s contractualism, see Chapters 1 and 2 here.

5 Rawls, ATheory of Justice, Section 3; Rawls, Justice as Fairness, 16–17.
6 For these resemblances, see, e.g., Immanuel Kant, “On the Common

Saying: ‘This May Be True in Theory, but It Does Not Apply in Practice’,” in
Kant: Political Writings, ed. Hans Siegbert Reiss, trans. Hugh Barr Nisbet
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970, 1991), 79–81; Rawls, A The-
ory of Justice, Section 40 and 251–257; Rawls, Political Liberalism, lecture III,
Section 2; Rawls, “Kantian Constructivism in Moral Theory”; Rawls, “Justice
as Fairness: Political not Metaphysical,” esp. 395; Rawls, Justice as Fairness,
14–18.
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for deciding the content of morality, justice, and/or legitimacy
and the role of reasonableness in this are central.7

The theory of justice Rawls proposes consists mainly in, first,
a methodological framework that includes his device of the
“original position,”8 and, second, a view about the content of
justice as captured in his two principles of justice.9 These two
parts to his theory constitute Rawls’s liberal proposal as a basis
for a just political organization.

In this chapter I concentrate on a discussion of Rawls’s orig-
inal position and its relation to the problem of political obliga-
tion. This contractualist framework provides the formulation
of good reasons in the manner of a hypothetical-contract argu-
ment. Thus conceived, the contract is a conceptual device that
helps to show how the idea of fair agreement, which Rawls
adopts for explaining how to specify the terms of social cooper-
ation, justifies the principles of political justice that constitute
those terms.10 For the agreement to be “fair and supported by
the best reasons,”11 this hypothetical contract device is char-
acterized by various stipulations regarding our reasoning on
how to situate the parties participating in the agreement and
on what restrictions to make with regard to the knowledge and
reasons they have or lack. Thus the political principles are sup-
ported by an agreement that is worked out deductively, rather
than a historical and actual covenant. It is an agreement that
represents reasonable considerations under due reflection. The
original position is “a theoretical structure” used to represent

7 For this understanding of contractualism, see Chapter 2 and the dis-
cussion below.

8 See, for example, Rawls, ATheory of Justice, Section 4, 118–150, 251–
257, 187, and 264; Rawls, Political Liberalism, 22–28 and 304–310; Rawls, Jus-
tice as Fairness, 14–18 and part III.

9 See, for example, Rawls, A Theory of Justice, Section 11, Section 13,
Chapter 4; Rawls, Political Liberalism, 4–11, 229, 237, 282, lecture VIII: Sec-
tions 1–2 and 5–9; Rawls, Justice as Fairness, part II.

10 Rawls, Justice as Fairness, 14–18.
11 Rawls, Justice as Fairness, 17.
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ical (majority) agreement, as an indication that a given insti-
tution “may appropriately embody those demands.”51 This, for
Waldron, is not a consent theory of political obligation. We do
not try to show the existence of an actual consent as a basis
of obligation. Rather we use hypothetical consent as a confir-
mation of the appropriateness of political institutions in terms
of justice. Obligatoriness here becomes a matter of moral back-
ground. The natural duty of justice makes justice the ground of
obligation, and consent is used to distinguish the institutions
that embody it. For this, hypothetical majority consent is all
that is needed.

In this argument, we can see an appeal to hypothetical con-
sent similar to the one set out in Chapter 2. The focus is on the
qualities of political institutions, on good reasons for accepting
them. Consent is used as a thought-experiment for conceiv-
ing these reasons, as a moral route through which we discover
what the best reasons are for supporting principles and insti-
tutions. This, however, helps us understand our moral duties,
such as those of justice, but it does not prove an actual relation-
ship to a particular organization. Anarchists agree that justice
is an imperative. AndWaldron’s test of legitimacy might show
that certain institutions are just and thus acceptable on general
and imperative moral grounds. But hypothetical consent can
establish only this. This is what the proof of salience amounts
to. Hypothetical consent, or hypothetical popular consent (or
even popular consent), does not establish a particular relation-
ship between each person and the institutions that claim his
or her allegiance. General political obligation to one society in
particular is not proven. Waldron uses legitimacy in a sense
different52 from the one used in the debate on political obli-
gation, where it is seen as the correlate of that obligation.53

51 Waldron, “Special Ties and Natural Duties,” 26.
52 For this, see also Waldron, Liberal Rights, Chapter 2.
53 For this, see my Chapter 1, section “The correlativity thesis.”
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the state might seem important because a focus on the neces-
sity of its existence neglects the fact that it might be the very
existence and structure of the state that generates the problems
that we are then asked to solve. The state is our reality, and it
might work well with regard to the problems it is required to
solve. Yet it might be that it is the very reality of the state that
makes it become the only visible way of solving problems. We
find ourselves in it without being asked and without being pre-
sented with other possibilities. The problems the state is asked
to solve are identified through the experience within it. Alter-
native structures might not even identify conflict in the same
way as it is identified within the state. In the end, the argu-
ment from alternatives works primarily as an indication of the
uncertainty of the arguments for the necessity of the state. The
arguments to follow show this more decisively.

Even if a final solution to the problems of conflict and injus-
tice favored the state, there is still the third demand of the test
of legitimacy to be examined. This is quite crucial, because the
aim of my argument is to show that granting political obliga-
tion seems to be the wrong way to go about justification. Ac-
cording to Waldron’s argument, legitimacy demands that an
organization be capable of enforcing justice and, for this, that
people be prepared to accept it: that they can be assured that
enough others are disposed to comply with the principles of
justice in order to consider a particular institution to be effec-
tive, and thus that they are bound to it. The last step for es-
tablishing that a particular organization is the appropriate one
for exercising justice is to prove its salience. The proposal is
that, for proving salience, majority consent, hypothetical con-
sent, or hypothetical majority consent can suffice.50 Here the
idea is that the ground for recognizing a particular scheme as
appropriate is justice, namely that it embodies the demands of
justice. But a good way of establishing this is to use hypothet-

50 Waldron, “Special Ties and Natural Duties,” 26–27.
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“the fixed points of our considered convictions” about social
justice.12 According to Rawls, it “serves as a mediating idea by
which all our considered convictions, whatever their level of
generality—whether they concern fair conditions for situating
the parties, or reasonable constraints on reasons, or first prin-
ciples and precepts, or judgments about particular institutions
and actions—can be brought to bear on one another.”13 In other
words, it is a device of representation that “models our convic-
tions” about “fair conditions of agreement” on political princi-
ples and about “acceptable restrictions on reasons” we give for
these principles.14 As such it is proposed as a proper philosoph-
ical basis for evaluating, or choosing, principles for political
institutions and principles for individuals. It is these so-called
principles for individuals that include the natural duty of jus-
tice.15

12 Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 579–580.
13 Rawls, Political Liberalism, 26. In relation to this, see also on Rawls’s

idea of “reflective equilibrium” (Rawls, ATheory of Justice, 19–21, 46–53, and
578–586; Rawls, Political Liberalism, 8, 28, 45, 72, 95–97, 381, 384–385, 388
and 399; Rawls, Justice as Fairness, 26–31, 66–72, 134, and 136), and further
developments of it (Norman Daniels, “Wide Reflective Equilibrium and The-
ory Acceptance in Ethics,” Journal of Philosophy 76 (1976): 256–282, and
George Klosko and David Klein, “Political Obligations: The Empirical Di-
mension” (presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Political Sci-
ence Association, University of Virginia, San Francisco, 2001), Section I).

14 Rawls, Justice as Fairness, 17–18. Rawls revises his conception of the
original position as follows:

the original position is to be understood as a device of represen-
tation. As such it models our considered convictions as reasonable persons by
describing the parties (each of whom are responsible for the fundamental
interests of a free and equal citizen) as fairly situated and as reaching agree-
ment subject to appropriate restrictions on reasons for favoring principles of
political justice. (ibid., 18, emphases mine)

15 Among other natural duties and the obligations of fairness that Rawls
acknowledges. See Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 114–117 and 333–337.
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From the perspective of the debate on political obligation,
Rawls’s main account16 is found in his discussion of “natural
duties,” which “apply to us without regard to our voluntary
acts.”17 The points Rawls makes about his interpretation of
“natural rights” provide an important step toward a better un-
derstanding of what hemeans by the notion of “natural duty.”18
He connects the term “natural” with the attributes that are as-
certained by natural reason as naturally belonging to persons,
independently of social and legal conventions, and that are
given special weight. He also uses the term to distinguish the
rights and duties identified by his Theory of Justice from those
defined by law and custom. I take it that the two features con-
nected with the “natural” here are central to the Rawlsian def-
inition of natural duties.

According to his main account, “the natural duty of justice”
is defined as “the duty … to support and to comply with just in-
stitutions that exist and apply to us [and which] also constrains
us to further just arrangements not yet established, at least
when this can be done without too much cost to ourselves.”19
The arguments below are developed around this definition of
natural duty as a theory of political obligation, and, more pre-
cisely, around its first part. The idea here is that, if the basic

16 Rawls also refers to the obligations of a limited andwell-placed group
of citizens, those, for example, “who are best able to gain political office and
to take advantage of the opportunities offered by the constitutional system”
(Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 344). For Rawls, the basis of such obligations is
voluntarist (and is accounted in terms of the “principle of fairness”: Rawls,
A Theory of Justice, 114, 116, and 344). For an analysis of this principle of
political obligation, see the following chapter of this study. Yet, for reasons
such as those examined in that chapter, Rawls does not consider that the
principle of fairness can be used to explain a general obligation to obey the
law.

17 Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 114–115.
18 Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 505–506, n. 30.
19 Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 115 (emphasis added). See also 115–117,

333–337.
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the organization that serves their own reasons as they under-
stand them, and conflict will arise between such organizations
as representatives of different claims. This conflict will be even
worse, since the fighting will be better organized. Also, given
the demands of cooperation, people need an assurance that oth-
ers follow the same goals as they do so that they know that
the others will cooperate with them and achieve these goals.
Such an assurance can be provided by the existence of only
one system that determines the goals that people are to share,
the ways to achieve them, and the cooperation of all. Further-
more, problems of coordination demand a similar solution in
order for there to be an assurance that all individuals follow
the same one of the various possible ways in which they might
be able to coordinate. (For example, although both driving on
the left and driving on the right might be equally acceptable
solutions, individuals in the same society need to follow only
one and the same in order to coordinate.) Both cooperation
and coordination are important not only for the avoidance of
conflicts, but also for the avoidance of injustice itself.

In response to these arguments, one can claim that when
society is organized on a small scale, then the need for a sin-
gle organization does not seem so urgent. In such alternative
societies people communicate more directly and cooperate for
smaller goals without the need for centralized supervision and
more general goals might be solved through confederation be-
tween the smaller groups. Anarchists support exactly these
kinds of social solutions. Theorists and activists disagree about
their viability, and there might be reasons for doubting that ex-
isting societies can afford such a change, but this possibility
cannot be excluded on the basis of an assumption that only the
state can work. Alternative structures might not be immedi-
ately viable, but they are possible. What I think is interesting
about this reply is that it resurrects an argument against the
state that underlies the defense of alternatives and makes it
stronger. The underlying reasoning that I follow here is that
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argument is that there are reasons for doubting its success with
regard to the necessity of political institutions. The discussion
of the social contract in Chapter 2 provides the basis for such
doubts. The social-contract arguments from the state of na-
ture examined there may show that the state is a good solu-
tion to problems of security, peace, and coordination, but they
do not establish the state as the only solution. First, they do
not provide a proof that the state of nature would make agree-
ment impossible, but they simply assume this. Second, even
if it would, there are still proposals in favor of nonauthoritar-
ian decentralized forms of interaction that might also provide
the background for resolution of conflicts. It remains an open
question as to which alternative will do better, but nonauthor-
itarian alternatives have been excluded by state-of-nature de-
fenses without proper examination, showing that their appeal
to the state as the alternative is very quick. So even if princi-
ples of justice could be properly range-limited by appeal to the
danger of conflict, their application by political institutions is
not necessarily entailed, and thus no special relation of obliga-
tion to those institutions is justified. The argument does not
prove that it is important for the sake of justice that political
institutions exist.

Nevertheless, it can be argued that political institutions are
one important solution to problems of justice, and since we are
already within their terrain, this should suffice for their justi-
fication. Even if we accept this argument, it remains for us to
examine the replies given to the other two demands in order
to see if it can ground political obligation. With regard to the
second demand of Waldron’s test of legitimacy, his argument
is that, if we accept that the avoidance of conflict provides a
justification for political society, then on this basis we can ex-
plain why we should have only one such organization. The
reasoning here is that if there is more than one organization,
there will still be conflict of the same kind in which individuals
were involved in the first place: individuals will still support
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structure of society is just, or reasonably just,20 then we all
have a natural duty to do our part in supporting and promot-
ing the existing scheme independently of any voluntary com-
mitment on our part. The basis for obligation is justice, not
voluntary acquisition.

The argument of this chapter draws the limited conclusion
that an alternative in terms of good reasons for political obliga-
tion fails as much as consent to justify this obligation: the natu-
ral duty of justice does not qualify as a ground of political obli-
gation. Yet this argument reveals implications for our evalua-
tion of political institutions that have not been derived before.
The consideration of Rawls in relation to the anarchist criticism
fromparticularity illuminates these implications andwhat they
show about the role that the anarchist position plays in un-
derstanding our relation to political institutions. The Rawlsian
account of our duty to obey raises an interesting problem. It
brings to the fore a focus on good reasons as a basis of po-
litical obligation. Such a focus departs from voluntariness as
affirmed by the anarchist criticism in the previous chapter. In
being a theory of hypothetical consent, however, the Rawlsian
account of natural duty still preserves a significant appeal to
self-governance. In both these aspects, it helps the argument
developed in this study by providing further insight into what
the role of institutional qualities is in justifying political author-
ity and into how this relates to the role of specific interaction.

20 As Rawls himself stipulates, “just, or as just as it is reasonable to
expect” (Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 115), since no existing institution is per-
fectly just in a stable way. The arguments provided in this chapter apply also
to what Rawls calls “nearly just” institutions, since he considers his theory
of natural duty to justify both “just” and “nearly just” institutions (Rawls, A
Theory of Justice, 351, 363). Here I focus only on the just ones, as we should
see the effects of the present criticism on the ideal case first in order then to
decide those effects on institutions that fall short of the ideal. Presumably,
the effects on nearly just institutions will be of the same character as those
on just ones, although more severe, and problems with the definition of the
former do not play a central role in the present discussion.
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Most importantly, it brings to the fore the fundamental anar-
chist positions about the value of consent and the problematic
character of political constraints.

An anarchist criticism of the natural duty
of justice

The anarchist criticism in this section may be separated into
two interrelated parts: first, arguments against taking the jus-
tice of the institutions as a reason for obedience and, second,
arguments about the relation of the Rawlsian natural duty to
the particularity condition of political obligation. I will deal
with each in turn.

Against the justice of political institutions as a
ground of political obligation

Appealing to the just nature of political institutions as the basis
of political obligation is what makes theories of natural duty
such as Rawls’s theories of institutional morality. By defini-
tion, such theories focus on the moral qualities of institutions
in order to establish political obligations. Namely, they con-
centrate on the character of political institutions: on their gen-
eral moral virtues (such as justice) and their moral accomplish-
ments for their subjects as a whole (such as the promotion of
social happiness), rather than on any elements of specific in-
teraction between them and individuals (such as the giving of
consent).21 But can the justice of an organization ground a gen-
eral obligation to obey the law?

The problems that stand in the way of such a conception
of our political duties arise from the consideration that just or

21 For some first considerations on the role of quality as an aspect of
the evaluation of institutions within the debate on political obligation, see
Simmons, “Justification and Legitimacy”; my Chapter 1 and Chapter 2.
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order to decide whether the sense in which the argument iden-
tifies the demands of justice as range-limited is a strong sense,
and whether the argument can establish a demand of special
allegiance to political institutions, we need to examine it fur-
ther.

At this point we can see how the Kantian argument works
with regard to the administration of principles by institutions.
In the case of political institutions, the claim is that a range-
limited application of principles is possible if we apply a spe-
cific distinction between insiders and outsiders. If the insiders
are those who are constrained to accept a principle of justice
and then to accept secondary principles that accompany it—
for example, principles that require individuals to accept its su-
pervision by a specific institution that embodies its demands—
while the outsiders are those who are constrained only not to
interfere with this administration.48 An institution will be able
to administer a range-limited principle of justice if most of the
people to whom it applies accept these secondary principles
and most of the others accept the principle of noninterference.
But for this to work we need to establish that people are actu-
ally bound to the institutions that claim to have this role.

ForWaldron, this can be provided by the satisfaction of a test
of legitimacy.49 According to this test we need to show, first,
that the existence of institutions that do justice is significant,
second, that it is important for there to be only one institution
doing justice in a territory and, third, that there are grounds
for seeing one particular organization as appropriate for this
purpose.

Waldron requires that the first demand be satisfied by Kant’s
argument analyzed above. Even if this argument were proven
to work for the application of principles, however, my counter-

48 See Waldron, “Special Ties and Natural Duties,” 15–19.
49 For this and my relevant analysis below, see Waldron, “Special Ties

and Natural Duties,” 20–27.
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with regard to human nature and the necessity of the state,
as well as in Hume’s account of justice.44 But here it takes
a special form that draws attention to prudential considera-
tions only as part of the demands of justice, which is more
clearly represented by Kant’s view.45 Thuswe need to examine
whether it provides a solution to the problem.46 The argument
is that the decision to enter political society is not an open ques-
tion. If individuals are so situated that they are inevitably close
to certain others and thus have a claim to the same resources,
conflict and violence will be inevitable even if those people are
good natured and reasonable. Disputes will arise about the
possession of the same resources, and people will still disagree
about what seems good and just to each regarding the use of
those resources. So in order to avoid conflict and the suffering
it entails, people should quickly enter a form of society with
those who have interests competing with theirs, namely with
their near neighbors. In this way, the principles that are to
define their relations are range-limited in the sense that they
are the “basis for settling those conflicts which are immediately
unavoidable.”47

It is doubtful, however, whether this is a satisfactory argu-
ment. The appeal to immediately unavoidable conflict shows
a way of defining a particular application that lies in external
circumstances rather than in a principled connection between
justice and the generation of particular relations. Thus, in my
opinion, it seems to operate the weak notion of application,
rather than the strong one that provides a direct principled ba-
sis for distinguishing insiders from outsiders. Nevertheless, in

44 See Hobbes, Leviathan, book I; Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature,
book III, part II, ed. Sir Lewis Amherst Selby-Bigge (Oxford: Oxford Univer-
sity Press, 1978).

45 See, e.g., Kant, “On the Common Saying,” 79–81.
46 For the following analysis of this argument, see Waldron, “Special

Ties and Natural Duties,” 14–15.
47 Waldron, “Special Ties and Natural Duties,” 15.
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good legal systems might provide grounds for obeying their
laws and for distinguishing them from bad systems and yet
not create political obligation. In what follows I will argue that
the sufficiency of justice as a ground of political obligation is
questionable.

Raz’s discussion facilitates the anarchist criticism at this
point. As he has indicated, the substantial functions of the
law, which are reflected in two main “legal techniques,” can
be evaluated by appeal to certain general reasons for action
that underlie those techniques—reasons that nevertheless do
not suffice to establish general political obligations.22 The
first technique provides legal sanctions as useful prudential
reasons for obedience, in such a way as to support the respect
of valuable moral duties, whether negative duties, like the
avoidance of harm, or positive duties, like the provision of
aid. The second technique provides “publicly ascertainable
standards” that help to guide the social behavior of officials
and the active contribution of citizens for the preservation
of “worthwhile forms of social co-operation,” insofar as these
officials and citizens accept the independent moral reasons
that underlie the standards in question.23

These connections might show how general moral reasons,
and in our case the fundamental duty of justice, might explain
the moral acceptability of certain political functions, but they
do not generate any special relation of political obligation. The
prudential grounds that constitute the first technique might be
appropriate ways of securing valuable moral duties. My ar-
gument, however, is that it cannot be taken for granted that
they are the only ways of doing so and in virtue of their politi-
cal character: individuals’ sense of duty and of their responsi-
bility to others might themselves provide stable motivations
for respecting these duties, without the need of centralized,

22 Raz, The Authority of Law, 246–249.
23 Raz, The Authority of Law, 246–249.
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permanent, exclusive, and compulsory constraining measures.
But, more importantly, if such duties have a real moral value,
then it is on the force of this value that we should concentrate
as the direct reason for support and see what kind of justifi-
cation this provides. That the reasons for support lie in the
value of these primary duties might make various, political or
nonpolitical, ways of administering them morally acceptable,
but it does not define the necessity of any specifically politi-
cal means of enforcement and of a specifically political obliga-
tion. The natural duty of justice is more clearly emphasized by
the reasons underlying the second technique that represents
functions of the law. Yet the observations concerning the first
technique provide the foundation for an estimation of the role
of the standards provided by the second technique. The pru-
dential grounds of the first technique that support the moral
duties underlying it stand in interaction with the standards
that affirm the reasons underlying the second technique and
should be compatible with them in the way they both charac-
terize the system. Their role is relevant to the present focus on
natural duty as a moral reason and primary ground of political
obligation. In general, prudential grounds provide additional
motivational support for moral reasons.

Crucially, in the case of the second technique, it is part of
the character of political institutions that legal sanctions play
a central role in sustaining moral reasons. But my objection
here is that there is no necessary principled and empirical con-
nection between this political character and the sustaining of
moral values within society. On this basis, my objection in
the case of the standards provided by the second legal tech-
nique is that the reasons underlying that technique are moral
reasons for action that work independently of the existence of
any political requirement on action.24 It is the force of the
morality of these reasons and their acceptance by those whose

24 See Raz, The Authority of Law, 249.
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idea that only morally significant features of specific interac-
tion, those involved in transactional evaluation, can establish
the particular moral relationship that political obligation re-
quires for its actuality.41 One of the main aims of my exam-
ination of the anarchist criticisms is to see whether this claim
is justified. Chapter 2 has given an affirmative answer. The
arguments of this chapter (and Chapters 4 and 5) take a more
decisive step in this direction. They also help to complete the
considerations introduced in the previous chapters with regard
to deciding the role of quality for political obligation.

In response to this type of argument, Waldron has proposed
a strategy for reconciling the Rawlsian, duty-based view, with
the particularity condition. Waldron concludes that “an orga-
nization which is just, effective and legitimate … [establishes]
… the moral requirement that we support and obey such an
organization … not itself based on any promise that we have
made.”42 Here I want to examine the steps leading to this con-
clusion.

A first step is to establish that principles of justice can be
“range-limited,” namely such that there can be a set of per-
sons who can be distinguished as those whose conduct, claims,
and interests it is the point of these principles to deal with,
so that they are considered as “insiders” in relation to them.43
On this basis, principles of justice can be seen to demand spe-
cial allegiance from the insiders and thus be particularly ap-
plied to them as opposed to “outsiders.” We need an argument
that shows principles of justice to be range-limited such that
it avoids a mere appeal to the weak notion of application de-
scribed above. For this, Waldron appeals to Kant’s argument.
This argument appears in the prudential reasoning of Hobbes

41 See, e.g., Simmons, “Justification and Legitimacy” (where he formu-
lates this position more fully).

42 Jeremy Waldron, “Special Ties and Natural Duties,” Philosophy and
Public Affairs 22 (1993): 27.

43 Waldron, “Special Ties and Natural Duties,” 13.
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their relation to his original position as a method of hypotheti-
cal contract as specially conceived by Rawls, enables his theory
to avoid this problem.37

Third, Simmons argues that, while theories of consent and
of fair play implement the strong sense of application, their use
in order to supplement Rawls’s theory of natural duty would
condemn the latter to the violation of the generality condition
that these theories commit. The anarchist criticism developed
in this study shows that neither consent nor the principle of
fairness are sufficient to generate political obligation for most
of the individuals in existing societies.38 Also, this supplemen-
tation is illegitimate, since it grounds “a quite different sort of
moral requirement,” obligations rather than duties. According
to Simmons, a significant difference between obligations and
duties is that the former correlate with “ ‘rights in personam’,”
namely “rights which are held against a specific person, and
are rights to a specific performance or forbearance,” while the
latter correlate with “ ‘rights in rem’,” namely “rights which
are held against all other people.”39 The morality of the natu-
ral duty of justice secures only the latter and in this creates no
connection with the particularistic character of political obli-
gation, to which consent and fairness adhere.

Finally, Simmons argues that only the “strong application,”
with its “personal transaction” element (which is essentially
voluntarist; see the first point of his argument here), can meet
the “particularity requirement” as an essential condition of po-
litical obligation.40 Thus, Rawls’s idea of natural duty, indeed,
any duty-based theory, in violating the particularity condition,
fails to ground political obligation. This point is central to the
anarchist perspective on political obligation. It expresses the

37 For this, see the discussion of the role of the original position with
regard to particularity in the section “Rawls and particularity” below.

38 See Chapters 2 and 4.
39 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 15.
40 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 155–156.
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behavior they are to determine that generate obligations. The
morality that makes these reasons strong and acceptable bases
of action does not derive from the political character of their
enforcement, nor does it exclusively authorize political tech-
niques even when such reasons are facilitated by them. Thus it
deprives these reasons from being grounds of a specially polit-
ical obligation. Pertaining to such moral reasons, the natural
duty of justice neither indispensably requires publicly ascer-
tainable standards of the kind imposed by the state nor defines
a duty special to them.

Nevertheless, one might appeal to the existence and value
of good laws on which the character of a political system is
founded, or by which it is expressed, as a reason for support-
ing any further laws that contribute to the preservation of the
good ones. Thus appeal to the value of good laws as a reason re-
quiring general obedience for this system to be respected. This
is an appeal to the moral “argument from setting a bad exam-
ple.”25 It is the argument that known disobedience to certain
(even bad) laws on the part of some individuals will badly af-
fect other individuals’ conformity to good laws or to a good
legal system as a whole. Therefore only general obedience to
any law can preserve and thus respect good laws. Raz seems
right that this argument is inadequate as a ground of general
political obligation. Disobedience is undetected in many cases
and, more important, it does not always set a bad example en-
couraging offenses against good laws. In fact disobedience to
bad laws could encourage the improvement of a system and en-
force conformity. The known violation of good laws can also
invite disapproval on the part of those individuals who engage
in a reflective assessment of their value. Individuals can sup-
port good laws on the basis of their own evaluation, without
the need for a general requirement of obedience to affect their
reasoning and behavior. These observations indicate that the

25 Raz, The Authority of Law, 237–241.
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argument from bad example lacks generality. That is, it sim-
ply does not apply to various cases of legally evaluable actions
that must be shown to be such by a theory of political obli-
gation. The relevance of this criticism to the natural duty of
justice lies in that the argument from bad example can apply
to just laws, since they are a paradigm of goodness that might
be expressive of a system. The qualified argument falls prey to
a similar objection: disobedience does not provide a bad exam-
ple generalized enough to hurt a just system and thus violate
the requirement of the natural duty. It follows that the natu-
ral duty of justice fails, in a similar manner, to combine the
duty to support just institutions with the generality condition
of political obligation.26

The above remarks suggest that the just character of an insti-
tution does not provide a sufficient ground for political obliga-
tion. The arguments from justice just examined fail to conjoin
it with the essentially political character of this obligation. The
conclusion reached so far finds expression in John Simmons’s
statement that, while morality means that “just institutions are
the sort that ought to be promoted (for a variety of reasons), …
it is this fact alone that is expressed by a duty of justice.”27 Thus,
“the mere justice of an institution … is insufficient to derive a
moral requirement to comply with and do one’s part in that in-
stitution.”28 In other words, although justice is a necessary pre-
condition for grounding political obligation, it is insufficient as
a ground of such an obligation.

26 Raz, The Authority of Law, 241. To remind the reader, the general-
ity condition is one essential link between a moral ground and the political
character of political obligation. The two are constitutive elements of a sat-
isfactory account of our political bonds. The combination of all the four
conditions of political obligation is expressive of the political character of
such an obligation. For this, see the sections “The two main aspects of the
problem of political obligation” and “The conditions of political obligation”
in Chapter 1 of this study.

27 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 154.
28 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 154.
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when, for example, one explicitly consents. My arguments in
Chapter 2 showed that explicit consent constitutes a genuine
expression of initiation of and participation in a particular re-
lationship, even though existing polities fail to obtain it. It is
also an element that is lacking in natural-duty accounts.

Second, Simmons claims that the natural duty satisfies only
a “weak or territorial sense of application,” one holding, for
example, when we “live in an area in which [the rules of an in-
stitution] are enforced,” which, not being morally significant,
cannot establish “a genuine duty.”34 It is important to note
here that this claim is merely that a theory of natural duty can
satisfy only this weak sense of application. It is not to be in-
terpreted as a claim that Rawls himself appeals to such a weak
notion of application or that it is consistent with his theory as
a whole. In fact, he does not appeal to it, since his contrac-
tualism is “an idea of reason” (to echo Kant’s phrase)35 rather
than an actual recipe for legitimate government. This observa-
tion attacks a stronger formulation of the present objection as
part of the criticism from particularity. In that formulation the
claim is that an appeal to Rawls’s phrase “apply to us,” as an
indication that the duty addresses the inhabitants of a partic-
ular community, is an arbitrary move: it focuses on “practical
considerations,” concerning the proximity of each state to the
members of the society that it governs, as an important reason
for obedience. Such a focus works in defiance of principled
considerations, which in fact constitute the proper basis of any
attempt to combine particularity with justice. In general, the
inclusion of the “application clause” in a natural-duty theory
seems illegitimate, mainly because it renders the justice of an
institution irrelevant to a justification of our political bonds.36
The position of natural duties within Rawls’s theory, especially

34 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 150–152.
35 Kant, “On the Common Saying,” 79.
36 For these observations, see Simmons, Moral Principles and Political

Obligations, 153–156; Horton, Political Obligation, 104–105.
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which is: what principles would render a constitution accept-
able in terms of justice? Although he remains consistent in his
attempt and this fact is recognized in the present discussion,
it is crucial to distinguish the two directions. This distinction
generates a basic anarchist critique against theories of justice.
Most importantly, however, it clarifies the main anarchist argu-
ment. The anarchist insists that an account that concentrates
on the support of established institutions that embody conven-
tional principles, such as Rawls’s liberal theory, leaves behind
the most fundamental problem. It presupposes precisely the
issue that should concern us most, that is, the very authority
about which we should be skeptical.32

The argument arising from particularity

Given the above considerations, the most prominent criticism
against the Rawlsian natural duty of justice as an account of
political obligation concerns its relationship to the particularity
condition of political obligation. To remind the reader, particu-
larity is the requirement that an account of political obligation
should explain the special relationship between persons and
the particular government of their country of residence. The
criticism focuses on the observation that the duty to support
just institutions does not explain the particular relation of each
citizen to his or her own polity. It rather facilitates support of
every system that is just, whenever that is possible.

These points are supported by an extended argument made
by Simmons.33 He asserts, first, that the theory of natural duty
lacks a “strong sense of application,” namely one that is gener-
ated by actions that make an individual “an active participant,”

32 For similar observations, see Pateman, The Problem of Political Obli-
gation, 113–129; McLaughlin, Anarchism and Authority, 95–96.

33 The quotations together with the components of this argument as
presented here are taken, or derived, from Simmons, Moral Principles and
Political Obligations, 150–156.
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Jeremy Waldron gives an explanation of how the demands
of justice involved in the natural duty account should be under-
stood that might facilitate an effective reply to the preceding
objection.29 When examining justice as one of the significant
conditions of political obligation, Waldron proposes that it is
important to understand justice as a moral imperative. For this,
it is not enough for us to ensure that the institutions we happen
to have are just. Rather the natural duty of justice means that
“the demands of justice [ought to] be pursued period” and is sat-
isfied only when we do our part to establish just institutions.30
In this light, the demands of the natural duty of justice evoke a
sense in which an institution can be just that Waldron consid-
ers both to be different from the one adopted by Simmons and
Raz in their criticism and to be substantive enough to establish
political obligation in terms of such a duty. According to Wal-
dron’s understanding, an institution “can be just in the sense
that it is doing something that justice requires” and not in the
sense that he attributes to Simmons, namely that it is “just in
the way it operates.”31 Thismeans that an institution is just not
when its internal operations are just without it being important
from the point of view of justice that we assist them, but rather
when it responds to the demands of justice, that is, when it is
a matter of justice that it has its practices realized. And since
the demands of justice are overriding, whenever present in an
institution they facilitate an explanation of our bonds to that
institution in terms of natural duty.

29 For this analysis, see Waldron, Liberal Rights, 27–30.
30 Waldron, Liberal Rights, 28–29.
31 Waldron, Liberal Rights, 29–30. This latter sense can be derived from

Simmons’s explanation in Simmons, “Justification and Legitimacy,” 754–755.
It can also be understood in terms of the elements involved in Raz’s discus-
sion of good and just institutions, namely in terms of techniques that con-
stitute a system’s substantive functioning and in terms of its containing just
laws expressive of its character (Raz,TheAuthority of Law; see the discussion
of these elements above).
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This argument does not help to deflect the preceding criti-
cism, however. My argument is that the requirements of jus-
tice may be imperative and to this extent affect the evaluation
of, and our allegiance to, an institution that satisfies them on
purely moral grounds, without any essential reference to its
political features. In this way, their importance is asserted
through morality, but this does not mean that such require-
ments entail (or simply are) political obligations. For this, it
has to be shown that only a political organization qua polit-
ical is effective and appropriate for realizing these demands,
which is what the anarchist doubts. The anarchist conclusions
reached above still hold, namely that the moral value of justice
might ground the acceptability of an institution, but it does not
on its own generate a moral requirement to comply with the in-
stitution. Waldron nonetheless prolongs his argument and, as
a reply exactly to this objection, provides an account of effec-
tiveness and legitimacy that he sees as tied to the natural-duty
theory. I will examine his argument in the discussion of partic-
ularity in the next section. For now, the point made is that the
value of justice cannot by itself ground a special relationship
of obligation to political institutions. This point is reinforced
when the natural duty of justice is tested against the particu-
larity condition.

The main upshot of the above considerations on the role of
justice in an account of political obligation can now be stated.
Justice makes strong moral claims on us. Such demands, how-
ever, do not derive from the political status of any institutional
organization that may make them. They thus constitute gen-
eral moral requirements and lead to the approval of the quality
of any form of social order that reflects respect for them, but
they cannot provide a sufficient defense of political obligation.
Furthermore, the arguments for this conclusion show that an-
archism recognizes the importance of the demands of justice
in a society. The main anarchist claim, for which the present
conclusion provides support, is that the state is not essential
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to the satisfaction of these demands and that, therefore, the de-
mands of justice neither legitimize the authority of the state
nor establish the necessity of its existence.

These claims form the basis of the argument I want to ad-
vance in this chapter. Significantly, they reveal the following
points. The demands of justice can, in the end, ground the
acceptability of certain forms of government, distinguish bad
from good governments, and also serve as a criterion for avoid-
ing excesses of power. But this is not enough for settling the
problem of obligation to political institutions: good reasons
constitute sufficient justification for institutions, if we under-
stand by this that they are legitimate forms of social organiza-
tion, but not for our obligation to the state. The anarchist view
expressed in the present criticism reflects an approach that goes
beyond a concern with justifying the legitimacy of political
constraints, which is a concern with putting limits on politi-
cal institutions within a background where they are generally
accepted as a given. For such an approach, an understanding
of the proper role of general moral values in an assessment of
political institutions is crucial. And the present demonstration
of the lack of connection between one such value and the spe-
cial political nature of those constraints is the first step in this
direction. Political constraints are exclusive and inevitable in
nature, and the failure of general moral values to ground po-
litical obligation in them as such directs us to a different use
of those values in an attempt to evaluate political institutions,
one primarily determined by this special nature.

The arguments of the present section can now be completed
by stating a final point. On the whole, these arguments re-
flect the decisive difference between the anarchist approach
and the focus of Rawls’s account. The anarchist asks the pri-
mary question whether there should be any political obliga-
tions. Rawls presumes an answer to this question. He presup-
poses state legitimacy and moves on to concentrate on another
normative question, the question about the content of justice,
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identity supplement this picture. They give us a better idea of
what it is to build a personality and different roles within the
social world we inhabit and of what responsibilities this gener-
ates. Horton’s reminders of the different ways we are obligated
to our states constitute a useful picture of the ways our citizen-
ship can be realized, corrected, and developed, whether there is
a general political obligation or not. Our existing attitudes and
beliefs and our existing relation to a particular polity cannot
alone ground a theory of political obligation. Still, the asso-
ciative account includes a description of political experience,
relations, and responsibilities that any standard for the eval-
uation of political reality must take into consideration. Thus,
it provides valuable elements for the anarchist ideal of legiti-
macy and, more generally, for the perspective on political in-
stitutions and the new outlook on what is “political” that the
anarchist criticism urges us to adopt.
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rived from the moral character of the scheme, and injustice
in it—or the violation of utility or, more generally, a scheme’s
promotion of immoral ends—need not affect the existence of
such obligations. It is not the general character of the scheme,
but the fact that fairness-based procedures take place that mat-
ters for considerations of fairness. On this basis, the rules of
fair play can determine reciprocity and make citizens interact
fairly. Also, although the condition of justice may be taken to
concern the distribution of benefits and burdens within a coop-
erative enterprise and, as such, to create a background within
which the fairness of the reciprocal relationships of the partic-
ipants can be secured more easily, the demands of fair play do
not necessarily depend on such a background in order to arise.
This is because the element that ismore directly relevant to con-
siderations of fairness is proportionality, not justice.27 This no-
tion motivates a central point with regard to fairness. It makes
more explicit the fact that the principle can apply as long as
each of the participants benefits in proportion to the costs (or
burdens) each suffers, and that it is this situation that is directly
relevant to the principle.28 But this is a situation that does not
arise exclusively in a just system.29 Of the two notions in play,
it is not justice but proportionality (in the distribution of the

27 For these points, see Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obliga-
tions, 110–114.

28 This element expresses a concern with creating and securing proper
relations between individuals in a society, which, as indicated in previous
chapters, is a central concern of the anarchists and the main source of their
challenge to political authority. Formore on this point, see the analysis of the
anarchist arguments in the present chapter (see the section “The anarchist
criticism of the principle of fairness”).

29 This point is indicated by Simmons (Simmons, Moral Principles and
Political Obligations, 112–114), but it is also compatible with Rawls’s dis-
cussion of the principle (Rawls, “Legal Obligation”) and with its defense by
Klosko, which is analyzed below (Klosko, “Presumptive Benefit,” see, e.g., p.
253 the comments connected with note 32 and, more generally, all his ref-
erences to the third condition he poses on the application of the principle).
See also Dagger, “Membership.”
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relevant benefits and burdens) that is integral to the rationale
of the principle of fairness.

There is, however, another consideration with regard to jus-
tice. The justice of an institution has been accepted in the previ-
ous chapter (as a result of the anarchist criticism of the natural
duty of justice) as a central feature of an ideal of legitimacy
to which visions of society must conform (although not suffi-
cient to ground political obligation). Justice is a significant in-
dication of the bearing and role of considerations about quality,
or institutional morality, within the debate on political obliga-
tion. The relevance of this point to the present considerations
on fairness is this: although justice is not a feature integral to
the demands of fair play, the recognition of its significance in
an ideal of political legitimacy functions as an external condi-
tion on the principle of fairness. By this I mean that, although
the success of the principle as the foundation of a theory of po-
litical obligation should be decided by reference to its internal
rationale, its final acceptability as a general basis of legitimate
authority is not independent of the satisfaction of central de-
mands of justice. Its establishment as such a basis presupposes
recognition of these demands. Thus, a defense of political in-
stitutions on the basis of the principle of fairness should also
establish the compatibility of the workings of these institutions
with the main demands of justice (as distinctive requirements
among other moral obligations).

The anarchist criticism of the principle of
fairness

Let me turn now to the most important criticism of the princi-
ple of fairness as an account of political obligation. This criti-
cism draws upon the problems that the principle faces in meet-
ing the generality condition of political obligation. It is active
in two areas. The first concerns the inadequacy of the princi-
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debate of political obligation requires and Horton himself rec-
ognizes.78 It is necessary for the general moral values that
provide the criteria for filtering political institutions and re-
lations to underlie this and every similar account. Moreover,
the strongest element of the associative argument, its ability
to satisfy the demand for particularity, does not prove so effec-
tive. Even this explanation of political relationships, with its
descriptive and empirical as well as normative character, lacks
the specificity necessary to determine the content of political
obligations. Much depends on the traditions, values, and insti-
tutions of each particular polity, which philosophy cannot say
anything about in detail to a very great extent. However, the
generalization that characterizes philosophical thinking does
not lose its significance here, since it provides the critical dis-
tance necessary for an appropriate evaluation of our political
practices, relations, and lives, a generalization that the account
examined at present does not seem qualified to provide.

Nonetheless, Horton’s associative theory can be appreciated
in another important way. At this point we can see its relation
to the anarchist ideal of legitimacy, which comes hand in hand
with the anarchist demand for a moral evaluation of the nor-
mativity of political institutions and provides the horizon for
such an evaluation. Along with the values of freedom, equal-
ity, justice, and fairness, we can consider now the values of
membership and identification. In examining the principle of
fairness, participation was appreciated as a central value and
practice within social and political life. This kind of involve-
ment is also demonstrated within the theory of associative po-
litical obligation. The additional elements of belonging and a
sense of identification with our polity as well as of the impor-
tance of our role as citizens in the construction of our personal

78 Horton, “PeterWhinch and Political Authority”; Horton, “In Defence
of Associative Political Obligations: Part One,” 429 and 437–438; Horton, “In
Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,” 3 and 15.
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Concluding remarks: The value of
Horton’s associative theory

The preceding presentation of Horton’s associative theory of
political obligation leads to certain conclusions about its value.

Horton’s arguments establish the reasonableness of his asso-
ciative theory. It is plausible and acceptable that we conceive,
understand, and explain political obligations in terms of our
membership in a particular polity. The merit of this account is
that it is a very direct and pragmatic proposal. It starts, in a
classical manner, by indicating the danger of conflict and the
importance of security and order. It simply says that, as far
as they provide this good, we are obligated to our polities in
so many ways, those that the phenomenology concerning our
observed political behavior and our beliefs shows. So instead
of moving toward more holistic, metaphysical, or demanding
explanations, we should take that as a sign of the existence of
political obligation and explain it on the relevant grounds. It is
more than enough to appreciate the value of our existing polit-
ical experience and try to make it more intelligible to ourselves
and others.

This picture is quite appealing. It represents a philosophy
that is connected to everyday life and respects the history and
values of our political experience. It is a form of empirical phi-
losophy that makes use of and provides practice for the quali-
ties, roles, attitudes, relations, and interrelations appearing and
characterizing the political canvas of most contemporary soci-
eties. It also recognizes the demand to satisfy the argument
about the quality of political institutions, which is a precondi-
tion for any account of political obligation.

Nevertheless, as demonstrated through the preceding argu-
ments, it is not a complete and compelling theory of political
obligation. The phenomenology of membership and identifica-
tion alone does not have the normative significance that the
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ple interpreted either in terms of “receipt” or in terms of “ac-
ceptance.” The account of fairness in this chapter focuses on
these two interpretations. The second concerns the conception
of community, integral to the rationale of the principle, as “a
scheme of social cooperation.”

“Receipt” versus “Acceptance”

Objections to understanding fairness obligations in terms of “Re-
ceipt”

The formulation of the principle of fairness advanced by
Hart legitimates the interpretation under which the central
condition for its adequate application as an account of political
obligation is claimed to be the mere receipt of benefits. So we
have this reading of the principle: when individuals receive
benefits from a political scheme that is sustained by the
obedience of other individuals, they are required, in fairness
to those who obeyed, to reciprocate by accepting similar
obligations as their proportional share of burdens.

A first objection to this claim is provided by the doubt as to
whether existing governments actually provide the required
benefits. This involves both difficulties related to conflicting
beliefs about what these benefits are and the fact that some
people, or groups of them, either do not or try not to receive
them.30 The interpretation thus runs into difficulties when
faced with the demand for generality. Either the goods pro-
vided are not generally regarded as benefits, or the fact that
there exists variability in their receipt entails that there is “vari-
ability in political obligations.”31 This does not sit easily with
the need for the general applicability of the principle of fairness
as an account of political obligation. Disparity in the individu-

30 For the latter, see, for example, JonathanWolff, “What is the Problem
of Political Obligation?,” Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society Supplementary
91 (1990): 166 (his reference to anarchists and to gypsies as such cases).

31 Wolff, “What is the Problem of Political Obligation?,” 166–167.
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als’ previous sacrifice and compliance, as well as in the effects
of previous disobedience, affects the scope of political obliga-
tion in terms of fair play.32 However, I will pursue this thought
no further. We may defuse this objection by accepting that the
state succeeds in providing goods such as protection from pol-
lution or the provision of national security, along with other
goods deriving from the rule of law,33 and that such things can
be conceived as important benefits and are likely to be received
by most citizens.34 Nonetheless, the most serious criticism of
receipt as the proper interpretation of the principle of fairness
lies elsewhere.

The most serious criticism relates to a challenging of the
moral validity of receipt. Nozick’s criticism of fairness suggests
this objection, demonstrating that it is morally unacceptable to
infer obligations from the receipt of goods that are inescapable
and thus are forced upon individuals without their consent.35
The most well known of Nozick’s examples reflects this criti-
cism by describing the receipt of possibly desirable yet unso-
licited goods. It is the “public address system” example, where
a person is required out of fairness to do his part after having
benefited from a public broadcast instituted by his neighbors
for reasons of public entertainment. According to Nozick, that
requirement is morally invalid, since the benefit in question is
received independently of the individual’s preference andwith-
out its having been consensually accepted. This claim is con-
nected essentially with Nozick’s view that only requirements

32 Smith, “Is There a Prima Facie Obligation?,” 957.
33 Or that it constitutes the best possible way of obtaining the required

benefits.
34 Statistical research by Klosko and Klein purports to show that most

people think that they benefit from the rule of law and other services of the
state (Klosko and Klein, “Political Obligations”).

35 Or goods that are avoided only in ways that create great inconve-
nience or great costs to individuals, conditions that are also undesired (as
burdens forced on them).
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ist claims of a general morality—is only conditional.77 This is
the conclusion of all the above arguments in this section. The
other aspect of establishing local obligation, the obligation as-
pect, is even more indicative of these shortcomings. Horton’s
theory bases obligation on the fact of shared convictions about
its existence. That others endorse certain beliefs might be a
consideration to take into account, but it is not a reason good
enough for one’s own belief and for any moral obligation at-
tached to it. As we have seen above, such considerations have
moral weight only by reference to an underlying general moral-
ity that provides the final justification.

According to Vernon, Horton’s theory cannot provide
the ground for avoiding the critical philosophical anarchist
demand for independent personal evaluation. Only a theory
based on moral universalism has such hope. The examination
of the above arguments leads us to the conclusion that he is
right. Specifically, associative obligations can be accommo-
dated by a universalist moral theory, which can deal better
with the problems that associativism is proposed to solve. Yet
Vernon sees philosophical anarchism as the complete opposite
of moral universalism and as a view to be avoided. In complet-
ing this section, it is this part of his argument that I want to
oppose. Critical philosophical anarchism is not inconsistent
with moral universalism. To insist on personal evaluation does
not exclude the existence and adoption of a general morality
to which one can appeal when applying personal judgment.
Critical philosophical anarchism argues that, so far, moral
universalism does not entail political obligation, and this is
the main reason why the latter lacks justification. The task
that Vernon believes defenders of the state have is the same
task demanded by the anarchist. At this point we can agree
that Horton’s theory does no better in meeting this demand
than the previous theories examined in this study.

77 Vernon, “Obligation by Association?,” 866–867, 877–878.
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The special strength of associative obligation theory, how-
ever, might be its ability to explain our special relationship to
a particular polity. All the above might explain the content of
obligation, that associative obligations are mediations of gen-
eral morality. In order to account for political relationships,
however, morality should be shown to establish local objects.
The phenomenology of associativism seems to provide imme-
diately the necessary element: associative political obligations
are immediately attached to particular institutions. So the im-
portance of particularizing obligationsmight still be a powerful
tool in the hands of the defender of associativism.

Even in this respect, though, we have seen above that Hor-
ton’s theory might face problems: the subjective and the ob-
jective aspect of the associative argument might come apart,
it might prove difficult for that kind of phenomenology to ac-
count for the precise content and extent of political relation-
ships, and, in the end, the theory does not bring particular-
ity, membership, and identification together to form a com-
plete justification (see the discussion of Horton’s positive ar-
guments in the section “Horton’s constructive account of as-
sociative political obligations and the anarchist challenge”, es-
pecially the subsections “The associative argument” and “The
anarchist challenge”).

The final argument that can be added here regarding the
problems of associative theory arises when we examine both
the locality and the obligation aspect of local obligation. Lo-
cality is important and it is necessary for any theory of politi-
cal obligation to provide ways of accounting for it. This study
shows that no theory has succeeded in this respect so far. Hor-
ton’s theory might not be based on the ambition for a complete
justification, but Vernon is right that the establishment of its
reasonableness is not enough for obligation: themiddle ground
this theory occupies by advocating that we should give way to
the demands of our associations—instead of our personal judg-
ment that philosophical anarchism insists on or the universal-
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created by acts involving consent are morally acceptable.36 But
it can be derived also from Hume’s argument against tacit con-
sent discussed in the section “Tacit consent” in Chapter 2, that
we cannot assume obligations in terms of consent when the
impositions of political institutions are unavoidable.

The objection has, however, taken a more general form. The
principle of fairness makes use of the point that the argument
from tacit consent failed to make, facing problems with illegit-
imate inference.37 This principle indicates our position with
regard to important benefits as determinative of our obligation,
without basing obligation on the assumption that such a posi-
tion is a sign of consent. Nevertheless, the present objection
in its more general form challenges the applicability of the
position required in order to bind us by reference to benefits.
The more general form of the objection is represented by the
so-called “limiting argument.”38 According to this argument,
the principle of fairness cannot apply within schemes that
provide benefits with the status of public goods (as described
earlier in this chapter), since this status—especially their non-
excludability—makes their voluntary acceptance impossible.
The impossibility of voluntary acceptance of open benefits
renders the objection more general, since it is independent of
an advocacy of consent as the only proper moral ground. The
principle need not be taken to invoke consent. Yet it is not
that we have not consented that matters. Rather the inevitable
presence of benefits makes any expression of willing accep-
tance indiscernible. This objection appears in the writings
of Rawls. His formulation of the principle makes explicit
reference to voluntary acceptance, and his later rejection of

36 Nozick, Anarchy, State and Utopia, 95. For this, see also Simmons,
Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 118; Klosko, “Presumptive Benefit,”
246.

37 For this point and failure, see the section “Tacit consent” of Chapter
2.

38 See Klosko, “Presumptive Benefit,” 244.
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it as a ground of political obligation is mainly motivated by
the difficulties created by this inapplicability (I discuss these
difficulties in the section “Simmons on ‘Acceptance’ ”). The
valid applicability of the principle is questioned when the
possibility of voluntary acts is threatened.

The main point of the above criticism is that a focus on the
receipt of benefits ignores the self-assumed acts that give rise
to individual responsibility, while at the same time it assumes
such a responsibility. Individuals are considered bound in the
absence of their effective participation. But responsibility and
obligation may not be derived without the presence and effec-
tive expression of free agency and involvement.

The upshot, then, of the two objections above is that the
mere receipt of benefits does not give rise to a conception of
the principle of fairness upon which it is possible to base its
acceptability as a ground of political obligation. First, receipt
may not be sufficiently general in existing societies, but second,
and more important, even if it is, it has morally unacceptable
implications.
Klosko’s defense of “Receipt”
The above conclusion, however, has been rebutted by a more

sophisticated use of the notion of receipt, found in Klosko’s
defense of the principle of fairness. Klosko protests that the
strength of Nozick’s argument lies in the latter’s reference to
benefits of negligible value,39 and so Klosko aims at providing
moral considerations that give to the receipt of benefits a moral
significance that overrides the requirement of voluntary accep-
tance. In discussing this feature of Nozick’s example (namely,
triviality), I indicated that the value of goods has some impor-
tance for considerations of fairness.40 So I accept that Klosko’s
observation provides a plausible motivation for his defense of

39 For this, see Klosko, “Presumptive Benefit,” 246.
40 This importance also creates a natural combination between this prin-

ciple as ground of political obligation and considerations about institutional
morality. These considerations, as argued in previous chapters, when ap-
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here, and in the case of coincidence examined above, the local
and the general may share common aims. One way of seeing
how conflicts might be resolved is to recognize the importance
of grasping the general in the particular. One attack on gen-
eral morality would use partiality to present it as detached and
inhuman when special obligations to particular people arise.
When, for example, people shelter fugitives in a period of war,
or protect their guilty children from the police, morality seems
to require them to choose to not lie over saving those involved
with them in that particular relationship. Thus it seems to dis-
card and betray the importance of certain ties or the affective
tone of special relations. Still, we can see that in those cases
it is a sense of shared humanity or general compassion that
moves the agents, and so what matters is the “humanity-in-
proximity,” not the particularity of the victim.75 So the gener-
alization involved within morality seems necessary to the lo-
cal and particular, rather than opposed to it. It is through the
capacity to generalize that we can capture the importance of
specific acts and relations. Professional ethics are a good exam-
ple: although there are special professional duties that define
professional contact, we cannot separate ourselves as profes-
sionals from ourselves as whole persons. Professional obliga-
tionsmight be decisive inmany certain cases, but, in the end, to
play this role, they are “mediated by a process of [more general
moral] reflection.”76 Such mediation can be transferred from
professional to other relations, such as familial ones, and any
special characteristic of such relationships can be integrated
within morality. In the end, through generalization, mediation,
and transference, we can see that conflicts can be resolved and
answers given that include both the general and the particular,
or better the particular as situated within the general.

75 Vernon, “Obligation by Association?,” 874.
76 Vernon, “Obligation by Association?,” 875.
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such a group do not lose their value, even though the moral
principle against theft cancels the value of the group. Vernon
does not believe that this example establishes local obligation,
however. The case of the promise-keeping murderer is one of
“undermining” rather than of “overriding”: the promise is no
longer regarded as having moral weight; it is voided by the
wrongful purpose of murder.73 The parallel ends up having
negative consequences for membership obligations, because in
the same way that the weight of promises depends on the le-
gitimacy of the purpose to which they are put, the weight of
such obligations depends on how justifiable they are within
general morality. In defense of associative obligations, the re-
ply could be that the activity of promising does not lose its
general moral force just because it is undermined in particular
cases. The same goes for associative obligations: although they
have no force in particular cases, they do not lose their general
moral force. Yet Vernon is right to argue that such a response
would lead to the opposite of the associative account. It would
require a categorization that puts each of the associative obli-
gations we wish to rescue as morally valuable within a general
and morally sanctioned class analogous to that of promising.
This would bring us back to the terrain of general morality.
Thus, the last court of appeal seems once more to be the values
of general morality, rather than the obligations of associative
membership.

Equally important to the present discussion is an examina-
tion of the prospect of resolving conflicts between local obliga-
tions and general principles.74 Associativism claims that when
conflicts occur, neither local morality nor general principle de-
cides the matter, but rather the two views stay separate. Then
again, from the perspective of moral universalism, or of the
view advocating the importance of general morality adopted

73 Vernon, “Obligation by Association?,” 873.
74 Vernon, “Obligation by Association?,” 874–876.
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fairness. That defense depends essentially on three conditions
he imposes upon the acceptability of the principle. He claims
that the “goods supplied must be (i) worth the recipients’ ef-
fort in providing them; (ii) presumptively beneficial; and (iii)
have benefits and burdens that are fairly distributed.”41 The
originality of Klosko’s contribution is found in his notion of
“presumptively beneficial public goods,” which he takes to be
those that are reasonably regarded as “necessary for an accept-
able life for all members of the community.”42 Examples of such
that he gives are “physical security, protection from a hostile
environment, and the satisfaction of basic bodily needs.”43 His
contention is that in the indispensability of such goods we find
an importantly relevant and morally overriding feature, suffi-
cient to give rise to obligations through fairness in defiance of
the individuals’ right to decide for themselves whether to ac-
cept them. He completes his defense by providing examples
that support his main claim that the members of schemes that
provide these goods and also satisfy the other two conditions
he imposes are subject to political obligations on the basis of
fairness. Finally, he shows how individuals continue to have
obligations through fairness in a scheme that meets the three
conditions even when it provides “discretionary goods”—that
is, goods that “are of less value” or “not essential to people’s
well-being.”44 Thus, he contends that, according to his view,

plied compatibly with the nature of the relationship needed for political obli-
gation, have an important role to play within the debate.

41 George Klosko,The Principle of Fairness and Political Obligation (Lan-
ham: Rowman and Littlefield, 1992), 39.

42 Klosko, “Presumptive Benefit,” 246 (emphasis added). Klosko derives
this explanation from Rawls’s notion and conception of “primary goods”
(Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 62 and 92). Klosko sees his “presumptive public
goods” as “the public analogues of Rawls’s primary goods”: Klosko, “Pre-
sumptive Benefit,” 246. But this claim should not obscure the understanding
that Rawls’s primary goods are public goods.

43 Klosko, “Presumptive Benefit,” 247.
44 For Klosko’s whole discussion, see “Presumptive Benefit,” 247–259.
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the principle of fairness can effectively satisfy the generality
condition of political obligation.

Klosko’s theory provides an improved account of fairness
in terms of receipt, which comes as a reply, not only to the
limiting argument, but also to Simmons’s insistence on volun-
tary acceptance as an indispensable feature of the principle’s
application. However, using Simmons’s approach, I argue be-
low that Klosko’s view and its more effective employment in
Arneson, “The Principle of Fairness,” and Wolff, “Political Obli-
gation, Fairness and Independence,” underestimate the role of
acceptance. It is this role that is neglected and that I want to
elevate. Nevertheless, I further argue that views that focus on
acceptance fail to avoid the violation of the generality condi-
tion of political obligation.
Simmons on “Acceptance”
In his discussion of these issues, Simmons concentrates on

the notion of “voluntary acceptance” found in Rawls’s formula-
tion of the principle of fairness and provides an explanation of
“active participation” that makes this notion both meaningful
and significant for the principle’s applicability.45 He does this
because he believes that the notion is compatible with Hart’s
formulation as well,46 and that the principle survives the lim-
iting argument both in its Nozickian and in its Rawlsian con-
ception. That is, it can be defended both against Nozick’s view
that the principle is unacceptable to the extent that it departs
from consent, and against Rawls’s view that, in societies where
the benefits provided are open in nature, the voluntary accep-
tance of them is impossible and thus the principle is inapplica-
ble there as an account of political obligation.47

The reading of the principle of fairness that concerns us here
is the following: individuals who have willingly accepted the

45 See Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, chapter 5;
Simmons, Justification and Legitimacy, chapters 1 and 2.

46 Simmons, Justification and Legitimacy, 108.
47 Simmons, On the Edge of Anarchy, 251–252.
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importance of the anarchist insistence on the moral aspect of
the problem of political obligation and on the necessity of fil-
tering the institutions and practices of political authority. Par-
ticular practices and relations are central to political life, and
the local nature of associative obligations is suitable for captur-
ing this. Yet my point is that this latter observation offers no
proof that general principles are not necessary to those obli-
gations and that they cease to underlie independently applied
practices. On the contrary, considerations concerning the re-
duction of suffering and the egalitarian constraints on partial
concerns confirm the “triumph of public morality.”69

In the case of conflict with principles of general morality, the
issue is whether associative obligations can have any indepen-
dent moral force. If the conflict leads to their cancellation, then
these obligations are “subordinate, derivative or conditional” in
character.70 Horton’s argument against this criticism is that, in
the same way that principles of general morality might be can-
celled by overriding considerations, yet without losing their
moral weight, associative obligations can retain their moral
force when cancelled by such principles.71 In reply, Vernon
wants to examine whether a parallel between the example of
honor among thieves that Horton uses and the indicative ex-
ample of the cancellation of promises can be successful. In the
case where someone promises to perform a murder, the princi-
ple against taking a life voids the principle of promise-keeping,
but this does not mean that the latter loses its moral weight. A
thief who keeps faith with the arrangement he has made with
his co-robbers is praiseworthy in this respect, despite the fact
that morality rejects theft.72 So particular obligations within

69 Vernon, “Obligation by Association?,” 872.
70 For this issue, see Vernon, “Obligation by Association?,” 872–874.
71 Horton, Political Obligation, 156–157; Horton, “In Defence of Asso-

ciative Political Obligations: Part One,” 437.
72 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part One,”

438.
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ciples and the phenomenology of the experienced obligations
have to coincide. In reference to this central issue, Vernon goes
on to examine two different situations that raise different ques-
tions. Where associative obligations coincide with universal
ones, the redundancy issue arises against the latter, and where
they do not, there is an issue about the independent force of
associative obligations.

In the case of coincidence, the “independence” claim is used
to support redundancy: it is the view that associative obliga-
tions might be consistent with principles of general morality,
but the latter are not necessary for the strength of the former.68
As Vernon points out, it is difficult to separate the cases and
see exactly whether there is real independence and where it
lies. The contexts of life are complex, multiple, and varied and
could probably be captured better by the phenomenology of
the associative account. Nevertheless, there is something to
be said about the power of general moral principles. Vernon
describes the historical process through which local practices
have come to converge with general principles as a slow, long,
and rigorous process of election, a screening through which lo-
cal practices have been approved by those principles and have
come in later years to be applied without further appeal to
them. He also refers to the conceptual reason of convergence,
which has to do with the fact that local practices and general
principles respond to similar considerations. This latter indi-
cates the importance of principles in reducing the vulnerability
of human beings to suffering, which is the principal considera-
tion that guides judgments about locally valued practices. But
the historical reason is even more crucial here. Pointing to the
fact that local practices have acquired independence through a
screening process selecting them according to the demands of
civil equality validates even more the significance of general
morality. Once more it verifies the anarchist approach: the

68 See Vernon, “Obligation by Association?,” 870–872.
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benefits provided by the state, as sustained by the obedience of
other individuals, are bound in fairness to those others to recip-
rocate by recognizing obligations proportional to their willing
enjoyment of the benefits. Because there is a problem that we
cannot have obligation in the absence of individual consent,
the focus turns on fairness as a principle that shows the in-
dividuals’ input otherwise. Through acceptance, the principle
makes a suitable addition to the theory of tacit consent. By
applying on the basis of explicit and operative manifestations
of individual involvement, it is offered as a good way of evad-
ing illegitimate inferences of such an involvement, like those
made in the name of tacit consent. At the same time, it does
not involve the strict requirements that make explicit consent
unattainable.

Simmons understands acceptance as “active participation.”48
In this he is motivated by an observation about Nozick’s criti-
cism of the principle of fairness that differs importantly from
that of Klosko (that has already been presented in the section
“ ‘Klosko’s defense of ‘Receipt’ ”). He observes that, while the
value of the benefits must not be arbitrary, as it is in Nozick’s
examples, the real problem with these examples, as far as fair-
ness is concerned, is that the non-contributors are “outsiders”
with respect to the cooperative scheme and so cannot be prop-
erly regarded as free-riders.49 Thus, he concentrates on pro-
viding a notion of participation that distinguishes “insiders”
from “outsiders” and that is meant to help establish obligations
through fairness for the former (in terms of acceptance even in

48 This idea of his is analyzed in Simmons,Moral Principles and Political
Obligations, Chapter 5; Simmons, “TheAnarchist Position”; Simmons,On the
Edge of Anarchy, 248–260; Simmons, Justification and Legitimacy, chapters 1
and 2.

49 This discussion can be found in Simmons, Moral Principles and Po-
litical Obligations, 119 and 122–123; Simmons, Justification and Legitimacy,
Chapter1.
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schemes where the benefits provided are open), but that does
not obligate the latter at all.50

Simmons explains acceptance of a benefit as “either (1) try-
ing to get (and succeeding in getting) the benefit, or (2) taking
the benefit willingly and knowingly.”51 The crux of his argu-
ment lies in that, in schemes where the benefits are open, ac-
ceptance is still possible in one of these senses and so can deter-
mine who the schemes’ proper participants are. He argues that
in such schemes it is not clear how individuals would go about
trying to get the benefits, since open benefits are received by
everyone irrespective of their attitudes.52 Thus he sees the lim-
iting argument to be effective with regard to the first sense of
acceptance, but not with regard to the second. He claims that
normally it is in the second sense of acceptance that we can
see open benefits being accepted. This sense he analyzes by
reference to facts about our attitudes and beliefs such as “[not]
regard[ing] the benefits as having been forced upon us against
our will, or think[ing] that [they] are not worth the price we
must pay for them,” and as “an understanding of the status of
those benefits relative to the party providing them.”53

However, generality is still a problem. Although such a no-
tion of acceptance is meaningful and has the status of active
participation, it is not the usual attitude of individuals in ex-

50 This distinction is also active in the problem of securing social co-
ordination understood in its ordinary sense (for the ordinary sense of co-
ordination, see n. 6). It is important both in those situations and in the
problem discussed at present that the individuals regarded as participants
and whose actions directly affect common enterprises be clearly detected.
The distinction between insiders and outsiders also facilitates the attempt to
find and secure proper relations between individuals within a society, which
concerns the anarchist most. By understanding whether and how individu-
als are involved in the generation and operation of social services, we start to
explain their interrelations, and thus their obligations, in ways that prevent
arbitrary subordination.

51 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 132–133.
52 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 132.
53 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 132.
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moral universalism does not support political obligation, how-
ever, critical philosophical anarchism is not incompatible with
it. On the contrary, this anarchist view advocates a general
morality that imposes more demanding criteria on theories of
political obligation. As long as these theories do not meet the
relevant criteria, any obedience is actually convergence with
independent moral demands rather than deference to (morally
justified) political authority. For anarchists this is not a prob-
lem, but for the defenders of political obligation it definitely
is.

The first difficulty that Horton’s theory faces, according to
Vernon, is with the irreducibility claim.66 According to this
claim, associative political obligations are based on the impor-
tance of political membership and the particular relations that
it involves, so they cannot be reduced to principles of general
morality. Different ways of explaining this claim can be intel-
ligible and acceptable, but they do not say much about the in-
dependent moral force of associative obligations. For example,
it can be admitted that particular obligations do not contain
only elements that can be understood in terms of, or derived
from, general morality. Also, the “phenomenological jewel” of
the associative thesis, as Vernon calls it, that “associative obli-
gations do not require prior subjective acknowledgement of
general principles by which they might be supposed to be sup-
ported,” is true.67 But these positions are compatible with the
view that principles of general morality still underlie the exis-
tence and function of such obligations, constituting the criteria
by reference to which these obligations are justified as particu-
lar standards representing those principles in different locales
and conditions. Political acts are of the kind that needs to re-
spond to justifiable principles. The real question, as Vernon
puts it, is whether justification in terms of general moral prin-

66 For this, see Vernon, “Obligation by Association?,” 867–869.
67 Vernon, “Obligation by Association?,” 868.
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is corrosive to deny the functionality of people’s belief in politi-
cal obligations—that they might have such obligations and that
they matter. Nevertheless, a general moral justification of the
existence of political obligation has not been given, and it does
not seem possible. Until this changes, there is no good reason
why a world where alternative social structures are cultivated
should be undesired and unviable, and why, in such a world (or
even in this world), moral criteria and moral obligations can-
not play the role attributed to political ones, avoiding instabil-
ity and chaos. Philosophical anarchists do not free themselves
from participation in our political world and the responsibility
this entails. Rather they remind us that the fact that we cannot
easily do without the state should not discourage us from criti-
cizing it and from the effort to try other possibilities. And this
fact certainly should not encourage its sanctification.

The challenge from moral universalism

Thebelief in the existence and sharing of a general morality the
criteria of which justify and define all action (personal, social,
and political), or in the existence of a general moral perspective,
is called “moral universalism.”

In his 2007 article “Obligation by Association? A reply to
John Horton,” Richard Vernon argues that, in his effort to de-
fend associative political obligations against philosophical an-
archism, and rightly so, Horton risks handing them over to the
camp of moral universalism. In the end, the latter is a more
comprehensive view and can accommodate the phenomenol-
ogy of associative obligation.65

In this section, I want to argue that moral universalism can
indeed accommodate aspects of political morality more fully
than Horton’s associative theory and can facilitate the associa-
tive argument. Despite the philosophical anarchist claim that

65 Vernon, “Obligation by Association?,” 866.
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isting states. It is rare that we consider our political obliga-
tions as the correlative burdens of benefits received willingly
and knowingly. For example, many citizens hardly notice ben-
efits that they receive and many others do not believe that the
benefits received are worth the price imposed on them, as is
the case with high taxes, legal restrictions on harmless private
pleasures, or compulsory participation in wars of foreign pol-
icy.54 Even though Simmons takes the second sense of accep-
tance to be applicable within existing societies and thus to al-
low that at least some individuals could demonstrate it there,
he still believes that acceptance cannot meet the generality
condition of political obligation within existing societies. This
point receives support from the considerations concerning the
idea of political communities as schemes of social cooperation,
to which I will turn in the section “Fairness, political obligation,
and the idea of societies as ‘Schemes of Social Cooperation.’ ”

This argument is also the first step for my disagreement with
Klosko as regards the importance he places on the fact that ordi-
nary people think that they have political obligations and tend
to conceive these obligations in terms of fairness.55 Although
I concede that the moral beliefs of ordinary people matter, I
do not think that the results of Klosko’s empirical investiga-
tion make any important progress toward establishing politi-
cal obligation on the basis of fairness. First of all, that the facts
are such is itself doubtful: the form of the questions asked in
Klosko’s investigation and the answers to them do not iden-
tify clearly the aspects characteristic of what could be seen
as a genuine belief in political obligation, and there are many
instances where people’s beliefs support the anarchist conclu-

54 For these examples, see Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obli-
gations, 139.

55 For this position of Klosko that I criticize here, see Klosko and Klein,
“Political Obligations.”
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sions.56 But even if people have the beliefs about political obli-
gation that Klosko’s investigation presents them to have, this
does not show that they enter the relationship of obligation
that they approve of in the actual circumstances applying to
them, nor that they demonstrate the attitude of acceptance
presented here. Indeed, the previous examples that I gave are
characteristic cases where they do not. These overlap with the
examples of ordinary belief given by Simmons.57 Also, even if
people do not appear to have any intuitive preference for volun-
tarist interpretations of the principle, this does not show that
such interpretations are not the ones proper and faithful to its
rationale. (And I think that Klosko neglects the sense of accep-
tance explained here in his arguments against the notion.58) It
is this latter point that I attempt to demonstrate in this chapter.
These considerations about the role of Klosko’s investigation
are closely connected to the idea of schemes of social cooper-
ation involved in the principle, and I develop them further in
the context of the discussion of this idea.
The significance of “Acceptance”
Despite the failure of the principle of fairness to meet the

generality condition of political obligation when understood in
terms of acceptance, I want to argue here that there is a certain
significance in Simmons’s conception of acceptance. For this
I refer to departures from it that form attempts to confirm the
interpretation of the principle of fairness in terms of receipt as
a basis of political obligation.

Simmons’s argument indicates that voluntary acceptance is
very important to an evaluation of fairness. This is made ex-
plicit by the fact that his conception of the principle involves

56 For these kinds of arguments, see also Green, “Who Believes in Polit-
ical Obligation?”; Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 33.

57 In Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 33. See also Simmons, Justi-
fication and Legitimacy, 33–35.

58 For these arguments, see Klosko and Klein, “Political Obligations,”
Sections V and VI.
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importantly, that alternative ways of securing this good have
not been evaluated properly.

Returning to the associative part of Horton’s defense, he
himself finishes his argument by recognizing that, without ref-
erence to particular polities and their specificities, only very
general features of membership and political obligation can be
discussed and articulated. So the precise content and extent
of political obligations cannot be decided at this level of gen-
erality in his theory. He is indeed right to insist that political
authority is a normative concept and that its coercive aspect de-
fines the content of political obligations, admitting further that
speaking in terms of obedience to the law is not mistaken, even
if he finds it limited.63 Yet it is these factors that give ground
to the critical philosophical anarchist to say that, empirically
speaking, nothing can be proven as final for political obligation.
Coercion, centralization, and exclusion, the whole spectrum
of domination itself, cannot meet the ethical: the very nature
of political authority is the obstacle to normative justification.
Even if the phenomenology of association proves suitable for
the latter, it is probably very unlikely that people will gener-
ally demonstrate all the attitudes necessary for the associative
justification to succeed.

Horton accuses philosophical anarchists of bad faith: they
criticize political obligation, belief in which is what sustains
political societies, but still do not distance themselves from the
reality of the state and the benefits it provides.64 It is under-
standable that, within a world where the state is prominent, it

63 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,”
15. His criticism against the identification of political obligations with obedi-
ence to the law was discussed in the first part of this chapter (in the section
“Against associative political obligations”), where Klosko’s (and Raz’s) view
was supported in reply to this criticism. See also Horton, “Peter Whinch and
Political Authority,” for his understanding of political authority.

64 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,”
15–16.
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The anarchist challenge

Horton himself recognizes that the two aspects of the associa-
tive argument, the objective and the subjective, might come
apart: people might alienate themselves from the polity they
are objectively considered to be members of, which would
make their membership contestable and political obligations
problematic for them; or identification with their polity might
be very weak, where obedient behavior might come out of
habit and conformism but in fact reflect and result in apathy
and political alienation.62

Philosophical anarchists detect both cases, even without ref-
erence to the two aspects of the associative argument. The gen-
eral anarchist challenge has been that people tend to act as if
they have political obligations and to believe they do because
they find themselves in a social world functioning in these
terms. Moreover, many people, like anarchists or immigrants,
may reject their polity or citizenship and so separate them-
selves openly from what their particular status is expected to
be. In terms of associative political obligations, membership,
particularity, and identification come apart in these cases, and
the anarchist argues that they do so in the case of most people
within contemporary societies.

There is also another problem I want to indicate, preceding
these difficulties. We saw that, being a reflection of the way the
quality of institutions is a precondition for political obligation,
the provision of order and security, the generic good of a polity,
should always be confirmed as a precondition for the associative
argument to work. We might accept that this good is enough
to justify political authority and put aside the more demanding
criteria of justice, fairness, freedom, and equality. Still, it might
be the case that particular polities do not provide it and, more

62 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,”
14.
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reference to “subjective” or “psychological facts,” that is, to in-
dividuals’ attitudes to, and beliefs about, the benefits as signs
of their conscious and voluntary acceptance of them.59 This
appeal to subjective elements is central to Simmons. It is sig-
nificant, despite the following objections.

By pointing out that the magnitude (or indispensability) of
benefits is a feature that obviates the relevance of psychologi-
cal facts, Klosko, in his defense of fairness, preserves the notion
of receipt at the expense of voluntary acceptance.60 Other the-
orists find problems with Klosko’s notion of presumptive bene-
fits and utilize other elements of his account in order to achieve
generality in terms of receipt. Jonathan Wolff, for example,
points out that the crux of Klosko’s account lies in his two
other conditions, namely those of worth and fairness, which
in combination with some reference to individuals’ “subjective
scale of valuation” may establish obligations through fairness
in terms of sufficiently general receipt.61 Richard Arneson pro-
vides a more qualified version of the principle along Klosko’s
lines, which invites obligations in terms of receipt where vol-
untary acceptance is impossible. He believes that Simmons’s
reference to subjective requirements licenses “bizarre beliefs”
as sources of political obligations.62

However, my argument is that the departure of these the-
orists from subjective elements is problematic. Klosko’s ref-
erence to indispensable benefits is based on moral principles
other than fairness (e.g., on the idea of need and the duty to
help persons in such a situation, or on the duty to contribute

59 See Simmons, On the Edge of Anarchy, 254–257.
60 Klosko, “Presumptive Benefit,” 248–249. See the discussion of his

argument in the section “Klosko’s defense of ‘Receipt’ ” above.
61 Wolff, Political Philosophy, 94–96.
62 Arneson, “The Principle of Fairness,” 623 and 632. See also Simmons,

On the Edge of Anarchy, 253–254, n.79.
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to projects essential for community life).63 More importantly,
decisions about what is to count, not only as discretionary but
also as indispensable benefits, need to be made on the basis
of the subjective attitudes of individuals that make active par-
ticipation possible. If, for example, it is claimed that the envi-
ronmental protection services of the state oblige individuals to
reciprocate, in order to discern the indispensable receipt that
invites reciprocation, we need to see: (a) whether those indi-
viduals deem such services worthy of the political burdens, (b)
whether or not they consider and follow other ways of pro-
viding environmental protection as the optimal ones, and (c)
whether they continue to enjoy the provision of such govern-
mental services. As Simmons states, “the indispensability of
benefits, then, seems … an indication of when the requirement
of active participation is most likely to be satisfied.”64

This argument applies to Arneson and, in my view, to Wolff
as well. Arneson appeals, among other things, to the condition
that “the benefit [be] uncontroversially a benefit for all.”65 But,
as Simmons argues, this requirement avoids being too strin-
gent only if it makes reference to subjective elements.66 Sim-
mons’s qualification of “non-negligence in one’s beliefs” also
defeats Arneson’s objection from reliance on bizarre beliefs.
Such a lack of negligence is similar to the conditions of knowl-
edge and rationality that make consent valid (see my Chapter 2,
subsection “Actual consent”), although attitudes evaluated on
the basis of the principle of fairness need not involve the knowl-
edge that one acquires obligations by one’s performance (as in-
volved in the deliberate undertakings that form consent).67 In

63 For this argument, see also Simmons, Justification and Legitimacy,
35–36.

64 Simmons, “The Anarchist Position,” 273.
65 Arneson, “The Principle of Fairness,” 633.
66 Simmons, On the Edge of Anarchy, 254–255, n.80.
67 And still, while “culpable or negligent ignorance of the source, na-

ture, or value of the benefits one enjoys will not (by itself) excuse one from
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self-understanding and relation to others. Such identification
is embedded in a shared narrative in which the fate of a polity
is connected with that of a member. Our sense of political
membership is constructed through the “various narratives
of identity,”60 or “ethically constitutive stories”: “Such stories
proclaim that members’ culture, religion, language, race,
ethnicity, ancestry or history, or other such factors are
constitutive of their very identities as persons in ways that
both affirm their worth and delineate their obligations.”61 So
our sense of political identity is articulated by this variety of
stories insofar as they relate to political membership. It is
one of many identities and can be more or less important to
different people.

With the associative argument and the ideas of identity and
identification that it involves, the general proposal in support
of associative political obligation is complete. It states that
when both the objective and the subjective aspects of politi-
cal identity occur for a polity that also manifests its generic
value, then all conditions for political obligation are met. This
is a very comprehensive and attractive proposal, carefully con-
structed and argued. If, according to the above defense, the ele-
ments of the associative argument are as decisive as they seem,
and assuming that the problems with the value and member-
ship arguments do not arise, then we have a persuasive and
promising account of political obligation (meeting Horton’s
ambitions and even transcending them). It is here, however,
that the anarchist challenge begins.

60 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,”
13.

61 For this, see Rogers M. Smith, Stories of Peoplehood. The Politics and
Morals of Political Membership (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2003), 64–65.
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nothing special needs to be done to acquire it. Horton calls
this the objective side, because it does not depend on the mem-
bers’ point of view, on their sentiments, attitudes, or emotions.
The subjective aspect draws attention to an understanding of
membership shared by both the polity and themember. This in-
volves a sense of belonging to, or identification with, the polity,
“an acknowledgement of membership by the member,” and re-
lates to emotions, attitudes, and moral sentiments, to a self-
understanding.56

This latter sense of identification plays a crucial role in the
associative argument and in the whole defense of associative
political obligation. Horton points out that identification is dif-
ferent from endorsement in the sense that someone might be
critical of a group and its practices, yet see himself as part of
it and be devoted to it, while endorsement of the practices of a
polity is likely, and naturally so, to be partial.57 He also points
out, correctly in my opinion, that central to identification with
a polity is “the acknowledgement of a common political au-
thority [and that] this is the core content of political obliga-
tion.”58 The correlativity between political authority, or the
state’s right to rule, and political obligation has been granted
and stressed already in Chapter 1 of this study.59 Here we con-
centrate on the normative side of this statement, which is in-
volved in an argument that is built on notions of group, mem-
bership, identity, and identification and works on the basis of
their interconnection.

Thus, identification with a polity is acknowledgment of
its common authority, which plays a central role in our

56 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,”
12.

57 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,”
13.

58 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,”
13.

59 See the section “The correlativity thesis.”
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the same way, Wolf’s condition of a subjective scale of valua-
tion68 acquires meaning, so as to be used as a test of the gener-
ality of the principle’s application, only when individuals’ be-
liefs are taken into account as significant criteria for knowing
what is, in fact, valuable to each of them. Wolff explains that re-
ceipt must be “worthwhile” for each individual, but that this is
not the same as trying to see “whether the individual thinks it
worthwhile,” because individuals’ own calculations might not
be very good.69 Yet for political obligation it is the attitudes
related to these calculations that matter. Wolff himself admits
that it is difficult to know how the condition of worth is met
for a given individual.70 It is here that, I argue, the importance
of acceptance becomes obvious, as a clear expression of sub-
jective facts. In the case of hypothetical-contract arguments
we need to know if ideal rational choice corresponds to actual
choice. Similarly in the present case, we need to take into ac-
count what individuals actually take as worthwhile in order to
build a criterion of worthy receipt that represents their situa-
tion fairly and can work for political obligation.

Hence, under the above readings, the principle of fairness
says that individuals who receive indispensable benefits (in
Klosko’s words), or goods that are uncontroversially a bene-
fit to every participant (in Arneson’s words), or goods that are
fairly distributed and valuable to individuals according to some
subjective scale of valuation (in Wolf’s words), are obliged to
reciprocate. In each of these cases, some explicit element of
participation needs to be detected in order to give sense and

obligation under the principle of fair play,” it is the responsibility of the par-
ticipants in a cooperative scheme to inform consumers about the “expecta-
tions of reciprocation, not the responsibility of consumers to pay for what
they unavoidably and innocently consume” (Simmons, Justification and Le-
gitimacy, 32–33).

68 Or, put differently, of a function of the state that is “worthwhile” for
the individuals: Wolff, Political Philosophy, 96.

69 Wolff, Political Philosophy, 96.
70 Wolff, Political Philosophy, 96.
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applicability to valuable receipt. In the end, what does it mat-
ter if something has worth if people do not want it? Every
time theorists try to specify the convention that the principle
involves and that individuals should not violate, they need to
articulate some attitude of acceptance that makes it meaning-
ful.

These considerations indicate that acceptance understood
by reference to subjective facts cannot be easily dispensed
with. No reference to receipt can establish general obligations
through fairness without appeal to psychological facts related
to the provision, status, and worth of open benefits. Also, this
kind of acceptance forms an attitude and activity that provides
a realistic example of individuals’ social behavior and satisfies
a basic and common notion of what could be taken as a sign of
active citizenship. It certainly is a clear paradigm of “morally
[relevant and] significant features of the specific histories
of interaction between individuals and their polities,” which
compose transactional bases of political obligation.71 As de-
fended in the previous chapters of this study, such bases seem
to be the only ones capturing the particularized and actual
nature of social interaction necessary for establishing political
obligation. Likewise to be closer to securing the ideal of active
participation, the core of the character of social relations to
which anarchism aspires. Thus facts of acceptance constitute
an appropriate and natural representation of subjective facts.
In the end, the point of the argument from active participation
is not to decide which one, acceptance or receipt, is superior.
Rather, it is to preserve in either notion the features that
would establish an actual, specific, and morally significant
behavior, which, if sufficiently general in their application
within political societies, would ground the relationship of
political obligation. The actual and solicited receipt of benefits
to most of the citizens of a society would be an appropriate

71 Simmons, “Justification and Legitimacy,” 764.
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So, in the case of political obligation, we can say that it is the
relationship we acknowledge to the institutions of a particular
polity we are born into and themembership in them that is part
of our identity. If membership is transformed, a dimension of
our lives changes and this affects both our self-understanding
and our understanding of and relations to others. Horton gives
some reminders of the myriad ways in which this relationship
is manifest in our lives:

we speak of our government, … we distinguish members
from non-members of our polity, we see our government, at
least in many contexts, as acting in our name, … we recognise
that our government is entitled to make claims on us and we
may have legitimate expectations of it, … we pay taxes [and we
recognise the legitimacy of its threat of punishment if we do
not], … we [have feelings of] pride or shame in relation to the
actions of our polity and fellow members … and much of [all
this] is true for a great many of us.54

This is a phenomenology of political membership that Hor-
ton contends has the ethical material necessary for political
obligation. The philosophical anarchist thinks that these are
exactly the kinds of uncritical behavior that have to be ques-
tioned and filtered out if any sort of political structure is to be
justified. The challenge here is to see if Horton’s attempt to
use these elements as legitimate aspects of such a justification,
which is the exact opposite of the anarchist approach, is some-
how convincing.

The associative argument has two aspects, the “objective”
and the “subjective.”55 The objective concerns the fact that po-
litical identity as derived from nonvoluntary membership is
an ascribed status. Citizenship is simply assumed within the
polity where we are born and, in the vast majority of cases,

54 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,”
4.

55 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,”
12.
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for the associative argument, although, as we have seen above,
not without problems. But this final argument is decisive for
establishing the intelligibility and plausibility of associative po-
litical obligations, which Horton sees as his aim. This is the
argument that, if successful, meets the particularity condition
of political obligation in a way that is also comprehensive with
regard to the other three conditions that define the nature of
the political.

The philosophical foundation of the associative argument is
that membership in particular groups or associations, such as
polities, is one of the social practices and contexts that shape
and constrain in fundamental respects our self-understanding.
Horton gives an excellent example, using Jim Jarmusch’s film
Ghost Dog: the hero in the film tries to live according to the
code of “The way of the Samurai,” and the main reason he can-
not be a Samurai is that the social context in which he lives—
late twentieth-century, urban America—does not provide the
background that would make such a life a meaningful option.
The point is that having our identity shaped by the social ele-
ments “which constitute the fabric of our lives” is a very nat-
ural thing. Even if we want to reject or escape our identity, it
already affects our self-understanding and lives. Our identity
does not have to be chosen voluntarily, but our actions that ac-
cept or renounce it are proof that it is part of the way things
are. Here we can see that a simple phenomenology offers the
required elements. We all start from somewhere, and the differ-
ent roles, expectations, debts, and obligations that we inherit
from our families, tribes, or cities in their history are the given
of our lives.53 This can be acknowledged and inform the way
we understand our relationship to a polity as it does the way
we understand our selves.

53 For these, see Alasdair C. MacIntyre, After Virtue. A Study in Moral
Theory (London: Duckworth, 1981; second edition, with postscript 1985),
204–5; Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,”
11–12.
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ground of this kind, and this does not clearly differ from
acceptance in Simmons’s sense.72 For the main argument
here, the distinction between the two is not crucial. What is
crucial is that the psychological facts that give applicability
and moral significance to the principle (i.e., those constituting
Simmons’s sense of acceptance, or something similar to it) are
rarely demonstrated in the behavior of individuals in existing
states. Thus, the principle of fairness is insufficient as the
ground of general political obligation.

Quite significantly, such a role of subjective facts brings to
the fore the point about the quality, or merits, of institutions
elaborated in this study. The present argument is that the most
decisive appeals to the principle of fairness as a ground of po-
litical obligation need to include a reference to subjective fea-
tures. This reinforces the following claim: the merits of polit-
ical institutions—in terms either of positive qualities of their
character (such as justice) or of the services that they provide
to their subjects conceived as a whole (such as the general pro-
vision of benefits)—are an important aspect of their evaluation.
By reference to this aspect we can assess and justify their ex-
istence. But to decide their relation to the members of their
society and, more precisely, their authority as reflected in the
generation of political obligation, we must examine the actual
and specific functions of these institutions and how they affect
each of their citizens through the relevant particular practices,
activities, and interactions that would create the relationship
of political obligation.

In relation to these points, there is an important aspect about
the role of the principle of fairness that underlies appeals to re-
ceipt and that the anarchist cannot disregard. There is a speci-
ficity of political interaction that makes such an interaction

72 In his 1999 article, Simmons seems to consider actual receipt as a
proper basis of political obligation (e.g., Simmons, “Justification and Legiti-
macy,” 764).
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complicated. Social problems involve interdependence, the fact
that individuals within societies act in ways that affect others.
When some individuals act without worrying about how their
behavior affects others, their space of free action invades the
sphere of other individuals. They act at their expense. This
might be selfish and unfair. It is this that the principle of fair-
ness can indicate and correct. Defenders of fairness who focus
on political obligation misapply it. It cannot ground political
obligation. Yet there is a place for it as a way of putting limits
on the free interaction of individuals. On this understanding,
fairness in terms of receipt might be a good principle for defin-
ing legitimate social interrelations. Being forced to recognize
what we have received might designate the limits required for
seeing how to live in a society where we are interdependent.
The principle explains why there are moral limits to what we
can do. It thus can characterize interdependence within po-
litical societies in a way that makes them morally justifiable
irrespective of voluntary acceptance. The anarchist can con-
cede that this explains why we might have moral obligations
from receipt of benefits and why this in turn can make a social
system good. But what he asks is why we should assume that
the state, even a good state, can enforce such obligations on us.
The preceding anarchist argument indicates that, without some
expression of individual acceptance, there cannot be any satis-
factory specific application of receipt, as required for political
obligation. Subjective facts are necessary for us to recognize
when valid receipt occurs. However, if we see the principle
of fairness as determining the character of social interdepen-
dence by generally specifying in terms of receipt that the rules
that regulate social procedures are fair, this is a valuable role
for it to play, even for the anarchist. This is a limited appli-
cation of the principle. It defines a background within which
obligations can arise and operate properly, but it does not it-
self generate general political obligation. And it is this that the
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The latter point above takes us to a final objection to the
Hobbesian argument. Even if we accept that the minimal con-
ditions of order and security are sufficient for a polity to be
considered as a form of association valuable enough to cre-
ate obligations, this does not exclude other possibilities. An-
archists support different forms of social order and offer their
own proposals as alternatives to the state, which have not yet
been fully evaluated. This argument has already appeared in
previous chapters and will be further examined in the follow-
ing ones. Horton himself admits that he does not address the
question whether the polity is unique in providing the generic
good or whether other ways of providing it are “equally viable
or even better.”51 Throughout this study I have advanced an
alternative idea of what can be seen as “political” and I have
pointed out that part of the anarchist contribution is to remove
the prejudice in favor of the state. Beginning to think that the
state is not the only or themost effective way of providing even
the basic good of order might lead us to see that the generation
of associative or any other form of political obligations is not
as inevitable and indispensable to social relations and life as it
has been thought to be.

The associative argument

The most crucial part of Horton’s defense of associative polit-
ical obligations is the associative argument. This argument is
used to explain “why we have a special relationship to the par-
ticular polity of which we are members.”52 The previous ar-
guments explain membership and the value that a polity must
have in order to merit obligations. Thus, they prepare the way

51 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,”
18, n.16.

52 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,”
10.
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ues we might have or partly share, this is a good that is usually
appreciated as essential for our survival and as a precondition
for social interaction.

Yet a second objection is to move further and point out that
this minimal condition is not enough. For Dworkin, for exam-
ple, “equal concern for all members” and, more generally, con-
ceptions of fraternity and the integrity of a political commu-
nity are necessary for associative political obligations.48 Hor-
ton finds these requirements extremely demanding and not es-
sential for the generic good of a polity.49 Still, that order is a
minimal condition for a polity to have value does notmean that
it is sufficient to justify it in terms of the value argument. I ar-
gued in previous chapters that values such as freedom, equality,
justice, and reciprocity are important criteria for the acceptabil-
ity of a polity and the existence of political obligation. Even if
a standard such as the anarchist ideal of legitimacy is deemed
very demanding, polities will have to do better than just pro-
vide security and order if they are to continue to be the kinds
of social structure that people have reason to prefer and sup-
port. Horton argues that the realization of this generic value
by a polity does not entail its uncritical acceptance on the part
of its members.50 He might be right that the acceptance of a
polity on this basis is not incompatible with social criticism and
proposals for radical social and political change, and that the
provision of order creates an ethical basis for obligations. Nev-
ertheless, I believe that such a minimal demand facilitates the
lack of flexibility in political thinking and the dominating role
of exactly the kinds of establishment that have created repeat-
edly problematic and immoral relations among human beings.

48 Dworkin, Law’s Empire, 200.
49 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,”

8–9.
50 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,”

9.
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critical philosophical anarchist presses upon the defender of
political institutions.

It is fundamental for the argument of this study that in the
notion of acceptance we find a significant way of attending to
the kinds of interaction that express self-governance and equal-
ity in a society. In Chapter 2 we saw that actual consent, if
it existed, would constitute a direct and primary indication of
individual self-determination and equal active involvement in
social life. A similar indication is found, in the present chapter,
in the kind of active participation involved in the fairness prin-
ciple. The discussion of fairness reveals, through the notion
of acceptance, forms of explicit, voluntary involvement on the
part of individuals that are indispensable features of certain re-
lations and possibilities of valuable social communication. The
willing acceptance of benefits becomes a clear indication of
when and how individuals are involved in relations of inter-
dependence with others and of the corresponding obligations.
This shows that, for the generation of political obligation as a
central characterization of our relation to political institutions,
such forms of interaction are necessary. Moreover, whenever
they existed, they would primarily manifest the expression of
individuality and equal active involvement that makes proper
social relations possible. That is, they would create a desired
combination of individual authority and social interaction. Yet
political institutions, by their very nature, circumscribe such
important expressions of self-government and equality. The
required forms of participation do not establish an obligation
to political institutions, because they are not enabled within
societies governed by such institutions. We will see in this
study, especially in the final chapters, that the radicalism of
the anarchist perspective entails an extension of participation
and democracy itself that goes beyond consent and the partici-
patory forms involved in fairness, a “beyond of democracy” that
involves the questioning of all forms of political power, dom-
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ination, and hierarchy.73 I will also show that equal-liberty
is a matter of collective autonomy, of an open-endedness and
comprehensiveness, which explains that, for instance, politi-
cal equality cannot exist without economic equality. In turn,
political equality gives meaning to civil liberty, which, along
with political equality, is necessary for economic equality to
be desirable.74 And this creates endless possibilities for eman-
cipation. Given this framework, the shortcomings of political
institutions are even more visible and pressing. At present,
however, the participatory character of the relations of fairness
that political institutions lack already points in this direction
of criticism.

Fairness, political obligation, and the idea of
societies as “schemes of social cooperation”

The conclusions of the above discussion lead me to the second
area where the principle of fairness faces problems with the
generality condition of political obligation. This concerns the
conception of political communities as schemes of social cooper-
ation. This conception is a significant part and contribution of
the principle. It facilitates a different understanding of political
societies and relations in terms of their status and worth. The
political schemes are understood as “cooperative enterprises
on a very large scale” and our obligations are owed to the other
participants in such schemes, who work together with us for a
common purpose.75 This idea of political relationships reflects
a background that is characterized by a complex web of interac-
tions. This framework gives a more comprehensive picture of
the sense of reciprocity involved in the principle of fairness and
applied through the kind of active participation discussed in
the preceding section. It also departs from the usual picture of

73 See Newman, The Politics of Postanarchism, 31–34.
74 Newman, The Politics of Postanarchism, 23.
75 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 116 and 140.
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violence and threat to human life that it entails, can be avoided
and human beings can flourish only through the establishment
of “order, security and some measure of social stability” by an
“effective coercive authority.”44

Horton claims that, for a polity to have value, this mini-
mum core is enough.45 Despite people’s differences, every-
body needs and appreciates the good of order. This good ex-
plains and justifies the role of coercion, which is essential to a
polity and part of its nature. Nothing more seems to be needed
for a polity to be valuable. For Horton, a polity can be unjust,
illiberal, or undemocratic and still be considered to have value,
as long as it meets this condition. So the provision and main-
tenance of social order through the use of coercion, which cre-
ates a situation of predictability, security, and trust necessary
for a common life and social flourishing, suffice for the accept-
ability of the state and for the possibility of a special relation-
ship with it (if the associative argument works in favor of the
latter).

A first response, advanced by theorists such as Leslie Green
and Stephen Utz, is that order and security are not a good that
all people appreciate and share in the same way, since their
differences cannot lead to “the same set of particular obliga-
tions” or to “[a] general project by all.”46 Although these theo-
rists might be right about the difficulty of such generalizations,
Horton, in my opinion, has a strong point when he says that
members of a polity do find security and order important and
they have a fair idea of when they lack it.47 Whatever other val-

44 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,”
8. For a more detailed and extensive discussion of the Hobbesian argument,
see Chapters 1 and 2 here.

45 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,”
8.

46 See correspondingly Green, The Authority of the State, 233; Stephen
Utz, “AssociativeObligations and Law’s Authority,” Ratio Juris 17 (2004): 304.

47 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,”
18, n.16.
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life.43 However, it is very plausible to argue that it is not
membership that gives rise to obligations within those groups,
but rather principles such as gratitude or fairness. In the
case of family, for example, it may be gratitude toward our
parents that determines our relation to them. Yet Horton is
right to point out that the fact that they are “my” parents
plays an independent role that is partly constitutive of the
relationship and can be enough to explain our obligations
within it. Disregard of this aspect could undermine the very
nature of the institution and diminish any understanding of
it. It is thus justifiable to insist that a relationship that is not
based on voluntary commitment, but involves a commonality
and a shared concern of which obligations are part, can have
its own distinctive moral standing.

Nevertheless, polities might not be among the groups that
are morally significant in this way. In order to see if they can
be proven to be so, we need to examine the other two argu-
ments that Horton exploits to complete his defense of associa-
tive political obligation. These are an argument that shows the
value of a polity as a form of association and an argument that
demonstrates the existence of a special relationship between
us and our polity.

The Hobbesian, or value, argument

The second important argument that Horton uses in support
of associative political obligations is the Hobbesian, or value,
argument. As we have seen in previous chapters, a typical and
central argument in defense of the state is that it offers the in-
dispensable good of order (and security). The main realization,
established by Hobbes, is that people have differences that, if
not regulated, will inevitably lead to conflict. Conflict, and the

43 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,”
6.
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political relationships as vertical duties to governmental bodies
thatmonopolize the right to determine the conditions of our so-
cial lives. As will be explained in the concluding section below,
this departure challenges the established understanding of the
political as the sphere where our lives are organized publicly
and on a large scale in terms of institutionalized coercion. By
“institutionalized coercion,” or “institutionalized domination,” I
mean institutions that work as a body separate from the rest of
society and determine the public life of individuals in their ter-
ritory, by concentrating and monopolizing the authority to de-
fine the rights of those individuals and force obligations upon
them. In these functions, such institutions are backed by coer-
cion, which they also concentrate and monopolize.76

At this point, the significance of the notion of social coop-
erative schemes for the discussion of fairness as a ground of
political obligation is simply stated. Genuine cooperation in-
volves an actual, conscious, and joint attempt to achieve the
common good—as evidenced in small-scale, strongly coopera-
tive ventures—rather than themere “rendering of services” or a
rule-imposed or an accidental coordination of activities.77 It is
also this picture that gives rise to our intuitions about fairness.
Existing governments do not have the status of cooperative en-
terprises: they work in large societies, where the sense of shar-
ing a unifying purpose in their everyday social activities and
duties is lacking in most individuals. They involve a number
of features that make them depart from a genuine picture of a
strongly cooperative scheme, features such as the coercive en-
forcement of rules and the suppression of the independent role
of personal morality in sanctioning noncompliance.78 Present
societies incorporate ongoing schemes of social cooperation,

76 For these, see Wolff, In Defense of Anarchism, 3–5; Miller, Anarchism,
5; McLaughlin, Anarchism and Authority, 74–80. See also my introduction,
n. 2.

77 Simmons, Justification and Legitimacy, 38–42.
78 Simmons, Justification and Legitimacy, 41.
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those that involve a practice that needs the contribution of a
large number of citizens in order to be sustained, and those
that create a general obligation that would not be concretized
without their existence. Political institutions have a significant
instrumental value in maintaining such schemes. Yet these ac-
tivities do not make political society itself a large and unified
scheme of social cooperation. Nor are themoral reasons for act-
ing inways that sustain such practices based on the fact that po-
litical institutions, or the law, facilitate them. So the existence
of schemes of this kind within present political societies does
not give rise to a general political obligation.79 Moreover, if we
apply to these societies a “loose sense of cooperative scheme,”
namely as “systems of rules designed to regulate” our activities
in ways beneficial to all (or otherwise, as facilitating the pro-
vision of services), they cease to provide backgrounds suitable
for the application of the principle of fairness.80 Thus, present
societies lack the reciprocity in social relations involved in gen-
uine schemes of social cooperation. In this way they deprive
their citizens of a conception of their governments as coopera-
tive schemes characterized by horizontal relationships.

Likewise, the citizens of these societies commonly seem not
to regard any benefits provided to them as the fruits of “the co-
operative efforts of [others as their] fellow citizens.”81 The atti-
tudes and beliefs of ordinary people lack this reciprocity, con-
ception, and approach even when these people express in gen-
eral terms a belief in the existence of political obligation, which
belief is also generally formulated by the use of elements of the

79 For these points, see Raz, The Authority of Law, 247–249. These con-
siderations are also related to the arguments in Chapter 3 about how two
main legal techniques, or, more generally, political functions, may make po-
litical institutions morally worthwhile—more precisely, just—without, how-
ever, giving rise to a general moral obligation to obey the law.

80 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 140–141; Sim-
mons, Justification and Legitimacy, 38–42.

81 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 139.
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of their own goals, or who at least posses common interests.”40
They are real in the sense that “they can act and be the subject
of actions.”41 Membership in them or exclusion from them de-
fines the way people understand themselves and one another,
and they affect our practical reasoning and deliberation. They
also vary across societies, cultures, and periods of time.42

The main claim of the argument about the general signifi-
cance of membership is that membership in associations can
give rise to obligations. This is not in itself problematic. Yet
the additional aspect of the argument is that groups or associa-
tions that are nonvoluntary can give rise to obligations. While
the voluntariness of membership is usually thought to be cru-
cial for the creation of such obligations, we have seen already
that political obligations cannot be self-assumed: most of us
do not choose our polity or our membership in it. However, it
seems even more difficult to derive political obligations from
groups that are nonvoluntary. For this, one must show that
membership in nonvoluntary groups can give rise to obliga-
tions and that polities are such groups. This is what Horton
attempts to do with his three main arguments.

The membership argument covers the first important
aspect of this attempt: it concerns the indispensability of
nonvoluntary groups or associations as a source of their
bindingness. Horton claims that the ethical bindingness
of nonvoluntary associations is intelligible and defensible,
since some such groups, for example the family, have value
for us in the way they are integral to and structure social

40 Andrew Mason, Community, Solidarity and Belonging: Levels of Com-
munity andTheir Normative (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000),
21.

41 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,”
5.

42 I draw these aspects of the definition of groups or associations from
Keith Graham, “The Moral Significance of Collective Entities,” Inquiry 44
(2001): 21–42.
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Horton’s constructive account of
associative political obligations and the
anarchist challenge

In the positive account of his theory in Part Two of his article,
Horton builds his defense of associative political obligations
mainly on three arguments. The first is the argument about the
significance of membership, or of being amember of a particular
group or association (Horton uses the terms “group” and “asso-
ciation” interchangeably36) that we do not voluntarily choose
to join.37 The other two arguments concern the polity as a
distinctive form of association. One explores its generic value,
and I will call it interchangeably the value or, following Horton,
the Hobbesian argument.38 The other is the associative argu-
ment, and it explores the relationship we have with the partic-
ular polity of which we are members.39 This argument makes
use of the distinctive condition of particularity involved in the
debate on political obligation. Horton’s aim is to explain the
significance of nonvoluntary membership in a polity in creat-
ing associative political obligations.

The significance of membership argument

Groups, or associations, are collections of individuals “who ei-
ther act together, or who cooperate with one another in pursuit

36 See Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part
Two,” 5.

37 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,”
5–7.

38 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,”
7.

39 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,”
5, 10–15.
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principle of fairness. It is on this ground that, I claim, Klosko’s
investigation is unsatisfactory.82 More generally, there is a dif-
ference between, on the one hand, people’s expressing a belief
in political obligation and, on the other, their actually having
the belief on the basis of an actual relationship that they have
entered; a relationship they thought they should enter, actually
believing in every instance in the existence of the elements that
create it. Furthermore, and importantly, Klosko’s research is
conducted within a background of already existing institutions.
Thus its results (which are anyway based on a limited group
of people) might apply to existing institutions, which might
seem to be the only ones that meet general principles, because
they are the Establishment and as such they already have an ef-
fect on the beliefs investigated. We are not asked whether we
can satisfy such principles in other ways, whether we can have
other social arrangements and attitudes, whether we can have
the benefits in other ways: the assessment of the costs and
benefits to be balanced is itself understood differently when
we take into consideration the alternative of realistic nonpolit-
ical societies.83 When people are asked about their obligations,
they are not asked on the basis of a more fundamental ques-
tion regarding all the possibilities of addressing them, other
than and beyond the state. In the following chapters of this
study, I discuss how the lack of this approach stigmatizes the
overall debate on political obligation and how the significance
of this phenomenon is indicated by the anarchist criticism.

At the same time, as argued during the examination of the
first area of anarchist criticism in this chapter, many of the cit-

82 See Klosko and Klein, “Political Obligations.” Such an absence is evi-
dent, for example, in the fact that the participants in the study did not show a
clear sense of the relevance of the levels of compliance among the members
of a cooperative scheme in their views about political obligation; in general,
the difference between fairness and gratitude was not refined (Klosko and
Klein, “Political Obligations,” 28).

83 Simmons, Justification and Legitimacy, 37–38.
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izens of existing states seem to lack the attitude of acceptance
in further ways: they are likely to be those who “have not
taken the benefits (with accompanying burdens) willingly.”84
Not only are people’s beliefs schooled out of voluntarist inter-
pretations of the principle of fairness in the same manner in
which, as explained above, existing institutions have an effect
on people’s beliefs at other levels.85 We can also see in their be-
havior that they lack the attitudes of active participation that,
if it existed, a scheme of social cooperationwould cultivate and,
most importantly, facilitate. The lack of these elements makes
the violation of the generality condition of political obligation
explicit. Successful accounts of political obligation that are
founded on the principle of fairness would involve the afore-
mentioned elements. Thus, these final considerations on coop-
erative schemes, regarding the attitudes of citizens, show once
more that the principle of fairness fails to establish a general
obligation to obey political institutions.

These considerations simply state that existing political insti-
tutions fail to incorporate the kinds of interaction that charac-
terize genuine schemes of social cooperation and thus cannot
claim political obligation on the basis of fairness. For one thing,
they are based on empirical claims that remain the subject of
controversy.86 The main aim of my discussion of the idea of
social cooperation, however, is to indicate its value. This idea
helps to clarify the character and importance of horizontal rela-
tionships. It highlights the way in which forms of interdepen-
dence that involve participation, reciprocity, and cooperation
stand in opposition to hierarchical relationships. In the former,

84 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 139; Simmons,
Justification and Legitimacy, chapters 1 and 2.

85 See also Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 33–34.
86 Previously (in the sections “Simmons on ‘Acceptance’ ” and “The sig-

nificance of ‘Acceptance’ ”) I attempted to give a stronger defense of these
claims. Yet, this defense invites further discussion in order to convince op-
posing views.
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distinctive justification, which the normative independence
thesis might not be suitable to provide.

With regard to the second criticism, it has already been
demonstrated in Chapter 4 that citizens do not have the
common life and the attitudes that would entail political obli-
gations in terms of the associative argument or any argument
conceiving contemporary states as social cooperative schemes
or associations. Horton indicates that, if this is a historical
claim about the lack of conditions that would make associative
political obligations meaningful, it leaves space for their
possibility in case the circumstances change. Philosophical
anarchism does not deny this prospect. Still, as Horton himself
admits, this possibility is “largely empty.”34 Moreover, Sim-
mons’s claim might be empirical and historical, but it involves
a conceptual as well as normative aspect: it signifies that the
normative implications of the special nature of political insti-
tutions might be significantly different from those of other
forms of social structure. Horton’s more recent and seemingly
satisfactory response is that a “reasonably cogent sense of
belonging to a single political community, [which] may take
many different forms, [is enough] to underpin associative
political obligations,” and for this all that is required is “an
account of a polity as a nonvoluntary association … which has
sufficient value to generate obligations.”35 I will examine this
response in detail in the following section.

34 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part One,”
440.

35 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part One,”
440.
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litical obligations, the kind of associative obligations that the
latter considers more vulnerable. Simmons thinks that, even
if the normative independence thesis could be vindicated, it
still would not support associative political obligations. First,
he claims that the content of political obligations is specific,
while that of associative obligations is vague and indetermi-
nate.29 Second, he raises the point that states do not involve
something substantial enough to constitute a common life or a
shared identity that could entail political obligations.

With regard to the first criticism, Horton proposes that
the content of political obligation can be seen as richer and
more open-ended than the narrow conception of it as a
duty to obey the law.30 In Chapter 1 of this study, this was
already accepted, since political obligation is conceived as the
concomitant of a complex right to exclusively and coercively
make regulations, impose duties, and demand compliance
(i.e., to issue directives).31 Yet my assertion is that the law is
the most widespread expression of the directives of political
authority and can be used as the most representative identifi-
cation of our political obligations without excluding openness.
Such openness, however, continues to differ from the inde-
terminacy of communal, associative obligations. Because of
the special character of political society and the centrality
of the acknowledgment of a common political authority in
the content of political obligation,32 the latter requires not
a narrow but certainly a more determinate content33 and a

29 Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 271.
30 See Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part

Two,” 15.
31 See the section “The correlativity thesis” (on the correlativity thesis).

See also, e.g., Raz, “Introduction,” 2; McLaughlin, Anarchism and Authority,
54.

32 This point is stressed by Horton himself. See Horton, “In Defence of
Associative Political Obligations: Part Two,” 13.

33 For this, see also George Klosko, “Fixed Content of Political Obliga-
tions,” Political Studies 46 (1998): 53–67.
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citizens are seen as equal agents who create, determine, and
support their social world in continual interaction with one an-
other. They are equally the legislators and the subjects of the
social terms of their interaction. Every claim arises from an
individual and is balanced by those arising from the other par-
ticipants, rather than being dictated from above. The presence,
needs, and actions of each participant are themselves part of
how social aims and changes are conceived and pursued. And
any contribution or achievement on the part of an individual is
directed to the other members. Expressions of freedom, obliga-
tions, and projects take place by reference to the rest of those
who compose the social scheme. All individuals act directly on
the basis of proper limits in relation to others. They do not do
something that would undermine others and that would reflect
circumstances where others can undermine them. Such a back-
ground becomes an explicit reminder that societies are made
up of individuals and are characterized by their interrelations.
In hierarchical structures, on the other hand, this sense of in-
terdependence is absent. Rights and duties are regulated from
above. One group of individuals becomes the exclusive and
authoritative designator and coordinator of social aims and in-
teractions, the legislator and the ruler. Individuals understand
their relations in terms of hierarchy and their obligations are
directed to those who rule, rather than to each and every one of
the fellow citizens with whom they inhabit society. The social
background becomes one within which relations of inequality
are established and encouraged, dismissing the fact that they
apply among free and equal human beings. Social relations
become a network of domination, subordination, and unequal
dependence. It is this framework that the idea of schemes of
social cooperation challenges and is meant to replace. As such,
it is a valuable idea for existing social organizations to aspire
to.

The preceding argument relates to the fact that political in-
stitutions have a distinctive character, indicated in Chapter 2.
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As explained on the basis of Hume’s view in that chapter, the
inevitable and exclusive character of political institutions does
not invite the kinds of attitudes and interactions involved in
consent. Nor, as we see in the present chapter, does it do so
with regard to fairness. Their assessment should be informed
by this special character. Any justification of political institu-
tions should be developed in view of the importance of these
elements for political obligation and the fact that the nature of
political institutions excludes them. The authority of political
institutions cannot be justified in terms either of consent or of
the forms of acceptance and cooperation involved in fairness.
Those institutions must be evaluated in light of this defect and
through a kind of justification that is compatible with their na-
ture. Thus, if their existence is to be justified, we need to search
in them for the expression of values that make their dominat-
ing, exclusive, and coercive character moral. Since they cannot
be social schemes of a cooperative character, political institu-
tions need to be shown to involve in some other way the kinds
of values that would make them necessary and acceptable.

The implications of the anarchist criticism
of the principle of fairness

The results of the preceding discussion can be summed up in
the following points:

1. While justice is not integral to considerations of fairness,
its importance poses a serious constraint on the applica-
tion of the principle of fairness as an account of political
obligation.

2. The notion of acceptance, conceived properly by appeal
to subjective facts, is necessary for an understanding
of the principle of fairness and reintroduces the value
of voluntariness. It also represents an attitude that
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principles.28 Still, my argument is that although values such as
fidelity and intimacy might be operative only within specific
practices, their worth can be seen independently of the latter
and/or in reference to some external justification. Although
practices, relationships, and institutions are constitutive of
the way certain values are realized within human society, this
does not mean that independent evaluation does not apply
constantly. The need remains to affirm such practices by
ensuring that they continue to be constitutive of the generally
acceptable values and according to externally justified princi-
ples. In addition, there is always scope for moral disagreement
about the value of a particular association that involves
such practices and for the need to weigh its valuable and its
negative aspects in relation to each other.

The conclusion that can be drawn from the above considera-
tions is that local social practices that do not involve voluntary
undertakings can have moral value and work at some level in-
dependently of external justification. This value, however, is
not permanently assured, and it ends up being affirmed by ref-
erence to externally justified, general moral principles. This
does not totally destroy the intuitiveness of the normative in-
dependence thesis and the communitarian argument of which
it is part, but it certainly weakens their argumentative force.
Horton’s claim that, as long as polities have some value, they
can generate obligations might be legitimate, but this depends
on the relevance and primacy of the value we refer to and on
the extent it is instantiated within a specific polity.

Against associative political obligations

Horton completes his preliminary arguments with an examina-
tion of Simmons’s criticism specifically against associative po-

28 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part One,”
438.
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though not identical to it), general values apply as criteria to
voluntarist and any other accounts of political authority. So
as long as their character is acceptable, membership in associ-
ations can be seen as a legitimate source of obligations, espe-
cially if we focus on the character and value of the relationships
included in and created by such membership, which can be of
a constitutive rather than solely instrumental character. Nev-
ertheless, I agree with Simmons that the appeal to the value of
the character of, or the relationships within, an association as a
precondition shows that associative obligations depend on “ex-
ternal justification.”26 Relationships can be meaningful them-
selves and constitutive of the value of groups such as family or,
in the present case, the state. Yet such value is determined by
external and more general moral criteria, by values that are al-
ready acceptable and determinative of further qualities. Thus
membership cannot decide by itself the authority of associa-
tions.

Horton insists that Simmons’s treatment of the normative
independence thesis is too demanding: it requires the total
independence of local practices, something that the associative
account does not necessarily entail. The claim in favor of
the thesis is that local practices do make reference to general
moral values, their uniqueness lying in that they “give these
values a particular substance or content, a particular form,
shape and meaning within a specific social or institutional
setting or way of life.”27 He gives the example of monogamous
marriage, where we can see that the obligations it generates
are explained by reference to values such as intimacy and
fidelity, without meaning, he believes, that these obligations
and the whole institution of monogamous marriage are
derived from universal (or general) and externally justified

26 Simmons, Justification and Legitimacy, Chapter 5.
27 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part One,”

438.
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clearly satisfies the particularity condition of political
obligation. Nevertheless, it involves many theoretical
and practical problems, which have to do with the
disparity among individuals’ attitudes to benefits and
the resulting controversial status of their participation
within society. Most importantly, it does not save the
principle from the difficulties it faces with regard to the
generality condition of political obligation.

3. Existing societies are not schemes of social cooperation
and, in this, they fail to provide the sense of reciprocity
that the rationale of the principle of fairness requires.
Thus, they both lack the desirable features of the idea of
political communities as large cooperative schemes and
fail to combine satisfactorily accounts of political obliga-
tion based on the principle of fairness with the generality
condition.

Bearing inmind our concernwith the contribution of critical
philosophical anarchism to the debate on political obligation, it
is necessary to draw out the implications of these results.

First, the justice of an institution continues to be morally rel-
evant for the evaluation of theories of political obligation. This
relevance is coherent with the ideal of legitimacy described in
the previous chapter on the basis of the anarchist criticisms of
the natural duty of justice. In the discussion of fairness, justice
preserves the position about the role of institutional morality
derived from the previous chapters of this study. That is, con-
siderations regarding quality continue to affect significantly
evaluations of political constraints, but they need to take the
form of more specific features of social interaction in order to
provide grounds suitable to the actuality of political obligation.

Second, through the notion of acceptance and its role in the
evaluation of the principle of fairness, the desirability of volun-
tariness recognized from the perspective of the anarchist ideal
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in Chapter 2 is confirmed. Although not in the form of de-
liberate undertaking, a voluntary form of involvement (active
participation) retains all of its significance. And this is strong
evidence of the central role that specific interaction plays in
the creation of political obligation.

Finally, the idea of communities as cooperative schemes be-
comes an element of great importance for an ideal of political
legitimacy. It provides a picture of social life that departs from
the dominance and institutionalized coercion of existing states
(which they are mainly criticized for, at least from the perspec-
tive of anarchism) and that can guide their improvement. It
also forms the conception of social relations preferred by the
anarchist.

The idea of reciprocal relationships among individuals, re-
flecting a spirit of cooperation and mutuality in public activi-
ties, retains an alternative picture of “the political”: a sphere
within which social life is organized on a wide scale but, at
the same time, within which such regulating efforts are not de-
fined in terms of centralized and monopolized coercion. Social
interdependence takes the form of horizontal relations of equal
responsibility and benefit. In addition, this picture is a central
feature of anarchist social visions, something that inspires the-
oretical defenses of their possibility as well as empirical efforts
toward their realization. The implications of these matters will
be discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 of this study.87 At this point,
I restrict myself to two preliminary observations. First, the
anarchist proposals for societies composed of free cooperative
organizations oppose institutionalized domination, and to this
extent they do not face the problems created by the moral el-
ements of the ideal of legitimacy for polities that display an
institutionalized coercive structure. Second, the anarchist re-

87 At this moment it suffices to state that this study promotes a position
similar to that of Saul Newman, that the anti-politics of anarchism involves
in fact politics: “a politics that is conceived outside of, and in opposition to, the
state” (Newman, The Politics of Postanarchism, 4–8).
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For Horton, the existence of general moral constraints is not
so decisive as to eradicate the normative significance of local
practices. He believes that these constraints are not “so exten-
sive as to restrict severely the scope of local practices to gen-
erate political obligations.”24 Their function is basically to put
limits on what can be regarded as acceptable kinds of associ-
ation according to the morality of the obligations attached to
them. So a wide diversity of practices can generate obligations,
as long as they do not systematically violate these moral con-
ditions. This might be true. Yet what I think should be stressed
here is that the limiting role of moral constraints makes them
the last court of appeal. Although they leave a large scope for
the obligation-generating function of local social practices, in
the end it is those constraints that decide whether the obliga-
tions arising from those practices are genuinely moral, and not
the practices themselves. This is precisely the function of the
criteria established through the anarchist ideal of legitimacy,
which constitute serious limitations on the legitimacy of polit-
ical institutions.

The strong point of this argument, however, is that themoral
standing of the social groups that generate associative obliga-
tions might be questionable: membership might be attached
to involuntary groups that are not morally praiseworthy.25 As
indicated above and as established in previous chapters, there-
fore, we need an appeal to other values, such as justice, as a pre-
condition determining in which associations membership can
generate obligations. In reply, Horton rightly argues that it is
unfair to restrict this criticism to associative accounts, since it
can equally apply to voluntarist accounts. Since we are con-
sidering the quality argument, which defines the existence of
political institutions (a precondition for political obligation, al-

24 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part One,”
436.

25 See Dagger, “Membership,” 110.
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Beginning from the second argument, Horton argues that
Simmons gives no reasons for the theoretical disposition about
universality, or generality. But at this point and from the be-
ginning of this work, I believe that generality has been argued
for sufficiently. It has been supported as a central condition of
political obligation, because, together with the other three, it
expresses the political nature of institutions, thus becoming a
normative reminder that they should be defended with refer-
ence to that nature. Also, it is a reasonable demand itself that
the requirement of political obligation should have a universal,
or very general, form when it figures in our moral reasoning.
Still, Horton claims that the theory of associative political obli-
gation can accommodate universality: “the claim that political
obligations are owed to a polity by virtue of people’s member-
ship of it can possibly be presented as itself universal in form
(or at least very general).”23 There is no obvious reason to deny
this claim, but it is my task here to see if it can be sustained,
more precisely, to examine whether membership can combine
normative importance with universality and whether this uni-
versality can be applied. For this I need to complete the argu-
mentation of this chapter.

The first argument, the obvious fact, questions the quality
of local social practices. As I argue throughout this work, the
moral quality of institutions is a crucial factor of their evalua-
tion and a precondition of their authority. We cannot begin to
discuss further conditions of their acceptance and the possibil-
ity of political obligation when institutions are unjust or more
generally immoral. So we need independent and more general
moral criteria to constrain them, which means that the local
practices that could establish the morality of political institu-
tions lack normative independence.

23 See Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part
One,” 435.
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jection of political obligations as the core of a conception of
our social relationships suggests that anarchist proposals can
be defended to meet the required moral demands without hav-
ing to meet the four traditional conditions that only a theory
of political obligation has to satisfy (since, as argued in the pre-
vious chapters, these conditions reflect the political nature of
that obligation in its traditional conception).

Both acceptance and the idea of schemes of social coopera-
tion provide paradigmatic ways of expressing self-governance
and equality on the way to a meaningful realization of equal-
liberty. Individuals should be capable of thinking and acting for
themselves and in collaboration with others, achieve collective
liberty, in order to survive and live complete lives. The two ele-
ments distinguished by the discussion of fairness make explicit
the value of participation and the form of participation appro-
priate for this capacity and achievement. The constant and ex-
plicit expression within a society of a willing involvement on
the part of individuals in its aims and services, which accep-
tance exemplifies, is a direct application of self-government
and the kind of equal active citizenship necessary for it. A
sense of horizontal relationships of a reciprocal character, as
involved in schemes of social cooperation, cultivates proper so-
cial relations, within which self-government and equality are
enhanced. Defenders of political constraints need to attend to
these elements and to their value for assessing political institu-
tions.

To conclude: in this chapter, the anarchist perspective is
made explicit through an insistence, in the language of fairness,
on the values of active participation and actual reciprocity as
the proper features of the kind of particularized moral relation-
ship that would generate political obligation. This advocacy,
on the part of the philosophical anarchist, of the kind of accep-
tance that would form active participation is also an expression
of the fact that this anarchist perspective goes together with
an ideal of legitimacy, a prior vision of what an application of
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proper social relations would be like. This latter is expressed
further in the anarchist insistence on the idea of schemes of
social cooperation as the defining structures of social life. The
failure of the fairness defense of political obligation justifies
these claims. In turn, these points suggest the following: first,
that political obligation constitutes an actual and particularized
relationship that needs to be detected in the specific practices
of political institutions and their interaction with individuals.
Second, that the fact that it is very difficult for such a relation-
ship to exist in our societies, in this case through the elements
of fairness, shows something important about political insti-
tutions. They lack an aspect that would justify the claims they
make on individuals, and this affects their character and accept-
ability. In view of the absence of political obligation and the
kind of active participation it would reflect, it becomes more
crucial to ensure that political constraints have a character that
makes them morally justifiable. For this, they need to be justi-
fied on the basis of fundamental moral values and in the light of
an ideal of legitimacy that they fail to satisfy. The permanent,
centralized, monopolistic, and coercive, that is, the dominant
character of political constraints creates inappropriate social
relations. In order to be justified, political constraints need to
be shown to respect constantly the values on the basis of which
they are claimed to be defensible in the first place—values such
as security and peace, justice and fairness, equality, and even
freedom itself. This provides an alternative way of enabling ac-
tive participation within political societies and the acceptable
relations it generates, given the absence of political obligation,
one that involves and motivates a more critical and demanding
approach to political institutions. The principle of fairness, as
one of the above values, can be used as a way of characterizing
social interdependence within existing political societies. This
principle is suitable for determining some obligations to oth-
ers and defining the character of social procedures, although
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our beliefs as we have to preclude it, as long as nobody presents
a further, more convincing argument against the former. My
argument against Horton, however, is that the fact of social-
ization is such an argument. We cannot necessarily assume
that socialization leads to false consciousness, yet its unmedi-
ated and uncritical effect on us from an early age increases the
possibility that our socially constructed belief in political mem-
bership is less than an expression of an unquestionable truth.
In the same way in which the burden of proof falls on the de-
fender of the state who makes the claim that what we are born
into has merit, the burden falls here on the defender of asso-
ciative political obligation to prove that our identification with
polities has ethical significance.

The first thesis is not sufficient to explain political obliga-
tion. Since Horton himself considers the second thesis to be
more critical and the two theses to be mutually supportive, the
decisive move here is to examine the strength of the second
thesis, the normative independence thesis.

According to the normative independence thesis, “local so-
cial practices (and our roles and places in them) independently
determine (some or all) moral requirements.”20 Political obli-
gations can be seen as an example of such normative indepen-
dence. In support of these claims, Horton wants to deny two
main arguments advanced by Simmons against the normative
independence thesis: “one obvious fact” and “one broad the-
oretical disposition.”21 For Simmons, the obvious fact is that
the quality of local practices might not be morally acceptable;
they “can be unjust, oppressive or pointless.” The theoretical
disposition is “the belief that universality, or at least a very
high degree of generality, is an essential feature of moral judge-
ments.”22

20 Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 262.
21 Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 266.
22 For these, see Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 266; Horton, “In

Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part One,” 435.
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ety we live in. So they are not solely political. In justice to
associative accounts, however, they are evidence for the kind
of concern that could give rise to political obligations, and their
continual expression within political contexts creates the back-
ground for this possibility.

In sum, although this study supports the significance of vol-
untariness for political obligations, it cannot without examina-
tion exclude the associative theory merely on the basis of the
above inconclusive—I concede to Horton—criticisms against a
non-voluntarist theory. Yet the second strategy that Horton
wants to defend against Simmons’s criticisms faces more seri-
ous problems.

On the communitarian approach

The communitarian approach involves two central theses: the
“identity argument” and “the normative independence of lo-
cal practice.”18 The first contends that, since our identities are
partly constituted by our role as members of a political com-
munity, they include political obligations. The second is the
claim that local practices independently determine moral re-
quirements.

Simmons’s criticism of the first thesis is that the fact that
membership is partly constitutive of our identity and that we
understand it to be so (as part of our self-identification) does
not entail the moral justification of political obligation. Horton
indicates that this in a way repeats the first argument above,
mainly that we are socialized into identifying with our polity,
and thus our belief in our political membership is a kind of
“false consciousness.”19 Moreover, he is right to argue in re-
sponse that we have as much reason to presume the validity of

18 Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 261–262.
19 Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 264. For Horton’s reply, see

Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part One,” 434.
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it does not establish the state’s exclusive enforcement of any
duties that we might have.
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5. Horton revisited

Let me preface the general conclusions of this book with an ex-
amination of the view of an important theorist of political obli-
gation, whose comments and criticisms have been used widely
in the preceding discussion. John Horton has developed his
own arguments concerning political obligation in his thorough
examination of the debate between defenders of the state and
philosophical anarchists. He produces a theory of associative
political obligations.1 This theory is non-voluntarist. Nor is it
offered as a complete and “compelling moral justification” of
political obligation, and I will not approach it as such here.2

1 See Horton, Political Obligation, Chapter 6; John Horton, “In Defence
of Associative Political Obligations: Part One,” Political Studies 54 (2006);
John Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part Two”;
John Horton, “Plural Subjects and Political Obligations,”Jurisprudence: AnIn-
ternational Journal of Legal and Political Thought 4(2), (2013): 280–286; John
Horton, “Political Legitimacy, Justice and Consent,” Critical Review of Inter-
national Social and Political Philosophy 15(2) (2012): 129–148.

2 See Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part
One,” 428; Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part
Two,” 2. He offers his theory as a justification “only in the weak sense” of
showing such obligations not to be morally and philosophically objection-
able in certain ways, of “showing the general intelligibility, moral reason-
ableness and plausibility of thinking in such terms” (Horton, “In Defence
of Associative Political Obligations: Part One,” 428). Yet, in his largely phe-
nomenological approach, Horton recognizes the need for a positive account
of political obligations (see Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obli-
gations: Part Two,” 17, n. 3). So, reformulated, his “principal aim is simply
to show how the conception of associative political obligations [that he de-
velops] provides an intelligible and plausible way of understanding political
obligations within a modern state” (Horton, “In Defence of Associative Po-
litical Obligations: Part Two,” 2).
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able expectations do not generate obligations. Yet some obliga-
tions do arise from reasonable expectations that are related to
broad and impersonal patterns of behavior rather than close re-
lationships. Horton cites the example of being law-abiding in
the case where a farmer has an obligation to respect the right of
pedestrians to have access through his land, if he has allowed
them to walk across it long enough to make plans based on
this expectation.16 So the difference between expectations and
entitlements, and even the possibility of mistakenly confusing
the two, does not exclude the possibility of explaining some
obligations in terms of reasonable expectations, although it is
unlikely that they would generate general political obligation.

As regards the fourth objection, Simmons is right that peo-
ple in contemporary states do not in general display the atti-
tudes toward others as their fellow citizens that are required
for political obligation, certainly not an equal concern toward
all of them, which Dworkin contends is what would give rise
to associative political obligations. On the other hand, neither
are they exclusively concerned with people who are family
and friends or members of groups they have voluntarily cho-
sen. Horton is right that expressions such as “it makes me
ashamed to be British” are a response to situations and appeals
in terms of a common political membership, for example when
immigrants in one’s country are treated with disrespect and
live in shameful conditions.17 Yet, in my opinion, such expres-
sions show moral considerations and inform obligations that
are moral, albeit regarding political issues. We might express
them as citizens, but they do not arise necessarily from our
identification with and membership of a specific polity. They
are acknowledgments of our obligations toward humanity and
our fellow human beings expressed in the context of the soci-

16 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part One,”
432.

17 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part One,”
433.
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can easily be mistaken and express an oppressed and uncritical
thinking, a mass delusion, rather than a valid belief. Horton
is right to state that the mere possibility of people being
mistaken about the actuality of political obligation does not
establish much.12 It is equally legitimate to use ordinary moral
opinion as a starting point and assume that it has some weight
without assuming that it is a necessary source of truth, instead
of rushing to classify it as false consciousness.

Against the second objection, Horton does not find any
conclusive reason why only what Simmons calls “positive,
obligation-generating acts or relationships” can give rise
to obligations.13 Horton also detects another category as
obligation-generating according to Simmons: certainly not
Gilbert’s “joint commitments” or any kind of associative
obligations,14 yet surely “general, nonvoluntary duties that
bind us simply because we are persons.”15 This denies Sim-
mons’s initial claim and gives him no good basis for excluding
associative accounts by merely asserting that they must fail.
In addition, although throughout this study I have stressed
extensively the importance of transactional relations for the
generation of political obligation, which can be used here
to reinforce Simmons, I concede that we cannot exclude the
possibility of associative obligations without examining the
theory first. It could be the case that membership in a polity
creates a relation to it of a kind that might have the same
weight as voluntary acts and relations of the transactional
sort. It is one of the aims of this chapter to discover whether
this is the case.

Moving to the third objection, it is true that reasonable ex-
pectations differ from entitlements, and usually simple reason-

12 See Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part
One,” 431.

13 Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 257.
14 Gilbert, “Group Membership,” 126.
15 Simmons, Justification and Legitimacy, 95.
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Nevertheless, it is a quite important and constructive theory,
very relevant to the present discussion, the potential of which
should be examined. In this chapter, therefore, I attempt to as-
sess its value in the debate, by examining its content and its
resistance to central criticisms.

More precisely, I will present Horton’s main (three-part) ar-
gument for associative political obligation, as anticipated in
Part One and as advanced in Part Two of his relevant two-part
article, focusing on his response to important arguments of
Simmons and those of critical philosophical anarchism in gen-
eral. I will also discuss Richard Vernon’s criticism from moral
universalism as derived from, and despite, his support of Hor-
ton’s endeavor against philosophical anarchism.3 In the light
of these crucial objections, I will attempt to draw conclusions
about the value of Horton’s theory, although, as I have already
mentioned, it is not offered as a theory of general political obli-
gation in the way the debate discussed here demands.

Rather than proving that we have political obligations, Hor-
ton adopts a “more interpretative or explanatory” approach,
which concerns the moral coherence of associative political
obligation.4 His approach is principally phenomenological, yet
he recognizes the need for a positive account of political obli-
gation.5 So his aim is to show how intelligible and plausible
it is to understand political obligations today through his con-
ception of associative political obligations.

Associative political obligations are the kind of obligations
that arise in virtue of our membership in a particular polity
that forms a special, nonvoluntary form of association.6 Their

3 See Richard Vernon, “Obligation by Association? A Reply to John
Horton,” Political Studies 55 (2007): 865–879.

4 Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part One,”
428.

5 See Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part
Two,” 17, n.3. See also n. 2 above.

6 See Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part
One,” 429; Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part
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reasonableness and possibility is rooted in the phenomenology
of association, the sense that our membership in a polity is
morally significant. In a world where the good of order, which
we value highly, is provided more by states, we have a reason,
subject to certain conditions, to support the state whose terri-
tory we happen to inhabit and, as long as it meets those con-
ditions, to value the beliefs and practices that are supportive
of its institutions. Political obligation can thus be understood
on the basis of this sense and relation of membership that we
have toward “our” polities.7 This is mainly the view that will
be evaluated in this chapter.

Horton’s preliminary arguments for
associative political obligations

Before embarking on his constructive account of associative
political obligations, Horton, in Part One of his article, lays the
foundations by responding to a number of criticisms against
this view. More precisely, he defends associative political
obligation against Simmons’s criticisms of two argumentative
strategies advanced in its favor that the latter identifies. One
is a form of “nonvoluntarist contract theory” and the other is
the “communitarian approach.”8 In the present section, I will

Two,” 3, 5, and 10; Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 249–252; Vernon,
“Obligation by Association?,” 865; Christopher Heath Wellman, “Associative
Allegiances and Political Obligations,” Social Theory and Practice 23 (1997):
181–204: they “obtain only among special associations” and “are neither ex-
plicitly agreed upon nor consented to” (Wellman, “Associative Allegiances
and Political Obligations,” 182).

7 This description is based on Vernon’s summary of the associative
view (see Vernon, “Obligation by Association?,” 865).

8 Or the “communitarian theory” (Simmons, “Philosophical Anar-
chism,” 261). For Horton’s first reference to the two strategies, see Horton,
“In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part One,” 430. For his dis-
cussion concerning the first, see Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political
Obligations: Part One,” 430–433. For his discussion concerning the second,
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examine Horton’s response with regard to the criticisms of
both strategies, as well as to Simmons’s more direct criticism
of associative political obligations. My aim is to distinguish
the arguments and the difficulties that will determine his
positive defense at a preliminary stage.

About a non-voluntarist contract theory

Regarding the first strategy, which implements a non-
voluntarist contract theory, Simmons has four main objec-
tions, the nature of which is quite familiar from his previous
criticisms, especially in Chapter 4 here. Three are against
Margaret Gilbert’s representative support of associative
political obligations:9 (a) to feel that we have obligations to
our government does not mean that we really have them;
(b) only transactional acts or relationships generate political
obligations; and (c) reasonable expectations should not be
confused with entitlements. The fourth is against Ronald
Dworkin:10 (d) associative obligations do not arise from an
equal concern that most citizens show to each other through
their political practices.11

Horton replies to each in a way that, in my opinion, amounts
to a satisfactory response.

In his first objection, Simmons attacks the use of ordinary
moral opinion to support political obligations that are not
based on voluntary agreement by indicating that such opinion

see Horton, “In Defence of Associative Political Obligations: Part One,” 433–
441.

9 See Margaret Gilbert, “Group Membership and Political Obligation,”
The Monist 76 (1993): 119–131.

10 See Ronald M. Dworkin, Law’s Empire (Cambridge: Harvard Univer-
sity Press, 1986), Chapter 6.

11 For these criticisms, see Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 256–
260; for Horton’s presentation of these criticisms, see Horton, “In Defence
of Associative Political Obligations: Part One,” 430–433.
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All these central ideas can apply also to the form of “par-
tial community,” namely “a wide variety of cooperatives, col-
lectives, neighbourhood associations, and other practices and
projects of direct action, mutual aid, and self-management.”29
Direct actionwas originally applied as a political tactic adopted
by anarchists and other radicals for creating an immediate ef-
fect on situations and on the range of choices of the individuals
affected, e.g., involving actions such as sabotage and strikes.
Today it is conceived and used in a more sophisticated and
inclusive way, as a social practice, or a multiplicity of tactics,
through which individuals directly intervene in, participate in,
and manage social affairs.30 It covers a wide range of activi-
ties: it encompasses nonviolent resistance to authority through
various campaigns, movements, and affinity groups as well as
the organization of, and work within, cooperatives and other
prefigurative forms.31 The specific practices included within
the social structures of the counterculture—practices such as
reciprocity, democratic participation, distributive justice, pub-
lic pressure, socialization, and ecology—are of central impor-
tance for testing its acceptability and viability.32

29 Taylor, Community, Anarchy and Liberty, 169. For forms of “partial
community,” see Ward, Anarchy in Action; Cahill, “Co-operatives and Anar-
chism”; Carter, A Radical Green Political Theory, 274–275.

30 See, for example, Franks, Rebel Alliances, Chapter 5.
31 For an account of forms of direct action, see Carter, A Radical Green

Political Theory, 229–230, 233, 241, 268–260, 281, 316. See also the ideas pre-
sented and the bibliography used in the section “The anarchist ideal of legit-
imacy” (in Chapter 6) and in the section “A critical philosophical anarchist
critique of Bookchin’s anarchist political program” here. For an extensive
development of the idea of “mutual aid” and an exemplary vision of society
as a unit organized on that basis, see Kropotkin, Mutual Aid.

32 For anarchist practices for social control and equality, see Taylor,
Community, Anarchy and Liberty; Ward, Anarchy in Action; Bookchin, “New
Social Movements”; Pepper, Communes and the Green Vision; Carter, A Rad-
ical Green Political Theory; Franks, Rebel Alliances, Chapter 5. For a virtue-
based conception of “practices,” see MacIntyre, After Virtue, chapters 14–17.
Although MacIntyre is not an anarchist, his theory might help for an im-
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6. Where friends of political
institutions and anarchists
are in the same boat

In this chapter I collect together and elaborate on the results of
the preceding discussion and demonstrate the value of critical
philosophical anarchism within the debate on political author-
ity. The aim of the chapter is to show the contribution that crit-
ical philosophical anarchism makes to evaluations of political
institutions, arguing that, whether or not one is an anarchist,
there is a distinctive and indispensable insight within this anar-
chist position. This insight should affect the framework of the
debate on political obligation and be taken into consideration
by other perspectives on the justification of political institu-
tions.

In the first part of this chapter, I begin with a summary
of the negative points of the anarchist criticisms of theories
of political obligation found in each of the previous chapters.
Then, I describe and analyze the positive points of these criti-
cisms. I also anticipate the program of work that awaits politi-
cal thought as a result of the challenge of critical philosophical
anarchism. In the second part of the chapter, I provide the
main analysis of the contribution of critical philosophical anar-
chism, especially as it is involved in the positive points of this
position elaborated in the chapter.
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Negative and positive points resulting
from the anarchist criticisms

The negative conclusions

The negative conclusions as derived from the anarchist criti-
cisms of different theories of political obligation above are as
follows.

In Chapter 2, the anarchist critique showed that the volun-
tary undertakings of individuals, which constitute the core of
consent and contract theories of political obligation, cannot be
satisfactorily combined with the generality condition in a way
that preserves the political nature of that obligation. The prob-
lem of agreement remains unsolved, and no version of volun-
tarism establishes a form of undertaking that actually binds
individuals to the state to a sufficiently general extent. Thus,
voluntarist theories fail to meet the basic conditions of a com-
prehensive account of political obligation. This failure is ex-
plained on the basis of their most central commitment.

The conclusion of Chapter 3 maintains that, while the Rawl-
sian natural duty of justice does not in principle violate the
particularity condition of political obligation, it does not estab-
lish actual political obligation. The just character of an institu-
tion does not provide sufficient ground for such an obligation.
While the demands of justice formmoral criteria for the accept-
ability of institutional organizations, they are not derived from
the essentially political nature of those organizations. But an
acceptable moral defense of the authority of the state demands
that political obligations derive from precisely that feature of
public institutions.

The principle of fairness discussed in Chapter 4 fails to sat-
isfy the generality condition of political obligation. This inade-
quacy is related both to the notion of active participation nec-
essary to capture the essential rationale of the principle and
to the idea of society as a scheme of social cooperation that
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are guided by the needs of the community, while as workers
they concentrate on specific tasks without concern for the
management of the particular economic units in which they
work. Bookchin thinks that this idea is essentially liberating
for the workers and provides an improved conception of the
notion of “worker control” (which within anarchosyndicalism
has been connected to the direct management as well as
ownership of the economic units by workers, see the section
“The anarchist ideal of legitimacy” above): he thinks that it
helps workers “escape the tyranny of the factory, rationalized
labour, and planned production,” thus giving them free time
and freedom from an abuse of labor; at the same time, it avoids
the privatization of the economy and the competitiveness it
entails, which he sees to be involved in the anarchosyndicalist
idea of “collectivized enterprises.”27 This idea can be updated
according to the achievements and needs of current working
conditions and apply to any profession within contemporary
societies, as a new way of organizing the work environment.
A final theme in Bookchin’s politics is the interaction between,
and independence of, communities through confederation,
as a way of avoiding inefficiency, isolation, and a narrow
parochial outlook. This is a way of arriving at his “ultimate
agenda,” that is, his vision of a world in which the state is
replaced by “a confederal network of municipal assemblies,”
with the future task that we “radicalize the democracy we
create [namely the democratic municipalities within which
we are to preserve and expand freedoms], imparting an even
more creative content to the democratic institutions we have
rescued and tried to develop.”28 With confederation Bookchin
aspires to carry the ideas of decentralization and small scale
to their ultimate expansion.

27 Bookchin, From Urbanization to Cities, 185–186.
28 Bookchin, From Urbanization to Cities, 194–195.
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other cities of the past.24 With this idea, Bookchin highlights
an alternative to what has been conceived as political so far.
This may be constituted upon anarchist lines both as a replace-
ment of the practices characteristic of the state and for the
cultivation of a new kind of collective action that may socialize
us into, and help us arrive at, social change. The second inter-
esting theme is Bookchin’s distinction between policy-making
and administration, according to which he considers the
former to be the practice of individuals as citizens within the
assemblies, their main political function, while the latter he
sees as the job of those appointed and working in each specific
area of society, which frees citizens from time-consuming
preoccupation with administrative details. This distinction
applies also at the federal level with regard to assemblies and
councils: the former involve policy-making, while the task of
the latter is coordination and administration.25 This idea helps
anarchist organizations preserve participation while achieving
the required coordination of activities that would make them
viable and effective as well as able to extend to the larger
society. Another theme characteristic of Bookchin’s project
is “the municipalization of the economy,” according to which
property should be in the custody of the community and the
economy arranged on the basis of the decisions of citizens in
the municipal assemblies with regard to both production and
distribution.26 In this way individuals control the economy
as citizens within the assemblies and in their decisions they

24 Bookchin, “A Politics for the 21st Century,” 5. As more recent exam-
ples of the form of institutions to which he aspires, Bookchin indicates the
town meetings of the colonial New England (Murray Bookchin, “New Social
Movements: the Anarchic Dimension,” in For Anarchism: History, Theory,
and Practice, ed. David Goodway [London and New York: Routledge, 1989],
268), the assemblies of revolutionary Paris, and the community life during
the Spanish revolution (Murray Bookchin, From Urbanization to Cities, 189–
192).

25 For these, see Bookchin, From Urbanization to Cities, 177–179.
26 Bookchin, From Urbanization to Cities, 184–186.
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the principle involves. Both these elements form distinctive
proposals of the fairness account and make the principle the-
oretically attractive. Yet their detachment from real political
circumstances disqualifies the principle of fairness as a general
ground of authority.

Horton’s associative account of political obligations is exam-
ined in Chapter 5 as an alternative view, which does not ex-
actly fall into the category of complete theories of obligation.
It is thus evaluated by different standards. Still, its examination
confirms the continual failure to establish a complete justifica-
tion of political obligation.

These conclusions show that there is no general political
obligation and that critical philosophical anarchism provides
a perspective from which the limitations of defenses of politi-
cal obligation can be seen clearly. This viewpoint allows for an
accurate exposition of the aspects in which each theory would
have to be refined in order to account satisfactorily for political
obligation. It also informs the theorist about deeper difficulties
that such a demand for refinement designates, which are dis-
cussed in the rest of this chapter.

The positive conclusions

The positive upshot of the critical philosophical anarchist cri-
tique is reflected in its incorporation of ideals of legitimacy and,
more importantly, in the perspective it proposes on approaches
to political institutions and on our conception of political rela-
tions and lives.

As I claimed in the previous chapters, the anarchist ideals
of legitimacy indicate what political societies must not be like,
by corresponding to accounts of what a successful attempt to
justify political authority would look like and by representing
paradigms of political legitimacy that existing states must ex-
emplify. They thus relate to both features of what Simmons of-
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fers as amore comprehensive part of philosophical anarchism.1
The first feature is found in the different anarchist ideals them-
selves, which are offered as prior visions of the appropriate so-
cial relations that existing societies must realize in order to be
legitimate. The collection of the moral ideas that have been
derived from the anarchist criticism and shown to be indis-
pensable criteria for morally acceptable authority, or social or-
ganization more generally, is already incorporated into ideal
accounts of their actual and specific application within soci-
eties. The role of these standards in evaluating political insti-
tutions constitutes the best possibility for assessing their legit-
imacy. The second feature of the comprehensive theory of crit-
ical philosophical anarchism is found in the demand for a com-
bination of the moral ground proposed by each theory with
the four formal “conditions of political obligation” adopted in
this study—namely generality, particularity, bindingness, and
content-independence, which together express the nature of
the political as presented in the four “theses on the political.”2
The debate on political obligation concludes that attempts at
this combination are unsuccessful.

The arguments examined in this study provide three moral
forms of the anarchist ideal of legitimacy. The first is “the
ideal of voluntariness.” It involves a recognition of the sub-
stantial role of voluntariness. That is, the ideal focuses on the
conditions of free deliberation and choice as vital features of
participation in the public sphere, which would establish a
morally significant relation between political institutions and
each of their subjects if they actually applied; it expresses in
this sphere the political analogue of self-assumed obligation
and free agreement (Chapter 2). The second is “the ideal

1 See Simmons, “Philosophical Anarchism,” 36, n.9. For a presentation
of these features, see the section “The variety of anarchisms. Defining criti-
cal philosophical anarchism within the current debate on anarchism” of my
Introduction.

2 See Chapter 1, the section “The problem of political obligation.”
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This is the democratic municipality. He sees the municipality
as the “authentic unit of political life … as a whole, if it is
humanly scaled, or in its various subdivisions, notably the
neighborhood.”20 The neighborhood becomes the vital space
for discussions of political, cultural, and economic issues. His
claim is that the immediate spheres for learning to be familiar
with “the political process” and units of an alternative culture
should be “the villages, towns, neighborhoods, and cities
in which people live on the most intimate level of political
interdependence beyond private life.”21 Bookchin’s vision is
one of a society where people are actively involved in public
matters through interaction within municipal assemblies
whose members meet constantly for direct discussion and
decision-making on every matter of their lives. These assem-
blies are further coordinated by delegates who represent them
in “local confederal councils” and “who are rotable, recallable,
and above all, rigorously instructed in written form” about
their position on the issues discussed in the councils.22 This
process extends to every level, creating thus a confederal
network that interlinks municipal assemblies through local
councils, all organized from the bottom up.23

There are four recurrent themes running through
Bookchin’s vision that are extremely important for the
organization of social life in anarchist terms and in line with
the anarchist commitment to equal, active participation and
its new view of the political. The first is Bookchin’s concern to
revive citizenship through appeal to municipal politics, where
he conceives politics in its Greek meaning, namely as the self-
management of the community, or “popular ways of managing
the city,” as evidenced in and inspired by the Greek polis and

20 Bookchin, “Libertarian Municipalism,” 175.
21 Bookchin, “Libertarian Municipalism,” 175.
22 Bookchin, “Libertarian Municipalism,” 177.
23 Bookchin, “Libertarian Municipalism,” 178–179.
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These features, as actual implementations of the ideals of free-
dom, equality, cooperation, and solidarity, should be tested by
the moral standards provided, and by experience.

This study does not undertake the tasks of political anar-
chism. But an initial application of the ideal of critical philo-
sophical anarchism to at least one political anarchist proposal
might provide illumination and be a first step in this direction.
This is the attempt of this chapter.

“Whole communities”15—such as the traditional communes
constructed around the world, especially in the form of
the “secular family commune” they took in the 1960s16 and
its more contemporary development in the 1980s17—might
acquire a very valuable character if developed in accordance
with Murray Bookchin’s political program of “Libertarian
Municipalism.”18 Bookchin characterizes Libertarian Munici-
palism as “an explicit attempt to update the traditional social
anarchist ideal of the Federation of Communes or ‘Commune
of communes,’ that is, the confederal linking of libertarian
communist municipalities in the form of directly democratic
popular assemblies as well as the collective control or ‘own-
ership’ of socially important property.”19 He argues that,
for a promising alternative social framework, there should
be an immediate sphere of popular self-management where
cooperation and commitment to community come to the fore.

for the 21st Century” [presented in The Lisbon Conference on Libertarian
Municipalism, Lisbon, Portugal, 1998]). For more complete accounts, see
also the section “The anarchist ideal of legitimacy” in Chapter 6 and the rest
of Chapter 7 here.

15 Taylor, Community, Anarchy and Liberty, 169.
16 For an excellent survey of these social units, see Philip Abrams and

Andrew McCulloch, Communes, Sociology and Society (Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1976).

17 For this, see David Pepper, Communes and the Green Vision.
18 For this, see Bookchin, “LibertarianMunicipalism”; Bookchin, “A Pol-

itics for the 21st Century.”
19 Bookchin, “A Politics for the 21st Century,” 1.
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of justice.” It concentrates on the centrality of justice as a
necessary feature of public institutions, which, in order to
ground political obligation, must be represented in the specific
practices of such institutions and characterize their particular
interaction with their citizens; it must also be compatible
with a degree of efficiency in order for these practices to
be feasible and meaningful (Chapter 3). A third anarchist
proposal of an ideal of legitimacy is found in “the ideal of
social co-operation.” This ideal depicts, as the most suitable
implementation of actual and morally significant social rela-
tionships, a political community that exemplifies purely and
effectively the characteristics and the spirit of a scheme of
social cooperation. Such a scheme gives rise to a more fruitful
conception of “the political,” found especially in the horizontal
relationships and the ethos of reciprocity, cooperation, and
mutual aid among individuals that are its central features.
Fundamentally, it reflects the value of voluntary participation
(Chapter 4). This view of social relationships is enhanced by
the (non-voluntarist, yet important) “ideas of identification,
membership, and association” advocated in Horton’s theory
(Chapter 5). Meanwhile, in terms of the traditional defenses of
the state, all these versions of the ideal preserve the demand
that any defense of that kind should make clear that the four
conditions of political obligation are satisfied.

The function of the anarchist ideals of legitimacy just de-
scribed corresponds to two main aspects of the philosophical
anarchist perspective itself, as reflected in the results of the an-
archist critique presented above. This perspective imposes the
satisfaction of the conditions of political obligation as a precon-
dition for any theoretical defense of the legitimacy of political
authority. This test concerns only the attempts to justify po-
litical authority and the existence of political obligation. Fur-
thermore, in the moral requirements that it demands to be met
by both defenses of the state and anarchist visions of stateless
societies, the anarchist perspective finds moral principles that
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must be embodied in the actual and specific interactions that
most characterize these social structures in order for them to
be legitimate.

Voluntariness remains a desirable feature of a valid justifica-
tion of authority. Most importantly, it is a valuable expression
of the capacity for self-governance, that is, the ability, responsi-
bility, and right of individuals to determine their own lives and
act accordingly. The anarchist arguments in Chapter 2 indicate
that the problem with theories that appeal to voluntariness is
what these theories try to justify and their use of voluntariness
for this justification: the desirability of voluntariness verified
by the anarchist highlights the problematic nature of the no-
tion and existence of political obligation. This, in turn, sug-
gests that voluntariness be seen as part of an understanding of
our public lives that calls into question appeals to a principled
defense of authority, rather than as part of such a defense.

The recognition of the value of justice in Chapter 3 provides
another part of a proper idea of what a satisfactory organiza-
tion of public life might involve, one that also enhances equal-
ity. It thus accepts the appropriateness of the theoretical ap-
peal to this ideal, yet highlights the shortcomings of accounts
that make the justification of political authority the focus of so-
cial organization. Once more, the appeal to a desirable moral
value results in the failure of defenses of political obligation
and, in this, suggests a revision of our understanding of politi-
cal relationships and lives. Significantly, the discussion of the
principle of justice indicates more clearly difficulties that arise
from the very nature of political constraints.

Finally, the idea of societies as schemes of social cooperation
in Chapter 4 supplements the proposed revision of our view of
the political with a comprehensive example of what political
life understood in opposition to a principled appeal to author-
ity would be like. Again, since existing institutions do not ex-
emplify such schemes, a defense of their authority in terms of
the principle of fairness becomes problematic. The idea of re-
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of prefigurative social structures and experience within them,
individuals will cultivate the attitudes and abilities of trust and
cooperation that are required for an alternative construction
of social life, and that life in states has made us lose.12 Such a
structural preparation applies a characteristic anarchist belief,
namely that the means toward social change should be the
same as, or compatible with, the ends forming this change.13
Although these ideas propose immediate changes, they do
not contradict the proposal for gradual social reconstruction.
Rather, they reflect the anarchist position that the application
of this reconstruction should be directly and consistently of
the kind that the anarchist envisages and explain the forms
that comprise it.

Anarchists present us with a picture of non-dominative, non-
coercive, and equal social relations. These are reflected in the
anarchist work on social structures, in a social background con-
stituted by a multiplicity of decentralized, voluntary associa-
tions, which are realized by a variety of groups, organized on
a human scale, are of all forms and degrees, and involve many
important practices, tactics, and goals (social units such as local
communes, different kinds of cooperatives, and contemporary
movements, all serving a variety of causes regarding various
areas of life); these are confederated with each other in order
to apply, coordinate, improve, and expand the relations among
them as well as between them and the surrounding system.14

12 The anarchist idea of “a ‘prefigurative’ model of revolution”: see Tom
Cahill, “Co-operatives and Anarchism: A Contemporary Perspective,” in For
Anarchism: History, Theory, and Practice, ed. David Goodway (London and
New York: Routledge, 1989), 235–236; Carter, A Radical Green Political The-
ory, 266–276.

13 See Cahill, “Co-operatives and Anarchism,” 235–236; Joll, The Anar-
chists, Chapter 4.

14 On the whole, these schemes and their federation constitute a culture
of “pre-figurative forms” or of “cooperative autonomy” (Carter, A Radical
Green Political Theory, 266–276. See also Bookchin, Toward an Ecological
Society; Bookchin, “LibertarianMunicipalism”; Murray Bookchin, “A Politics
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social order and a reflection of central anarchist principles in
them (principles such as decentralization, participatory democ-
racy, egalitarianism, self-sufficiency, and ecology), as well as of
the ultimate ideals of freedom, equality, and solidarity that un-
derlie those principles, constitute the most essential elements
for replies to this criticism.9 Indeed, the position of critical
philosophical anarchism has already been shown to involve,
and to redirect us toward, generally acceptable moral reasons.
This is not incompatible with the fact that, as I will confirm
in the following section, critical philosophical anarchism em-
braces certain poststructuralist elements. The rejection of es-
sentialism and holistic perspectives on the part of poststruc-
turalist political theory does not entail a denial of the possibil-
ity of common ethical principles.10

Furthermore, many anarchists aspire to a gradual and stable
reconstruction of social life envisaged as a social scheme of
cooperation, one end of the spectrum of views that has, at its
opposite extreme, the institutionalized coercion of states.11 A
central tenet of anarchism is that, through the implementation

Jan Narveson (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 1996), 41–61, where
the writer offers a variety of reasons for proving that even perfect moral
agents (angels) would need the state as the most effective solution to moral
disputes.

9 See, for example, Taylor, Community, Anarchy and Liberty; Ward,
Anarchy in Action (London: Freedom Press, 1982); Pepper, Communes and
the Green Vision: Counterculture, Lifestyle and the New Age (London: Green
Print, 1991); Bookchin, Toward an Ecological Society; Bookchin, From Urban-
ization to Cities (London: Cassell, 1995); Bookchin, “Libertarian Municipal-
ism”; Carter, A Radical Green Political Theory; Clark, Living Without Domina-
tion; Franks, Rebel Alliances; Gordon, Anarchy Alive; Newman, The Politics
of Postanarchism.

10 For a related examination of questions of ethics arising for poststruc-
turalists, see May, The Political Philosophy of Poststructuralist Anarchism, ch.
6.

11 For a reply to the criticism that “instant anarchism” has adverse ef-
fects, see Sanders, “The State of Statelessness,” 271–274. See also ColinWard,
Anarchy in Action, 131–133.
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constructing social relations along these new lines, however,
remains attractive, since it can perhaps be implemented with-
out appeal to authority and the centralized functions of the
state. This approach can be further enhanced by important ele-
ments of the membership and the associative argument exam-
ined in Chapter 5. Together all these aspects of the anarchist
ideal represent and protect equal-liberty.

The question remains, however, whether anarchist social vi-
sions have better prospects as forms of public organization.
This question is motivated by the thought that such visions are
not offered as representations of legitimate political authori-
ties, but rather of alternative forms of social life. Their legiti-
macy, then, might be established only on the basis of the sug-
gested moral ideas and without satisfying the four traditional
conditions that only an account of legitimate political authority
needs to satisfy. It is interesting to examine whether anarchist
social structures substantiate schemes of social cooperation of
the kind that anarchist ideals of legitimacy exemplify, to exam-
ine, that is, whether anarchists can meet their own standards
in defense of an alternative view of social life.

The value of the anarchist perspective and ideal of legitimacy
is affirmed in that the moral ideas that they highlight as crite-
ria of acceptable forms of social organization are derived from
the anarchist criticism itself and constitute its positive features.
They are the result of the arguments preceding the conclusions
of each previous chapter, which were presented in order to be
open to critical evaluation. The acceptability of these conclu-
sions and the moral conditions they sustained as criteria then
explains the acceptability of the anarchist perspective and ideal
of legitimacy. The fact that the anarchist criticism is based on
general intuitions about freedom, equality, justice, community,
and the value of cooperation, and that the anarchist challenge
reflects an insistence on the importance of these values, shows
that this challenge aspires to moral reasons that everybody can
accept. (Everybody except those who have extreme and dan-
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gerous views, like fascists.) In articulating acceptable moral
beliefs, the substantial moral standards preserved by the an-
archist perspective open the way for expressing suitably and
perhaps addressing the motivations that underlie the problem
of political obligation. These motivations constitute a worry
on our part about suffering an unquestioned, unqualified, and
unlimited imposition of political requirements and their con-
sequences upon us, a worry that, in turn, gives rise to doubts
about the very idea of being obliged in the first place and to
a demand for an explanation and justification of such require-
ments.3

The point just stated depends on another central feature of
the anarchist perspective. This is the position that, within the
debate on political obligation, the relevant moral values cannot
generate this obligation when they are offered in an abstract,
theoretical form, nor when they are translated into general
moral qualities and accomplishments of political institutions.
Their respect within an account of appropriate social relation-
ships can be shown only in a direct and particular application
of them in our political reality. To the extent that this demand
is not satisfied, defenses of political obligation fail. But such
a position about the role of moral values within the debate on
political obligation retains a further function. It suggests that,
nevertheless, in their more general applications, these values
continue to provide indispensable criteria for the acceptability
of political notions, doctrines, and institutions. This observa-
tion redefines the tasks of political theorists. It provides the ba-
sis for a more informed, far-reaching, and comprehensive eval-
uation of constraints, one that transcends the boundaries of the
debate on political obligation, although it is still motivated by
it. For all these reasons, the anarchist insistence on a moral
grounding of authority and on the seriousness of the failure of

3 These motivations are explained in Chapter 2, the section “Dismiss-
ing the conceptual argument for political obligation.”
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institutionalized coercion and formal law.4 For example, in
the case of the Prisoner’s Dilemma, they focus on iterated
forms of the game: depicting the game in a number of times to
allow repeated interaction among the parties provides great
potential for the emergence of strategies that result in cooper-
ation.5 Another solution involves “experimental arguments,”
which support these theoretical possibilities by providing
examples of cooperative behavior and of support of voluntary
associations evidenced in real life.6 Along these lines, the
most important anarchist claim is that, by realizing the highly
abstract and unrealistic construction of the dilemma as far
as its various features are concerned and by relaxing some
of them, the possibility of cooperation on a voluntary basis
becomes more and more obvious.7 A successful application of
the anarchist structures and practices plays a primary role to
this effect.

Additionally, anarchists argue for the possibility of relying
on generally accepted moral reasons, in order to show that an-
archism need not lead to widespread unrest, and thus to coun-
teract criticisms that appeal to the impossibility of a unifying
moral view. Along the lines of these criticisms, it has been
claimed that the difficulty of making everybody share a com-
mon set of moral principles generates infinite disagreement,
making anarchism unattractive.8 The anarchist practices for

4 For an explanation of the Prisoner’s Dilemma and the argument from
public goods, along with representative bibliography on these issues, see my
discussion of the social contract in Chapter 2. For public goods, see also
Chapter 4.

5 See Axelrod, The Emergence of Cooperation; Taylor, Anarchy and Co-
operation; Taylor, The Possibility of Cooperation.

6 See Harriott, “Games, Anarchy, and the Nonnecessity of the State,”
131–134.

7 See, for example, Sanders, “The State of Statelessness,” 264–265.
8 For this, see Wolff, Political Philosophy, 52–53. See also Gregory S.

Kavka, “Why Even Morally Perfect People Would Need Government,” in For
and Against the State: New Philosophical Readings, ed. John T. Sanders and
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chist view the explicit arguments against political obligation
provided by philosophical anarchists. A demonstration of the
compatibility of political anarchist social visions with the per-
spective and ideals of legitimacy shown in this study to be pro-
vided by philosophical anarchists, and their proximity to them,
would achieve this and establish continuity within the anar-
chist ideology. It would provide a combination of a diagnos-
tic of what goes wrong with coercion with an explicit positive
horizon of harmonious social relations without the state.

It is on this terrain, then, that political social anarchism,
and any other positive proposal that is characterized by its
advantages and disadvantages, needs to be tested under the
auspices of an ideal of legitimacy. Anarchism must prove that
the social visions it proposes can deal effectively with the
problem of achieving cooperation, order, and safety without
coercion. This demonstration could best be effected through
the elements already implemented within the anarchist
tradition, that is, by a more complete development of the
theoretical anarchist arguments concerning the Prisoner’s
Dilemma, public goods, and morality, and by the empirical
observation and cultivation of its manifestations within real
societies. Further, although anarchist visions do not have to
meet the conditions of political obligation, since they reject it,
this demonstration must proceed in ways compatible with the
moral criteria that the anarchist position sustains.

There is a continued development of theoretical arguments
in defense of anarchy, which are customarily advanced in the
political debate and stand in interaction with the anarchist
work on social structures. Anarchists advance solutions to
the Prisoner’s Dilemma and to the argument from public
goods in order to address the problems of coordination of
activities, cooperation, and social order without appeal to
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philosophical defenses of state authority becomes theoretically
relevant and, perhaps, indispensable. These points provide the
core of the evaluation of the contribution of critical philosoph-
ical anarchism advanced in this study and will be developed in
the second part of this chapter.

The critical philosophical anarchist perspective and its ad-
herence to certain ideals of legitimacy, as well as the new light
under which they promote the relevant moral values, show
that the accounts of the state examined earlier fail to prove
that existing states respect the relevant moral ideas in the way
the problem of political obligation demands. The anarchist crit-
icism of the state rests primarily upon the following claim: all
human beings must be treated as free and equal such that no
one has, in principle, the right to decide for and command oth-
ers. Therefore, only a form of ruling that satisfies the four
conditions of political obligation, or that actualizes within par-
ticular interactions principles that express the recognition of
the above moral ideas as generally acceptable moral reasons,
would be legitimate.4 Defenses of political institutions fail to
meet these requirements. This presents a strong reason for
questioning the possibility of their legitimacy.

The above claim expresses two central and related anarchist
concerns, which give rise to the anarchist challenge. First, the
anarchist focuses on freedom as an ideal and a characteristic
of the status of human beings that cannot be compromised eas-
ily. In view of this ideal, political constraints remain a problem,
even when they are necessary. If they are claimed to be neces-
sary and legitimate, political institutions must prove to be so in
terms of that very idea. They must provide a form of freedom
that, even if different from the freedom belonging to human
beings outside political structures, is equally substantive and

4 This is also a reaction to pluralist, or supplementary, accounts of po-
litical obligation, such as those suggested by Gans and Wolff (in Gans, Philo-
sophical Anarchism, and Wolff, “Pluralistic Models of Political Obligation,”
respectively).
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valuable, a form that involves the capacity for self-preservation
and a direct assertion of morality as responsibility and success-
ful decision, which is freedom in its most basic form.5 And
they should apply it constantly in their practices and in their
interactions with each and every one of their subjects. Further-
more, they should aspire to the kind of equal-liberty thatmakes
freedom possible only if enjoyed equally by all.6 Alternatively,
political institutions must respect and concretize other values
that are important enough to express a concern with compen-
sating losses of freedom and equality, or the implementation
of which can itself be seen as a promotion of equal-liberty, or
compatible with it. Justice and community are such values, and
they are stressed by the anarchist perspective and its ideals of
legitimacy. But then the state must show steadily that it actu-
ally applies and preserves such values, in order to justify the
constraints that it imposes. The problem of political obligation
concerns one area where political institutions are shown not
to do so. The anarchist stresses this failure and its importance.
Still, such a demand on political institutions concerns wider
justifications of constraints. The anarchist position within the
debate on political obligationmotivates a focus onmore careful
attempts in that direction.

Second, the anarchist concern with liberty, equality and
other values is related to the fundamental anarchist concern
with achieving appropriate social relations and highlights

5 For this, see the final section of Chapter 2, inspired by Rousseau’s
position in 1762 (Rousseau, “On Social Contract”), Book 1, chapters 6 and
7. In the end, the state must be proven to be a self-imposed constraint on
the part of individuals—or that within it they remain free—in order for it
to be justified to them (for this fundamental demand, see the discussion in
Chapter 1, the sections “The paradox of authority,” “Dissolving the paradox.
Rousseau as a paradigm of state justification,” and “The argument for criti-
cal philosophical anarchism,” and in the section “The contribution of critical
philosophical anarchism” of the present chapter).

6 Newman, The Politics of Postanarchism, 20–25. See also Chapter 2
here, the section “The implications of the anarchist criticism of consent”.
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for their proposals for social organization to be taken seriously,
political anarchists have to show that their own social visions
live up to the moral criteria of the ideal of legitimacy in a way
that proves both their desirability and their feasibility and vi-
ability. This will also weaken the force of arguments to the
effect that we need the state, and it will make the call of polit-
ical anarchism to demolish the state more understandable and
intuitive.

As stated in the Introduction, anarchists focus on the social
character of human life and on the ethos of voluntary coop-
eration, which is represented fairly by communal (or social)
anarchism. So this anarchist position qualifies as a political
position paradigmatic of what anarchism proposes as a social
alternative. However, this form of anarchism has difficulties in
providing an answer to the question of how to achieve and sus-
tain stable, harmonious, social cooperation without coercion.
This problem with political anarchism lies in the fact that, in
its commitment to social cooperation, it is bound to recognize
the necessity of forms of social order, social conventions, and
obligations, which are difficult to define without “an element
of coercion.”1 Social criticism and pressure, especially in small
communities, can have strikingly coercive effects on individ-
uals, not to mention their inefficiency in large cities.2 Given
that communal anarchists accept a degree of coercion in forms
of social order necessary for the survival of anarchic commu-
nities, it follows that, for those anarchists, the issue of political
obligation becomes problematic: they either “reintroduce” po-
litical obligation or appeal to proposals that are open to objec-
tions similar to those that anarchists themselves make against
institutionalized coercion.3 What becomes crucial, then, is to
find a consistent way to incorporate within the political anar-

1 Horton, Political Obligation, 120–123.
2 For similar points, see Miller, Anarchism, 174–177.
3 Horton, Political Obligation, 122–123.
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7. Anarchism: Philosophical
and political

Critical philosophical anarchism constitutes a very comprehen-
sive position, which represents an indispensable outlook on ap-
proaches to political institutions. But what about the other di-
rection that the anarchist contribution can take? What about
its implications for political anarchism itself? How does the
critical stand with regard to political authority that the philo-
sophical anarchist position shares with political anarchism re-
late to the tasks of the advocates of the latter?

There are three main parts to this examination. In the first
and second part, I provide some considerations regarding the
proposals and tasks of political anarchism in relation to the
contribution of critical philosophical anarchism. This project
is facilitated through a discussion and criticism of Bookchin’s
anarchist program against the background of other recent an-
archist prefigurative politics. In the final part, I discuss what
the view of critical philosophical anarchism proposes for ad-
dressing concrete dilemmas within existing societies governed
by the state.

The tasks of political anarchists

As already indicated in Chapter 6, in the light of the framework
established with the help of philosophical anarchism and the
normative horizon of the anarchist ideal of legitimacy, anar-
chists themselves have to undertake their own tasks. In order
to address concerns of the defenders of the state and in order
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its importance. This fundamental concern can be expressed
otherwise as a claim that anarchism is “about the quality
of relations between people.”7 Anarchists do not worry
merely about the problem of subjecting individuals to the
interests or the will of other individuals. Rather, they see the
“problem of subjugation,” or domination, namely the problem
of the subjection of one person to another, as primarily one
“of the relations between one person and another,” which,
to be proper, should involve equal power, mutual respect,
reciprocity, and fair cooperation.8 In social reality this would
be expressed properly only in the attainment of active, sub-
stantial participation, such that all members of a society see
social affairs as their own and are in control of them.

The aspects of the anarchist perspective just analyzed incor-
porate and reflect a commitment to two fundamental anarchist
arguments against political authority. The first concerns self-
government and participation. The anarchist critique developed
in Chapters 2 and 4 indicated that the voluntarism involved in
consent and other attitudes of willing participation is a sub-
stantial expression of self-government. Self-government cre-
ates the proper conditions for individual self-realization and
for proper relations between persons as free and equal agents.
The enhancement of this capacity within social life is achieved
by the cultivation and establishment of equal active participa-
tion, and this is why social structures must enable such forms
of interaction. The voluntary commitment to and participation
in social life becomes an actual and effective way for individ-
uals to express their freedom and equality, to determine their
own lives and social world on an equal basis, and to act on these

7 Taylor, Community, Anarchy and Liberty, 3. See also May, The Polit-
ical Philosophy of Poststructuralist Anarchism; Alan Carter, A Radical Green
Political Theory (London: Routledge, 1999); Franks, Rebel Alliances; Gordon,
Anarchy Alive; Newman, The Politics of Postanarchism.

8 See Raz, “Introduction,” 16–17, and the discussion of his theory in
Chapter 1, the section “Raz’s theory as an illustration.”
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determinations. Ideal, participatory ways of social interaction
form a reminder of the kinds of demands that individuals have
the responsibility to themselves and to one another to impose
on their social world.

This argument relates to the second central argument in-
volved in the anarchist position, the argument about the un-
desirability of political constraints. The philosophical anarchist
criticism of political obligation indicates one aspect in which
political institutions are defective: they do not function on the
basis of a morally justified relationship with individuals. In-
deed, this defect is rooted in the very nature of political con-
straints and draws attention to it. Although self-government
might involve and indeed need constraints, it involves con-
straints that one puts on oneself—through the careful consid-
eration, choice, and implementation of commitments that indi-
viduals themselves decide that can help build their personality
and should determine their life—not external constraints. But
political constraints have an exclusive and authoritative char-
acter. They establish a framework within which some are ruled
by others. This opposes self-government and equality and con-
stitutes inappropriate personal and social relations. The failure
to ground political obligation on the basis of voluntary partic-
ipation and ideal schemes of social cooperation that enhance
individual responsibility and equal interaction highlights this
defect. In turn, this defect initiates a different approach to
political institutions. The fundamental moral values affirmed
within the debate on political obligation have a central role to
play here. They function as the criteria on the basis of which
we can develop a new way of evaluating institutions. The gen-
eral idea here is that political constraints need to be evaluated
in view of their special character and its defects. This character
makes them unable to meet the conditions of the relationship
of political obligation. But it is compatible with an evaluation
on the basis of the fundamental moral principles that their de-
fenders claim that political institutions incorporate. This pro-
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straints, by their very nature, tend to accept, cultivate, and
establish that subjugation. In the end, the anarchist position
is rather about how difficult it is to substantiate political legiti-
macy. This is the beginning of the political anarchist struggle
for social change.
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Conclusion

The distinctive perspective of critical philosophical anarchism
is that it revives the question whether we should have polit-
ical institutions by questioning our obligation to them. The
criticism of accounts of political obligation that it provides and
the results of that criticism raise this question, which has been
overlooked for too long in discussions of political authority.
Rather than promoting a duty to justify constraints, anarchism
makes compelling a duty not to accept illegitimate constraints: it
focuses on what constraints take away and thus on the need to
account for the point of their very existence. Critical philo-
sophical anarchism makes us think about what freedom and
equality and their loss imply for the way we want to defend
political institutions, helping us reestablish our methods of jus-
tification. It presents an indispensable outlook: it reassesses
the very approach to political authority that has been used in-
correctly hitherto as a starting point for the debate, offering a
clear view of the character, possibilities, and problems of polit-
ical constraints that points out and corrects this approach. It
thus establishes a new horizon of argumentation, where the
possibility of political obligation and the need for justification
remain a persistent concern and are harder to obtain. This per-
spective constitutes the core of the anarchist contribution to
the philosophical debate on political obligation. It is in this re-
spect, namely in adopting this perspective, that, I claim, politi-
cal theorists need to acknowledge the terrain they share with
anarchists. At the same time, the anarchist position preserves
its authenticity. It is not about putting limits on political insti-
tutions out of a concern to preserve them. It does not put em-
phasis on the justification of the legitimacy of the state. The
anarchist is motivated by the problem of domination, or sub-
jugation, how improper relations among people are demean-
ing. The defect of political institutions detected through the
anarchist criticism of political obligation is that political con-
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vides an alternative way of ensuring meaningful participation,
given the absence of political obligation. It also initiates a more
demanding kind of institutional evaluation. Significantly, it re-
flects the central claim of the anarchist position: that it is very
difficult for any state to be legitimate. These points were already
suggested in the previous chapters and will be fully elaborated
in the second part of the present chapter.

The negative and positive aspects of the anarchist critique
are expressed more directly in the subversive campaign of
philosophical anarchists.9 That campaign’s work is to demon-
strate, through the criticism of the state, that the nonexistence
of a general political obligation affects in general our thinking
and acting in the public sphere. This is the immediate role of
the anarchist criticism. Such criticism exposes the difficulties
involved in attempts to defend political obligation, challenges
our attitudes of obedience, and thus changes our view of our
position in political society. At the same time, the anarchist
perspective and ideals of legitimacy insist on a set of gener-
ally acceptable moral standards for us to adopt in order to
conceive and apply adequately political ideals in an attempt
to construct political institutions. Thus, they function as a
principled reflection of the seriousness and the implications
of an attempt to justify political authority. The anarchist
position already cultivates the critical attitude suggested by
its subversive campaign. This is the different attitude toward
the activities, demands, and position of political institutions
that the removal of a presumption in favor of obedience

9 Miller, Anarchism, 18. For a fuller presentation of this campaign, see
my Introduction, the section “The main parts and underlying ideas of my
argument,” and Chapter 1, the subsection “Simmons’s theory.” For represen-
tative bibliography, see Wolff, In Defense of Anarchism, 11 and 18–19; Smith,
“IsThere a Prima Facie Obligation?,” 969–973; Simmons,Moral Principles and
Political Obligations, 191–201; Simmons, “The Anarchist Position,” 275–279;
Simmons, On the Edge of Anarchy, 263–269.
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generates.10 In addition, it already constitutes a strong basis
for a deeper understanding and improved conception of our
political relationships and lives. Yet to understand the ultimate
strength of these aspects of the anarchist position, in fact
the real extent of the effects of the anarchist enlightening
campaign itself, we need to examine and understand the
fundamental demands underlying them. This is the central
rationale of my discussion of the contribution of the anarchist
position over the course of this study.

We may conclude from the discussion of the negative and
the positive points of the anarchist challenge that, within the
debate on political authority, anarchism provides a constant
awareness of the limitations of arguments for political author-
ity, which entails the need for their refinement and, possibly,
their complete abandonment, as well as a change in our atti-
tude toward political society. In turn, this affects further justi-
fications of constraints, and it must have an effect on real insti-
tutions.

The implications of the anarchist challenge for
political thought and practice

In the next few paragraphs, I discuss the tasks of future ap-
proaches to political institutions, as these are suggested by the
preceding discussion.

The anarchist perspective and its ideals of legitimacy must
function as a shared normative horizon for both the defender
of political institutions and the anarchist. The two opponents
can then continue their dialogue on a better basis. They can
challenge one another and criticize their own beliefs in a non-
question-begging way. They will have to respect the condi-
tions of political obligation that an account of political author-

10 For more on the anarchist campaign, the attitude it cultivates, and
its radicalism, see Chapter 1, the sections “Simmons’s theory” and “A more
general departure from Simmons’s approach.”
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dom can be allowed in a government that serves good reasons
even when this government is not autonomously chosen. The
other was that individual choice is indispensable for freedom.
Raz’s position that autonomy is respected when government
serves reasons that apply to individuals themselves represents
the first view. And the way of assessing political institutions
defended by the anarchist results in Raz’s view. Nevertheless,
as I also argued in the first chapter, this view does not alone
address the concern with freedom that underlies the demand
for justification. For this, the role of choice needs to be as-
serted: it is important that through government we remain
free. Through the anarchist criticism of theories of political
obligation, we understand that this demand involves recogniz-
ing the importance of the question of political obligation and
of the difficulty of addressing it. This is a way of asserting
the importance of choice for securing self-government, and it
directs us to an alternative way of respecting choice. Recog-
nizing, in light of the absence of political obligation, that con-
straints need to be assessed and justified on the basis of the
values of the ideal of legitimacy, as it traces harm to particu-
lar individuals, is a way of affirming choice without facing the
difficulty that accounts of political obligation based on choice
face—a difficulty that Raz himself has pointed out correctly. It
thus is a way of returning to Raz while sustaining the funda-
mental role of individual choice for political justification. Such
justification is based on the idea of self-imposed constraints,
which removes the appearance of a paradox in the relation be-
tween constraints and freedom.75

75 For this seeming paradox, as well as for the role of Raz’s theory, see
Chapter 1, the sections “The paradox of authority” and “Raz’s theory as an
illustration.”
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proven to be desired, the criteria of legitimacy that anarchism
supplies provide a standard by reference to which defenders
of those institutions can attempt to maintain their desirability:
we examine what demands are put on political institutions and
what is needed to motivate them in every instance, in view of
what is owed to particular individuals. The anarchist versions
of an ideal of legitimacy provide a new horizon for political
argumentation and make legitimacy exigent, because it is dif-
ficult to see how institutions can meet their requirements. The
anarchist ideals are probably unattainable, and even if exist-
ing institutions were at some point entirely guided by them,
the continual need to verify this application would make jus-
tification unstable. Still, this allows another difficult task to
remain meaningful: the task of ensuring that institutions are
constantly assessed by, and tend to approximate, these ideals.
Through this, the ideal of legitimacy reaffirms the force of the
question of obligation: the more difficult it is for existing insti-
tutions to satisfy this standard, the more the anarchist concern
with the possibility of obligations is strengthened. The anar-
chist perspective is once more vindicated: political institutions
cease to be viewed as lovable, and they need to be tested on the
basis of the problems they create. Furthermore, the anarchist
ideal explains the link between philosophical and political an-
archism: it reminds us of the enduring deficiency of the state
as a position that is initially shared by both forms of anarchism;
and the moral conditions involved in it as part of philosophi-
cal anarchism are intended to be inherent in the society that
political anarchism seeks to realize.

Finally, the anarchist perspective brings together Raz’s argu-
ment about how political institutions can be compatible with
freedom, on the one hand, and an insistence on the special
role of choice in sustaining self-imposed constraints as the only
ones appropriate to human freedom, on the other. In Chapter
1 I explained the difference between two distinctive views for
respecting autonomy in political societies. One was that free-
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ity needs to satisfy. More importantly, theywill have to respect
the appropriate moral requirements as expressed in the rela-
tionships suggested by the ideals of legitimacy, moral require-
ments that are provided as the ultimate criteria for morally ac-
ceptable forms of social order.

Regarding friends of the state, the main effect of the ar-
gument from the anarchist perspective is that their victory
against philosophical anarchism is not assured. It has been
argued in their favor that the standpoint from which the state
is criticized by the anarchist is unfairly biased.11 Anarchists
fail to shoulder any part of the burden of proof, demanding
that friends of the state defend it against the anarchist critique
while not demonstrating that they can solve more effectively
the problems of social order and cooperation that worry those
defenders. However, in the light of the results of the debate
on political obligation, anarchists do not seem to occupy a
privileged position unjustifiably. They can say in response
that, by failing to take seriously some of the problems that
form the core worry for anarchist theorists, defenders of the
state have won an unstable victory. If they did take these
criticisms seriously, they would have to do more by way of
argument. The anarchist perspective involves an insight that
every political theorist needs to share. It is this claim that I
will elaborate in the rest of this chapter.

Thus, the anarchist position now at hand provides the philo-
sophical claims that need to be taken more seriously by friends
of the state and that determine how their efforts must be di-
rected in the future as regards the problem of political obliga-
tion. It indicates how each theory of the state fails significantly
to satisfy one or more of the four conditions of political obliga-
tion and how this violates the demands of central moral prin-
ciples for a plausible account of political legitimacy. The argu-

11 Wolff, “Pluralistic Models of Political Obligation”; Wolff, “Anarchism
and Skepticism.”
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ments for political authority, then, need to be refined on the
basis of the negative and positive conclusions of the anarchist
criticisms applied to each. The defenders of the state might win
a more stable victory, if they manage to reconstruct these argu-
ments to meet the indicated demands. But the greatest value of
these instructions lies in their more far-reaching implications
for attempts to justify constraints, especially in what they tell
us about the very status of political authority, which, in turn,
may affect other areas where such defenses apply.

For political anarchists and with regard to any political
agenda espoused by philosophical anarchism, on the other hand,
the work to be done is to address the challenge advanced on
the part of the defenders of the state. They should show that
the social vision of political anarchism lives up to an ideal of
legitimacy in a way that proves not only its desirability, but
also its feasibility. This is the route for them to follow in order
to show that they can refine their own accounts in accordance
with the demands that they themselves raise. But this is not
my task in this study. However, I will make attempts in this
direction in the next chapter.

In both directions, the tasks of the theorist reflect an ap-
proach that is also the responsibility of every individual to
adopt, affecting directly our position and behavior within so-
cial reality. The dialogue between defenders and anarchists is
one that can be entered by the wider population, and its results
will affect social life for us all.

The discussion of this study is based mainly on the first of
the two directions in which the anarchist contribution can be
demonstrated, to wit, on the significance that the position of
critical philosophical anarchism might have for the evaluation
and improvement of defenses of political institutions. The role
of the discussion so far has been to provide a clearer view of
the nature of the anarchist critique in order to derive the ele-
ments that characterize it most and that can be used for a more
comprehensive evaluation of the anarchist contribution. These
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powers.”73 This position, adopted not only by Franks but also
by Clark, Gordon, and other anarchist thinkers, is representa-
tive of the contemporary political anarchist perspective. Each
expression of it, in the form of prefigurative networks, needs
to be tested by the ideal of legitimacy of critical philosophi-
cal anarchism. For the purposes of this study, I will apply the
test only to one exemplary case. So, the prefigurative project
just outlined provides the background in view of which, in the
next chapter, I will apply the demands of the anarchist ideal to
Bookchin’s municipalist vision.

In the opposite direction, which has been the focus of this
study, the ideal standards of critical philosophical anarchism
are applied in the light of the failure to justify political obliga-
tion. They help further evaluations of institutions by imposing
the relevant moral criteria as principled conditions on existing
and newly arising forms of domination. Two possible ways of
ensuring that political constraints attend to these values are
that such conditions function either as legitimate general prin-
ciples with which constraints should be proven to be compati-
ble, or as “enabling conditions … for the legal institutionaliza-
tion of … discursive processes of opinion- and will-formation
through which” we can authorize constraints.74 The extent to
which these models become appropriate ways of heeding the
demands of the ideal of legitimacy and the idea of active partic-
ipation it represents depends on the implementation, structure,
regularity, and efficiency of the mechanisms we establish for
their realization.

Hence by stressing the question of obligation, anarchism
ends up effecting a more general approach to political insti-
tutions. It offers a proper test to be applied to and determine
any defense of constraints. Even if political institutions are

73 Franks, Rebel Alliances, 268.
74 For the latter idea, see Habermas, “Human Rights and Popular

Sovereignty,” 12–13.
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tactic”: compatible with direct action, it involves in the pro-
cess those affected and thus avoids elitist separations between
activists and residents, but it also develops and engages other
types of protestors; it challenges private property and the cap-
italist consumer society as well as its social arrangements on
the whole; it makes spaces available not only to cover needs,
but also for creative and innovative use; and, by directly form-
ing alternative ways of living, it reveals how means can pre-
figure ends according to the anarchist vision.69 For example,
the London Squatters Campaign (formed in 1968) moved from
symbolic demonstrations against the statist housing system to
practical direct action that assisted the homeless, created affin-
ity with the local community, and spread all over the country,
providing an arena for wider resistance.70

The general perspective of Franks’s work is that anarchism
involves “fluid, polymorphous movements,”71 that it concerns
a variety of networks, types of relationships, forms of struggle,
and prefigurative acts, with their related agents and aims. The
struggle is multifaceted and should begin from the oppressed
subjects themselves, from the groups of people that have di-
rect reasons to react to dominative power.72 “The revolution
is an amalgamation of prefigurative rebellious acts whose fre-
quency and intensity creates a critical mass that fundamentally
alters a multitude of interdependent repressive practices and

69 For these, see Franks, Rebel Alliances, 332–335.
70 For further important tactics, see Jean Baudrillard, In the Shadow

of the Silent Minorities … or, The End of the Social, and Other Essays, trans.
Paul Foss, Paul Patton, and John Johnston (New York: Semiotext(e) Foreign
Agents, 1983), and The Ecstasy of Communication, trans. Bernard Schütze
and Caroline Schutze (New York: Semiotext(e) Foreign Agents, 1987).

71 Franks, Rebel Alliances, 196. This position is expressed and stressed
throughout chapters 4 and 5 of his book.

72 See, e.g., Franks, Rebel Alliances, 210–211. Also, for the importance
of the relevant political recommendation to release subjugated discourses,
see May, The Political Philosophy of Poststructuralist Anarchism, 116–118.
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elements are (1) the anarchist perspective, especially as repre-
sented in the arguments about self-government, equality, and
the evil of political constraints, and (2) the provision of ideals
of legitimacy.

The contribution of critical philosophical
anarchism

In the rest of this chapter, I provide an argument that elabo-
rates on aspects of the positive side of critical philosophical an-
archism as presented above (in the section “The positive conclu-
sions”). This argument shows the steps throughwhich the criti-
cism of political obligation leads to a different and more radical
approach to political institutions, and the way in which the an-
archist arguments about self-governance, equal relations, and
the undesirability of political constraints are combined with
and underlie this process. My aim is to give a clearer demon-
stration of the implications of the critical philosophical anar-
chist perspective and thus of the positive role of the anarchist
position and its contribution to evaluations of political institu-
tions.

The anarchist perspective

The preceding arguments lead the critical philosophical anar-
chist to certain claims about the approach characterizing the
debate on political obligation on the whole. The anarchist crit-
icism I developed reveals that the moral principles that are
offered as bases of political obligation are valid requirements.
When they express general qualities that characterize political
institutions, they provide important reasons for seeing these
institutions as acceptable social structures (and this should be
acknowledged by anarchists on the basis of the criticism, even
if it runs counter to anarchist common sense). For political
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obligation to be established, however, such qualities need to be
actually incorporated into the specific instances of interaction
between individuals and their political institutions. This latter
demand is shown not to be satisfied so far, and the results of the
examination of defenses of political obligation express exactly
this fact. This conclusion, in turn, affects our attitude toward
political institutions.12 Furthermore, and correspondingly, the
critical philosophical anarchist offers ideal accounts of what
social structures that incorporated the required relationships
would be like, which can be used as standards for existing in-
stitutions to aspire to. The arguments from self-governance,
equality, and the defects of political constraints play a central
role in this discussion. My claim is that these aspects of the
anarchist view comprise a unified position, which has been
missed by approaches to the role of anarchism in the philosoph-
ical debate. I argue that this position reflects a very valuable
perspective. It is this perspective that I attempt to defend in
the rest of this chapter.

The aforementioned aspects of the anarchist criticism are
the most important, because they reveal a deeper problem re-
garding the approach to the issue of political obligation char-
acteristic of its defenders.13 Take, for example, the approach

12 This effect is typically claimed to be what is involved in the subver-
sive campaign of philosophical anarchism. In the present part of Chapter 6 I
attempt to provide a deeper explanation of the importance of this campaign,
as well as of the importance of the rest of the anarchist claims presented in
this paragraph.

13 To remind the reader, the debate on political obligation involves two
main features: (a) the distinctively “political” character of such obligations
and the institutions to which they are owed, and (b) the requirement for a
moral basis of these obligations that is necessarily linked with their political
character (see Chapter 1, the section “The two main aspects of the problem
of political obligation”). Voluntariness, justice, fairness, and association are
such bases. The main elements used to demonstrate and determine this im-
portant link between the political and the moral feature are the four con-
ditions imposed by the anarchist and used traditionally in the debate (see
Chapter 1, the section “The conditions of political obligation”), to wit, “gen-
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ing different tactics, thus being interdependent with the activ-
ity of the syndicates and of the community, but it is usually as-
sociated with individual terror (mostly assassination). When
insisting on indiscriminate violence and seeing their actions
and targets as the central revolutionary strategy, propagan-
dists by deed can recreate divisions within prefigurative action
between the activist and the subjugated groups, thus entailing
the hierarchies, and they also provoke a manipulated interpre-
tation of their acts by dominative powers. Yet propaganda by
deed refers to a wide variety of actions, becoming almost syn-
onymous with direct action, engaging the oppressed subjects
themselves and avoiding elitism and hierarchy. An indicative
example is the attacks on the Apartheid African Embassy dur-
ing the Poll Tax riots of 1990.67

A different form of propaganda is Situations (SI).68 Sit-
uations are constructed moments of life, functioning as
organized games of events with the purpose of subverting—
through ridicule, interruption, or deconstruction—different
forms of oppression. Situations give quality and meaning
to momentary interventions and create temporary moments
of autonomy. Despite their fleeting existence, their playful
and temporary character reflects the flexibility, variety, and
non-authoritarianism of anarchist prefiguration. They are a
form of TAZ.

Squatting, a final example of anarchist tactics, is a form of
community sabotage. As a rent-boycott it attacks homeless-
ness and offers possibilities for new uses of spaces. But fur-
ther, it serves new links of solidarity and wider forms of strug-
gle. Whether seen as the aim itself or as more radically en-
abling new modes of protest, “[s]quatting is a useful multiple

67 Franks, Rebel Alliances, 297–300.
68 See Franks, Rebel Alliances, 314–315; Situationist International (a),

“Preliminary Problems in Constructing a Situation,” in Situationist Interna-
tional Anthology, ed. and trans. Ken Knabb (Berkeley: Bureau of Public
Secrets, 1989); Situationist International (b), “Definitions.”
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features and results of the internet that can attract anarchists.
One of its indicative effects is that it creates new structures
and tactics, such as the tactic of hacktivism. Hacktivists
counteract established venues of propaganda and interaction
by coordinating through “independent web-based radios and
news periodicals” and subverting governmental websites (for
example, by sabotaging ebusiness operation through spam-
ming).64 Consequently, the internet includes both negative
and positive structural and tactical characteristics as part of
an anarchist politics. Beginning from our mention of the latter
characteristics, we can move on to examine further existing
anarchist tactics, other than those involved in computer
communication, to which Franks’s work draws attention.

Anarchist organizational tactics are numerous. They vary
from the revolution, which is considered “the accumulation
of ever-expanding and growing incidents of prefigurative
anarchist actions” rather than “a single phenomenon,” the
rebellion and the resurrection, which are “less frequent, more
geographically contained incidents of libertarian resistance,”
as well as the Temporary Autonomous Zone (TAZ), which
encompasses “immediate insurrectionary moments” of a non-
hierarchical, inventive, and inspiring character;65 to industrial
activity, such as the strike, sabotage, and industrial boycott;
methods of propaganda, for example propaganda by deed,
propaganda by word, and situations; community sabotage, e.g.,
squatting, theft, and boycott; and anarchist atypical tactics,
such as overproduction, hyperpassivity, and disengagement.66
Below, I will analyze briefly three representative examples
from the above areas.

A propagating tactic mentioned frequently in this study is
propaganda by deed. It is compatible with the logic of combin-

64 Franks, Rebel Alliances, 254.
65 Franks, Rebel Alliances, 261, 266.
66 For all these groups of tactics, see Franks, Rebel Alliances, Chapter 5.
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of consent theorists.14 As a representative defender of politi-
cal institutions, the social-contract theorist focuses on the idea
that justification should proceed from individuals, that political
authority should be voluntarily accepted if it is to be binding.
With this in mind, he concentrates on the need for political in-
stitutions and asks the question: which form of government
would merit a duty to obey it? The idea of the contract is used
to produce answers to this question. On the basis of an actual
contract, the theorist aspires to say that, “because you have
agreed to a certain form of government, it is therefore legit-
imate and you should obey it.” On the basis of a hypotheti-
cal contract, the theorist wants to show that, “because from a
position of equality (a ‘state of nature’ in the absence of gov-
ernment) and after careful deliberation you would agree to a
certain form of government, it is thereby legitimate and any
instances of this form should be obeyed.”

The anarchist follows step by step the arguments in terms
of different forms of consent and contract.15 Actual consent
would be a satisfactory justification of political authority, be-

erality” (Raz, The Authority of Law, Chapter 12), “particularity” (Green, The
Authority of the State, 84 and 227–228; Simmons, Moral Principles and Polit-
ical Obligations, 34–35), “bindingness,” and “content-independence” (Green,
The Authority of the State, 225–226). The main difficulty for theories of po-
litical obligation is to connect these conditions with the moral ground pro-
vided by every such theory. Particularity constitutes the crucial obstacle to
this effect, especially because it is the element most indicative of the need
for political obligations to be actual and specifically related to all affected
parties. The particularity condition is also central to the distinctiveness of
the anarchist approach. For these points, see Chapters 1–5.

14 In the following paragraphs, I will use voluntarism as representative
of the defenders with whom the anarchist enters a dialogue. As shown in
the previous discussion, the anarchist criticism and its results about political
obligation as well as the present anarchist claims apply with regard to the
other theories of political obligation that are the object of this criticism. Thus
these claims concern the debate as a whole. And a demonstration of their
importance affects all the relevant theoretical accounts, as it will be further
explained later in this chapter.

15 For a detailed analysis of the following points, see Chapter 2.
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cause it represents an actual connection of individual will with
the conditions of political obligation. But it is hardly proven
that this combination has ever been the case. That is, this form
of consent has never taken place to a sufficiently general ex-
tent, either in a historical or in a personal form: there has very
seldom been an original contract, the conditions of valid choice
rarely take place in real life, and most of us have never had the
experience of such a choice with regard to our relation to our
governments. Moreover, when instances of tacit consent are
offered as implicit though actual signs of consent, they either
require detailed disclosure and specific application at the em-
pirical level, which can hardly be generalized so as to acquire
normative significance, or they are products of illegitimate in-
ference. The implications for the commitment of future gener-
ations of the difficulties with all these forms of actual consent
are quite obvious.

As an alternative, hypothetical consent constitutes a
thought experiment. If it is taken to detect the possible results
of our deliberations and perceive them as having literal im-
plications regarding our obligations, this needs to be asserted
as positively as the actuality of personal consent. It thus
faces difficulties similar to those confronting the latter, as just
explained above. If, on the other hand, it is taken as a heuristic
device for detecting principled demands on reason, then it is
hardly relevant to the concern with the actual, self-assumed
acquisition of obligations characteristic of the voluntarist
tradition. Such a heuristic device works as a moral route of
conception of what ought to be a subject of agreement, and
agreement ceases to work as a literal expression of voluntary
undertaking. The result is that it can be valuable when used
as a framework for testing the legitimacy of principles for
existing institutions on the basis of individuals’ capacity for
self-governance, but not as a way of motivating political
obligations in the first place. According to this understanding,
the idea of reasonable agreement as the subject matter of con-
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reclaim the preservation of our planet through protests, the
destruction of harmful arrangements and developments, the
support of ecological constructions and forms of energy, as
well as educational campaigns.

Another important anarchist community structure is the
Global Community of the Internet. The internet creates
alternative and expanding avenues of communication and
solidarity that are central to anarchism. It becomes a great
source of information and coordination among activists and
encourages free expression, dialogue, and participation.61
However, its place within anarchist (anti-)politics in line
with the anarchist ideal is ambiguous. On the one hand, the
flow of information makes it difficult to locate useful sources,
access to the internet throughout the world is comparatively
small and unequal, and personal traits within mainstream
society, such as arrogance, absolutism, and racism, can be re-
inforced in cyberspace.62 In addition, as Uri Gordon indicates,
technology is “political” and can involve and encourage the
dominative patterns and relationships of existing society: as a
part of technological progress, the infrastructures enabling the
internet can be highly centralizing, involving “authoritative
coordination for production, maintenance and further devel-
opment” and “one of the most resource-costly, polluting and
exploitative industries.”63 On the other hand, international
solidarity, decentralization, and flexibility remain important

61 See the example of the Zapatistas and the way their use of technolog-
ical developments altered methods of struggle (through computer communi-
cation networks): Franks, Rebel Alliances, 254–255.

62 For such problems with computer activism, see Harry Cleaver,
“The Zapatistas and the International Circulation of Struggle: Lessons
Suggested and Problems Raised,” (1998) (accessed May 7, 2013.
[[http://www.eco.utexas.edu/faculty/Cleaver/lessons.html][http://
www.eco.utexas.edu/faculty/Cleaver/lessons.html]); Franks, Rebel Al-
liances, 255–257.

63 Gordon,Anarchy Alive, 114–127, 130–135 (quotes from pages 118 and
134, respectively).
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archetype, however, and it can run in parallel with the pro-
paganda by deed of smaller cells and largely promote direct
action.56

Community organization is as diverse and flexible as
workplace structures. It includes groups, campaigns, and
movements ranging from squatting to the support of com-
munity facilities, and a preoccupation with unemployment
and environmental issues.57 It varies in structures and par-
ticipants and tends toward informal networks of solidarity
based on localized activity. One important structure included
within community organization consists in the environmental
groups: communities and tribes.58 In Chapter 7 I will evaluate
Bookchin’s theory on the basis of the anarchist ideal. A vital
aspect of it is his social ecology: a central ecological dimension
of its analysis motivated by the homonymous concerns.59 In
parallel with this and other relevant philosophies advanced60—
which move the focus of concern and analysis from political
and economic structures and relations to our relation with
the environment as the one indicative of the dominative
authoritarian tendencies of human society—the action of
environmental groups takes place as an important strand
of contemporary anarchism. By adapting more and more
sophisticated methods and reasserting their relationship with
the local residents of each site of their action, these activists

56 Franks, Rebel Alliances, 234–246. See also Barbara Mitchell, “French
Syndicalism: An Experiment in Practical Anarchism,” in Revolutionary Syn-
dicalism: An International Perspective, ed. Marcel van der Linden andWayne
Thorpe (Aldershot: Scolar Press, 1990), 27.

57 See, e.g., Anarchist Communist Federation (ACF, now AF), Beyond
Resistance: A Revolutionary Manifesto for the Millennium, 2nd ed. (London:
Anarchist Communist Editions, 1997), 23–24.

58 Franks, Rebel Alliances, 250–253.
59 See, e.g., Bookchin, Toward an Ecological Society; Bookchin, “Liber-

tarian Municipalism”; Bookchin, “A Politics for the 21st Century.”
60 For example, Carter, A Radical Green Political Theory; John Zerzan,

Future Primitive: And Other Essays (New York: Autonomedia, 1994).
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tractualism functions as a heuristic device for the formulation
of legitimate moral principles. The latter might next apply to
existing political institutions, as they actually function and
develop, and determine their acceptability.

The perspective of hypothetical contractualism gives a new
direction to the role of the social contract in relation to polit-
ical institutions. The aim is not to prove a general obligation
to obey the law, but to find and justify principles. This form
of contractualism does not see its role as arguing for actual
obligations. Actual obligation could only result in the (improb-
able) case of absolute coincidence between actual institutions
and ideal principles. In general, it is a matter of practice: of
whether the form and activities of actual institutions provide
a proper application of legitimate principles, which requires
these institutions to interact with their citizens, who are able
to change them if they do not satisfy their demands. There-
fore, contractualists whomake this use of the hypothetical con-
tract,16 in contrast to those who use it as a basis for obligation,
are immune to the anarchist accusation that their starting point
is illegitimate. Instead of saying that we need political institu-
tions to escape a state of war, as the voluntarist defenders of
political obligation argue,17 they say that we have institutions
anyway andmust decide what to do with them. A hypothetical
reasonable contract is, in their hands, a form of reasoning ap-
plied whenwe examine the legitimacy of the activities of politi-
cal institutions fromwithin and apart from an establishment of
their bindingness. It functions only within the scope of the con-
tent of legitimacy. This approach presupposes the fundamental
question about the existence of legitimacy that concerns the an-
archist. Still, this question is a neglected yet distinct (although

16 For example, Scanlon, “Contractualism and Utilitarianism”; Scanlon,
What We Owe to Each Other.

17 For the anarchist criticism of this illegitimate move, see the following
paragraphs.
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not totally independent) and legitimate philosophical concern
to be examined on its own merit.

Hence, the overall result of the above considerations is that
voluntarism establishes no general political obligation. These
conclusions lead us to the deeper problem with the defenders’
accounts. Take the hypothetical-contract theorists: the prob-
lem lies in that their use of the idea of the hypothetical contract
connects directly the existence of coercive structures with their
bindingness in one and the same move. Acceptability and obli-
gation become through contract two inseparable parts of such
methods of defense. For theories of actual consent, this is not
a real problem. Due to its actuality (and as characterized by
the conditions of validity presented in Chapter 2), this form
of consent would succeed in connecting existence, legitimacy,
and obligation in one move if and whenever it took place: reg-
ular actual consent to governments would make them both ac-
ceptable and obligatory. Yet actual consent theorists might be
taken to join other defenders of political obligation in missing
the point that, as I explain below, anarchism tries to stress. For
they too start from the idea of consenting to already existing
forms of political institutions, failing to take seriously the con-
stant demand for their justification.

Returning to the problematic method of defense of
hypothetical-contract theorists, their argument goes like
this: defenders take it that, if one can show that from a
position of equality (depicted in the procedure of reasoning
represented by the contractualist device of agreement) we
would choose (contract to) a certain form of government,
which therefore merits existence, then we should obey a
government that takes this form. They start from the idea
that we need institutions in order to escape an undesirable
state of endless conflict, instability, and danger. They aim to
demonstrate how we can get out of this situation as quickly
as possible, in order to show that what are good reasons for
escaping it provide a basis for considering the alternative state
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primary organization. Within class-struggle anarchism there
has been a great schism between anarcho-syndicalism and the
support of community organization by libertarian communists,
hence Murray Bookchin’s different understanding of worker
control and the related criticism of anarcho-syndicalism (see
my Chapter 7, the sections “The tasks of political anarchists”
and “Bookchin revisited”). Anarcho-syndicalism considers in-
dustrial organization and its tactics to be the basis of revolu-
tionary activity and the desired future society, seeing a union
of production, economy, and administration under the control
of the workers. Political action is epiphenomenal. Still, the two
traditions can be mutually consistent. The attraction of syndi-
calism for anarchists lies in its general organizational aim of
uniting the workers into a federalization of industrial bodies
and its role as a site of direct action, with its distinctive sim-
ple revolutionary tactic, the general strike, applied along with
other effective tactics, such as sabotage and boycotts (some of
which will be presented below, in my discussion of tactics).55
In contrast to trade unions, workers’ associations do not have
mediators and try to escape representation and participation
in the machinery of the state. Anarchist syndicates have differ-
ent aims and organizational tactics, are organized on the basis
of industry instead of trade, and concentrate on creating net-
works of workers within the industry, moving in the direction
of using manifold methods and tactics against oppression. His-
torically syndicalism is regarded as arising from the failures
of cell-based movements, as a reaction to the elitism and hi-
erarchy resulting from the activity of small groups of individ-
uals exercising propaganda by deed. Workplace organization
is consistent with the multiplicity supported by the anarchist

55 Pierre Monatte, “Syndicalism: An Advocacy,” inTheAnarchist Reader,
ed. George Woodcock (Glasgow: Fontana/Collins, 1980), 217. For these and
the following points, see Franks, Rebel Alliances, 234–239. For direct action,
see my Chapter 7, especially the sections “The tasks of political anarchists”
and “The Gordonian ‘Anarchy Alive!’.”
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of creating non-hierarchical social relations,” “a complete re-
jection of state-power and other quasi-state mediating forces,”
and, more basically, “a recognition that means have to prefig-
ure ends.”52 Franks’s ideal reflects a focus on freedom, equality,
justice, and cooperation against the menace of domination and
hierarchy similar to that of critical philosophical anarchism’s
ideal of legitimacy. So its application to anarchist organiza-
tions and tactics reflects a criticism parallel to that based on the
ideal of critical philosophical anarchism. I enhance my claim
with a few examples from contemporary anarchist structures
and tactics.

The structures are basically divided into workplace and non-
workplace (“community”) organization.53 Although he follows
this distinction for methodological reasons, Franks concludes
that the division “has been superseded,” since the two types
have shared interests, can use similar practices, and constitute
similar responses to domination.54

Among contemporary anarchist structures, workplace orga-
nization has been given strategic supremacy and has a great
tradition and a close relation to anarcho-syndicalism. Yet the
prefigurative ethic supports amultiplicity and diversity of orga-
nizational forms and is against elevating one organization to a
universal form. So anarcho-syndicalism can be appreciated for
its advantages, and some of its elements can be incorporated
into other structures, but it should not be considered as the

52 Franks, Rebel Alliances, 12–13. This ideal is referred to and applied
throughout Franks’s book. For the anarchist groups and organizations that
are examined in his book under the heading of “class struggle anarchism” as
those meeting these four criteria, see Franks, Rebel Alliances, 12: organiza-
tions such as the Anarchist Black Cross (ABC), Anarchist Federation (AF),
Anarchist Youth Network (AYN), Anarchist Workers Group (AWG), Solidar-
ity, Solidarity Federation (SolFed), Direct Action Movement (DAM), Earth
First! (EF!), and many others.

53 Franks, Rebel Alliances, 196. See also the main part of Franks’s Chap-
ter 4.

54 Franks, Rebel Alliances, 257–258.
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of political organization necessary and thus obligatory. Good
ideas about how to avoid a state of war are provided as good
reasons for obligation to the political alternative.

This approach conflates two separate questions. The first
question is this: what principles should a government be bound
by in order for its existence to be morally justifiable? This is a
question about acceptability. The second question is this: do we
have a duty to obey such forms of government? This is a question
about obligation. The perspective of these political theorists is
one that conflates these two different questions and deduces an
answer to the second from an answer to the first. That is, good
reasons for abandoning the state of nature become in their eyes
principles of acceptability that also bind individuals to the form
of government that satisfies these reasons. Thus they take it
that, by giving some answer to the question of justifiable exis-
tence, they also prove the existence of political obligation. The
issue thus becomes an explanation of the acquisition of politi-
cal obligation, not of “the very possibility of obligations.”18

But should this be so? Does not collapsing two distinct ques-
tions obscure the significance of each of them? The importance
of the anarchist arguments and their results is primarily that

18 Ripstein, “The General Will,” 219. Ripstein attributes this latter ap-
proach to Rousseau. So Rousseau is presented as being concerned with ex-
actly this question, while the above outlook is more prominent in Hobbes
and, on certain readings, in Locke. On the other hand, Rousseau might be in-
terpreted as not accounting for the problem of political obligation at all. And
in a preceding paragraph on the hypothetical contract, I refer to a contem-
porary development of that form of social contract influenced by Rousseau’s
idea of the “general will” that is a promising improvement within this tradi-
tion and yet the task of which is distinguished from the problem of political
obligation. Nevertheless, within the context of the debate on political obli-
gation, it remains possible that a development of Rousseau’s own use of the
general will could establish the possibility of political obligation and do so
as part of a justification of the existence of political institutions, because his
main outlook seems to connect the two in a way that addresses the anarchist
challenge (see Habermas, “Human Rights and Popular Sovereignty,” Section
III; Ripstein, “The General Will”).
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they reveal the effects of this conflation and of the obscurity it
creates for the debate on political institutions. The results of
the anarchist criticism of voluntarist theories of political obli-
gation reflect exactly what is missing in their approach: the
failure of all forms of contract to ground political obligation
on the very idea that they adopt shows that in fact they have
taken too much for granted. From the anarchist point of view,
defenders of political institutions proceed from an inadequate
starting point. They assume what they should seek to prove.

The anarchist instead separates the two questions and gives
proper attention to the way a fundamental question underlies
each of them. The question to be asked is not whether from
a position of equality we would or would not contract to a
form of political institution, in order to show it to be acceptable
and on this basis obligatory. Rather, the fundamental question
is whether we should have institutions at all: what contract
would we make regarding the existence or not of political insti-
tutions if we started from a position of equality?19 This ques-
tion lies at the heart of the anarchist position. In the case of
political obligation, it can be translated as a question about the
very possibility of such an obligation. It is this question that
the anarchist criticism of theories of political authority vindi-
cates. Hence, the anarchist enters the political debate with a
unique perspective. In the following two sections I analyze the
process that grounds these claims.20

To an extent, this argument coincides with Simmons’s view
that the task of justification of the existence of political insti-

19 This question relates to what would be an accurate account of how
things would be without institutions, which is what the hypothetical contrac-
tualists’ representation of the state of nature lacks. For this point, see my
analysis below.

20 The following analysis has been introduced in Chapter 1. The role of
the present chapter is to give a detailed and complete examination of these
arguments in order to establish the position of this study as outlined in Chap-
ter 1 and defended in Chapters 2–5.
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ganization created during the Spanish Civil War,50 he provides
respectively indicative examples of the ability of human beings
to develop systems of conflict resolution and to maintain egali-
tarian and relatively peaceful social forms in high-technology,
industrial situations. Together these examples show how con-
flict resolution through alternative tactics such as mediation,
networking, production, and distribution as well as federaliza-
tion are available features of a utopia drawing on human social
experience, features that can expand political imagination and
inform an alternative perspective on social problems.

Within the same logic and in continuation of their political
program, anarchists can focus on more recent forms of prefigu-
ration. In Rebel Alliances: The Means and Ends of Contemporary
British Anarchisms (2006), Benjamin Franks examines a variety
of anarchist organizational structures and tactics.51

Franks bases his approach on a prefigurative ideal, the cri-
teria of which are used to evaluate the quality of each kind of
structure and tactic. This ideal is compatible with the ideal of
legitimacy of critical philosophical anarchism. While referring
to different criteria, they involve the values supported by the
latter. The general criteria of Franks’s ideal are four: “a com-
plete rejection of capitalism and themarket economy,” “an egal-
itarian concern for the interests and freedoms of others as part

with them in the 1930s); Sharon E. Hutchinson, Nuer Dilemmas: Coping with
Money, War, and the State (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996)
(who lived with them in the 1980s and 1990s). For Clark’s account, see Living
without Domination, 110–120. The elements discussed are based on accounts
of the past, but I use present tense because the Nuer are not extinct today.

50 For such a presentation, see Living without Domination, 128–138; Bur-
nett Bolloten, The Grand Camouflage: The Spanish Civil War and Revolution,
1936–39 (London: Pall Mall, 1968), 216–217; George Orwell, “Homage to
Catalonia,” in Orwell in Spain: The Full Text of Homage to Catalonia with
Associated Articles, Reviews and Letters from The Complete Works of George
Orwell, ed. Peter Hobley Davidson (London: Penguin, 2001), 50–51; Robert
J. Alexander, The Anarchists in the Spanish Civil War, 2 vols. (London: Janus,
1999), 1: 248.

51 Franks, Rebel Alliances, chapters 4 and 5, respectively.
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promiscuous,” tending to perform other actions and be used
for purposes other than those for which they were deliberately
created.44 The capacities of domination and resistance that
human beings create and assign within social networks are
cooperatively, rather than individually, created.45 This means
(following Hobbes) that the equal vulnerability of human
beings, their equal chances of getting harmed or killed, makes
the cooperative support of others necessary for these capac-
ities to be created. They also frequently cooperate to create
them. These capacities have and appear in various facets and
are related to two contested concepts, those of power and
freedom. “Domination is distributed power” and freedom is
the opposite of this,46 so any dimensions of domination have
their corresponding unfreedoms.47 Three historically common
forms of domination and resistance to it involve violence,
authority, and property. States involve all three ways of
enacting domination, and anarchists have been critical of all
of them, although in the case of authority they have not been
indiscriminately skeptical of all its forms.48

On the basis of this account, Clark discusses the possibility
of anarchic alternatives, the elements of a possible anarchist
utopia, which are real examples of human sociability. Through
an examination of the Nuer social form49 and the kinds of or-

44 Mann, Sources of Social Power, 1: 17.
45 For this account, see Clark, Living without Domination, 65–73.
46 Clark, Living without Domination, 67. For domination, see also my

account in “The Gordonian ‘Anarchy Alive!’ ” based on Gordon, Anarchy
Alive, 29–34.

47 For three such dimensions, see Steven Lukes, Power: A Radical View
(London: Macmillan, 1974).

48 For this see, Clark, Living without Domination, 69–70; McLaughlin,
Anarchism and Authority, 29–36. For a detailed analysis of the three common
forms of domination and resistance, see Clark, Living without Domination,
69–73.

49 For characteristic studies of the Nuer, see Edward Evan Evans-
Pritchard, The Nuer: A Description of the Modes of Livelihood and Political
Institutions of a Nilotic People (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1940) (who lived
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tutions, which is also challenged by the anarchist, is different
from the task of justifying political obligation and that the de-
fenders usually commit the mistake of collapsing the two.21
Butmy argument does not advance this distinction andmy aim
is to transcend it and show that the anarchist aims are unified.
In fact the challenge to the very existence of political institu-
tions is themost characteristic anarchist position, although not
the one obviously shared by all forms of anarchism. As ex-
plained in the introduction of this study, it is the challenge to
the authority of the state, namely to political obligation, that
is shared directly by all anarchists. In echoing Simmons’s dis-
tinction at this point of the argument, I want to specify the
different aspects of the evaluation of political institutions that
philosophical anarchism helps notice and clarify (it is the dis-
tinction between different kinds of evaluation that I share with
Simmons, as becomes obvious in my arguments in Chapters
1–5). But my final position is that the anarchist challenge to
the acceptability of political institutions and the anarchist chal-
lenge to political obligation are linked in such a way that they
show the anarchist position to involve a consistent and unified
perspective, and that the distinctions observed by the anarchist
are part of, rather than an obstacle to, this effect.

The significance of the question of obligation

The anarchist criticism shows that by focusing, through the de-
vice of the hypothetical contract, on good reasons for creating
political institutions—qualities, such as justice, or their accom-
plishments, such as the provision of valuable goods—the de-
fender does not prove the relationship needed for political obli-
gation. He does not create a moral basis that characterizes the
particular interaction between each and every individual and
the institutions that govern the society where these individu-
als live. He merely provides reasons for wanting them when

21 Simmons, “Justification and Legitimacy.”
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these institutions have these qualities. This would generate po-
litical obligation only if such qualities were constantly proven
to be translated into the specific practices of institutions and
their interactions with each and every citizen. So the defender
fails to prove general political obligation. This is reflected in
the way each theory, other than contractualism, fails to meet
the four conditions characteristic of the nature of the organi-
zations they are offered to support. Once he enters the debate
on political obligation, the defender needs to understand this
criticism and adopt this perspective on the problem, in order
to address it properly. These considerations, as explored in
Chapters 2–5, provide a detailed way of advancing the anar-
chist complaint that the arguments of the defender of political
obligation are based on previous, unproven assumptions about
our basic moral duties and the best way to discharge them.22

This problem is related to the special nature of political con-
straints, as indicated by the anarchist argument about their un-
desirability. They are permanent, exclusive, and authoritative.
They involve the kind of domination, centralization, and hierar-
chy that are characteristic of a situation where some are ruled
by others. They are the external constraints that define rela-
tionships of unequal power and subordination. That they can
be evaluated on the basis of moral virtues that they display
shows their existence to be defensible. But it shows only this.
It does not show that they stand in a legitimate relationship
with their citizens. And it does not show that they can be jus-
tified once and for all. Rather, the limited defense that their
very nature allows reveals the defects of political institutions
and the difficulty their defects create for their justification. It
is the character of justification appropriate to them and the
limitations of their justification that the anarchist criticism in-
dicates.

22 For this complaint, see Simmons, “Justification and Legitimacy,” 766–
769.
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Within this framework, Clark develops a theory of society
that makes external shared meaning and criticism possible.
This comes as a response to Michael Walzer’s objection that
the meaning and ways of life of others in other societies,
distinct from ours, are unavailable to us and so only internal
criticism on the basis of shared social meanings is possible.38
Clark rejects social totalities, unilinealism, and evolutionary
approaches to society. According to these views, societies are
discrete and mutually exclusive units, with their boundaries
and internal subsystems and perhaps their own internal
evolutionary dynamic.39 And they pass through the same
sequence of stages of social types over time, developing from
lower to higher forms.40 Against this perspective, Clark
adopts a theory of society that works as “a mapping of the
landscape of human sociability”41 and suggests that social
organizations “are networks of humans interacting in various
ways.”42 Human beings create and assign capacities of dom-
ination and resistance within the framework of overlapping
and interpenetrating social networks. These networks have
various features: they create and assign capacities; they incor-
porate mechanisms for their own preservation, the tendency
of human beings to institutionalize; they face the challenge of
creating new networks and capacities, overturning the exist-
ing level of institutionalization;43 and they are “functionally

38 Michael Walzer, Spheres of Justice: A Defense of Pluralism and Equal-
ity (New York: Basic Books, 1983), 9.

39 Clark, Living without Domination, 51–58.
40 Clark, Living without Domination, 53. For unilinealism, see Ernest

Gellner, “Soviets against Wittfogel: Or, the Anthropological Preconditions
of Mature Marxism,” in States in History, ed. John A. Hall (Oxford: Basil
Blackwell, 1986).

41 Clark, Living without Domination, 49.
42 Clark, Living without Domination, 60.
43 Michael Mann, Sources of Social Power (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-

versity Press, 1986–93), 1: 15. For these features, see also Clark, Living with-
out Domination, 59–60.
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anarchist social visions as well. Although they do not have
the nature of political institutions and do not involve the rela-
tionship of political obligation, they still need to be assessed in
terms of the relevant moral values that the social interactions
characteristic of them are meant to exemplify. More generally,
they need to be proven to be morally acceptable social forms.
Such visions are, for example, those analyzed by Samuel Clark
and Benjamin Franks.

Samuel Clark defends the possibility of an anarchist utopia
along certain lines, or, as he puts it, his book Living without
Domination (2007) is “an exercise in practical utopianism.”34
He characterizes utopianism as “the creation and use of
utopias” and utopia as “a text which makes use of a his-
torically developed and developing vocabulary of tropes,
story-fragments, and rhetorical and argumentative tactics.”35
Describing an ideal way of life can be used for a variety of
purposes and with a number of consequences. A typical
task to which utopias have been put, and the primary one
for our purposes, is as “political interventions.”36 Utopian
political interventions have two pairs of opposing features:
storytelling and construction; criticism and the expansion
of political imagination.37 Clark focuses on the latter pair,
which I find to be an extremely important function of the
utopian texts and the one most relevant here. The description
of utopias serves as a criticism of the unsatisfactory existing
structures and social relations. The expansion of political
imagination serves as a demonstration of the possibilities of
improvement, of the potential to escape the disappointing
here, which is not inescapable, and to defend and create better
alternatives.

34 Clark, Living without Domination, 1.
35 Clark, Living without Domination, 12. For the information included

in this paragraph, see the whole of Clark’s introduction.
36 Clark, Living without Domination, 13.
37 For these, see Clark, Living without Domination, 16–23.
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The result of the defenders’ failure to ground political obli-
gation is that institutions lack a very central feature of their
existence, namely the special relationship that should charac-
terize their coexistence with individual citizens. This result has
an immediate influence in changing our attitude to our position
in political reality, and thus it already affects significantly polit-
ical institutions, an influence indicated mostly by the anarchist
subversive campaign, as explained by philosophical anarchists
themselves.23 But through this influence it also motivates a fur-
ther question: how can institutions, even if we still need them,
exist and function when they lack any special relationship that
characterizes them as political? Because to issue directives, co-
erce, and be obeyed, which the justification of political obliga-
tion would give them the right to do, is to be political. This
question becomes the first sign of how the challenge to politi-
cal obligation might translate into a more general challenge to
political institutions. If political institutions lack the relation-
ship of political obligation, why are they not seen as perhaps
desirable yet optional social organizations? And if their politi-
cal nature (especially their permanent, monopolistic, and cen-
tralist character) does not allow them to be so, why have them
at all? These considerations throw light on an argument about
how the question of political obligation generates a challenge
to the existence of political institutions. The anarchist criticism
presses the defender to account for the very possibility of po-
litical obligation, and the results of this perspective vindicate a
doubt about the very possibility of political institutions them-
selves. The question we begin to ask is whether there is any-
thing at all about political institutions that merits our support.
Below I explain this argument.

In attempting to justify the existence of political institutions,
the defender is on the same terrain as the anarchist: he accepts

23 For example, Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations,
200–201.
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that the necessity of political institutions needs to be proven
and sets out to provide arguments for exactly this. In the way
in which he develops his arguments, however, he does not ad-
dress what he means to address. Through the arguments from
the state of nature, for example, the defender demonstrates
merits of the institutions that make them desirable, but he does
not depict their defects too. We can already observe this in the
case of classical contractualists: Hobbes argues that the state
solves the problems of conflict and coordination that the state
of nature creates. For Locke, people in the state of nature fail
to know what the moral laws demand, and when they know
it they fail to enforce it, so they need the state. For Rousseau,
they come to a situation where natural freedom cannot be se-
cured anymore and where a higher kind of freedom is needed,
which can be established only in civil society.24

Thus the defender does not account for the fact that in
themselves constraints are undesirable—they take away
freedom and create relations of unequal power—and thus the
merits that might motivate them need to be considered in the
light of this defect. They need to be considered in the light of
situations that lack constraints and to be constantly asserted.

24 The way Rousseau sets out to develop his arguments for civil society,
however, tends to remain valid, because he conceives from the beginning
and remains faithful to the demand that political institutions can be justified
only in terms of a very valuable thing that we lose in abandoning the state of
nature, namely freedom, and that they should be shown to be doing verywell
in this respect. That constraints take freedom away might never be justified
unless they offer something that corrects this loss. This approach does take
into account the demand that we attend to the defects of political institutions
and not only to their merits. This also comes from the fact that Rousseau
guards against socially affected readings of the state of nature, and he sees
the pre-social attitudes that create war as the features of a situation that is
an intermediate stage between the state of nature and political society (see,
e.g., Rousseau, “On Social Contract,” Book 1, chapters 1–6). Nevertheless, it
is more likely that Rousseau’s project concerns a conceptual analysis of the
form of justification that would legitimize institutions as they already exist
rather than a justification of their existence.
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of political obligation, I explained how anarchist ideals of
what a legitimate state would look like are involved in it. I
explained how the moral criteria that define the relations that
these ideals describe are characteristic of the very concern
that initiated the anarchist challenge in the first place. That
criticism, far from being merely negative, involves attention
to these requirements. The anarchist perspective itself—the
questions it raises, the process of argumentation it offers,
and the results it delivers from the dialogue about political
obligation—inherently involves these criteria. In its develop-
ment the anarchist criticism clarifies that the values used in
theories of political obligation, if successfully combined with
the conditions of political obligation, would offer acceptably
complete accounts of this obligation. Such accounts are
translated by the anarchist into ideal pictures of proper social
relations between institutions and individuals and among citi-
zens themselves. Voluntariness, justice, and fairness as well
as the value of association are strong and generally acceptable
requirements. They have been used in the form of general
principles for evaluating the character of political institutions.
The anarchist indicates that they need to continue to be used
in such a way with regard to every function of institutions,
and that they can be used to determine social relationships if
transformed into actual features of the specific interactions
they are meant to characterize.

Thus the anarchist ideal of legitimacy lies at the center of the
positive character of the anarchist argument. It is the norma-
tive horizon established by the debate on political obligation as
defined by the anarchist criticism. That is, it functions in the
form of ideal accounts of social interaction that constitute nor-
mative standards determining the considerations we put for-
ward when we seek to justify forms of social organization as a
common basis of our responsibilities and actions.

As explained at the beginning of this chapter (in the section
“The positive conclusions”), this involves that the test apply to
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imposition is continual. That we might need to have institu-
tions does not mean that any form of constraint is enough to
motivate them. What we need, then, is a proper test for de-
ciding what forms of imposition are legitimate. This aspect of
the contribution of the anarchist challenge establishes the de-
mand that every constraint is in need of justification and thus
any new form of institution should pass a test of legitimacy in or-
der to be accepted.32 The question of legitimacy thus becomes
more pressing when the defender of political institutions re-
turns to it via the anarchist challenge. In this context, “legiti-
macy” continues to designate the aspect that is correlative to
political obligation and thus to determine assessments of this
problem.

More importantly here, however, it acquires an additional
use: it applies according to the idea that, even when we accept
the existence of institutions, in the absence of political obliga-
tion we need to show that any new forms of coercion are not
arbitrarily imposed on us, but are rather compatible with accept-
ablemoral values. This ideawas analyzed in the preceding para-
graphs and it is explained further in this final part of Chapter
6. This latter sense of legitimacy functions among its various
senses used in political debates that are distinguished from the
problem of political obligation. Such senses are, for example,
that the government is legitimate because of its good qualities,
or when “it has acquired its political power in the proper way
(e.g., by free election …)” or, in an international context, “if it is
recognized as legitimate by other governments.”33 Legitimacy
in the sense analyzed here can be effected through, or be iden-
tified with, some of these other senses.

The anarchist provides the required test of legitimacy.
Throughout my account of the anarchist criticism of theories

32 For Uri Gordon, for example, the criterion for legitimacy is non-
domination (see the section “The Gordonian ‘Anarchy Alive!’ ” in my next
chapter).

33 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 40–41, 197.
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Characteristically, in his approach, the defender fails to
present what a genuine pre-social situation would be like. Nor
does he present fairly in the state of nature the nonpolitical,
social alternatives in terms of equally important merits that
they might involve, nor compare political institutions to them
in view of such merits. Ultimately, there is no proof, no con-
clusive explanation on the part of the defender that the state
of nature ends up in a state of war. The anarchist is justifiably
invited to prove whether social order and cooperation would
be possible in the absence of coercive structures. Yet, it is
indicative that the arguments of the defender of the state,
characteristically in game theory, preclude this possibility,
rather than explain the failure by taking into account both
the difficulties and the advantages involved. Defenders have
not yet provided a convincing explanation for why political
institutions are the only viable and desirable solutions. For
example, the descriptions of the problem of scarcity and of
human motivation in the imaginative state of nature are
presuppositions of the theorist that favor the state, rather than
explanations of universal facts or universally accepted beliefs
about the human situation. Descriptions that are favorable to
nonpolitical solutions are excluded for no decisive reason.25
Quite importantly, this is rooted in traditional theories (for
example, in how Hobbes failed to use his methodology of the
hypothetical contract correctly) in a very basic way (although
Hobbes attempted to avoid this failure and did better than
others on this): these theories depicted in the state of nature
aspects of human behavior that are more the effects of social-
ization, of institutions as we experience them, and of what
becomes “natural” within them, than a pre-social situation;
they added to it more facts about human nature than they

25 For relevant arguments, see Gregory S. Kavka, “Hobbes’s War of All
against All,” Ethics 93 (1983): 291–310, and Sanders, “The State of Stateless-
ness,” 264–265.
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should have.26 Only a clear view of what a pre-social situation
would be like could lead to valid conclusions about political
institutions. Such a view would throw light on both their
merits and their defects. Even if anarchists might also make
their own assumptions under the influence of socialization,
their views are by their own character more likely to facilitate
a proper description of a neutral situation.27

The defender addresses only those who have learned to need
and desire political institutions anyway. To ask accurately how
things would be without institutions entails going beyond the
hypotheses we make about political institutions when we are
already affected by them and trying to see what is really nat-
ural. The assumptions of the defenders fall short of this. The
fact that they focus only on the merits of institutions and not
also on their defects reflects this weakness. These failures are
already represented within the debate on political obligation
itself, by the failure of theories of this obligation to transform
general qualities into specific interactions. In the end, what the
defender’s argument really achieves is to show that, once we
are convinced that we need them, political institutions can sus-
tain this conviction, and it presumes that theymerit it once and
for all. Instead, the anarchist demands that the defender do all
that is required from him once he enters the terrain of the jus-
tification of political institutions. In this respect the anarchist
perspective must be shared by every theorist. In the debate on
political obligation this demand becomes explicit, and, I argue,
this helps redirect the defender to the proper approach.

26 For such an argument, see Rousseau, “On Social Contract,” Book 1,
Chapter 2.

27 The present argument removes a very important burden to an assess-
ment of their views that also applies to this assessment equally. Most im-
portantly, the fundamental question that the anarchist perspective reveals
already reflects the significance of this argument and shows the anarchist to
concede to it in a way that the defender does not. For this latter point, see
the rest of my analysis in the present chapter.
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eration is in itself the answer for overcoming these entrenched
behaviors and anarchists commit themselves to the task.

The anarchist ideal of legitimacy

The anarchists always focus on what institutions take away
and not only on what they have and give. This focus is neces-
sary for every theorist who wishes to obtain justification. And
it is what makes the task of justification harder. By asking
whether there is any point in having constraints at all, the an-
archist advances the question whether there is any constraint
that it is unreasonable to reject. This makes the question of jus-
tification a persistent process of interrogation. The anarchist
perspective then represents an indispensable and unified posi-
tion that reintroduces a very pressing demand. In the following
paragraphs I attempt to make the implications of this challenge
clearer.

The anarchist position discourages people from inventing
political institutions. The anarchist’s twofold aim is, first, to
show the illegitimacy of political institutions (which is exempli-
fied in the philosophical anarchist arguments against accounts
of political obligation and in the political anarchist additional
detection of the evils of political institutions) and, second, to
work for their removal (which is distinctive of political anar-
chist action). I remain agnostic as to whether this latter is an
achievable aim. This is a substantial question to put to anar-
chism itself, and I will discuss it in the next chapter of this
study. But even if anarchists do not succeed in sustaining their
contention against political institutions, even if, that is, we con-
clude that we need some form of political power, the role of the
anarchist challenge does not disappear.

I explained in the preceding sections that the need to prove
the existence of an actual obligation arises constantly, and that
by stressing the question of obligation, the anarchist alerts us
to the demand that the need for the justification of forms of
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does not establish that the relationship of government is jus-
tified (i.e., that we have general political obligation), nor that
we need them once and for all. It rather raises the demand that,
in the absence of such justification, every form of institutional
constraint needs to be motivated regularly in terms of legiti-
mate principles or other applications of moral conditions. The
demand for justification remains constant. In the face of the
importance of the question of obligation and the failure to an-
swer it, which the anarchist challenge establishes, as well as
of what this shows about the character of political constraints,
it becomes more pressing and more difficult for the defenders
of any operative forms of imposition—institutions, laws, and
policies—to address this demand.

Hence, there is a way in which everyone should start from
the anarchist question: what is the point of having political in-
stitutions and what is it that they demand of us? From this we
should pressingly ask on a regular basis whether our institu-
tions are justified in terms of certain values.

In the direction of anarchism itself, contemporary endorse-
ments of anarchist political action involve this realization: the
anarchist attempt to accomplish social reconstruction is an end-
less struggle. The creation of alternatives to dominative, hier-
archical, and exploitative social relations does not exclude the
possibility of the re-emergence of dominative patterns within
these very sites of social reconstruction. Since there is no guar-
antee that the will to possess power and all human tendencies
for domination and exploitation can be eradicated even within
favorable social conditions, the resistance needs to be restless
and constant. As Uri Gordon indicates, “the inherently diverse
and voluntary nature of the anarchist project leaves it neces-
sarily open to change and challenge from within.”31 However,
this very nature is genuinely liberating, so its continual prolif-

31 Gordon, Anarchy Alive, 46.
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Political obligation is a relationship that is normative, endur-
ing, and exacting. An adequate defense of it overrides ideas
merely about what we have and what it would be good for us
to do. It concerns the difficulty of particularizing the relation-
ship of government through an actual relation to political prac-
tices on the part of the individuals affected by them. This pro-
cess extends beyond a demonstration of the merits that certain
forms of political order might initially have.28 Some defenses
of political institutions, which are central to political philoso-
phy, move on too quickly. It is to these that I am concerned
to apply the anarchist perspective. We should see the role of
the anarchist not in a tendency to refute each and every eval-
uation of the state, not as adopting the position of the skeptic
and waiting for offers to reject. There are evaluations of gov-
ernments, those that do not examine the problem of political
obligation and do not attempt to motivate their existence in the
first place, that might preserve the possibility of a satisfactory
account. But the role of the anarchist is significant in his ad-
dressing only those who engage with the fundamental worry
represented by the anarchist skepticism and in his saying that
the relevant theorists have not confronted the implications of
such an endeavor.

When the defender claims that we need the state as an exit
from a state of war, he enters a territory that involves a very
demanding approach. He invites the question of the very pos-
sibility of institutions, thus embarking on the anarchist boat.
Once he embarks on the anarchist boat, he cannot leave it eas-
ily. When the theorist claims to defend political obligation, he
undertakes the task of establishing whether or not there can
be such a bond. But the form that his claims take shows that
he has dismissed in one impatient move a worry that does not

28 These states might “merit our support” but this “is not at all the same
as saying that they have a right to direct and coerce us, which we are bound
to honor” (Simmons, “Justification and Legitimacy,” 70). And, as we will
stress below, they are not guaranteed to merit support once and for all.
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go away. Rather than adopt the assumption that we need politi-
cal institutions, and then try to assert their merits and derive our
obligation from them, he needs to deal with the prior question
of what it is that institutions demand of us and whether these
demands can themselves be justified.

By showing that the theories of political obligation do not
establish the particularity that would guarantee the ideal of
active participation, the anarchist criticism indicates that po-
litical institutions lack, in one fundamental way, the ability to
generate and protect this important practice. This is already
a defect and, in turn, it reveals and advances a fundamental
demand: the real challenge is to show whether political insti-
tutions are any answer at all to the concern with proper rela-
tions within social life. For this purpose, moreover, it is not
satisfactory to show them to be good enough as the most di-
rectly available social possibilities. Theorists are invited to real-
ize that they should start to view political institutions as minor
evils, as possible solutions to social problems that nevertheless
create their own problems and thus remain disputable.

The anarchist argument about the importance of self-
governance and equality plays a crucial role in supporting
this approach. The capacity to determine their life on equal
terms and to act on self-imposed constraints is indispensable
for the survival of and proper relations between individuals.
Within social life, it can be realized and expressed through
equal active participation on the basis of full political, social,
and economic equality. The absence of political obligation
under any comprehensive account of it indicates the absence
of such participation within existing political societies. The
main defect of political institutions is that their dominative
character establishes and cultivates exactly the kind of rela-
tions that make self-government and the presupposed equal
active participation impossible: those who rule participate
actively and determine the constraints imposed on them
and on others (along with the exclusive enjoyment of other
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own ideas and social alternatives. The prior picture of ideals
of legitimacy is offered in interaction with (political) anarchist
replies to this demand.

Also, the anarchist criticism confirms that the moral crite-
ria used in accounts of political obligation are not themselves
flawed. Voluntariness, justice, fair participation, and associa-
tion survive the failure of these accounts. This motivates the
idea that they can continue to be used in further attempts to
decide the nature of our social relationships. These criteria are
demands that cannot be reasonably rejected by, and thus are ap-
pealing to, the rest of us. They thus retain their validity as stan-
dards within the very process of argumentation, during which
different reasons interact toward a delivery of a common basis
of justification with regard to the problem of political obliga-
tion. In other words, they can be seen as general principled
conditions within the framework of the debate. As I explain in
the first part and in the following paragraphs of this chapter,
these criteria constitute central elements of ideals of legitimacy
that are implicit in the anarchist perspective and motivate the
anarchist criticism from the beginning. The anarchist enters
the debate with a positive and comprehensive view of the de-
mands it involves (and this remains the anarchist’s own pro-
posal, whether or not the rest of us would agree to adopt these
criteria). Furthermore, and importantly, the anarchist criteria
can apply as tests in any further justification of constraints,
still in the light of the implications of the debate on political
obligation. Even if it is proven that the existence of political
institutions is necessary, which does not mean that the ques-
tion of obligation is answered, this necessity is not firm and
such moral requirements may still be applied in deciding the
forms of imposition that are enough to motivate it. As argued
here, theorists cannot build their defenses on the basis of a pre-
supposition that we need political institutions, because the re-
lationship of political obligation overrides demonstrations of
institutional merits. Thus a proof that we need institutions
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At this point, it might be helpful to summarize the process
throughwhich anarchism contributes to the debate on political
obligation and raises a new demand with regard to the justifi-
cation of political constraints. In the process of providing ar-
guments against accounts of political obligation, the anarchist
establishes a context within which opposing claims about our
relation to political institutions are weighed against each other.
The result of this dialogue, as derived from the anarchist criti-
cism, is that no defensible principle of political obligation can
be reasonably accepted, and thus so far there is no general po-
litical obligation. This alerts the defender of the state, not only
concerning the failure of his account, but also to the very in-
stability of the aim to establish constraints in terms of politi-
cal obligation. The failure of any general principle of political
obligation to heed the moral criteria that the defenders of the
state use and that anarchists themselves stress is alarming. The
instability of defenses of political obligation that this failure re-
veals highlights the importance of confronting the fundamen-
tal question whether we should have political obligation at all:
the result of anarchist criticism reveals the difficulty of defend-
ing political obligation and shows that “[o]bedience remains as
much in need of justification as disobedience.”30 This, in turn,
redirects us to the fundamental question that motivates the an-
archist in the first place. Thus the anarchists’ demand, implicit
in their criticism at the outset, to understand the real impli-
cations of this question for political institutions and to ask it
properly comes to the fore. The arguments of the defenders of
political obligation and the counter-arguments of anarchists
need to be assessed in this light. Having in mind the funda-
mental question about the very possibility of political institu-
tions, the philosophical anarchist does not neglect, but rather
concedes, the demand that anarchists provide and defend their

30 Simmons, Moral Principles and Political Obligations, 200; Simmons,
“Philosophical Anarchism,” 38–39, n. 30.
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benefits). Those who are ruled do not participate and suffer
external constraints. That institutions do not function on the
basis of morally justified political obligations opens the way
for us to see what they seriously lack: the kind of participation
that activates self-governance and equality and the relations of
equal power that this presupposes. This is a pressing problem
to take into consideration when we try to evaluate them.

The anarchist perspective applies to the other theories of
political obligation, of which theories of hypothetical consent
have been used here as a representative example. Defenders of
the state who implement the criterion of justice and the idea
of reciprocity involved in the principle of fairness, as well as
the idea of membership in an association, take the existence of
institutions for granted and rush to base the legitimacy of cer-
tain forms of them on their preferred moral ground, whether
justice, fairness, or association.29 Theorists infer a perspective
of legitimacy by asking what are the principles for institutions
that are just or fair or protective of our identity. They deduce
obedience from the justice- or fairness- or association-based
general character of the forms institutions might take. But an-
archist arguments against these theories show that success is
far from secure, and that this does not lie in the falsity of the
criteria chosen, but in the very thing that is supposed to be
defended on the basis of them, to wit, in political obligation.
First, general ideas about the character of political institutions
cannot base a special relationship to them. Second, even when
such arguments base certain claims about the desirability of
political institutions, the results of the debate on political obli-
gation show that, in the way these claims are promoted, they
cannot decide the existence of political institutions and moti-
vate their acceptability once and for all. In contrast with the

29 Although, in fairness to Horton, he does not see his theory as such
an attempt. Still, his approach is criticized here to the extent that it can be,
and has been, used in the relevant way.
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perspective of such defenses of political institutions, the anar-
chist makes the question whether we need institutions at all a
persistent demand and appeals to consent, justice, fairness, or
membership to solve this problem.

Justification as an endless process

The anarchist insistence on the question of obligation shows
that, even if a theory proves the state to be justified once, the
task of justification does not end here. This is a crucial feature
of the anarchist perspective, concomitant with the primacy of
the question of obligation that this perspective suggests. It is
in this respect that, under the influence of the anarchist posi-
tion, the debate on political obligation puts any justification of
political constraints on a new basis. This is a point already in-
volved in the preceding argument. My aim here is to highlight
its special force within that argument.

The anarchist may grant that the defender has given a good
reason for creating political institutions, that they help us avoid
serious social problems (for example, by bringing criminals to
justice or by providing healthy environments and stimuli to
poor and/or abandoned children), and this can outweigh their
defects. But this justification is limited by the very fact that it
is given only once. Since the defender grounds the state on the
basis of certain values—such as peace and security, justice and
fairness, and ultimately equality and freedom itself—he should
also be able to render an account of it whenever it violates these
values. Themomentwhen institutions threaten the valueswith
regard to which they are first proved to be acceptable, their va-
lidity ceases. It is this possibility of illegitimate constraints that
concerns anarchism most. It is their presence that undermines
the quality of relations between people, which is the focus of
the anarchist challenge in the first place. This means that the
demand for justification is constant.
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The way in which the anarchist attention to illegitimate con-
straints is advanced through the question of political obliga-
tion helps vindicate this demand. Political obligation requires
an actual relationship the particular aspects of which need to
be constantly affirmed, applied, and renewed. The question of
obligation is distinctive and valuable in that it arises at every
point. This throws light on the fact that, in a similar manner,
the anarchist attention to illegitimate constraints makes the
need for justification persistent more generally. Constraints
are not desirable in themselves. They always take something
away. External constraints suppress our ability to determine
our own lives. They remove our autonomy. So they need to be
continually defended in terms of the values they are held to be
protecting, to counterbalance what they take away, and thus
to respect our status as reflective human beings. In this way,
they become compatible with the situation appropriate to per-
sons, namely as beings determined by self-imposed constraints.
This is an alternative way of ensuring active participation. Po-
litical institutions must always be viewed as evils, even minor
ones: they might help us to avoid certain social problems, but
they continue to create their own, the unaccountable imposi-
tion of which needs to be guarded against. The moment they
cease to fulfill their duties, they are no longer wanted. They
simply limit our ability to determine our own lives, and thus
they exist on the basis of inappropriate interpersonal relations.
The defender of political institutions might say that there are
mechanisms for testing their activities. But it is here that the
anarchist has the privilege of pressing the interrogation fur-
ther, of insisting that the theorist should bear this in mind and
apply the test regularly. It is then that all theorists must realize
that they have not engaged sufficiently with the process of jus-
tification and that the work that awaits them is not easy. Once
you embark on the anarchist boat and you want to complete
the journey, you have to remain in it as long as the destination
requires.
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Although promising, these aspects of the anarchist project
are still incomplete, and to this extent the difficulty with coer-
cion that anarchism faces remains. We will see how this affects
Bookchin’s project in the following section. A preliminary
overview of the problems faced by whole communities pre-
pares the way for applying the critical philosophical anarchist
test more specifically and in view of these difficulties. David
Pepper discusses four serious problems that anarchist struc-
tures face and that their development aims to solve, for them to
qualify as core units of social change.33 First, these structures
suffer a gap between principle and practice. This means that
their members fail to live up to the principles they profess to
adopt. In traditional communes this is mainly due to the com-
munards having compromised original ends in a pragmatist
concern with efficiency. Second, there is a lack of ideological
clarity, namely of a clear and shared vision of principled per-
spective and purposes. This is because there is nowadays less
talk about principles andmore about direct practical issues con-
cerning day-to-day survival and comfort, which helps avoid
conflicts among the participants, but also facilitates the gap be-
tween principle and practice. Third, communards lack contact
with a wider audience through effective outreach. That is, with
their ideas and practices they fail to reach the larger population
by keeping connections with other social movements and with
the rest of society. This is both due to the lack of ideological
clarity and person power within the communes and because
of the concentration on personal relations at the expense of or-
ganized collective action and outside political activity. Fourth
and finally, communes suffer a tension between “the private”
and “the public.” Their members see their personal lives to be
detached frommore general and common concerns that would

proved understanding and application of the “internal” values, rationale, and
workings of social practices adopted by anarchists.

33 For the following analysis, see Pepper, Communes and the Green Vi-
sion, 59–62 and 200–203.
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help cultivate solidarity and a union between individual free-
dom and communal reciprocity. My focus on Bookchin’s and
other, alternative, contemporary proposals (in the next section)
points in a direction that deals with these problems. Federation
and an initial adoption of a clear view of how to oppose the sys-
tem play a central role to this effect, at the same time using the
system in a way that addresses the social reality within which
both it and the counterculture work. But these are still propos-
als that need actual and patient implementation and expansion.

The difficulty that anarchism faces with regard to coercion
can be expressed in a more challenging form in light of the
framework that, as this study shows, the anarchist position es-
tablishes. Anarchism wants a society where there is the impo-
sition of no imposition, where the imposition of some on oth-
ers is prevented. But here the concern arises with how there
can be an imposition of no imposition such that the former dif-
fers from the latter. If anarchists promise us a land of no con-
straints, how are they to sustain this land with no use of con-
straints? The anarchist proposals for social organization do not
seem yet to qualify to solve this problem. Even if people desire
a noncoercive world, they will still disagree with anarchists
and among themselves about how to sustain a noncoercive or-
der. Not everyone accepts the anarchist plan of socializing peo-
ple to structures that do not involve institutionalized coercion,
and this itself creates a ground for further conflicts and the
need for their resolution, which in turn reintroduces an appeal
to constraints. Ultimately, anarchists have to think of institu-
tions that prevent the emergence of constraints in a way that
makes this prevention both sustainable and characteristically
anarchic. Sustaining constraints under inexplicit criteria is not
anarchism. Sustainability without constraints has not yet been
proven successful. This is a serious dilemma for anarchism, a
very challenging conception of the central philosophical and
political problem that it faces. In view of this difficulty, the
anarchist claims that we should abolish the state and we can
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live without it remain weak. And the challenge that anarchism
entails chaos gains ground.

Yet the perspective of critical philosophical anarchism ar-
gued for in this study has something very valuable to offer in
the direction of political anarchism. It provides the latter with
a general proposal for how to look at social life and set out to
organize it that both constitutes a fresh outlook and may guide
the specific proposals of political anarchism to more fruitful di-
rections in view of the specific problems that their defenses
face. More importantly, in view of the main dilemma that
haunts anarchism, critical philosophical anarchism has been
shown to represent a view that does not start from a duty to
justify constraints, but rather expresses an aversion to illegiti-
mate constraints and defines a duty not to harm others. This, I
argued, is the core feature of the anarchist perspective imposed
on defenses of political institutions, and now it is the key to
understanding the tasks of political anarchism. In light of this
challenge, when anarchists are asked to provide an account of
constraints to no constraints, they can begin to build their re-
ply on this basis: we need some constraints, but only those that
prevent the emergence of illegitimate constraints. Such are those
that it would be unreasonable for us to reject.

This position gives every value to the anarchist’s initial con-
cern with the question whether we should have institutions at
all. If no constraint can be reasonable, then the anarchist is
justifiably pretty unconvinced. If there can be reasonable con-
straints, then we need to prove in each case that it is only those
that apply. The distinctive focus on the quality of constraints,
involved in the perspective proposed by critical philosophical
anarchism, is central to this idea. The anarchist attack on the
state becomes grounded and acquires new force. This position
also throws light on the acceptable moral criteria that the anar-
chist test on legitimacy imposes: these values may be seen as
the reasonable constraints that anarchism itself can adopt con-
sistently and the basis of any constraint that is deemed reason-
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able. Finally, and importantly, it is a view that, when applied
to anarchism’s own proposals, neither repeats the traditional
method of designing utopias and then struggling to prove them
to be possible nor is a defense of “minimal state.”34 Rather, the
defenses of alternative social structures such as those discussed
above must first be guided by the newly established and more
realistic demand that we prevent the imposition of illegitimate
constraints, and anarchists must apply the relevant practices
as part of an effort to redeem this demand.

With respect to the anarchist attack on the minimal state,
there is a rather salient yet significant connection between an-
archism and socialism. As Carter argues, economic equality
is an aspect regarding which anarchism, as a theory of “no
state,” is closer to “more state” than to “less state.” To the ex-
tent that equality is highly valued in anarchy (something that
my study supports), versions of less state such as the “mini-
mal state” are opposed. This is because the minimal state, in
being confined to “providing security, enforcing contracts and
preserving property,” fails to provide welfare with its egalitar-
ian implications; and “[i]n failing to provide welfare, it would
most likely require a massive coercive apparatus to protect the
inequalities that would inevitably arise,” something that makes
it “more coercive” and thus “all the more objectionable to an-
archists” in general.35 Hence, although anarchism is distin-
guished by its critique of the state and although it involves
an attack on the institutionalization of welfare,36 functions of
the state that are not rooted in the ultimate causes of it as a
paradigm of institutionalized domination and coercion (these
causes being the real object of the anarchist attack) are not nec-
essarily rejected. Among such functions is egalitarian distri-
bution, the institutionalization of which may be preferred by

34 For such a defense, see Nozick, Anarchy, State and Utopia.
35 For these, see Carter, A Radical Green Political Theory, 258–260, 259,

n. 10.
36 For this, see, e.g., Ward, Anarchy in Action, Chapter 12.
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anarchists if less state or monarchy are the only alternatives.
Thus the characterization of theorists who support the mini-
mal state, such as Nozick, as anarchists is refuted, a refutation
about which I am in agreement with Carter.37 Most impor-
tantly, the present explanation of the anarchist opposition to
the minimal state highlights more specific aspects that make
the perspective of critical philosophical anarchism incompati-
ble with such a structure.

Thus the main, classical anarchist ideas and propositions re-
main promising and proper ways of completing the anarchist
project. But to ensure that anarchists take a sustainable course
in dealing with the problems that these propositions involve
and in providing them as social solutions, and that they work
consistently in this direction and compatibly with their attack
on the existing social reality, they need always to be guided
by the proposal offered by critical philosophical anarchism.
In this way, their propositions are newly motivated. On the
whole—in a way that philosophical and political anarchism
are united—the anarchist project continues to be the charac-
teristic anarchist position against the state. Its demanding
approach to justification retains the radicalism appropriate
to the anarchist outlook while, at the same time, it maintains
a perspective that all sides must share and that is first and
foremost applied to its own terrain.

In these terms, my suggestion is that, if it can combine its
positive view of society with a description of how cooperation
without coercion can obtain, all within the boundaries of the
ideal of legitimacy, anarchism looks like the most appealing
position. For this to be achieved, however, there is work to be
done. The theoretical discussion conducted in this study is only
a first motivating step in this direction. In the next section, I
will provide a demonstration of the anarchist contribution in
this direction by applying the ideal of critical philosophical an-

37 Carter, A Radical Green Political Theory, 259.
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archism to Bookchin’s program. I will facilitate this critique by
denoting certain ideas and proposals offered by other contem-
porary anarchist writers.

A critical philosophical anarchist critique
of Bookchin’s anarchist political program

Critical philosophical anarchists can develop their ownmicrop-
olitics of power: their own discourses, practices, institutions,
and identities. The conclusions of this study support a dif-
ferent point of departure, creating a basis for examining how
the perspective of critical philosophical anarchism can relate
to and motivate political anarchism. It is thus important to
look further into the most promising contemporary implemen-
tations of anarchist networks, which are rooted in a concern
with free and equal social relationships. Although it is not nec-
essarily the most acceptable among the proposals of political
anarchism, Bookchin’s theory is quite promising and serves as
a representative example. Once I have examined a significant
part of it, and David Pepper’s related references to anarchist
practices, I will conclude my analysis here by applying the
anarchist critique to his concrete anarchist political program.
Bookchin’s libertarianism, like any other proposal of political
anarchism, should be tested according to the standards of the
philosophical anarchist ideal of legitimacy. This section applies
the test as an illustration of the critical philosophical anarchist
contribution in the direction of anarchism itself. For this, it
evaluates Bookchin’s municipalism on the basis of the values
that constitute the ideal and with reference to elements that
the contemporary anarchist studies of Uri Gordon and the ad-
vocates of poststructuralist anarchism offer.
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Bookchin revisited

Despite the merits of Bookchin’s theory, it faces a variety of
problems, most notably the problem of coercion, which, as
indicated above, troubles political anarchism more generally.
In Bookchin’s case, I think his theory is open to criticism from
both directions of the problem: on the one hand, his proposal
suffers from the ineffectiveness of noncoercive practices and,
on the other, it is prone to the emergence of dominative
patterns, which anarchists hate most of all. In view of these
shortcomings, there is a different current within anarchism,
followed by a disparate group of theorists, such as Samuel
Clark and Benjamin Franks (whose views were discussed in
Chapter 6, the section “The anarchist Ideal of legitimacy”),
John Clark, Uri Gordon, David Harvey, and the poststructural-
ist anarchists Saul Newman and Todd May. These thinkers
focus on more flexible views of human nature, sociability, and
society and on more fluid and open approaches of anarchism
and anarchy (and utopia). I will criticize Bookchin along these
lines, with a view to improving anarchist political theory
and expanding its horizons in the directions that critical
philosophical anarchism aspires to, facilitates, and legitimates.

Under the auspices of the anarchist ideal, Bookchin’s liber-
tarian municipalism should pass the test of voluntariness and
equal participation, as indications of self-determination and ac-
tive choice, and also the test of justice and association, as indi-
cations of the quality of social relations and arrangements. The
different problems that Bookchin’s theory faces should thus
be dealt with by reference to the values of the anarchist ideal.
These problems form a considerably long list. I will discuss the
most serious and representative ones on the basis of the anar-
chist values.

The main themes of Bookchin’s program are quite fixed, and
syndicalism does not have sufficient advantages to be the dom-
inant trend in successful anarchist politics. Nor is the ratio-
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nalism of the Enlightenment—adopted by classical anarchism
and, through the incorporation of its basic ideas, in Bookchin’s
theory—liberating enough to accommodate the continual re-
assessment and recreation of anarchist objectives. More gen-
erally, his central concepts, such as the idea that the libertarian
municipality is the principal political unit, are not in complete
harmony with the moral values of the anarchist ideal. More
precisely, Bookchin’s political program faces the following dif-
ficulties:

(1) it involves dominative patterns that repeat the domina-
tive and coercive apparatus of the state, which are contrary
to voluntariness and equality and, more important, betray the
anarchist perspective.

(2)The kind of democratic participation that Bookchin envis-
ages entails both practical and theoretical problems: the pos-
sibility of its implementation is meager and the relevant con-
cepts and conceptions are not thoroughly developed. In this
respect, his theory does not meet the criteria for participation
and/or association.

(3) His theory shows elements of dogmatism, sectarianism,
and abstraction, and it is vague and short-sighted, in contrast
to the anarchist perspective.

Already Bookchin’s first theme (see the section “The tasks
of political anarchists” in this chapter), which suggests munici-
pal politics as the proper activity of libertarian citizens, despite
its innovative and inspiring character, lacks clarity, flexibility,
and acceptability.38 His view of the political places municipal-
ity at the center of democratic activity. As John Clark correctly
points out, however, the exclusion of the neighborhood and
other foci of anarchist networking from the center of anarchist

38 See the bibliography referring to Bookchin in the section “The tasks
of political anarchists” above. See also Murray Bookchin, Remaking Society.
Pathways to a Green Future (Montreal: Black Rose Books, 1989).
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politics is unjustifiable.39 Themunicipality takes over the man-
agement of the community in every social area, from educa-
tion to economics. Social interaction is determined primarily,
almost uniquely, by assemblies and local officials. This limits
the possibility of direct and active participation in the way the
anarchist ideal demands. In relation to this ideal, we will see
in the following subsections the importance of open-endedness
and variety for anarchist practice. Moreover, the exclusion of
other social and political subdivisions, such as the family or the
affinity group, or larger contexts, such as nature and society,
will most probably be accompanied by the related dominative
attitudes on the part of the municipal members. Clark indi-
cates “competitiveness, egotism, theatrics, demagogy, charis-
matic leadership, factionalism, aggressiveness, obsession with
procedural details, domination of discussion by manipulative
minorities, and passivity of the majority.”40 These limitations
on social action and their effects on social behavior constitute
an attack on self-realization through meaningful participation,
in opposition to the ideal of equal-liberty.

Difficulties with the implementation of Bookchin’s program
make things worse. The kind of democratic participation pro-
posed on the basis of assemblies, local councils, and their con-
federation lacks practicality and applicability. The size of the
assemblies within contemporary societies is too large for peo-
ple to exercise the kind of deliberation required for the radical
democracy that anarchists and Bookchin himself envisage. As
Clark claims, “the term ‘face-to-face democracy’ that Bookchin
often uses in reference to these assemblies seems rather bizarre
when applied to these thousands of faces (assuming that most

39 John Clark, “Municipal Dreams: A Social Ecological Critique of
Bookchin’s Politics,” in Social Ecology After Bookchin, ed. Andrew Light (New
York: The Guilford Press, 1998), 169.

40 Clark, “Municipal Dreams: A Social Ecological Critique of
Bookchin’s Politics.”
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of them face up to their civic responsibilities and attend).”41
Nor is the creative thought of the citizens likely to thrive with-
out a multiplicity of networks. Regarding, for example, the
judicial realm, Bookchin ignores alternatives such as “popular
juries” or “citizens’ committees” for performing judicial func-
tions, leaving there a complete void.42 In the end, it is more
likely that transparency and lack of mediation will give way to
manipulation and dominating behaviors, which are antitheti-
cal to anarchism both in principle and in practice.

Bookchin’s separation of political participation from admin-
istration in his second theme involves similar problems. Ad-
ministrators would have greater involvement in policy-making
than he believes: they would play a significant role in the for-
mulation of specific directives on complex matters. Further-
more, there is some distance between theory and practice in
terms of a disparity between immediate proposals and long-
term goals. Sometimes Bookchin supports changes that do
not place the assembly at the center of policy-making, such
as the neighborhood planning assemblies in Burlington, Ver-
mont, and yet, on the whole, he rejects any proposal or move-
ment that departs from his municipalist program.43 The first
problem that entire communities face, according to Pepper’s ac-
count (see the section “The tasks of political anarchists” above),
indicates the dismal prospects of this disparity. The members
of such communities fail to live up to the principles they pro-
fess to hold, as would the members of Bookchin’s municipality,
since his view does not take into account the historical circum-
stances and cultural influences that determine these members,
as well as the related alternative anarchist proposals, some-

41 Clark, “Municipal Dreams: A Social Ecological Critique of
Bookchin’s Politics.”

42 Clark, “Municipal Dreams: A Social Ecological Critique of
Bookchin’s Politics,” 165.

43 Clark, “Municipal Dreams: A Social Ecological Critique of
Bookchin’s Politics,” 160.
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thing that the separation he proposes in his second theme also
confirms. Thus, theywill not pass the test of the anarchist ideal:
theory and practice in such communities are unlikely to meet
the demands of voluntariness, equality, and justice.

Ultimately, the whole idea of a municipal anarchist democ-
racy, which has the municipality and its assemblies at its core,
goes against the anarchist ideal of legitimacy:

Onemight imagine a “power to the people’s assemblies” that
would result in harsh anti-immigrant regulations, extension
of capital punishment, institution of corporal punishment, ex-
panded restrictions on freedom of speech, imposition of reli-
gious practices, repressive enforcement of morality, and puni-
tive measures against the poor, to cite some proposals that
have widespread public support in perhaps a considerable ma-
jority of municipalities of the United States. It is no accident
that localism has appealed much more to the right wing in the
United States, than to the Left or the general population, and
that reactionary localism is becoming both more extremist and
more popular. The far right has worked diligently for decades
at the grassroots level in many areas to create the cultural pre-
conditions for local reactionary democracy.44

Bookchin’s scheme, therefore, does not guarantee the real-
ization of democratic participation. The same goes for equality,
since all the above issues reflect major inequalities within this
scheme, which would probably grow. David Harvey believes
that Bookhin’s solution looks “suspiciously like a state, sounds
like a state system, and will almost surely act like a state sys-
tem no matter what the intent of its proponents might be.”45
Besides this worry, Harvey thinks that libertarian municipal-
ism would require and in the end develop forms of hierarchi-
cal organization above the community level: “not only public

44 Clark, “Municipal Dreams: A Social Ecological Critique of
Bookchin’s Politics,” 159.

45 David Harvey, Rebel Cities: From the Right to the City to the Urban
Revolution (New York: Verso Books, 2012), 152.
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and private, but collective and associational, nested, hierarchi-
cal and horizontal, exclusionary and open—will all have a key
role to play in finding ways to organize production, distribu-
tion, exchange and non-consumption in order to meet human
wants and needs on an anti-capitalist basis.”46 This agrees with
the concerns expressed here, that is, the need for multiplicity
and open-endedness in Bookchin’s vision and the worry about
its applicability, both with reference to the principled demands
of the anarchist ideal.

Bookchin’s third theme, regarding the municipalization of
production, introduces further complications. His proposal
does not seem practical or fair. Bookchin’s conception of the
political is problematic. Among other things, he conceives
the political as an autonomous realm that absorbs any other
social sphere, production being one such sphere. The munic-
ipalized economy is primary in Bookchin’s vision, although
it is not clear why it is not seen as one alternative among
other enterprises. Again, multiplicity and open-endedness
are central to anarchist networking, and this should affect
the economic spectrum as well. Moreover, it is unrealistic to
disregard other structures and practices that have historical
and cultural significance, some of which entail that inde-
pendent citizens as such might be involved in production,
management, and contribution as well as policy-making, for
example, the individual producers and small partnerships that
could form part of “a growing economic cooperative sector
that would incorporate social ecological values.”47 Bookchin’s
view becomes non-dialectical, dogmatic, and abstract here.

In addition, his view creates a basis for conflict between the
perspective of the workers and that of the members of the as-
sembly, as citizens of the municipality, given the disparity be-

46 Harvey, Rebel Cities: From the Right to the City to the Urban Revolution,
87.

47 See, Clark, “Municipal Dreams,” 170.
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tween the focus on the needs and responsibilities related to
production and on those related to the local community, re-
spectively. That his system is unviable is also apparent in the
absence of realistic answers to basic questions, such as those
concerning the realization of a consistent and pragmatic mu-
nicipal economic plan within municipalities of thousands or
millions of people. Nor does Bookchin give precise account of
how the Marxist economic principle, “from each according to
his abilities, to each according to his needs,” which he adopts,
can function within his libertarian municipality. How does
the municipalization of the economy meet the demands of this
principle? How does it measure abilities and needs? How ex-
actly does it apply these measurements? In parallel with the
need to try solutions in practice through real experiments, by
real people, in actual communities, and because of the need,
Bookchin’s theory should provide the required theoretical ba-
sis for such efforts, toward a feasible future. In the section
“The Gordonian ‘Anarchy Alive!’ ” below, I will show that
Bookchin’s fourth theme, which is about confederation, has
similar drawbacks.

All the above problems originate in the way Bookchin con-
ceptualizes citizenship, participation, and the political itself (as
already suggested here). Bookchin privileges the libertarian
municipality and the political as the fundamental units of our
social lives. In this way, our political role, that of a citizen,
is conceived as determinative of our personal identity, citizen-
ship of the municipality becomes the central form of partici-
pation, and the political takes precedence over the social. The
first excludes other dimensions of selfhood, which are equally
constitutive of one’s identity and have political implications
on their own. The second, Bookchin’s focus on municipal par-
ticipation, does not represent the common understanding of
actual people, who usually understand their citizenship in re-
lation to the state rather than to the municipality. In the same
manner, it underestimates the importance of our membership
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in smaller or larger units, which range from the family and
neighborhood to nature and the Earth. Additionally, his anal-
ysis lacks precision and articulation. As Clark indicates, these
concepts are “mere abstractions” and can only “gain concrete
content … through their embodiment in the history of society,
or, more precisely in the practice of a community—in its insti-
tutions, its ethos, and its images,” which constitute the back-
ground within which individuals can recognize, engage with,
and transform their social reality.48 The same observations go
for his related conception of the political. Bookchin believes
that “the People” are the primary historical agent,49 thus disre-
garding many other levels of social being, such as the person,
the parent, or the member of an economic class.50

All these limitations render Bookchin’s view divisive,
dogmatic, and impractical. Being the cause of the problems
that his theory faces more generally, as examined in the
above paragraphs, they account for the distance between his
vision and the ideal of critical philosophical anarchism. Its
lack of broad, open, and rich conceptions of participation
and citizenship leads to the failure of his system to apply
freedom as a natural, social, and political expression and ex-
pansion of personhood, and to view participation as an active
involvement and interaction within a variety of possibilities,
encompassing equal treatment, just and fair distribution of re-
sponsibilities and rewards, as well as meaningful membership.
From the centrality Bookchin bestows on the assemblies and
the municipality, as criticized in relation to his first, second,
and third themes, to the primacy he gives more generally to
the concepts related directly and exclusively to his libertarian
municipalism, his theory exhibits a rigidity that fails to

48 Clark, “Municipal Dreams,” 147.
49 See, for example, Murray Bookchin, The Last Chance: An Appeal for

Social and Ecological Sanity (Burlington, VT: Comment, 1983); Bookchin, Re-
making Society, 159–207 (“From Here to There”).

50 Clark, “Municipal Dreams,” 149–152.
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encompass the reasonable legitimate constraints demanded by
the anarchist perspective and ideal.

In the light of these difficulties, Bookchin, like any anar-
chist theorist, is responsible for the second problem that com-
munes face, according to Pepper, namely, the lack of ideologi-
cal clarity—of a clear and shared vision of principled perspec-
tive and purposes—that might characterize activists. The fact
that until now there has been less talk about principles and
more about direct practical issues is exacerbated by the vague-
ness and contradictions of a theory that is expected to provide
a proper ideological background. Both of these weaknesses
create a gap between principle and practice, vision and realiza-
tion.

Bookchin’s view of “the People,” as just criticized, leads to an-
other problem. The idea of voluntariness that he adopts differs
from the way critical philosophical anarchists discuss and pri-
oritize this value. Bookchin’s view displays a Bakuninist “vol-
untarist overemphasis on the power of revolutionary will,”51
which is the exact opposite of self-realization and the anarchist
focus on equal-liberty for the individual and with regard to so-
cial relations. The values of voluntariness and equal participa-
tion are abandoned, and with them all the concrete and com-
plex aspects of freedom and equality involved in the formation
of personhood that the anarchist idea of equal-liberty encap-
sulates. Social and ecological interconnectedness, moreover,
conceived as “concrete unity-in-diversity,” determines our un-
derstanding of social practice in a way that contrasts with the
priority that Bookchin gives to ideology and the way he places
consciousness at its service.52 Similarly, Bookchin’s distance
from “bioregionalism,” which is based on a commitment that
involves “giving oneself over to the other” in the deepest recog-
nition of the other’s claims, deprives his view of a full under-

51 Clark, “Municipal Dreams,” 141.
52 Clark, “Municipal Dreams,” 142.
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standing of freedom and choice in another sense.53 The rela-
tion to other individuals and to the community that together
they create becomes an extension of one’s selfhood that tran-
scends his individualist conception of choice within the liber-
tarian municipal community, which involves merely choosing
and doing what one likes. In all these respects, Bookchin’s per-
spective opposes the anarchist ideal of legitimacy once more.

A poststructuralist intervention

Various anarchist views are subject to the aforementioned criti-
cism, which should be used to pursue anarchist aspirations fur-
ther. However, various anarchist views also adopt this stand-
point. This is apparent in a critique that targets Bookchin’s
perspective more generally.

According to a criticism that Bookchin initiated on the basis
of his division between “social” and “lifestyle” anarchism, the
latter type of anarchism, and with it a related perspective
of poststructuralist anarchism, must be rejected. Benjamin
Franks agrees with this criticism. Class struggle anarchists,
those who belong to groups and organizations that meet
Franks’s ideal and have his support, share Bookchin’s view in
discarding what they see in “lifestyle anarchism” as an indi-
vidualist rebellion that neglects social relations and solutions
in favor of a more atomized form of revolt.54 In contrast, the
poststructuralist anarchist Saul Newman discusses and refuses
this distinction and defends personal liberation in a way that I
find persuasive and quite significant for the present analysis.

Bookchin’s criticism is basically that “lifestyle” anarchism
favors what he terms “individual autonomy” at the expense of

53 Clark, “Municipal Dreams,” 180.
54 See, Franks, Rebel Alliances, 269, 404. See alsomy analysis of Franks’s

support of anarchist structures and tactics in Chapter 6, in the section “The
anarchist ideal of legitimacy.”
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“social freedom,” the former conceived as a hedonistic, narcis-
sistic, and apolitical personal rebellion that rejects any concern
for social responsibility and equality and the collectivist legacy
of anarchism.55 Newman marshals many responses against
this claim, such as the moral Puritanism and the hopeless nos-
talgia for an authentic anarchism of the past that it exhibits,56
but the most convincing reply lies, in my opinion, in his discus-
sion of freedom and anarchist anti-politics. As we have seen
earlier in this study, Newman’s Stirnerite and Foucaultian no-
tion of the self follows from a rejection of the ontological foun-
dations and epistemological categories of classical anarchism,
its belief in a fixed human essence and in a rational develop-
ment of social forces. This leads to a defense of the principle
of equal-liberty, which is adopted in this study. In its unifica-
tion of freedom and equality, this principle negates any oppo-
sition between them as well as a supposed primacy of social
freedom and the collective interest of society over individual
autonomy. I agree with Newman that the anarchist idea of
freedom embodies individual liberty and consists in a more en-
compassing view of human emancipation, which goes hand in
handwith equality (overriding both the liberal and the socialist
understanding).57 This invites us to see the practices of young
activists who do not belong to a social movement as expres-
sions of responsibility and solidarity, rather than of egoistic
and nihilistic individualism.

The anti-politics following from this view of freedom and an-
archist action and supported by poststructuralist anarchism is
not “an avoidance or withdrawal from political struggles, but
rather the revolutionary abolition of formal politics of power
(particularly in its statist form), and this is also obviously a po-

55 Murray Bookchin, Social Anarchism or Lifestyle Anarchism: An Un-
bridgeable Chasm (San Francisco: AK Press, 1995).

56 Newman, The Politics of Postanarchism, 143.
57 For Newman’s response to Bookchin, see Newman, The Politics of

Postanarchism, 142–147.
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litical gesture.”58 The political is positioned between society
and the state and has two functions: first, to achieve a “mo-
ment of ‘dis-identification’,” of a breakwith existing social iden-
tities, roles, and relations, and, second, to indicate that radical
politics have tasks much deeper and wider than the attack on
state power.59 The “politics of anti-politics,” or “anti-political
politics,” involve an an-archic dislodgment, an “aporetic mo-
ment,” a project of radicalism and renewal, which, at the same
time, is an engagement with the here and now starting from
the local, a micro-politics affecting our attitudes, practices, re-
lationships, and modes of living.60 The political pole of these
politics imposes limits by indicating and struggling against the
reality of the dangers regarding society, dangers such as dom-
ination and subjugation at numerous levels. The anti-political
pole “invokes an outside, a movement beyond limits,” “the mo-
ment of utopia,” or “the moment of ethics,” which is external
to the existing order and points toward an alternative.61 New-
man also agrees with Franks that anarchist (political) ethics
must be “a situated ethics: an understanding of ethics as sit-
uated within, and contingent upon, specific social practices,
communities and organisations,” which, as he recognizes, in-
volves autonomy and pluralism.62 Yet he adds that this needs
to be further supplemented with “an understanding of ethical
subjectivation,” of “the processes by which a subject becomes
an ethical (and indeed political) subject,” which can be found

58 Newman, The Politics of Postanarchism, 146. For anti-politics and a
new understanding of the political and of politics, similar to that promoted
in this study, as well as their relation to utopia and to a more radical notion
of democracy, see also Newman, The Politics of Postanarchism, 4–11, 31–34,
68–70, 113–116, 127–130, 149–153, 161–163, Chapter 6. For more relevant
points on poststructuralist anarchist political theory, see also May, The Polit-
ical Philosophy of Poststructuralist Anarchism, Chapter 5.

59 Newman, The Politics of Postanarchism, 169.
60 Newman, The Politics of Postanarchism, 4–11, Chapter 6.
61 Newman, The Politics of Postanarchism, 7.
62 Newman, The Politics of Postanarchism, 160–161.
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in theories such as Foucault’s “ethics of the care of the self”
discussed in Chapter 2 of this study.63

In the end, this poststructuralist perspective of freedom
and politics is compatible with the contemporary network
approach of anarchism, favoring the multiplicity that leads to
the constant recreation of the self and of social arrangements.
This perspective and the above criticism highlight the short-
comings of the ontology that underlies Bookchin’s vision,
with its dogmatic attitude toward social development along
anarchist lines. Given his theory’s problems with domination
and with meeting the anarchist values, as discussed above,
these shortcomings make it all the more necessary for it to
satisfy the philosophical anarchist ideal.

The Gordonian “Anarchy Alive!”

Uri Gordon’s work completes the above picture. His critical ac-
count of domination and his support of prefigurative politics
in terms of decentralization, diversity, open-endedness, and,
more generally, direct action are offered as part of a project for
the revival of anarchist practice and theory. This account and
project are quite crucial both for confronting the problems aris-
ing in Bookchin’s proposal and for confirming the demands of
critical philosophical anarchism.

For Gordon, “[t]he term ‘domination’ in its anarchist sense
serves as a generic concept for the various systematic features
of society whereby groups and persons are controlled, coerced,
exploited, humiliated, discriminated against, etc.—the dynam-
ics of which anarchists seek to uncover, challenge and erode.”64
Because domination includes innumerable articulations of
forms of oppression, exclusion, and control, it gives rise to

63 Newman,The Politics of Postanarchism, 160–161. See the section “The
implications of the anarchist criticism of consent” of Chapter 2 here.

64 Gordon, Anarchy Alive, 32.
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countless sites of resistance on the part of those subjugated.
Regimes of domination are compulsory and overarching in
conditioning individuals and their socialization, to the extent
that people’s patterns of behavior and their expectations
themselves reflect and perpetuate dominating relations. The
mere attempt to live outside such regimes and relations is an
act of resistance. Thus, for anarchists, acts of resistance range
from “naming domination” to any “particular actualization of
a more systematic opposition to” it.65 As the exact opposite of
domination, the anarchist places the commitment to decentral-
ization, on the basis of which networks of resistance work as
an everyday reproduction and cultivation of social life that is
completely antithetical to the mechanisms and relations that
reproduce domination.

Before moving to decentralization and its centrality within
anarchist political action, however, it is important to examine
the concept of power-with, which is operative within anarchist
structures and is related to both domination and decentraliza-
tion. This discussion turns to real questions on issues con-
cerning perspectives, dilemmas, and controversies that arise
from within the anarchist struggle. Gordon discusses three
kinds of power, suggested by the eco-feminist writer Starhawk,
by reference to which we can see the anarchist struggle de-
velop: power-over, which is domination in hierarchical and co-
ercive settings and constitutes the kind of power that anar-
chism mainly opposes; power-to, which is the capacity to affect
reality—a capacity to achieve results, alter physical reality, or
cause an effect—and is the source and basis of the other two
kinds of power; and power-with, a power among people who
view themselves as equals, which is exercised as noncoercive

65 Gordon, Anarchy Alive, 33 and 34, respectively. For the whole discus-
sion of domination here, see Gordon, Anarchy Alive, 29–34.
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influence and initiative.66 The latter is crucial for anarchists, be-
cause it is equally imperative to their opposition to domination
to deal with forms of unequal exercise of power and its effects
that appear in anarchist networks themselves. Power-with is
expressed in the form of suggestions rather than commands,
but, as a power to influence the group of equals to which one
belongs, it usually results in obedience.

Power-with is acceptable persuasion on the basis of rational
argument, yet there is more to it. Among activists this power
can become abused and abusive, because it involves resources
that are difficult or impossible to transfer, such as the person-
ality traits of articulate speech and self-confidence, something
that creates problems for the redistribution of the sources of
power and their use within the movement.67 This problem
becomes more serious given that who they are and how they
“play the game in the anarchist arena of power” depends a
lot on whom they know, which relates to the problems of
invisibility and the lack of accountability generated by the
so-called “tyranny of structurelessness” (TToS).68 Theorists
like Bookchin and Jo Freeman insist on more formal group
structures within anarchist prefiguration, in order to avoid the
problem of structurelessness that they see as central within
anarchism. The tendency toward diversity and multiplicity
supported by contemporary anarchism seems to generate
this problem. The criticism is that structurelessness becomes
a dogma and allows the emergence of informal hierarchical
structures, generating difficulties such as the lack of orga-
nization, the invisibility of power, and the unaccountability

66 Starhawk, Truth or Dare: Encounters with Power, Authority and Mys-
tery (San Francisco: HarperCollins, 1987). For a discussion of this threefold
understanding of power, see Gordon, Anarchy Alive, 48–55.

67 See Gordon, Anarchy Alive 55–61.
68 Gordon, Anarchy Alive 61–62. For TToS, see Jo Freeman, “The

Tyranny of Structurelessness,” Black Rose 1 (1970) (accessed May 7, 2013:
http://flag.blackened.net/revolt/hist_texts/structurelessness.html).
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of those exercising it. Power-with is used invisibly behind
the scenes, so that those it is exercised upon cannot even
know it, and responsibility is not clearly delegated, mandated,
overseen, and revocable.69

These issues relate to the key discussion of enforcement.
Enforcement is coercion with two additional features: it is
“rationalized and institutionalized” and “it is coercion where
the threat is permanent.”70 As explained in this chapter,
anarchists have a problem with coercion: how to justify its
existence within their own structures in order to avoid insta-
bility and chaos. The solution resulting from the perspective
of the present study lies in the acceptability of reasonable
constraints. Here Gordon helps us go further and understand
that the problem anarchist networks face is not so much
with coercion in general as it is with the forms of coercion
involved in enforcement. Enforcement involves precisely
those illegitimate forms of coercion that anarchists reject,
but the lack of it, and the unaccountability and invisibility of
power that this entails, create further issues for anarchists,
apart from those arising from instability and disorganization.

Yet visibility might be impossible. Indeed, its opposite could
be elevated to a positive value within anarchist structures,
since, for example, public forums for influence might be
more restricting and oppressive to those who cannot exercise
influence within large, formal groups.71 Invisibility can
actually become politically meaningful, if we see that within
the movement what matters is not strict accountability, but

69 See Freeman, “The Tyranny of Structurelessness”; Murray Bookchin,
Social Anarchism or Lifestyle Anarchism, and “The Communalist Project,”
Harbinger, A Journal of Social Ecology 3(1) (2003) (accessed May
7, 2013: http://www.social-ecology.org/2002/09/harbinger-vol-3-no-1-the-
communalist-project/); the discussion of his anarchist proposals in the sec-
tion “The tasks of political anarchists” here; Gordon, Anarchy Alive, 62–65.

70 Gordon, Anarchy Alive, 67–68.
71 Gordon, Anarchy Alive, 71–77, especially the related feminist cri-

tique.
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tion. In the end, everybody has to ask the anarchist question ac-
tually and persistently. When we complain that we have been
harmed, we should remember that it is we who have the pri-
mary responsibility for the elimination of this evil. We must
do this, because it is the best affirmation of our free and equal
involvement in the social world that we have created, that we
inhabit, that we are truly able to maintain and improve. We
owe this to ourselves, if we want to be active and responsible
citizens, independent and fulfilled human beings.
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rather a cultivation of a spirit of solidarity in the use of
power-with, intersecting with resource-sharing through the
habit of redistributing political resources. This is related to the
role of democracy in anarchy. In anarchy enforceability and
bindingness are replaced with individual initiative, reasonable
influence, and active participation, so outcomes cannot be
mandatory. People do not arrive at collectively binding
decisions of the classical democratic nature. Instead, what
anarchism represents is “an altogether different paradigm of
collective action,” the process of consensus decision-making—
and, with it, the power of veto on the part of the minority, the
lack of any obligation for them to comply, and a climate where
decision is more a matter of consultation and arrangement, of
influence and free persuasion.72 The likelihood of carrying
out decisions depends on and increases with the cultivation of
equal and voluntary participation, again, a spirit of solidarity
and freedom arising from the fact that, through consensus,
individuals feel ready to implement decisions because they
have actually made them. This culture of solidarity regarding
influence, resource distribution, and decision-making can
thrive within prefigurative politics exactly because the latter
is based on decentralization, diversity, and open-endedness,
ultimately coming out as direct action. This setting is quite
different from Bookchin’s vision. The problems that his view
of democratic participation faces, as we saw above (in the
section “Bookchin revisited”), originate precisely from the for-
mality and inflexibility of the structures and practices that he
proposes. These structures and practices support and cultivate
tendencies and attitudes that give rise to a political culture
almost in opposition to the kind of collective action presently
described, action that encourages the kind of initiative and
participation that are consistent with the anarchist ideal.

72 Gordon, Anarchy Alive, 69–71.
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Decentralization is an anarchist commitment related to the
central anarchist tenets, indicated throughout the study, that
liberation must come from those who suffer themselves the dif-
ferent kinds of domination, that it is primarily self-liberation,
and that it should be exercised in the process of resistance,
within the very practices and structures that form both the al-
ternative and the challenge to the oppressive ones. Thus, de-
centralization becomes an end in itself, and prefigurative pol-
itics “represents a broadening of the idea of direct action, re-
sulting in a commitment to define and realize anarchist social
relations within the activities and collective structures of the
revolutionary movement.”73 A different conception of politics,
the devotion to non-dominating social relations, and the pre-
figuration of the desired society constitute anarchist positions
and goals that are interwoven in a unified view and a direct
activism. Direct action, in the form of attitudes and ways of
living, propagating tactics, practices, structures, and networks
of all kinds, is the necessary strategy in the struggle against
domination that actualizes the commitment to resist the sep-
aration between processes and results. As Gustav Landauer
famously stated:

The state is a condition, a certain relationship among human
beings, a mode of behaviour between men; we destroy it by
contracting other relationships, by behaving differently toward
one another … We are the state, and we shall continue to be
the state until we have created the institutions that form a real
community and society of men74

Thus, as Gordon points out, “the nurturing spaces created by
activists” constitute sites of individual self-realization for over-
coming “entrenched oppressive behaviours,” an actual practice

73 Gordon, Anarchy Alive, 35.
74 Gustav Landauer, “Schwache Stattsmänner, Schwacheres Volk!” Der

Sozialist, June, 1910, trans. in Eugene Lunn, Prophet of Community: The Ro-
mantic Socialism of Gustav Landauer (Berkley: University of California Press,
1973), 226.
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is the weakness of the other. If we want to strengthen society
wemust weaken the state. Totalitarians of all kinds realise this,
which is why they invariably seek to destroy those institutions
which they cannot dominate. So do the dominant interest groups
in the state … .2

In addition to its support of this stand, critical philosophical
anarchism gives attention to, and facilitates the construction
and support of, the social proposals involved in political anar-
chism. More generally, it expresses the so-called “ ‘anarchist
invariant’: the recurring desire for life without government
that haunts the political imagination.”3 Critical philosophical
anarchism is representative of a position that characterizes an-
archism on the whole.

Conclusion

The anarchist position issues a fundamental demand. And by
issuing it, everything changes. Even if we cannot abandon po-
litical institutions or escape their constant determination, we
are still inspired by and committed to a different perspective.
We assert anew an old and unjustifiably forgotten position: we
demand without cease that institutions become better and we
participate in this endeavor. Even when the state is good, its
very existence is morally problematic. We should not put ex-
cessive trust in it, but rather exercise critical caution. Our ar-
guments are fragile and present a temporary victory. No one
wins. We need to help each other. We have to apply this posi-

2 Ward, Anarchy in Action, 24 (emphasis mine). For a very recent
philosophical criticism of the state in terms of political social anarchism, see
Carter, A Radical Green Political Theory, and Chapter 7 here.

3 See Newman, The Politics of Postanarchism, 1. The term was coined
by Benjamin Noys in Benjamin Noys, “Anarchy-without-Anarchism,” No
Useless Leniency blog, accessed June 5, 2009, http://leniency.blogspot.com/
2009/06/anarchywithoutanarchism.html. Originally published as Editorial
11, Sans-Philosophie.net (October 2006).
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and there are various elaborate and inspiring proposals
on the part of contemporary anarchist thinkers. These
proposals should be taken into serious consideration,
since they contribute significant elements to a fresh
view of our political world.

In the end, critical philosophical anarchism meets political
anarchism. It follows the latter in becoming a constant
guardian against the corrupting tendencies of the state, which
political anarchists stress as part of their more general attack
on domination. See, for example, the famous exclamation by
Proudhon:

To be GOVERNED is to be at every operation, at every trans-
action, noted, registered, enrolled, taxed, stamped, measured,
numbered, assessed, licensed, authorized, admonished, forbid-
den, reformed, corrected, punished. It is, under the pretext of
public utility, and in the name of the general interest, to be
placed under contribution, trained, ransomed, exploited, mo-
nopolized, … robbed; then, at the slightest resistance, the first
word of complaint, to be repressed, fined, despised, harassed, …
sacrificed, sold, betrayed; and, to crown all, mocked, ridiculed,
outraged, dishonoured. That is government; that is its justice;
that is its morality.1

This is a crucial part of the political anarchist criticism of the
state, which goes beyond the detection of the failures of justifi-
cations of it. For a more recent example of this line of criticism,
in addition to those contemporary lines of criticism discussed
in the previous chapter, Colin Ward’s comment is characteris-
tic. It indicates that the state stands in a reverse relation with
the rest of society, occupying and formalizing at the expense
of the latter any space unused by social participation:

There is an inverse correlation between the two [namely, the
libertarian and the authoritarian tradition]: the strength of one

1 Proudhon, General Idea of the Revolution, 294. See also, e.g., Bakunin,
“Power Corrupts the Best.”
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that works alongside the attack on the state to uproot the state
within us. Both domination and liberation, both confrontation
and constructive direct action “are each seen to supply each
other’s motivation” and to revive anarchist individualism “ar-
ticulated as a present tense demand rather than merely a prin-
ciple for some future society.”75

Bookchin’s confederal theme aims to expand decentraliza-
tion and direct action, but falls short of its commitment. The
impracticality of separating policy-making from administra-
tion, which was discussed in relation to Bookchin’s three
other themes in the section “Bookchin revisited,” reappears
at the federal level, since the role of the members of councils
on which confederation depends cannot be limited to admin-
istration and coordination. How can those councils, which
are meant to carry out the will of the assemblies, deal with
any disagreement among the assemblies? And how is policy-
making to be avoided at the confederal level if the assemblies
rely only on majority rule, without some application of the
method of consensus? Aside from these issues, impracticality
becomes impossibility when we try to understand how the
chain of responsibility works in Bookchin’s confederalism.
The problem is that the appointment of strictly instructed and
revocable members to the confederal councils is unworkable
within contemporary cities of thousands or millions of people,
with hundreds or thousands of neighborhood assemblies and
councils that should form further confederations.76

The real point, however, is that the problem is more than
practical. A scheme that is unable to deal with conflict, respon-
sibility, and coordination on any level will fail on every level to
realize direct action and decentralization, the core features of
the proposed alternative to centralized power. By reference to
fundamental anarchist demands, Bookchin’s system is unsuc-

75 Gordon, Anarchy Alive, 38 and 40, respectively.
76 For these criticisms, see John Clark, “Municipal Dreams,” 178.
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cessful. David Harvey’s criticism of Bookchin’s confederation
further highlights this problem, and in more direct relation to
justice and equality as values of the anarchist ideal:

This is what Murray Bookchin’s confederal system of au-
tonomous municipalities would almost certainly be unable to
achieve [namely, to prevent large-scale inequalities and injus-
tices from developing in between poorer and richer commu-
nities and to equalize opportunities and outcomes], to the de-
gree that this level of governance is barred from making pol-
icy and firmly restricted to the administration and governance
of things, and effectively barred from the governance of peo-
ple. The only way that general rules of, say, redistribution of
wealth between municipalities can be established is either by
democratic consensus (which, we know from historical expe-
rience, is unlikely to be voluntarily and informally arrived at)
or by citizens as democratic subjects at different levels within
a structure of hierarchical governance. To be sure, there is no
reason why all power should flow downwards in such a hierar-
chy, and mechanisms can surely be devised to prevent dictator-
ship or authoritarianism. But the plain fact is that certain prob-
lems of, for example, the common wealth, only become visible
at particular scales, and it is only appropriate that democratic
decisions be made at those scales.77

Another central aspect of the revolutionary demand is
the focus on the here and now, which connects to diversity
and open-endedness.78 Contemporary anarchist approaches
are characterized by pluralism and heterogeneity. Instead
of endorsing a unique and all-inclusive revolutionary event
and talking about future utopias, anarchists today see in
the diverse and multiple structures, practices, and tactics of
prefigurative politics the core realization of anarchy. The
imperfect, developing, and open experiments of the present

77 Harvey, Rebel Cities, 152–153.
78 For these, see Gordon, Anarchy Alive, 40–46.
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for supporting them. Moreover, any change of political
reality that they encourage is gradual and part of a
large series of careful (even if sometimes spontaneous),
well-organized, and patiently applied efforts. Yet the
perspective and demands that critical philosophical
anarchism is shown to involve imbue the anarchist
campaign with a radicalism that has not been detected
by its advocates. The fundamental question that the
anarchist critique of political obligation advances and
the process of justification this question entails show
that the presumption removed by the anarchist enlight-
ening campaign and the critical attitude it cultivates are
indications of a more drastic challenge to political insti-
tutions. They also reveal that this challenge and attitude
function within a framework that makes appropriate
the support of government only to the extent it does
enough to protect us. In turn, this question and process
are themselves expressions of a constant reminder of
the enduring defects of the state, of the unacceptability
of illegitimate constraints, and of a project toward
actual social changes. The demand for the limitation
of political power to aspects that reflect moral quality,
the insistence on the importance of equal-liberty, and
a view of political constraints as acceptable only to the
extent that they are compatible with these ideas join
together into an insurgent perspective.

7. All the above are further demonstrated through a discus-
sion (in Chapter 7) of political anarchism with reference
to the perspective of critical philosophical anarchism.
The project of political anarchism is a difficult one. It
should be compatible with the demands of philosophical
anarchism. It should also deal with the problems that
the implementation of an anarchist society faces. Still,
anarchist thought and practice are constantly renovated
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of their own participation. As anticipated in Chapter
1 and explained in Chapter 6, the anarchist insistence
on self-government results in the view defended by
Raz—which asserts the realization of autonomy through
the state’s application of reasons applying to individuals
themselves—yet via the establishment of the important
role of choice as affirmation of self-government. Such
choice need not have the form of actual particular con-
sent (and the failure of defenses of political obligation
shows that this cannot be achieved). But it needs to be
affirmed in the existence of constraints that are of such a
quality that reflects an authentic and equal participation
on the part of individuals in the workings of govern-
ment. In this way, the approach of political theorists
ceases to look paradoxical, because they can show that
the political constraints that (they claim) we (should)
accept are part and indications of our very willingness
not to be externally and arbitrarily constrained. This
view is also compatible with the demands of equality.

6. Thus every theorist needs to share the anarchist per-
spective. The anarchist versions of an ideal of legitimacy
must become a general testing ground for every eval-
uation of constraints. This sheds new light on the
subversive campaign that advocates of philosophical
anarchism are committed to. The different perspective
of our position within political society that this cam-
paign establishes and the corresponding removal of
the habit of compliance that it strives for become an
expression of an innovative position. As philosophical
anarchists themselves argue, these changes do not
lead to widespread disobedience and chaos, since the
absence of political obligation does not destroy other
assessments of institutions and since it does not elim-
inate the existence of other important moral reasons
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are viewed as the primary proposal of the movement. Diverse
and fleeting moments of unconventional, cooperative, and
egalitarian activities, various temporary autonomous zones
and spontaneous happenings, manifold campaigns and modes
of interaction constitute an innovative expression of collective
action, the playful “here and now” application of a contempo-
rary idea of utopia.79 Gordon points out that this orientation
toward creativity, open-endedness, and diversity has affinities
with poststructuralist thinking, especially in the formation of
new critiques and theories.80 We have seen an example of this
contribution in the previous subsection. It is crucial that this
proclivity for change and rejection of absolutes has become,
against Bookchin’s rigidity and dogmatism, the permanent
anarchist practice. John Clark’s criticism of Bookchin’s non-
dialectical focus on the primacy of the assemblies expresses
exactly this viewpoint:

The mind of society—its reason, passion, and imagination—
is always widely dispersed throughout all social realms. And
the more that this is the case, the better it is for the commu-
nity. Not only is it not necessary that most creative thought
take place in popular assemblies, it is inconceivable that most
of it should occur there. In a community that encourages cre-
ative thinking and imagination, the “mind” of society would
operate through the intelligent, engaged reflection of individ-
uals, through a diverse, thriving network of small groups and
local institutions in which these individuals would express and
embody their hopes and ideals for the community, and through
vibrant democratic media of communication in which citizens

79 See also Newman, The Politics of Postanarchism, on “the event,” 6, 13,
47, 108, 127–130, 132, 138, 170, 178.

80 Gordon, Anarchy Alive, 42–43. See, e.g., Todd May, The Political Phi-
losophy of Poststructuralist Anarchism; Saul Newman, From Bakunin to Lacan:
Anti-authoritarianism and the Dislocation of Power (Lanham, MD: Lexington
Books, 2001), andThe Politics of Postanarchism; Lewis Call, Postmodern Anar-
chism (Lanham: Lexington Books, 2002).
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would exchange ideas and shape the values of their commu-
nity.81

This process is necessarily and crucially an everlasting strug-
gle against the re-emergence of dominative patterns.

In conclusion, Bookchin’s contribution is unquestionable,
yet his approach needs substantial improvement. As a rep-
resentative example of a contemporary political anarchist
proposal, and as a way to realize the implications of the
anarchist demands, Bookchin’s view is open to critique from
the perspective of critical philosophical anarchism. These
implications are profound. All the main aspects of Bookchin’s
theory invite criticisms that challenge both the viability and
the morality of his vision. As Clark himself concludes:

Bookchin has made a notable contribution … insofar as his
work has helped inspire many participants in ecological, com-
munitarian, and participatory democratic projects. However,
to the extent that he has increasingly reduced ecological pol-
itics to his own narrow, sectarian program of libertarian mu-
nicipalism, he has become a divisive, debilitating force in the
ecology movement, and an obstacle to the attainment of many
of the ideals he has himself proclaimed.82

Anarchist approaches to concrete
dilemmas

The previous discussion concentrated on the prospects of con-
crete anarchist proposals for preparing and developing a world
with functioning and viable anarchist structures and tactics.
But it must be completed with an examination of another as-
pect of the responsibility involved in adopting the position of
critical philosophical anarchism. As long as the perspective
of critical philosophical anarchism is offered in a world where

81 See Clark, “Municipal Dreams,” 164.
82 Clark, “Municipal Dreams,” 182.
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we assess these institutions regularly in terms of themer-
its on the basis of which they can be acceptable forms of
social organization. The general anarchist message that
it is very difficult to justify political institutions is now
evident and pressing.

4. Given the reasserted demand for justification, the anar-
chist ideal of legitimacy acquires a newly formulated and
important role. In its function as a paradigmatic depic-
tion of the form of societies where political obligation
would exist, it works now also as a reminder of what it
is that the defenses of political institutions need to do
as long as societies fail to assimilate this picture. It be-
comes a test on political constraints in terms of the cen-
tral values of voluntariness, justice, fairness, and asso-
ciation that it provides as criteria for their assessment.
Thus, in addition to the reformulation of the demand
that it establishes with regard to justification, anarchism
provides a proposal for how to apply this demand. And
this proposal is one that applies to the anarchist too: de-
spite their lack of institutionalized domination and of
political obligation as the bond that characterizes their
social relations, the general character of the visions of
political anarchism and the social interactions that they
involve should reflect the moral values of the anarchist
ideal. This relates to the problems with enforcement, co-
ercion, and stability that anarchism itself faces and that
I discuss again in the final part of this Epilogue.

5. The appearance of the paradox that we are ruled because
we do not want to be ruled, with which the anarchist
challenge to defenses of political institutions began,
disappears, since the new test of legitimacy shows a
way in which political constraints become constraints
that individuals put on themselves and are expressive
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any attempt to evaluate them. Thus we can try to
show the desirability of political institutions in terms of
general qualities and accomplishments or to justify their
particular activities. But the only way to understand
the real force of these aspects is to apply them within
a background defined by the fundamental question. In
this respect the demand for their justification becomes
harder.

3. The anarchist is concerned with the imposition of illegit-
imate constraints. Political institutions exist, and there
might be no point in attempting their removal. Indeed,
philosophical anarchists need not be, and are often not,
committed to overthrowing institutions. But the fun-
damental question that the anarchist reminds us to ask
throws light on this fact: evenwhen political institutions
remain necessary, despite the absence of political obliga-
tion, the defects of political coercion can be counterbal-
anced only if instances of coercion are shown to serve
the values that they are claimed to serve in the first place.
For this to happen, however, every existing and every
new form of constraint needs to be shown to actually
respect these values and to continue to do so in every
instance of its social function. Political obligation is a re-
lationship that is enduring and exacting because of its ac-
tual, particularized, and normative character, which re-
flects the implications of the fundamental political ques-
tion. This is what makes its justification an endless and
probably unattainable task. This fact might not condemn
political institutions to nonexistence, but, in light of the
failure it involves, their assessment itself becomes amore
difficult and a persistent process. Hence the demand that
we pay attention to the defects of political institutions
represents the central concern with preventing illegiti-
mate constraints. It thus carries with it the demand that
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there is a state, what is such an anarchist committed to in such
a world, parallel to, alongside with, and aside from preparing
a different one? This is the final important question to put to
the anarchist. How does the anarchist ideal of legitimacy help
address concrete dilemmas? How does the anarchist help us
meet the claims that others make on us within the framework
of contemporary states? More precisely, what is the anarchist
position on police? On health-care and education? On interna-
tional relations and the duty to help strangers in need? On our
relation to the environment? If we do not want the minimal
state, and if the anarchist ideal supports our demands on the
state in terms of shared ethical concerns on the basis of which
we judge the quality of its institutions, how is this translated
into answers with regard to the issues just mentioned?

I believe we can answer these questions along the lines of
the solutions outlined and proposed in the above arguments in
defense of political anarchism. The anarchist subversive cam-
paign represented in the criticism of political obligation en-
courages a critical attitude toward political institutions. This
means that we attend to the fact that the state is not itself a
source of ethical concerns, and so any claim by the state that
its functions are for our own good needs to be tested, to be
traced with reference to concrete harm done to individuals. So,
for example, when the state claims that it needs the support of
the army and the police in order to protect us, we should deter-
mine whether on the basis of acceptable moral reasons these
functions of the state are appropriate. Since we have no politi-
cal obligation, we need to examine both whether these services
are acceptable on their own and whether there are acceptable
alternatives to them. This means that, as long as we live within
the state apparatus and it is very difficult to replace its institu-
tions suddenly, we need to see which state apparatus functions
properly.

The police is a typical and immediate way of providing civil
protection. Thus we cannot suddenly make this institution dis-
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appear. But it is also a central aspect of state machinery: a
form of political repression and a source of violent assault in
the name of law enforcement and the suppression of crime.83
So we can demand that the police exercise its duties in a legiti-
mate way, namely that officers interfere without excessive use
of intimidation, insults, physical force, or weapons, and only
where and when necessary. The right to restrict or punish on
the basis of ethical duties that we owe to each other belongs
to all of us, but we need to agree on acceptable and common
ways of discharging these duties, and an administration that
already exists might be an efficient means for that. Again, it is
not that we should be against even strong elements of the state,
but they have to be balanced with their justification in terms
of the ideal of legitimacy and the way it traces harm done to
particular persons. At the same time, given that we know that
the police is not an institution based on distinctive moral de-
mands, but can function compatibly with independent moral
demands that must be respected, we can work toward estab-
lishing alternative ways of providing protection, which gradu-
ally might replace the police. Political anarchists talk about
civil militia. Furthermore, any method of resolving conflict
and resisting domination and violence, such as mediation and
propaganda by deed (discussed in the previous chapter, in the
section “The anarchist ideal of legitimacy”), is relevant here.
These and other forms of group-based, nonhierarchical admin-
istration might not be accepted by all citizens, and my claim is
not that the anarchist should impose such a task on us. Nev-
ertheless, given the anarchist view on domination and enforce-
ment that the lack of political obligation justifies, such attempts
are to be expected and thus appear now as totally acceptable

83 For the role of the police within the state, see Carter, The Political
Theory of Anarchism, 38–41. See also Alex Comfort, Authority and Delin-
quency in the Modern State (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1950); Han-
nah Arendt,The Origins of Totalitarianism (London: Allen and Unwin, 1958).
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defects and reflects an inaccurate depiction of what life
without political institutions would be like. They then
attempt to derive political obligations from these merits.
But they pay no attention to the particularized and en-
during character of political obligation, which, being at
the heart of their failures, itself shows that they have not
asked properly the fundamental question that needs to
be asked: whether we should have political institutions
at all. Thus they rush to defend political obligation in a
way that leaves behind the prior and essential basis of
any possible defense. The failure of their accounts and
the specific aspects of this failure, which the anarchist
criticism reveals, redirect the defenders to the root of the
weakness of their theories and to a perspective that they
all need to share.

2. This approach is carried to wider evaluations of con-
straints. The attention given to the question of political
obligation and the accompanying clarification of the
demands and difficulties that it involves shake the
foundations of other supports of political institutions.
First, the view of political relations that the results of
the debate on political obligation force on us already
changes our approach to political institutions. Second,
the absence of political obligation itself constitutes a
serious gap in the status and function of these institu-
tions and thus, by itself, makes us question their validity
and viability. But third, and most importantly, the
attention given to the issue of political obligation shows
it to reveal a demand that underlies more generally our
view of political constraints. Through the question of
political obligation the fundamental question whether
or not institutions should exist and the initial view of
political institutions as enduring evils that it represents
become the starting point and determining basis of
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revelation of the particular character of the relationship under
discussion, as well as of the difficulties that this creates, rep-
resents and justifies the primary commitment to freedom and
equality and the hostility to domination that are at the heart of
anarchism. Also it verifies the latter’s corresponding attention
to the creation and protection of proper relations among per-
sons within social reality. Finally, the discussion established a
new horizon for the continuation of political dialogue, one in-
volving a fresh starting point and carefully specified demands
both in the direction of the defender of political institutions
and in the direction of anarchism itself.

Chapter 6 followed with a direct demonstration of the signif-
icance and value of the above framework. This demonstration
concentrates on the distinctive contribution of critical philo-
sophical anarchism in the direction of defenses of political con-
straints. The central elements of this contribution are found in
the special perspective that characterizes anarchism and the
ideal of legitimacy that it involves as already detected in the
discussion of the previous chapters. In Chapter 7 the contri-
bution of critical philosophical anarchism was examined with
regard to the direction of anarchism itself. Its perspective ap-
plied to political anarchism and the two were brought together
to comprise a unified and more complete picture of anarchism.
All these elements of Chapters 6 and 7 were elaborated as fol-
lows:

1. The anarchist approach to political obligation reveals the
mistakemade by traditional theorists of attempting to de-
rive it from general positive qualities of political institu-
tions that may be used to account for their existence and
desirability. Anarchism reveals that theorists begin from
the wrong starting point and make very quick moves to-
ward the justification of political obligation: they are
guided by an assumption of the necessity of the state
and focus on its possible merits in a way that neglects its
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and available alternatives that we can learn to apply within the
state.

The same applies to health care and education. The state can
be seen to justifiably provide (where it does) for these on the
basis of legitimate ethical concerns. That is, it is a good way of
helping discharge our relevant obligations toward one another
in a fair manner. The anarchist perspective, therefore, does
not lead immediately to a demand for the withdrawal of these
functions of the state. Still, education can be seen as part of the
state’s method of civilizing,84 and health care, being indispens-
able, can become an instrument of dependence and maltreat-
ment. So anarchism makes it more critical for us to test the
specific rationale and justification of the relevant state func-
tions. It is critical to check and criticize specific laws and prac-
tices on education and health, to demand replacement of ille-
gitimate and inefficient ones, which create harm, and to resist
efficiency if it is exploited in the name of arrangements that
represent interests other than the ones that should be served
in these areas. For example, we should consider what the real
motivations are, and if there is real need, for gradual replace-
ment of state functions by private companies in cooperation
with the state—the privatization of public institutions. At the
same time, the anarchist perspective motivates, for those who
want to try them, attempts at the replacement of the state in-
stitutions in these areas by non-centralized organizations. The
visions of partial community that anarchists suggest—in the
form of groups functioning at the level of the neighborhood, de-
ciding within assemblies, coordinating by confederation, and
administrating by rotation, for various purposes (from orga-
nizing alternative educational schemes to campaigning for the
rights of children and old people and against the institution-

84 See Max Stirner, The False Principle of Our Education, ed. James
J.Martin (Colorado Springs: Ralph Myles, 1967), e.g., 95–97.
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alization of mentally ill individuals)—are available alternatives
that can gradually develop and expand with considerable force.

Finally, states have external relations to and duties toward
other states and the world as a whole. They need to protect
themselves from foreign attack, support distant peoples who
are treated unjustly, and in general cooperate with other states
for just purposes. What is the position of the anarchist in re-
lation to these issues? The lack of legitimacy shows that we
have no obligation to help the state preserve itself or see its
provisions for helping other people as the only ones that are
applicable and justifiable. This does not mean eliminating the
army suddenly, but it does mean that the anarchist perspective
considers itsmaintenance optional and supports its eventual re-
moval. The army is a very characteristic means through which
state (and state related) agents serve their own interests and
through which relations of domination and exploitation are
cultivated and expanded. A striking example is the so-called
“war on terror,” which, in the name of protection and the sup-
port of ideals, involves moral, social, and political discrimina-
tion, propaganda, and the degradation of the very status, con-
science, and perception of the general population. In the end,
it itself perpetuates terror.85 Anarchists are in complete oppo-
sition to these phenomena. Their attack on the legitimacy of
political power is primarily motivated by them. We have no
reason to help the state serve the purposes of its preservation
and supremacy (no reason to support domination, coercion, hi-

85 For the importance of avoiding the financial and political dependence
of smaller states and weaker peoples on bigger and stronger ones, see Kant’s
excellent essay on the way toward perpetual international peace (Immanuel
Kant, “Perpetual Peace: A Philosophical Sketch,” in Kant: Political Writings,
ed. Hans Siegbert Reiss, trans. Hugh Barr Nisbet [Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1970, 1991:93–130.]). For characteristic literature on inter-
national relations, propaganda, and the war on terror, see, e.g., Chomsky, For
Reasons of State; Chomsky and Herman, Manufacturing Consent; Chomsky,
The New Military Humanism; Carter, “The Nation-State and Underdevelop-
ment”; McLaughlin, Anarchism and Authority, 175–177.
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examined fail to account for, something that is reflected at the
theoretical level by their failure to meet one or more of the con-
ditions of political obligation, which together are expressive of
the political nature of such bonds. But the character itself of the
relationship required indicates the inevitable instability of such
accounts: the resulting failure reflects and highlights the end-
lessness of a process aiming to discover and maintain particu-
lar and morally acceptable interactions that establish authority
within aworld of nation- andmultination-stateswith extensive
government over huge and variable populations. This in turn
suggests that support for political institutions should probably
move in a different direction.

Another part of the anarchist criticism and its results, con-
comitant with the preceding one, is that they verify and main-
tain the importance and desirability of themoral standards that
are offered as bases of political obligation. These uncontrover-
sial grounds are the central elements of ideals of legitimacy
that constitute paradigmatic demonstrations of the relations
that would characterize a legitimate society and its active citi-
zenship, which existing societies do not have. But these values
also work as general moral criteria that the ideals of legitimacy
force on the assessment of political constraints as they exist
and arise in the absence of political obligation.

Chapters 1–5 provided a detailed discussion of the anarchist
criticism against leading positions within the debate on po-
litical obligation. This discussion reformulated their central
claims and offered the elements that may be used as the defin-
ing features of a more comprehensive and positive position in-
volved in the challenge of critical philosophical anarchists. My
discussion sought to challenge the view that the theoretical
project of critical philosophical anarchism is merely a negative
and academic position. The discussion in Chapters 2–5 antic-
ipated a more complete reply to this accusation, not only by
supplying the main elements of such a reply, but also in being
a genuine representation of the deepest anarchist concerns. Its
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Epilogue

At this point I provide concluding remarks in terms of an
overview of the preceding discussion that further demon-
strates the distinctive contribution that critical philosophical
anarchism advances in the debate on political obligation. I
also indicate the wider implications of this contribution, for
anarchists and for people in general.

Overview of the results of the study

The examination of theories of political obligation from the an-
archist perspective has resulted in the following key conclu-
sions.

None of the most comprehensive theories of political obli-
gation, nor their combination, provides a persuasive account
of such a relationship. Thus there is no general political obliga-
tion as a special political bond that determines the relationship
between individuals and the governments of their countries of
residence. This in turn frees our view of political institutions
from a presumption in favor of obedience and encourages a
critical approach to their construction and specific demands,
which represents a different outlook to political reality and our
position in it.

Part of the above outcomes is an emphasis, through the an-
archist criticism, on the importance of establishing morally im-
portant features of actual, specific interaction between govern-
ments and each of their citizens as the only proper and satis-
factory basis of political obligation, as well as on the difficulty
of such an endeavor. These are the aspects that the accounts
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erarchy, and exploitation in themselves). Yet we have reason
to accept international institutions for cooperation among the
states, since they exist, to the extent that such organizations
provide ways of reciprocal checking on the part of the states
in international affairs. Indeed, we should evaluate the states
at the international level in the same way we evaluate them
separately and by reference to their domestic affairs. Thus, all
the above demands apply to and within the framework of con-
temporary multistate organizations as well (e.g., the European
Union). More importantly, we want to help other people in
need. In this case, anarchism encourages participation in inter-
national organizations (especially independent ones) for peace
and the support of the needy and the constant creation, coop-
eration, and expansion of affinity groups all over the world for
these purposes. We can thus discharge our duties to others as
individuals and as citizens of the world. (For anarchist group-
ings with international action, see the discussion (by Franks)
in the section “The anarchist ideal of legitimacy” and in the
previous section.) So an anarchist will not join the army, will
not go to war, and will not contribute to the preservation of vi-
olent and exploitative means of supporting policies, practices,
and aims. This is an area where the critical outlook toward the
state finds a very direct expression.

A similar approach applies with regard to the environment
and the environmental crisis the Earth faces. Every aspect of ir-
responsible behavior, dominative tendencies, and unequal, ex-
ploitative, and oppressive relations and structures is reflected
in the way we treat life surrounding human beings and human
societies. The ecological crisis is an ethical, social, and political
crisis, threatening the health of the planet itself. It will have
dire effects if we do not face our responsibilities and correct
our mistakes. Recognizing and reacting to this problem, we
can assist the multiple action of many contemporary environ-
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mental groups spread all over the world, with a wide range of
philosophies and various effective organizational methods.86

Thus, the basis for answering the questions relating to the
above problems is the outlook supported by critical philosoph-
ical anarchists. But it needs to be stressed that this does not
extend only to claims for privacy and independence against
the state when it interferes with harmless private behavior and
demands high taxes. It applies to every area and it is accompa-
nied by responsibilities and demands for work on our part. As
long as taxes are for the purpose of public services, of helping
the poor and funding health and education, they are a legiti-
mate sacrifice we should make until we find alternative ways
of helping people. Those among us who claim they are anar-
chists, cannot, as such, insist that they are free to escape that
within the state which frustrates their individual pleasures, but
also to enjoy in it what they find pleasant. They must take the
bad with the good. They must, like everyone else, have respon-
sibility as well as freedom. As has been argued in this study,
these are two sides of the same coin. Again, the inquiring ap-
proach on the basis of shared ethical concerns that the ideal
of legitimacy represents is applied: in the light of the knowl-
edge that the state is no necessary or exclusive source of ethical
concerns, at every instance all of us have the responsibility to
consider carefully whether and why what the state requires, or
does, is acceptable, or whether it creates harm. This is the way
of tracing harm done to individuals and distinguishing reason-
able from illegitimate constraints. Those accepted are those

86 From Greenpeace to Earth Liberation Front (ELF) and Friends of the
Earth (FoE). For an examination of British environmental movements, see
Franks, Rebel Alliances, 250–253. See also all of Murray Bookchin’s relevant
work (including the part of it used in this study), and a criticism from the
perspective of social ecology of his approach to ecological concerns, in John
Clark, “Municipal Dreams: A Social Ecological Critique of Bookchin’s Poli-
tics,” 39–42. For the activities of environmental movements, see my discus-
sion based on Franks in the section “The anarchist ideal of legitimacy”.
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that have been tested and deemed appropriate. Thus, in the
hands of critical philosophical anarchism, the challenge to po-
litical obligation has more pressing implications than the ad-
vocates of this anarchist position have thought. In this case, it
becomes a positive and widely applied position about our atti-
tudes and moral responsibilities.
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